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Abstract 

Creativity has been investigated in areas such as education, the workplace and psychology. 

However, there remains little in the way of a unanimous definition of what it means to be creative 

– with various conceptualisations illuminating different aspects of this multifaceted phenomenon. 

However, it is for the most part agreed that creativity contributes to a wealth of positive 

outcomes such as openness to experience, cognitive flexibility and emotional wellbeing. 

Furthermore, creativity is instrumental in facilitating a meaningful learning experience as learners 

can actively formulate and experiment with ideas in an authentic context. In this way, the creative 

process leads to ultimately the creative expression itself and subsequent positive effects such as 

learning.  

 With such a wealth of positive effects, it is surprising that creativity has not been more 

extensively investigated within the area of digital entertainment games. Digital games provide an 

authentic and active context which fosters intrinsic motivation and offer numerous opportunities 

for players to be creative. As such, this thesis attempts to address this gap by presenting an 

account of current literature on creativity in digital games, and the results from three empirical 

studies. The first study comprised of 24 semi-structured interviews and 14 narrative surveys and 

identified three unique forms of creative expression, along with three different player constructed 

conceptualisations of what it means to be creative in games. Further circumorbital constructs 

related to creativity were also identified, including creative transfer, affordances for creativity and 

learning outcomes from being creative. The second study consisted of an online survey completed 

by 251 respondents and resulted in the development of the Creativity in Gaming Scale (CGS), in 

addition to providing a quantitative examination of what players learn from engaging in the 

different forms of creative expression, and what aspects of creativity are most likely to transfer. 

The third study focused on affordances for creativity in digital games and utilised the reflexive 

photographic method alongside photo-elicitation interviews with 9 participants to identify eight 

types of affordances to support the different types of creative expression. 

 This research provides an extensive account of creativity in digital entertainment games; 

presenting the construct from the standpoint of the player. As such, the findings not only 

contribute towards presenting a holistic definition of creativity, but also highlight that creativity is 

an important aspect of player experience. The role of creativity in the learning process is 

extrapolated, with findings drawing a link between different forms of creative expression and 

what players may learn from being creative. Similarly, the transferable nature of creativity is 

investigated, with findings pointing to the different aspects of creativity which may transfer, and 

what areas of life they may transfer to. Finally, by identifying the specific affordances for creativity 
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in games, the final contribution of this research is towards informing the design of games which 

may actively promote creativity in players.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Rationale 

This thesis seeks to explicate how players may experience and express creativity within different 

types of digital entertainment games, what they may learn from engaging in such creative 

practices, and what aspects of game design afford creative opportunities to players. 

 Creativity is a multifaceted construct, with an exact definition hard to pinpoint. However, 

it has been, for the most part, agreed to contribute to positive benefits such as increased 

wellbeing (Plucker et al., 2004), meaningful learning (Ferguson, 2011) and positive psychological 

health and openness (Richards, 2007, 2010). Creativity has been studied as a process (e.g. 

Amabile, 1982; Baer & McKool, 2009), an outcome (e.g. Csikszentmilhalyi, 1996) and a personality 

trait (e.g. Amabile, 1990). The realisation of creativity depends as much on the person and their 

history as it does on the context in which it takes place – with what is creative for one individual, 

not necessarily being creative for another. Creativity, in terms of a process, has also been argued 

to be a facilitator for successful learning (Mishra et al., 2013). Where the demarcation begins and 

ends between what is deemed a creative process and a creative outcome may be blurry, and as 

such, in the context of this thesis, creativity is examined in a holistic sense – both as a contributor 

to subsequent learning outcomes, and as an outcome in itself in the form of different creative 

expressions. 

While creativity has been investigated in other domains of life such as music, work and 

education, there is scant literature which investigates the role of player creativity in digital 

entertainment games. According to Malone (1981), digital games encompass challenge, curiosity 

and fantasy – all of which contribute to player appeal and may act as the building blocks for 

creative behaviour (Blascovich & Bailenson, 2011; Ferguson & Olson, 2013). Ill-structured 

challenges are inherent in many games, offering players a multitude of ways to solve particular 

problems and encouraging exploration, discovery and reflection (Kiili, 2005). Moreover, risk-

taking has been argued to be a core component of the creative process– something which games 

promote through allowing players to experiment in a context that produces lower levels of the 

same types of physical and emotional responses than real-life situations (Fischer et al., 2009; Gee, 

2005; Järvinen, 2008). Although there are many theories which seek to define creativity, most 

work concerning the benefits of digital games has granted limited focus on player creativity, with 

research focusing usually on only one aspect of this highly complex phenomenon. As such, there 

currently does not exist an extensive account of the different expressions of player creativity in 

digital games, and similarly, how players themselves define what it means to be creative in games. 

By explicating the role of creativity in the player experience, further related avenues of 
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consideration such as the role of creativity in learning, personal development and enjoyment may 

be illuminated. 

Creativity has been suggested to contribute to, among other things, lifelong learning, 

cognitive flexibility and openness to experience (Amabile, 1983; McCrae, 1987; Ott & Pozzi, 2012). 

Plucker et al. (2004) argue that creativity is important not only for educational and personal 

success but also for the development of cognitive abilities such as problem solving, as well as 

social and emotional wellbeing. Furthermore, within the business sector, creativity has been 

identified as the foundation of economic and technical development, with corporations investing 

in creativity education (Hennessey & Amabile, 1998; Plucker et al., 2004; Stevens et al., 1999). As 

such, creativity has been argued to be a key component to successful learning (Mishra et al., 

2013). Such learning involves the construction and accommodation of knowledge and 

development of skills and abilities through active and authentic engagement in the creative 

process – in this way assumptions are dismantled, and hypotheses tested allowing new 

knowledge and understanding to be constructed. In terms of digital games, previous work has 

broached that players can informally learn a variety of different skills such as language skills (e.g. 

Bytheway, 2015), problem-solving (Iacovides et al., 2014a) critical thinking (e.g. Sourmelis et al., 

2017), social (e.g. Voulgari et al., 2014) and psycho-motor skills (e.g. Iacovides et al., 2014a). Areas 

of learning such as cognitive and social skills have gained attention in relation to digital 

entertainment games, however, the creative practices of players still remain largely understudied 

in relation to learning (Qian & Clark, 2016; Sourmelis et al., 2017).  As Iacovides et al. (2011) point 

out, a better understanding of what occurs during everyday game-play practices is needed to 

illuminate exactly what players may learn when playing commercial entertainment games and, as 

such, by studying the creative practices of players we may shed light on what specific learning 

outcomes can be gained from being creative, and subsequently illuminate the role of creativity in 

the learning process.  

In addition to contributing to a wealth of positive effects and as a key component in the 

learning process, the transferrable nature of creativity has been cited as being important in the 

new digital economy. It has been argued that we now live in a “creative society” where the ability 

to think and act creatively is instrumental to success in both work and life (Resnick, 2007). As 

such, initiatives such the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2019) have incorporated creativity 

into their framework alongside other domain unspecific competencies including collaboration, 

critical thinking, problem-solving and planning. However, questions remain in relation to what 

aspects of game-based creativity may transfer, and what other areas of life such aspects may 

transfer to. 

In short, games incorporate many characteristics which would suggest they are an apt 
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medium for creativity to take place. However, there remains a grey area as to what exactly 

constitutes player creativity, and how players themselves define what it means to be creative. 

Furthermore, creativity has yet to be fully considered in relation to the informal learning which 

occurs in entertainment games, and in relation to what role creativity may play in the 

development of learning outcomes. The transferrable nature of creativity has attracted focus 

from educationalists in terms of frameworks such as the 21st Century Skills. However, we still 

know little about what specific aspects of creativity may transfer, and where. Finally, creativity 

has yet to be fully considered in relation to the design of games, with gaps in the literature around 

what aspects of game design may act as affordances for player creativity.  

1.2 Contributions 

This thesis aims to provide a holistic account of player creativity in digital games. The 

contributions of this thesis are fivefold: firstly, by presenting a unified definition of creativity and 

examining the different ways in which creativity is expressed by players of digital entertainment 

games, this thesis illuminates a valuable yet underexplored aspect of the player experience. 

Through understanding how different types of games contribute to the different forms of 

creativity we can further understand how games can be used to promote creative behaviour, not 

just from an entertainment perspective but also in other domains such as education.  

Second, whilst there exists a multitude of conceptualisations of creativity, little is known 

about how players themselves define and view creativity in the context of gaming. By unpacking 

player perspectives on creativity, a conceptualisation of creativity that relates to digital games can 

be posited in the hope of guiding further work which seeks to define the role of creativity in the 

player experience. 

Third, the role of creativity in the learning process has been granted little focus, and this 

thesis aims to provide the initial groundwork for future studies which examine the relationship 

between creativity and learning. Creativity involves a variety of different skills and by drawing a 

link between the different forms of creative expression in games and what players may learn from 

these instances, we can gain a better understanding of what areas of learning creativity may 

contribute to.  

Fourth, creativity appears to involve highly transferrable skills such as problem-solving 

and personality traits such as cognitive flexibility and openness to experience. By examining what 

aspects of creativity may transfer, a greater understanding of the transferable nature of creativity 

will be gained in terms of what aspects of creativity are most likely to transfer and where.  

 Fifth, this thesis aims to contribute to establishing what specific elements of game design 

may contribute to player creativity. By illuminating this understudied area, the final contribution 
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of this thesis is to the field of game design. If we can understand what mechanisms support or 

inhibit creativity in digital games, then games can be actively designed with creativity in mind. 

 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

This chapter is a general guide for the reader, outlining the rationale for the thesis and its primary 

contributions. This section provides a short overview of what can be expected in each of the 

chapters. 

Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

Chapter 2 will begin by situating the constructs within the epistemological position of 

constructivism before reviewing literature in relation to the three main constructs under 

investigation: creativity, learning and affordances. For all sections, the constructs will be 

contextualised within the area of digital entertainment games. A final section (2.5) will offer up 

conclusions from the literature reviewed in conjunction with highlighting the gaps in the field and 

presenting the research questions. 

 

Chapter 3 - Methodology 

Chapter 3 will cover the pragmatist research paradigm adopted and methodology used, justifying 

the choice of methodology in the light of previous work which has used similar methodologies. A 

rationale will be given for why the particular methods and materials were chosen. The section will 

finish with an overview of ethical considerations for the research conducted. 

 

Chapter 4 - Phase 1: Expressivity of Creativity and Player Conceptualisations of Creativity in 

Digital Games 

Chapter 4 will cover phase 1 which aimed to explore how players define what it means to be 

creative in games, and what the different expressions of creativity within gaming may look like 

from a player’s perspective. The research questions addressed in this phase were:  

 RQ 1a: How is creativity expressed within digital entertainment games? 
 

 RQ 1b: How do players themselves conceptualise creativity within digital entertainment 
games? 

Phase 1 consisted of exploratory semi-structured interviews with 24 participants and a 

narrative survey completed by a further 14 participants. Section 4.1 will begin with a discussion of 
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the participants, recruitment methods, data collection and data analysis. Section 4.2 will cover the 

findings on expressivity of creativity, player conceptualisations of creativity as well as initial 

findings relating to learning, transferability and design affordances. Each finding section will be 

accompanied by a discussion of the theme in relation to the relevant literature. Section 4.3 

provides a conclusion and section 4.4 outlines the limitations of the study and suggests courses of 

action for future work. Finally, section 4.5 describes the implications of the study and its relevance 

for further phases. 

 

Chapter 5 – Phase 2: Learning and Transferability in Digital Games 

Chapter 5 will cover phase 2 which aimed to uncover what specific learning outcomes players 

gained from engaging in game-based creativity practices, and what aspects of creativity were 

transferrable between games and other domains of life. The research questions addressed were: 

 RQ 2a: What do players learn from engaging in game-based creative practices? 
 

 RQ 2b: What aspects of game-based creativity are transferrable between games and real-
life? 

Phase 2 consisted of an online gaming and creativity survey completed by 251 respondents. 

Section 5.1 will follow the same format as 4.1. Section 5.2 will cover the findings, outlining both 

an initial factor model and a refined five factor solution. Additional analyses in relation to the five-

factor model will be covered including mean analysis, reliability analysis, and multiple regression 

analysis. Findings will be discussed for each in turn. Section 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 will take the same 

format as the conclusion, limitations and implications sections in chapter 4. 

 

Chapter 6 – Phase 3: Design Affordances for Creativity in Digital Games 

Chapter 6 will cover phase 3 which aimed to examine what specific design affordances in games 

contribute to player creativity. The research question addressed was: 

 RQ 3: What specific game design affordances contribute to player creativity? 

Phase 3 consisted of a reflexive photography task followed by photo-elicitation interviews with 9 

participants. The chapter will follow the same format as chapter 4. 

 

Chapter 7 – Conclusions 
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Chapter 7 will summarise the main conclusions to the project, outline the main contributions, 

highlight the limitations of the project as a whole and present suggestions for avenues of future 

work. 
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2. Literature Review  

This chapter will cover existing literature on the three main areas of focus in this thesis. Section 

2.1 will outline the epistemological standpoint taken in this thesis; namely, constructivism and its 

relation to both the creative process, and the outcomes of said process. Section 2.2 will consider 

creativity in relation to existing domain unspecific conceptualisations before examining work 

which has focused on elements of creativity in digital games. To conclude, the last section will 

provide a working definition of creativity which will be used in the context of this thesis. Section 

2.3 on learning in digital games will look at existing work concerning informal learning in digital 

entertainment games, followed by a section on creativity as a transferrable competency. Section 

2.4 on affordances will begin with locating the construct within the wider field of HCI before 

looking specifically at affordances for player creativity in digital games, considering various 

theories and views in terms of game design, motivation, game mechanics, narrative and 

customisation. Finally, section 2.5 will attempt to coalesce the areas of concern in the literature 

covered and define the corresponding research questions and contributions. 

 

2.1. Constructivism 

Creativity is not something which can be taught in the traditional sense (i.e. via rote learning) but 

is developed over time and in relation to an individual and context. Similarly, the process of being 

creative requires construction of knowledge and development of abilities – whether these are 

problem-solving skills or learning about a particular topic. The outcomes of the creative process 

are ultimately both the creative expression in itself and the culmination of circumorbital abilities, 

learning and knowledge which made the creative expression possible.  

In this way, the constructivist notion aligns both with the creative process itself, in 

addition to the effectuation of outcomes from this process. Constructivism can be defined as “the 

belief that reason is the primary source of knowledge and that reality is constructed rather than 

discovered” (Smith & Ragan, 2005, p. 19). Unlike objectivism, which argues that social phenomena 

and meanings are separate to the individuals who experience them, constructivism states that 

“individuals create or construct their own new understandings or knowledge through the 

interaction of what they already believe and the ideas, events, and activities with which they 

come into contact” (Ültanır, 2012, p. 1). Cognitive constructivism which stems predominantly 

from the work of Piaget (1952, 1959, 1976), believes that knowledge is not directly transferrable 

from person to person and instead knowledge is individually constructed and discovered (Liu & 

Matthews, 2005). Piaget stated that learning should be structured around the learner, suggesting 

that through the processes of assimilation and accommodation, the learner is able to construct 
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knowledge from their experiences (Qiong, 2010). On the other hand, Vygotsky (1962) emphasized 

the role of outside influences such as other people and cultural artifacts which, he argued, shape 

the learners’ emergent mental functions (Bodrova, 2003). This type of constructivism has come to 

be known as social constructivism, believing that learners are “encultured into their learning 

community and appropriate knowledge, based on their existent understanding, through their 

interaction with the immediate learning environment” (Liu & Matthews, 2005, p. 3).  

 As such, constructivism plays an important part in creativity in the context of this thesis. It 

serves as a foundation in relation to how players construct the definition of what it means to be 

creative, how their creativity is expressed and influenced by the context within which it takes 

place, what learning occurs informally through this creative process, and illuminates the 

subjective nature of affordances for creativity in game design. In this way, this thesis does not 

pose an objective reality of creativity (if such a thing exists), but instead presents the 

interpretations, ideas, and conceptualisations of creativity which are dependent on context, time, 

and of course, individuals themselves. 

 

2.2 Creativity 

The question of “what exactly is creativity?” has much of the time been ignored or entangled in a 

variety of answers. In reviewing ninety articles involving creativity, Plucker et al. (2004) discovered 

that only 38% explicitly stated what creativity was. Although many researchers are in consensus 

that aspects of creativity involve originality and the production of works of value to society, the 

definition of creativity remains ambiguous (Kerr & Gagliardi, 2003). While the outputs of creativity 

may lead to the view that creativity is a state, it has been argued that creativity should not be 

viewed in isolation to other constructs of human ability (Sternberg, 2001). Instead, creativity is 

considered to be a subjective experience – largely shaped by society, culture and individual 

personal beliefs and values (Plucker & Runco, 1998).  

 This section will cover some of the main approaches to creativity (section 2.2.1) before 

going on to examine the current literature surrounding creativity in digital entertainment games 

(section 2.2.2). Finally, both sections will be brought together to outline the current gaps in 

literature surrounding creativity in digital games and provide a definition of creativity which will 

be used in this thesis (section 2.2.3). 
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2.2.1 Approaches to Creativity  

Creativity has been examined from a wide variety of standpoints including the cognitive sciences, 

biology, history, economics and developmental psychology. While far from an exhaustive list, this 

section will focus on the conceptualisations of creativity most pertinent to this thesis. These 

conceptualisations do not pertain to any particular academic field and are largely domain un-

specific (i.e. they are general theories on creativity), however, examples will be given to 

contextualise these approaches within digital games. 

 

2.2.1.1 Big C Creativity 

Big C creativity examines how creativity is culturally dependent, with creative works being judged 

on their appropriateness to a domain of knowledge at a particular point in time. Big C creativity 

can be defined as the creative outcomes of someone who is highly competent in their given 

domain such as Noble prize winners, great authors or famous artists who have all mastered skills 

in their domain (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). In Csikszentmihalyi’s Systems Model of Creativity 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1999), creativity is defined as the interaction between the domain, field and the 

person. The domain refers to the area of expertise such as music or art, the field consists of the 

gatekeepers to that domain such as art critics and editors who judge the worth of creative works. 

The person refers to the individual who creates the idea, theory or object which the field accepts 

and is incorporated into the domain. At times the novelty of an idea is not recognized until years 

later, when the domain has sufficiently shifted to a place which recognises the appropriateness of 

the idea. In this way, Big C creativity is able to change and advance domains.  

Big C perspectives could be used to illuminate creativity in games from the perspective of 

game development, most notably in terms of games which have shaped and defined particular 

genres such as The Sims (Maxis & The Sims Studio, 2000), the first example of life simulator 

(Franklin, 2018). 

Big C perspectives have undergone numerous criticisms with the most notable being that 

they view creativity as a special and innate ability which only a few individuals possess. Viewing 

creativity in this way creates a dichotomy between what constitutes being creative and what 

doesn’t and hence, is not inclusive of the varying categories of creative magnitude (Kozbelt et al., 

2010). Additionally, in the field of education it has been argued that it is unrealistic for 

educational institutions to foster this type of creativity as, firstly, the majority of students may not 

possess Big C abilities and secondly, educational institutions are mainly concerned with facilitating 

the development of average students’ abilities and hence usually have limited resources to 

support the development of exceptional individual talent (Rogaten & Moneta, 2016). This can be 
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further illustrated by Csikszentmihalyi’s (1996) findings that the majority of creative individuals he 

interviewed had very little positive to say about their schooling experience, and that only in 

college and advanced education did their interests coincide with those of mentors and teachers. 

Hence, it could be concluded that Big C creativity, while only innate in a special number of 

individuals, is best cultivated in further educational training where there are more resources and 

time to spend developing exceptional ability.   

 

2.2.1.2 Little C, Mini C and Pro C 

In contrast to the domain changing genius works of Big C creativity, Little C approaches such as 

Richards et al.'s (1988) everyday creativity and Maslow's (1968) self-actualizing creativity, argue 

that everyone has creative ability to some extent, and this ability can be developed further. Most 

research into Little C creativity is concerned with the application of everyday creativity to 

overcome and solve problems (Richards et al., 1988). In the context of creativity, problem solving 

can be defined as “any task at hand that gives opportunities for improvement and challenges for 

change” (Rogaten & Moneta, 2016, pp.5).  

Little C creativity versus Big C conceptualisations hints at the distinction between amateur 

and professional creative labour. The word “amateur”, while signifying negative connotations, 

originally derives from the Latin word of amator which means “lover” and refers to someone who 

creates solely for intrinsic enjoyment, whereas professional works of creative labour are those 

created with commercial value in mind and primary sold and repackaged within an industry 

(Lastowka, 2012). In this way, the inventions of players such as game content, modifications, and 

strategies could be viewed as Little C or amateur works of creativity, whilst the works of 

developers and game designers which are marketed and repackaged for core audiences could be 

viewed as professional creative labour. However, while this distinction provides a neat divide in 

terms of the creations of players versus developers, it does not explain the grey areas in between. 

For example, what about when player creations are appropriated by mainstream game 

developers such as in the case of the Defense of The Ancients (Eul et al., 2003) mod for Warcraft 

III (Blizzard Entertainment, 2002) which was picked up by the developer Valve Cooperation and 

made into a franchise? Or, what about the case of avante garde/indie games which are not 

created solely for the commercial mainstream gaming industry?  The grey area between the 

creativity of players versus that of developers has led some scholars to define new terms such as 

“prosumer” (Lister et al., 2003), bringing together both consumer and producer, and “pro-am” 

(Leadbeater & Miller, 2004) which brings together the creative works of both professionals and 

amateurs.  

While the Little C perspective is still a long way off from accounting for all the different 
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levels of creativity in games, Little C approaches are suited to pedagogical application in that they 

are able to illuminate the everyday application of creativity and help inform how educational 

practices and technologies can be structured to foster this type of creativity (Rogaten & Moneta, 

2016). However, in contrast to Rogaten and Moneta’s (2016) suggestion that Little C is more 

suited to educational practices, Kaufman and Beghetto (2009) argue that while individuals who 

score highly on Torrance tests (tests to measure creative cognitive abilities) may be classed as 

being high on Little C, it leaves out “creative insights and interpretations involved in learning” 

(Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009, pp.3). As such, they expanded on the 2 C model of creativity to 

create the 4 C model which includes Mini C and Pro C.  

Mini C is defined as the “novel and personally meaningful interpretation of experiences, 

actions and events” (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009, pp.3). This definition is synonymous with the 

Vygotskian notion of cognitive and creative development which claims that all individuals have 

creative potential through the “internalization or appropriation of cultural tools and social 

interaction” (Moran & John-Steiner, 2003, pp.63). This internalization and appropriation does not 

simply involve mimicking, instead the individual is able to reorganise and transform information 

and mental structures based on their own characteristics and pre-existing knowledge. As such it 

can be suggested that Mini C creativity occurs through the fluid and interpretive process of 

creating personal knowledge within a particular social milieu.  

Pro C is located between the Little C and Big C concepts and refers to those who are 

professional creators who have not yet reached eminent status in their area. Pro C “represents 

the developmental and effortful progression beyond little c (but has not yet attained big c status)” 

(Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009, p. 5). Examples of Pro C could be the initial developments of a small 

indie game development team which break current gaming traditions, or the work of a creative 

individual which was renowned in their own time but has since been forgotten in their domain.  

 In essence, while Little C creativity can illuminate the novel ways to address everyday 

problems and help provide guidance on structuring learning activities, it does not account for the 

different levels of creativity between Big and Little C perspectives, or unique interpretations of 

individuals. On the other hand, Mini C creativity attempts to explain how the individual 

constructs, adapts and reorganises personal knowledge, and Pro C attempts to account for the 

progression from Little C to Big C. However, both approaches focus predominantly on the creative 

output and transformation of existing knowledge, without taking into account the many other 

intricacies, such as the creative process and situational and social forces which contribute to 

creativity. 
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2.2.1.3 P’s Perspectives  

Like Little C creativity approaches, the P’s perspectives attempt to give insight into the different 

facets which shape and define creativity. The most notable structure is the Person, Product, Press 

and Process framework outlined by Rhodes (1961) which divides studies and theories of creativity 

into their corresponding category. 

The person category identifies the role of personality and traits in the facilitation of 

creative behaviour. For example, intrinsic motivation is often attributed as being key to a creative 

personality, with creative individuals most likely to be intrinsically motivated in terms of their 

interests (Amabile, 1990; Craft, 2005; Stohs, 1992). The process perspective examines creativity in 

terms of the creative output and how it is assessed by experts in its domain (Amabile, 1982; Baer 

& McKool, 2009), similar to Csikszentmihalyi’s (1996) systems perspective where creative ideas 

may then influence a particular field and subsequently have an impact on the wider domain. The 

press perspective looks at how creativity is shaped through situational factors such as autonomy, 

freedom, resources such as time, encouragement and good role models (Amabile & Gryskiewicz, 

1989; Witt & Beorkrem, 1989). The product perspective focuses on the outputs and outcomes of 

the creative process such as paintings, films or designs and is mostly aligned with 

conceptualisations such as Big C eminent creativity. Newer additions to P’s perspectives includes 

the persuasion, potential and performance perspectives. The persuasion perspective was offered 

by Simonton (2000) and refers to the ability of creative individuals to change how others think. 

Runco (2008) suggested that creativity could be organised into perspectives on creative 

performance versus creative potential, with the former comprising of theories which focus on 

manifestations of creativity such as the product and persuasion perspectives, and the later 

focusing on the more ambiguous perspectives of creativity such as personality, place and process.  

There have been some notable criticisms of P’s perspectives. For example, as Watson 

(2007) points out, the P’s perspective does not attempt to explain the links between the P’s. For 

example, how would learning in an idea generation workshop (process) in a particular place affect 

the environment (press), the creative abilities of the individuals (person), the quality of the 

creative outputs (product) and the acceptance of creative ideas within the social millieu 

(persuasion)? While the P’s perspective attempts to shed light into how creativity occurs at the 

levels of the person, product, place, press, process and persuasion, it does little to illustrate how 

these factors interact in the facilitation of creativity (Watson, 2007). Furthermore, the P’s 

perspectives assume creativity is a solitary act or process and leaves much to be explored in terms 

of how creativity occurs within groups or teams.  
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2.2.1.5 Creative Cognition 

The creative cognition approach to creativity is based on the experimental methods of cognitive 

science and psychology which aim to explicate the unique processes and structures that 

contribute to creativity. Originally, creativity had been measured in the cognitive and 

psychological sciences using traditional psychometric approaches which rely heavily on divergent 

thinking tests as indicators of creativity. However, it has been argued that divergent thinking is 

too broad a construct to be measured by one test alone, and in fact can encompass a much larger 

variety of processes such as episodic retrieval (e.g. recalling past uses for items), mental imagery 

(e.g. analysing a mental image of an object and picking out features of the object which could be 

utilised) and abstraction (e.g. interpreting an object as having an alternative use). In essence, 

divergent thinking can involve a multitude of other processes which are far more complicated to 

accurately assess (Ward, 2007). As such divergent thinking tests are criticized as being not 

accurate measures of actual, real-life creativity and as such were more suited to a measure of 

creative potential rather than actual creativity (Runco, 1993).  

Originally based on the Geneplore model of creative functioning (Finke et al., 1992) which 

proposed that creativity takes place through an initial phase of idea generation (known as the 

“preinventive” phase), followed by a phase of extensive exploration where ideas are refined and 

reflected upon, taking into account wider constraints and limitations. See figure 1 for illustration 

of the Geneplore model. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Basic Structure of the Geneplore Model (Finke, Ward & Smith, 1999, pp.193) 

 

  Unlike other conceptualisations of creativity such as Big C approaches, creative cognition 

rejects the idea that creativity is a result of savant minds and is not solely focused on creativity as 

a product or a process. Instead proponents of creative cognition argue that “ideas and tangible 
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products that are novel and useful are assumed to emerge from the application of ordinary, 

fundamental cognitive process to existing knowledge structures” (Ward, 2007, p. 28). 

  The creative cognition framework identifies a range of processes, both generative and 

exploratory, which contribute to creative ideas and products. Generative processes include but 

are not limited to a combination of cognitive structures (Baughman & Mumford, 1995; Hampton, 

1987), mental synthesis of new structures (Thompson & Klatzky, 1978), transformation of existing 

structures (Shepard & Feng, 1972) and analogical transfer of information to different domains 

(e.g. Gentner, 1989). Examples of exploratory processes include looking for metaphorical 

associations of structures (Ortony, 1979), function identification of structures (Finke, 1996), 

interpretation of possible solutions from structures (Shepard, 1978) and identifying practical or 

conceptual limitations (Finke et al., 1992). 

 The creative cognition approach expands to include theories on creative insight (the 

sudden realization of a solution, e.g. Schooler and Melcher, 1995), incubation (a period of rest 

away from the problem, e.g. Hélie & Sun, 2010; R. K. Sawyer, 2013) and creative problem-solving 

(e.g. Mayer, 1983; Treffinger, 1995). Many of the processes associated with creative cognition 

may be inherent in the different forms of creativity in games – for example the exploratory 

process of identifying practical and conceptual limitations could relate to testing of game 

boundaries within a game to determine acceptable forms of action. Furthermore, other creative 

cognition theories such as incubation could account for the generation of solutions following 

taking a break in gameplay.  

 

2.2.2 Creativity in Digital Games 

Many have argued that games can provide opportunities for the development of creativity and 

innovation skills within a situated and active context involving holistic problem-based 

environments with optimal challenges and immediate feedback (Boyle et al., 2011; Gee, 2005; Lu, 

2013; Van Eck, 2006). Moreover, it has been suggested that digital games may actually increase 

creative ability (Jackson, 2012; Jackson et al., 2012) with “video game playing increase[ing] 

creativity, directly or indirectly, mediated by its beneficial cognitive, social, emotional and 

motivational effects” (Jackson & Games, 2015, p. 30).  

While games adhere to many of the constructivist principles which encourage creative 

behaviour, it has also been argued that individuals who are already creative may be inherently 

drawn to digital games (Bowman et al., 2015). For example, Ventura et al. (2012) found that those 

with higher openness to experience scores (a trait linked to divergent thinking) and domain 

unspecific creativity were more likely to play a variety of different digital games. Similarly, Sherry 
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et al. (2006) found that those with creativity related skills (e.g. critical thinking, problem-solving) 

were more motivated to play digital games in the first place.  

While there may be a link between creative individuals and gaming activity, there remain 

questions in relation to whether individuals become more creative from playing games, and 

hence, engage in other creative activities, or whether they were inherently creative to begin with. 

Similarly, there remains a grey area as to exactly why creative people are drawn to games in the 

first place. Similarly, exactly what constitutes a “creative person” is still very much a grey area – 

for example, as in the case of the studies above, is a creative person someone who solely engages 

in creative activities? What about those who perhaps do not actively take part in activities 

commonly deemed creative, but nevertheless, self-identify as being creative people?  

While few studies have looked exclusively at creativity in games, by reviewing literature 

which included creativity in games, three predominant categories emerged: creativity as problem 

solving, creativity as appropriation and creativity as affective change. In creativity as problem-

solving, creativity encompasses the cognitive processes which occur during the solving of ill-

structured problems. In creativity as appropriation, creativity encompasses how players construct 

their own meanings from games and negotiate the ludic boundaries imposed by designers. Finally, 

in creativity as affective change, creativity encompasses the personally meaningful interpretations 

of a game, as well as changes in viewpoints and beliefs as a result of playing a game. 

 

2.2.2.1 Creativity as Problem-Solving 

Problem-solving has been argued to be central to creativity, with a “problem representing a gap 

between where we are or what we have, and a desired location or outcome” (Treffinger et al., 

2007, p. 1). In this light, problem solving can be defined as “the thinking and behaviour we engage 

in to obtain the desired outcome we seek” (Treffinger et al., 2007, p. 1). Creative problem-solving 

is focused on problems which are ill-structured; meaning they can be solved in multiple different 

ways. Ill-structured problems have been claimed to provide a more meaningful learning 

experience as they offer opportunities to use different problem solving strategies (Papert, 1993). 

However, it has been pointed out that creativity is both reactive and proactive, hence while 

creativity facilitates problem-solving, it can also aid in avoiding problems in the first place 

(Heinzen, 1994). 

Games themselves can be considered big problems, comprising of many different casually 

linked problems. According to Kiili (2005), a problem in a game can be considered anything which 

restricts a player’s progress. Problem solving can be associated with discovery learning, where a 

learner is able to discover new ideas and rules, rather than memorizing abstract concepts. It has 
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been suggested that games are especially good at fostering this kind of learning. For example, 

Leng et al. (2010) argued that the gameplay process facilitates the development of problem 

solving and creativity through allowing the learner to link abstract concepts to concrete gaming 

experience to solve problems. Similarly, Hsiao et al. (2014) found that through engaging in 

problem solving which required the exploration of different combinations of in-game skills and 

abilities, creativity was enhanced.  

In addition to ill-structured problems facilitating creativity, they may also contribute to 

flow experiences (Kiili, 2005; Voulgari et al., 2014) which have been argued to be an antecedent 

to creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). One way of viewing this possible relationship is through 

experiential learning. Experiential learning stresses the importance of direct experience and 

reflective observation. The function of games to act as a means for players to test and reflect 

upon their actions can be illustrated by Kiili’s (2005) Experiential Gaming Model (EGM) (Figure 2). 

The EGM describes learning in games as an experiential process facilitated by the flow state.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Experiential Gaming Model (Kiili, 2005, p.6) 

 

 

The challenge bank maintains player motivation and engagement by pumping out 

appropriate challenges. In response to these challenges the player creates solutions in the 

“Ideation Loop” which is divided into two types of idea generation similar to that of the 

Geneplore Model of creative cognition (Finke et al., 1992): “preinvative” idea generation and idea 

generation. In the former, the creativity takes place in a chaotic and unstructured phase similar to 

the play of young children, where the player does not take into account the wider milieu of 

constraints. After this phase, the ideas are refined further regarding the wider constraints, 
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resources and limitations of the game world. This secondary phase of idea generation is most 

fruitful if performed in groups, suggesting that flow within a social context may play an important 

role in idea refinement. Through reflective observations, guided by flow dimensions such as 

immediate feedback, the player is able to overcome ill-structured problems through the discovery 

and creation of novel solutions (Kiili, 2005).  

The EGM illustrates how ill-structured challenges facilitate creative problem-solving, 

however, it was originally designed to be used in educational game design. While other theories 

and models which were designed for educational means may not be wholly applicable to 

commercial entertainment games, the EGM is fairly general in scope (i.e. ill-structured problems 

are apparent in many games, whether educational or not) and, thus, could be used to analyse 

creative problem-solving in the majority of digital games. 

The idea that reflective thinking and observation constitute core components of learning 

can be mirrored in literature on creative thinking. For example, Henriksen (2006) argued that 

reflection is a means for transferring knowledge cross-contextually and aids the creative 

application of knowledge onto new problems. They argue that games have the potential to 

facilitate reflective thinking through the process of accommodation. The process of 

accommodation refers to the altering of an individual’s personal interpretative frame when it is 

challenged by contradictory knowledge (von Glasersfeld, 1995). The accommodation process can 

take place in games through the act of role play in situations which would otherwise be 

inaccessible. Due to this, games give the unique opportunity to allow individuals to actively 

experiment and participate in different contexts, creating opportunities for the restructuring of 

existing knowledge (Henriksen, 2006).  

One other way in which games facilitate creativity from a problem-solving angle is 

through gameplay “breakdowns” which refers to instances where gameplay is interrupted (Barr et 

al., 2007) such as when a player cannot find the correct strategy and becomes “stuck” at a game, 

or where the route to progression is not clear. Often instances which lead to gameplay 

breakdowns can instigate the formulation of new strategies. Blumberg et al. (2008) looked at how 

adult gamers manage to navigate impasses in games and characterised an impasse as “a gap in 

prior experience or lack of knowledge necessary to solve a given task” (Blumberg et al., 2008, p. 

1531). It has been claimed that games are adept at fostering impasse-learning (Driskell & Dwyer, 

1984) which is facilitated by the resolution of such impasses through problem-solving (Jones & 

Vanlehn, 1994; Vanlehn, 1988; VanLehn et al., 2003). Using a think aloud study where participants 

played Sonic the Hedgehog 2 for Game Gear, Blumberg et al. discovered that those who played 

digital games more frequently referenced insight and potential strategies more frequently than 

those who played infrequently. Moreover, as game performance increased across all participants, 
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so did the number of comments relating to game strategies and insight, suggesting that gaming 

impasses facilitated opportunities for players to both re-assess and re-evaluative existing 

strategies and formulate new ones. Blumberg et al.’s study illustrates how gameplay breakdowns 

can lead to an increase in gaming ability, and subsequently the number and type of strategies 

used. However, Blumberg et al. used only one type of game in their study and hence their findings 

may not be as applicable to different game genres.  

Within a series of case studies, Iacovides et al. (2015) examined how players navigate 

gameplay breakdowns and learn through play by achieving breakthroughs in understanding. 

Unlike Blumberg et al. (2008), participants played a game of their choosing allowing different 

game genres to be observed. Iacovides et al. identified three types of breakdowns: actions, 

understanding and involvement. On the action level, breakdowns occur when a player fails to be 

successful in performing a specific action. On the understanding level, a breakdown can occur 

when the route to progression is not clear, or where the player is unsure of what they are 

supposed to do. On the involvement level, a breakdown occurs when the player experiences 

frustration or boredom. In a set of additional studies (Iacovides et al. 2014), examining single-

player and co-located games, players were seen to develop a range of different strategies when 

they experienced breakdowns. These included strategies such as “trial and error” which consisted 

of the player exploring game boundaries and experimenting and reflecting upon actions, “stop 

and think” which consisted of taking a short break from play prompting reflection on the problem, 

and “experiment” where the player uses previous gaming knowledge (often gained from “trial 

and error”) to form an initial hypothesis and then refines the hypothesis based on the outcome. 

Similar to Blumberg et al. (2008), Iacovides et al. (2014) found that the strategies players adopted 

often related to their gaming experience, and additionally, the type of game played. However, as 

the authors point out, while some of the games were co-located, none of the cases involved 

participants engaging in online or competitive contexts and hence do not account for any 

strategies which may occur in such games (Iacovides et al., 2014). 

In essence, through providing optimal challenges, the learner is able to make 

observations, form hypotheses and actively experiment with ideas in new situations and contexts. 

In this way, learning is a continuous and self-directed process with appropriate and immediate 

feedback providing the foundations for goal-directed action. The process of tackling ill-structured 

problems via experimentation with different ideas and strategies has been argued to be a core 

component of creativity (Hsiao et al., 2014; Kiili, 2005b; Leng et al., 2010; Voulgari et al., 2014). 

While attention has been paid to experiential learning and problem-solving in terms of 

educational games, it has yet to be fully explored a) in relation to learning which takes place in 

entertainment games and b) in relation to the role it may play in player creativity. 
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2.2.2.2 Creativity as Appropriation 

While creativity in games can be viewed from a cognitive standpoint, focusing on novel solutions 

to ill-structured problems, another way to view game-based creativity from the literature is as a 

form of appropriation. Digital games can allow a range of player created experiences which both 

sustain intention to play and attract new players (Lee & Tsai, 2010). Appropriation can be defined 

as “the process by which users adopt, adapt and incorporate technology in their practices, work, 

or leisure” (Herodotou et al., 2012, p. 34). Game appropriation includes both modification and 

creation of game (or game-based) content, as well as how players can make novel, and often 

unintended, uses of game mechanics.  

Burri (2011) defines user created content (UCC) as “all forms of expression made by users 

[which] range from contributions to chats, email or instant message exchanges, shared links, 

texts, videos and photographs created from scratch authored stories and films” (Burri, 2011, p. 3). 

It has been argued that UCC can be considered a new form of play which aims to expand game 

affordances beyond their original design (Burri, 2011). Due to the rising popularity of open-world 

games and MMOGs, games have become more adaptable and flexible in allowing players the 

freedom to experiment and act creatively (Burri, 2011). Burri (2011) outlines three categories of 

UCC based on the ludic restrictions of the game. In the first category, many older games such as 

Pong (Atari, 1972) or Pac-Man (Namco, Atari, Brains, & Namco Networks, 1980) allow the user to 

only act as consumer, affording little to no creative potential. The second category refers to 

games which involve the possibility of UCC, however, the game itself restricts this to allowing 

players to create either on top of or parallel to game content, but unable to create anything new 

or original. MMOGs such as World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) fall under this 

category. The third and final category involve games which are largely shaped and defined by UCC 

such as Second Life (Linden Labs, 2003) and Minecraft (Mojang, 2011). In this category, not only 

does UCC create game content but it also functions to promote the trading of the created 

content. 

 There can be problems when it comes to games and virtual worlds which have very low 

levels of ludic restriction. Lastowka (2005) argues that virtual worlds which lack game structure 

can be problematic for some players who do not know what the technology should be used for. In 

virtual worlds and games which lack clear objectives users may turn to potentially dangerous and 

exploitative uses of UCC such as scamming virtual currency and gambling. Essentially when the 

“game” element is removed from virtual worlds such as these, players may still treat them as 
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games, however, the “game” played may be unclear and unappealing to new users (Lastowka, 

2005). 

Aarseth’s (2007) concept of transgressive play is one way to view the distinction between 

how games are intended to be played, and how players actually engage with them. Aarseth 

distinguishes between the “implied player” which can be viewed as a blueprint of what is 

expected of a player in a particular game and includes all the requirements which must be met for 

the game to be fully realised. For example, the player must interact with the user interface in a 

certain way to reach the inventory screen or must complete one task before the next part of 

game is available. On the other hand, there is the “transgressive player” which refers to instances 

where players are able to do unexpected things, or as Aarseth puts it: “they are not part of the 

game’s intended repertoire, and would in most cases have been rendered impossible if the game 

designers could have predicted them” (Aarseth, 2007, p. 132). Through engaging in instances of 

transgressive play, the player is able to rebel “against the tyranny of the game…[and] regain their 

sense of identity and uniqueness through the mechanisms of the game itself” (Aarseth, 2007, p. 

132). 

Similar to Aarseth (2007), Schäfer (2011) distinguishes between two types of participation 

in technology: implicit and explicit. Implicit participation refers to user actions which fit within the 

constraints of a technological medium, such as object creation in Minecraft or avatar creation in 

World of Warcraft. However, explicit forms of participation involve the creation of something 

novel or active engagement in the development process (Schäfer, 2011). As such explicit 

participation is action which was not intended by developers such as the interaction of different 

game variables, or the creation of fanfiction, and involves testing the limits and capabilities of the 

game rules. Explicit participation can be seen in games which have a higher level of ludic 

restriction such as MOBAs. For example, Jarrett (2014) examined co-creativity in Dota 2 (Eul et al., 

2003) and its contribution to emergent forms of play. Emergent gameplay “refers to the 

development of something complex from simple constituent parts….[and] is usually associated 

with players’ freedom to use different strategies, and especially with unexpected and surprising 

behaviour” (Sotamaa, 2007, p. 386), and is argued to be particularly relevant to open-ended and 

non-linear games. The “Fountain Hook” move in Dota 2 can be cited as an example, involving a 

unique and unintended combination of game variables such as different hero abilities, items and 

perfect timing, which resulted in a deadly move that could completely wipe out the other team.  

However, as Sotamaa (2007) argues, emergence may be used loosely and there is little 

consensus on whether emergence is a feature of the game system or resulting from unintended 

player behaviour (Juul, 2005). Instead, Sotamaa argues that the term transformative play may be 

used which refers to “a special case of play that occurs when the free movement of play alters the 
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more rigid structure in which it takes shape” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004, p. 324) and can be 

applied to interpret games as systems which are able to be manipulated, sometimes 

unexpectedly, by players. Unlike emergent gameplay, transformative play is not solely restricted 

to gameplay itself, but can also apply to the transfer of elements of play from the gameworld to 

outside, such as in the case of fan creations involving elements of technology in ways not initially 

intended by developers (e.g. Machinima where animated films are created using games) 

(Sotamaa, 2007).  

Just as players creatively combine game variables, they can also create new uses for 

existing game mechanics. Wright et al. (2002) examined creative player actions in first person 

shooter (FPS) MMOs and found that players used a variety of verbal and non-verbal expressions 

which went beyond the standard game rules. For example, in their category of “Creative Game 

Talk”, they found that players of Counter-Strike (Valve Corporation et al., 2000) were able to use 

the game’s mechanic which allowed players whose avatars had died to view the game from the 

perspective of those still alive, to aid in giving tactical advice. Furthermore, these players (who 

were unable to communicate via the normal chat channels) also used the technical feature of 

calling for votes (where players could vote on which map to play) to send messages to the rest of 

their team, warning them of potential ambushes and areas to avoid. In this way, players are able 

to “bend” the conventional rules through creative innovation (Wright et al., 2002).  

While the literature above has examined certain aspects of appropriation, Hamlen and 

Blumberg (2015) identified four ways in which players could “cheat” creatively. While cheating 

may be associated with dishonesty and unfair behaviour in other areas of life, cheating in the 

context of digital games “may be seen as breaking of rules established within the game or by the 

game community or as an expected activity given the conventions of game play” (Hamlen & 

Blumberg, 2015, p. 85). They identified several methods of cheating working both within and 

outside the programming of a game, such as identifying unorthodox solutions to problems using 

the features built into the game, taking advantage of “quirks” and unintended outcomes 

developers didn’t consider, and altering the programming of a game through hacking. While such 

cheating requires a significant level of creative problem-solving and out-of-the-box thinking, it is 

noted that with hacking the creativity may be limited in the case of players simply downloading 

hacks or mods (modifications which alter or add to game content) which other players have 

created.    

While the previous research reviewed above describes various aspects of appropriation in 

relation to UCC (Burri, 2011), unintended uses of game mechanics (Aarseth, 2007; Jarrett, 2014; 

Juul, 2002; Sotamaa, 2007), malevolent behaviour (Griffiths & Light, 2008; Lastowka, 2012) and 

cheating (Hamlen & Blumberg, 2015), it does little to enlighten us in terms of how appropriation 
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in games come about in terms of game elements and individual player characteristics. One model 

which does attempt to explain the process of game appropriation is the Game Appropriation 

Model (GAM) (Herodotou, 2009; Herodotou et al., 2012) which was developed from three studies 

involving questionnaires with 73 undergraduate students and semi-structured interviews with 

three students, an online survey with 1051 gamers and semi-structured interviews with 13 

gamers. The GAM illustrates that game appropriation operates over two levels: group and 

individual, comprising of five main characteristics. See figure 3 for illustration of the GAM. 

 

Figure 3: The GAM IV (Herodotou, 2009, p. 251) 

  

On the individual level are the characteristics of personal preferences for play and 

individual differences. In personal preferences for play, appropriation is shaped by the player’s 

preference for particular playstyles, as well as how they appropriate social praxis to create a 

personal form of play. On the group level is the characteristic of social praxis which is defined as 

“a special demonstration of sociality or social interaction” (Herodotou, 2009, p. 254) where 

players coordinate and collaborate in order to achieve common goals.  
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Appropriation is further influenced by game design which includes affordances for 

flexibility, multiple game structures, multiplayer orientation, renewal of the gaming experience 

through updates and progression. Game design which offers greater paidic flexibility (i.e. are less 

rule bound) affords greater personalisation and creativity from players such as the implication of 

modifications on the game structures such as the game interface and on the formation of in-game 

relationships. Multiple game structures offer further possibilities for play such as sidequests, 

variety of item and abilities, and open-ended routes of play. Multiplayer orientation allows 

innovative forms of play through collaboration with other players to tackle difficult challenges. 

Renewal of the gaming experience is maintained through updates and patches which offer new 

content and choices, and players are given a sense of progression through the process of levelling 

and acquiring more powerful items (Herodotou, 2009). These elements of game design allow 

players to experiment with and combine different routes of play, strategies, item combinations 

and the creation of different avatars. 

The GAM provides a detailed foundation of the different components which shape game 

appropriation, however, as Herodotou et al. note game appropriation is genre-specific and “game 

appropriation can be examined only when focused on a single game genre and the unique 

practices surrounding its use” (Herodotou et al., 2012, p. 45). While the initial study of the GAM 

involved those who played a variety of different digital games, the subsequent second and third 

studies which refined the GAM were based on players from the MMORPG World of Warcraft 

(Blizzard Entertainment, 2004). As such, the large social component of the GAM may not be as 

applicable to offline single player games, and other MMO game genres. As such an exploration of 

how appropriation may manifest within different game genres and offline, single player games 

would help extend the focus of the model to a wider variety of games. Furthermore, the GAM was 

developed to account for one form of creative expression: appropriation, and as such does not 

provide a holistic account of the different forms of player creativity. 

 

 2.2.2.3 Creativity as Affective Change 

Creativity as affective change is derived from Kaufman and Beghetto’s (2009) Mini C 

conceptualisaiton and is usually a result of engagement with a game’s narrative. Unlike Little C 

perspectives which examine how individuals are able to solve everyday problems in novel and 

inventive ways, Mini C is defined as the “novel and personally meaningful interpretation of 

experiences, actions and events” (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009, p. 3). Games designed to promote 

affective change are part of the larger area of persuasive computing which examines how 

technology and digital services can be designed to influence attitudes and behaviours. However, 

while such games are designed with affective change in mind, the focus of this thesis is on general 
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entertainment games which do not have explicit goals of affective change and as such the Mini C 

creativity that occurs is often a by-product of engagement with the game narrative. 

Many games have an overarching narrative in addition to numerous choices and options 

which allows players to form their own subjective stories based on their game experiences. Calleja 

(2011) argued in his Player Involvement Model that narrative involvement in a game comprises 

not only the designed narrative; the game world’s history, background and stories, but also the 

personal narrative of the player. The personal narrative is made up of an accumulation of game-

play experiences as well as how the player uniquely interprets the game world (Calleja, 2011). 

These personal narratives and experiences of players can lead to learning on a personal level such 

as emotional development, cultural development and changing as a person (Iacovides et al., 

2014). By viewing creativity in this way, players are able to form new viewpoints, or change 

existing ones and create personally meaningful interpretations of a game, both in terms of 

narrative and mechanics.  

Cole et al. (2015) examined emotional and functional challenge in games core and avante-

garde games. Using a grounded theory approach, they analysed professional reviews on a series 

of 14 games from three different categories. The categories comprised unconventional indie titles 

such as Papers Please (3909 LLC, 2013), blockbuster, high budget titles such as Call of Duty: 

Modern Warfare 2 (Infinity Ward, 2009) and innovative, experimental high budget titles such as 

Spec Ops: The Line (Yager Development, 2012). They found that a core element of the gaming 

experience was narrative and story-telling. Cole et al. (2015) distinguished between functional 

and emotional challenges, with functional challenges referring to challenges which can be 

overcome with dexterity, skill and strategy. Functional challenges were desired most by players of 

blockbuster core games and were given the most focus in these reviews. In contrast, reviews of 

the avante-garde titles mainly focused on the story and how it made them feel. These games 

confronted the player with emotional challenges which were created by emotionally difficult 

material, leaving parts of the experience ambiguous, and good story and writing. Emotional 

challenges were not tackled with dexterity and skill, but required a “cognitive effort not dissimilar 

to Schopenhauer’s notion of the aesthetic experience of the sublime” (Cole et al., 2015, p. 123). It 

was also noted that the emotions experienced when playing these games showed a greater range 

and differed between reviewers, with games often invoking a reflective and contemplative state 

of mind.  

Cole et al. (2015) suggest that functional and emotional challenges are often antagonistic 

to one another. For games high in emotional challenge, functional challenges are often low such 

as simple controls or repetitive combat, however, by “leaving space for the player to think and 

contemplate – unburdened by the requirements of completing functional challenges, the player is 
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better able to emotionally invest, and subsequently receive a greater emotional return, in the 

diegesis” (Cole et al., 2015, p. 124). 

Bopp et al. (2018) took a different approach to the study of emotional challenge by 

conducting an online survey of 171 players of different types of games. Questions were both 

open-ended and involved psychometric measures. While the majority of games participants 

played were triple A titles, Bopp et al.’s found that both functional and emotional challenges were 

exhibited in some games such as The Witcher 3 (CD Projekt Red, 2015). It was found games with 

difficult themes such as death, illness, war or domestic problems were especially emotionally 

challenging if aspects of the game narrative mirrored that of participants own lives. Often these 

themes invoked feelings of negative valence such as anger or loneliness, however, it was noted 

that “by confronting these difficult themes…participants could derive personally meaningful 

insights” (Bopp et al., 2018, p. 9). Bopp et al. (2018) also found ambiguity proved significant when 

it came to games which required players to make decisions – games which presented players with 

choices where there were no clear cut right or wrong answers promoted reflection before and 

after the choice was made. 

Where previous research argued that emotional challenges do not require skill to 

overcome (Bartsch & Hartmann, 2017; Cole et al., 2015), Bopp et al. (2018) argues that that is not 

a clear cut area in regards to what is defined as “skill”. Skill in relation to the difficult themes 

presented in an emotional challenge may constitute a player’s capacity for reflecting and making 

meaning of the emotionally challenging situation presented to them, in addition to dealing with 

the negative emotions they may experience. In addition, despite the negative emotional 

experiences, it was found that participants rated the overall emotional experience of the game to 

be positive and enjoyable. 

In essence, emotional challenge is particularly relevant to creativity as affective change 

since it allows players to generate their own personally meaningful interpretations and insights of 

the game narrative. Emotional challenges can be presented to players using emotionally difficult 

themes, as well as forcing players to choose between morally ambiguous choices. While work on 

emotional challenge has illustrated the importance of well-developed narrative and subtlety in 

presenting difficult themes and choices, we still know little about how such emotional challenges 

link specifically to game design elements, and if emotional challenges do indeed instigate further 

affective changes such as beliefs, perspectives and attitudes. 

Following on from emotional challenges, another aspect of affective change which has 

been given little attention is reflection. Reflection has been suggested to be an important aspect 

of creativity (Henriksen, 2006) whereby reflective thinking occurs through the accommodation of 

new knowledge, resulting in the altering of an individual’s interpretive frame when it is challenged 
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by contradictory knowledge (von Glasersfeld, 1995). Mekler at al. (2018) examined what 

constituted a reflective experience in games, and what benefits players derived from these 

experiences using a qualitative methodology involving semi-structured interviews with 19 players 

of different types of games. It was found that the process of reflection was enjoyed by most 

players who felt it added depth to their gameplay experience, and introduced them to new ideas 

and concepts. Using Fleck and Fitzpatrick’s framework (2010) for reflection in HCI, they identified 

five levels of reflection. The most common instances of reflection involved non-reflective 

description and reflective description which related to descriptions alongside factual explanations, 

evaluations of gaming instances, and combined reflective and non-reflective descriptions. The 

third category, dialogical reflection, which was not as frequently observed, led to revisiting 

instances of gameplay and working out how to improve, progress, or make parallels between a 

game and real life. The fourth category, transformative reflection, led to changes in behavior, 

assumptions or gaining new insights. Mekler et al. found very few instances of this level of 

reflection, with only two participants citing experiences which promoted transformative reflection 

by drawing parallels from a game to real life and by reflecting on gaming practices. The fifth 

category of critical reflection was not observed; while participants mentioned the ability of games 

to encourage them to think about ethical and societal issues, their attitudes and perceptions were 

unaltered.  

Mekler et al.’s (2018) study found that through drawing parallels to real life, participants 

were able to reflect on ethical and societal issues. However, despite the argument that games 

may act as tools to promote transformative and critical reflection (Khaled, 2018; Slovak et al., 

2017), few instances of these types of reflection were found. It is worth noting however, that 

higher levels of reflection may be extremely rare, with previous work on reflection in HCI finding 

scant evidence of transformative and critical reflection (Fleck, 2008; Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010; 

Ganglbauer & Fitzpatrick, 2015). The lack of instances of transformative and critical reflection 

observed could also be due to the fact that the majority of participants in the study played core 

games which did not solely focus on prompting reflection in players. A more recent study by 

Whitby et al. (2019) based on open-ended online questionnaires completed by 101 respondents 

also found little instances of deeper level reflection, however, there were a significant number of 

endo-transformative reflections. While these reflections did not involve deep belief changes in 

relation to society, self or culture, they did involve changes in the way players perceived aspects 

of the game such as in-game characters and approaches to gameplay. In this way, the affective 

change is not solely instigated by deep reflective moments but also by the more “mundane” levels 

of reflection such as endo-transformative reflection which still prompt changes in perception in 

relation to aspects of the game (Whitby et al., 2019). 

While creativity as affective change may be facilitated by a game’s narrative structure in 
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terms of providing emotional challenges and opportunities for reflection, it can also be instigated 

from a social perspective such as in the case of online gaming communities. Through participation 

trajectories, players take on community values and practices and shape aspects of their identity 

and beliefs (Oliver & Carr, 2009). In this way, players are both creating and experimenting with 

identities which are shaped by membership of communities and personal narratives. An example 

of this could be illustrated by Lee and Hoadley’s (2007) study which looked at how identity and 

cultural development can take place through experiential learning in MMOs. They found that 

through experimenting with different identities, high school students were able to solve problems 

from the viewpoint of the roles they took, as well as gaining new perspectives and challenging 

them to think in different ways. At the end of the experiment, the high school students had a 

wider perception of cultural diversity and were highly enthusiastic about using MMOs as learning 

tools. Lee and Hoadley’s study illustrates how gameplay elements such as affordances for 

customisation provide opportunities for players to experiment and reflect upon different 

identities, promoting changes in viewpoints and perspectives. 

 

2.2.3 Creativity Defined 

There exists a great number of conceptualisations and theories in relation to creativity and while 

it is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a full account of the all of these, some of the most 

common approaches have been discussed. In relation to the literature discussed, this final section 

will posit a definition of creativity to be used in the context of this thesis. 

The eminent works of creative genius and domain changing inventions have been 

examined from Big C approaches, while the smaller Little C creative efforts of individuals in 

everyday life have been argued to involve tackling everyday challenges and problems. The 

dichotomy between Big and Little C approaches have given rise to a number of arguments, 

namely that these two approaches do not account for all the different creative efforts in between. 

Perspectives such as Kaufman and Beghetto’s (2009) Mini C attempt to address this by looking at 

the novel and personally meaningful interpretations of events, experiences and actions. Similarly, 

work by Lister et al. (2003) and Leadbeater and Miller (2004) attempt to bridge the divide by 

merging the work of producers with consumers.  

 Other approaches have viewed creativity as a multi-faceted construct such as the P’s 

framework (Rhodes, 1961) which accounts for creativity from the product, person, press and 

process perspectives. Additional perspectives include the persuasion, potential and performance 

(Runco, 2004; Simonton, 2000). However, some notable criticisms of P’s perspectives include the 
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fact that they do not account for the interaction of different creative factors in the facilitation of 

creativity, nor do they account for how creativity can occur within groups (Watson, 2007). 

 The majority of creative approaches discussed examined creativity from a top-down 

perspective. The creative cognition approach (Finke et al., 1992) takes a bottom-up perspective 

and examines the particular cognitive processes which contribute to creativity. Creative cognition 

does not focus on creativity as a product or process but instead as a set of mental structures 

which contribute to the various stages of creativity.  

 In terms of digital games, traditional approaches to creativity have seldom been used to 

explore player creativity, apart from in the case of Kiili’s (2005) Experiential Gaming Model which 

outlines how games promote experiential learning through problem-solving processes, facilitated 

by flow. This gives rise to the question of whether traditional approaches are appropriate to 

conceptualise creativity in digital games? And how do these traditional approaches align with how 

players themselves conceptualise creativity? 

In addition, some games can be argued to be more structurally open than others in terms 

of allowing players freedom on how they wish to play. Appropriation can take a variety of 

different forms such as the creation of UCC (Burri, 2011), emergent (Jarrett, 2014), transgressive 

(Aarseth, 2007) and transformative (Sotamaa, 2007) forms of play, the creation of social 

innovations and conventions (Wright et al., 2002) and creative cheating (Hamlen & Blumberg, 

2015). However, the different game formats impose varying degrees of ludic restriction. While 

there is emerging work in the area, there are still questions around how appropriation is 

expressed within a) different game genres, and b) games of varying ludic restraint.  

Some work has been carried out on the emotional effects which games may have on 

players through providing emotional challenges (Bopp et al., 2018; Cole et al., 2015) and 

opportunities for reflection (Mekler et al., 2018). While serious games and Games for Change are 

designed with affective goals in mind, entertainment games also provide players with emotional 

challenges, opportunities for reflection and options for experimenting with different identities 

and personalities. However, there is still little empirical evidence of entertainment games 

facilitating affective change. As such, questions remain around whether entertainment games can 

promote lasting affective changes, and how games may affect and influence attitudes, behaviours 

and viewpoints in other areas of life.  

While creativity has been examined in digital games, albeit largely indirectly, there is still a 

significant lack of literature which outlines the different ways creativity is expressed in games. 

Similarly, it is unclear how different types of digital games contribute to different forms of 

creativity.  
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In conclusion, there is no definitive conceptualisation of creativity – the creative 

processes involved and the ultimate form the creative action may take is highly dependent on the 

context in which it is occurring and the traits of the creative individual. Creativity can arise from 

the macro-level creations of game developers, the community creations of players, and the 

unique interpretations of a game’s narrative, story and structure. Creativity is not solely restricted 

to within the game itself, but instead can flow between the game world and other areas of life as 

can be seen in fan creations and modding. As such, a looser definition of creativity will be used in 

the context of this thesis and will combine various traditional approaches to provide a 

contextually fluid lens in which the various facets of player creativity will be highlighted. Hence:  

Creativity involves the formulation of new ideas as well as novel application of old 

ones, the creation of artefacts and knowledge, and the stretching and altering of 

mental boundaries in thinking, reasoning and emotion. Hence, creativity does not 

encompass merely inventing, it also involves altering and integrating. It is both an 

outcome in itself as well as a process leading to the development of abilities and 

learning. It is fluid and depends as much on the individual as the context in which it 

takes place. Problem-solving is often at the heart of both big and small creative acts 

and can serve as a foundation for the discovery of new ideas, methods or viewpoints.  
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2.3 Learning from Creativity 

While creativity has been argued to contribute to a variety of positive outcomes, one such 

outcome is successful and meaningful learning (Ferguson, 2011; Mishra et al., 2013). In this way 

creativity plays an important part in facilitating learning. For example, Vygotsky (2004) argued 

that creativity plays an crucial role in children’s general development and maturation: through 

play children are able to try out different identities in a “creative reworking of the impressions 

[they] have acquired” (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 11). It has been suggested that creativity is instrumental 

to lifelong learning and contributes to the development of knowledge for the improvement of 

society (Ott & Pozzi, 2012). Furthermore, the relevance of creativity in academic performance has 

been highlighted by studies such as Rogaten and Moneta’s (2017) which found that cognitive 

aspects of creativity were indirectly positively correlated (mediated through positive affect) with 

increase in academic performance. In this way, creativity serves as a facilitator for the 

construction of knowledge, skills and abilities. 

Games can provide an effective learning experience which fosters the development of 

creativity and innovation through situated and active learning within complex, holistic problem-

based environments, promoting collaboration through optimal challenges and immediate 

feedback (Boyle et al., 2011; Gee, 2005; Lu, 2013; Van Eck, 2006). In this way, games not only 

provide a medium in which players are able to express and develop their own creativity, but also 

provide an opportunity for subsequent learning from the creative process – for example, creating 

strategies (e.g. creativity as problem-solving) may also develop a player’s critical thinking and 

motor skills. The propensity of games to provide opportunities for creative behaviour and 

subsequent learning has been argued to be based upon four constructivist principles: firstly, 

active learning instead of purely abstract and instructional techniques. Secondly, the capability of 

games to create satisfaction and personal motivation in learners. Thirdly, the capability of games 

to accommodate different learning styles and skill levels. Fourthly, the capability of games to 

reinforce mastery skills and to provide learners with interactive and contextual decisions (Charles 

& McAlister, 2004; Holland et al., 2003; Sheffield, 2005).  

 The next section (2.3.1) will focus predominantly on informal learning in digital 

entertainment games; namely what areas of learning have been identified by previous work. 

While the literature in this section is not concerned primarily with creativity, it does provide an 

indication as to what types of skills and knowledge players may gain from games in general. Player 

creativity may have played a significant part in the development of certain learning outcomes, 

however, as this was not accounted for in the majority of studies, no conclusions can be drawn. 

The following section (2.3.2) will examine literature on the transferrable nature of creativity, and 

transferrable learning outcomes.  
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2.3.1 Informal Learning in Digital Games 

Unlike traditional methods of formal pedagogy, the learning which occurs within many digital 

entertainment games can be described as informal and incidental. In contrast with formal 

learning, which can be defined by Coombs and Ahmed (1974) as an “institutionalised, 

chronologically graded and hierarchically structured education system, spanning lower primary 

school and upper reaches of university” (Coombs & Ahmed, 1974, pp.8), informal learning 

involves situations which occur spontaneously such as in everyday life where the learning is less 

structured and participation is voluntary (Eshach, 2007; Gerber et al., 2001). Whereas in school 

the management and direction of learning is usually governed by the teacher, in informal learning 

settings the onus of defining the learning path is placed on the learner and as such the motivation 

to engage in the activity is intrinsic (Csikszentmihalyi & Hermanson, 1995).  

While there is no work to the author’s knowledge which specifically examines informal 

creativity in games, it may be that much creative behaviour in gameplay happens incidentally (e.g. 

the player is not immediately aware they are being creative). In this way creativity may play a 

large part in subsequent informal learning. While not specifically examining the role of creativity 

in the learning process, a moderate amount of work has been conducted into what players may 

learn informally from entertainment games.  

One area where the potential of entertainment games to be used as informal learning 

tools is in the case of second language (L2) learning. Using a Grounded Theory approach (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1967), Bytheway (2015) collected data from gameplay observations, gameplay recordings 

and interviews in order to find out what L2 vocabulary strategies were used by ESL students 

playing the MMORPG World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) and how these compared 

to strategies and taxonomies in other contexts. She found that participants deliberately chose to 

play on English servers and interact in English. Some additional strategies included looking up 

words in Google, asking other players for explanations of words (and giving explanations once 

they had mastered the word), receiving and giving feedback and equating images with 

corresponding words (Bytheway, 2015).  

While Bytheway’s (2015) study illuminates the potential for MMORPGs to be used as L2 

learning environments, the number of participants was low and gender biased (6 male students). 

Additionally, the participants selected were all experienced players of World of Warcraft which 

raises the question: would less experienced gamers deliberately choose to engage in L2 learning 

in a MMORPG, and if so, would they use the same strategies? Despite the drawbacks of 

Bytheway’s (2015) study, Chik (2014) found similar L2 strategies used in her study of Chinese 

students using digital games for L2 learning. She used a multiple case study approach, collecting 

data from interviews, blog entries, L2 histories, recorded gameplay sessions, forums and 
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stimulated recall sessions to examine how gamers practised autonomous learning in online game 

communities. It was found that while much of the L2 learning taking place was incidental, some 

students turned the informal game environment into one for intentional learning; using digital 

games to supplement L2 language at school. Like Bytheway’s (2015) study, it was found that 

students deliberately chose to play on English servers to practise the language (Chik, 2014).  

In essence, while the majority of entertainment games are not specifically designed with 

clear learning goals in mind, they can be utilised as both informal and intentional learning tools 

for L2 learning. However, this gives rise to the question of what else can players learn from 

engaging in gameplay within such games? While it could be argued that the L2 strategies used by 

players were examples of creativity as problem-solving (e.g. the problem was learning English as a 

second language and players were able to create various strategies to achieve this), neither 

studies considered the role of creativity in the learning process. As such forms of creativity such as 

appropriation were not examined in their relationship to learning. 

 Apart from L2 learning, the majority of skills and knowledge gained whilst playing can be 

characterised as incidental. Incidental learning takes place as a by-product of engaging in another 

activity, or as learning one stimulus whilst paying attention to another (Hulstijn, 2002; Schmidt, 

1994). Digital games require the player to engage in multiple activities that require a variety of 

different skills; from hand-eye coordination, problem solving and team management skills. Unlike 

the case of L2 learning in which the player is able to create specific, intentional learning goals 

within an informal environment make measurement easier, incidental learning is more 

challenging to evaluate and define, as often the player is unaware of the skills they are acquiring 

or improving. Skills such as hand eye coordination and reaction times can be argued to be gained 

through implicit competence in incidental learning activities, where the player is not focused on 

the internalisation of a particular skill and instead that skill is stored unconsciously and used 

automatically without explicit control (Paradis, 1994).  

The implicit development of motor skills such as these could be facilitated through the 

expression of creativity as problem-solving, such as in games which involve high functional 

challenges (Cole et al., 2015) which are overcome with dexterity, skill and strategy. Furthermore, 

problem-solving skills have been argued to be developed through incidental means – for example, 

Adachi and Willoughby (2013) conducted a longitudinal study involving 1492 adolescents which 

found that those who played more role-playing and strategy games had higher self-reported 

problem-solving skills and better academic grades (mediated by problem-solving). 

While not focusing specifically on player creativity, Voulgari et al. (2014) created a 

framework to attempt to categorise informal learning processes and outcomes from players of 

World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004). Using a mixed-method approach, they 
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interviewed 22 experienced players using semi-structured and group interviews in addition to 

conducting a wider online survey of 221 players.  

 

 

Figure 4: Theoretical 

Framework for the  

Exploration of Learning 

Outcomes and Processes in 

MMOGs (Voulgari et al., 

2014, p. 250) 

The framework 

defines learning outcomes as: 

cognitive, affective, skill 

based and social. Cognitive aspects were conceptualised as learning outcomes referring to 

conceptual knowledge such as facts, organizational and strategic knowledge and problem-solving 

processes. Affective aspects included emotional and motivational impacts of the game 

environment on players; suggesting a link to creativity in the form of affective change. Skill based 

outcomes referred to psychomotor skills and kinetic skills synonymous with functional challenges 

(Cole et al., 2015). Finally, social outcomes related to communication-based aspects such as 

interaction, attitudes and behaviours towards others.   

As discussed in section 2.2.2.1, ill-structured problems have been suggested to create 

positive conditions for both creativity and learning as they require additional mental and 

communicative skills (Brown et al., 1988; Greeno, 1978). Interaction affordances refer to the 

different types of interactions and communications afforded by the game design, such as 

different chat channels or emotes. Through effective communication within the game 

environment and during quests/missions, players are able to share goals and responsibilities, 

which promote an effective collaborative environment for learning.  

Voulgari et al.’s framework gives a comprehensive overview of the self-reported learning 

outcomes and processes in MMORPGs. However, the researchers only examined learning from 

one type of game, giving rise to the question of whether learning outcomes would differ across 

different game genres. While they mention that ill-structured problems may facilitate flow, they 

do little to account for this in relation to learning and creativity. The inclusion of aspects relating 

to cognitive and affective skills points towards a similarity to the creative expressions of problem-

solving and affective change. For example, cognitive related to not only knowledge acquisition, 
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which could indeed be a byproduct of the creative process itself, but also the development of 

problem-solving skills.  

 Iacovides et al., (2014) also examined how motivation and engagement relate to informal 

learning in the context of commercial digital games. Unlike Voulgari et al.’s (2014) study, 

participants were not all experienced gamers and played a variety of game genres, providing a 

more accurate representation of how a range of players may learn from different types of 

commercial digital games. Through a set of studies combining qualitative interviews, diaries, lab 

observation sessions and a survey, the authors identified several gaming practices which 

contributed to different learning outcomes, as described in their Gaming Involvement and 

Informal Learning (GIIL) framework (Figure 5). 

 

  Figure 5: GIIL Framework (Iacovides et al., 2014, p.11) 

 

Drawing from Calleja’s (2011) Player Involvement Model, they identified three distinct 

ways of learning arising from micro and macro involvement. Micro level related to directly 

engaging with the game (e.g. working out controls), while macro level related to engaging with 

external resources (e.g. discussion forums, tangential resources). By engaging with micro and 

macro practices, players could learn on three levels. On the game level, players could learn game 

specific aspects such as controls and strategies. On the skill level players could develop psycho-

motor, cognitive, technical, literacy, numeracy and social skills. On the personal level, learning 

included affective outcomes such as cultural and emotional development as well as general 

knowledge (Iacovides et al., 2014). In addition, a cyclical relationship was found between player 

identity, involvement and informal learning. Essentially, the more a player identified as a gamer, 

the stronger their involvement with the game would be and in turn, the more they were able to 
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participate in the different gaming practices, and as a result, the more they seemed to learn 

(Iacovides et al., 2014). 

 The GIIL framework provides an overview of what learning outcomes can be gained from 

different learning practices. Like Voulgari et al.’s (2014) framework, the GIIL includes affective 

outcomes which may point to a relationship with creativity as affective change. However, as this 

framework was not developed to account for the role of creativity in the learning process, it is 

difficult to gauge which learning outcomes may relate to different creative expressions. 

Furthermore, although most participants agreed the learning was positive, not all agreed learning 

on a game-level was valuable. As such, it is important to consider whether people are aware of 

what they are learning and whether they value what is being learnt (Iacovides et al., 2014). This 

may point to further intricacies in relation to the role of creativity in relation to value.  

 In conclusion, it has been suggested that players are able to develop a variety of learning 

outcomes from commercial entertainment games such as language learning (Bytheway, 2015; 

Chik, 2014), cognitive skills such as problem-solving and planning, social skills, personal 

development and knowledge acquisition (Iacovides et al., 2014; Voulgari et al., 2014). However, 

as Iacovides et al. (2011) point, out a better understanding of what occurs during everyday game-

play practices is needed to illuminate exactly what players may learn when playing commercial 

entertainment games. In the case of Voulgari et al.’s (2014) study, participants were experienced 

players of digital games, and as such, may have had more of an awareness of what they were 

learning and how to use and adapt the game for their needs, giving rise to the question of 

whether gameplay experience may impact the likelihood of learning occurring. Finally, while these 

frameworks provide a basis to categorize the competencies players may develop and provide 

potential links to some forms of creativity (e.g. affective change), they do not account for the role 

of creativity, both within the game, and within the learning process. This gives rise to the question 

of what specific skills can be developed from being creative in games. And how do different forms 

of creativity contribute to learning? 

 

2.3.2 Transferability of Creativity 

Just as creativity has been argued to play a core role in the learning process (Ott & Pozzi, 2012; 

Rogaten & Moneta, 2017; Vygotsky, 2004), it has also been cited as being highly transferrable and 

relating to a variety of domain unspecific skills such as critical thinking and problem-solving 

(Carvalho et al., 2015; Mayer, 1989). In addition, it has been argued that we now live in a 

“creative society” where the ability to think and act creatively is instrumental to success in both 

work and life (Resnick, 2007). 
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Some research has been done into the propensity for digital games to aid the 

development of transferrable skills, which have also been referred to as 21st century skills 

(Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2019), knowledge age skills (Clough & Ferguson, 2010) and 

digital competencies (Kluzer et al., 2018) to name a few. According to Levy and Murnane (2004) 

the rationale behind the transferrable skills movement is the “growing proportions of the nation’s 

labor force [which] are engaged in jobs that emphasize expert thinking or complex 

communication tasks that computers cannot do” (Levy & Murnane, 2004, pp. 53–54). For 

example, competencies such as collaboration, innovation and creativity have been argued to be 

highly transferrable and domain unspecific (Pellegrino & Hilton, 2012). While conventional 

instruction focused on the application of pre-digested information to build routine problem-

solving skills removed from their application to knowledge, transferrable skill focused education 

places emphasis on “learning a specific problem-solving routine to match every situation” (Dede, 

2009, p. 3).  

There have been numerous frameworks which attempt to define transferrable skills. For 

example the Partnership for 21st Century Learning Framework (P21) was developed by education 

experts, business leaders and educators to “define and illustrate the skills, knowledge, expertise 

and support systems that students need to succeed in work, life and citizenship” (Partnership for 

21st Century Skills, 2019, p. 1). P21 defines three core sets of skills. Learning innovation skills, 

known as the “4Cs”, comprise of critical thinking, communication, collaboration and creativity. 

Life and career skills include traits such as flexibility and adaptability as well as initiative, self-

direction, leadership and social and cross-cultural skills. Information, media and technology skills 

include a range of functional and critical thinking skills such as information literacy, media literacy 

and ICT literacy. Other attempts to define transferrable skills include Trilling and Hood’s (2001) 

“7Cs” which include critical thinking-and-doing, creativity, cross-cultural understanding, learning 

self-reliance, career, computing and collaboration (Trilling & Hood, 2001), and the European 

Commission’s Digital Competence Framework (DigiComp) (Kluzer et al., 2018) which includes 

competence areas such as communication and collaboration, problem-solving and digital content 

creation. 

The 21st century skills movement argues that creativity, like other transferrable skills, is 

not a fixed characteristic and can be developed as students learn to be more creative (Saavedra & 

Opfer, 2012). Creativity is facilitated by intrinsic motivation, which is fostered by relevance – i.e. if 

lessons are relevant to the life of a student then there is a greater likelihood that they are 

intrinsically motivated and will use their newly gained knowledge and skills creatively (Craft, 

2005). In this way, digital games are an apt medium in which to study the development of 

creativity and related transferrable skills as the motivation to play games has been argued to be 

largely intrinsic, especially in the case of entertainment games where players choose to play 
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predominantly due to a personal interest in the game and not for external rewards (Herodotou, 

2009; Perrotta et al., 2013; Voulgari et al., 2014; Young et al., 2012). 

Work which has examined transferrable skills in the context of digital games have largely 

looked at the development of 21st century skills in educational games (e.g. Romero et al., 2015; 

Sardone & Devlin-Scherer, 2010). However, some work has examined the propensity of digital 

games to contribute to the development of transferrable skills. For example, Alonso-Diaz et al. 

(2019) used an online survey completed by 404 adult respondents to examine if playing digital 

games developed key transferrable competencies such as communication and technological skills. 

They found that role-playing games were the most suited to developing key competencies for a 

globalised society, and the contextualisation and personalisation of these types of games was 

essential for the development of hard and soft skills. Sourmelis et al. (2017) also examined 21st 

century skills within MMORPGs using Binkley et al.’s (2012) framework of 21st century skills. 

Binkley et al’s (2012) framework consists of ten skills divided across four dimensions: ways of 

thinking (including creativity, critical thinking and metacognition), ways of working 

(communication and collaboration), tools for working (information and ICT literacy) and living in 

the world (including citizenship and social responsibility). Sourmelis et al. (2017) used iterative 

selection, filtering and classification to analyse literature concerning learning within MMORPGS 

from 2010 to 2016. They found that the most studied skills in MMORPGs were communication, 

learning to learn and metacognition, the least studied being creativity and innovation, critical 

thinking, problem solving, decision making and citizenship.  

While Sourmelis et al. (2017) found communication, learning to learn and metacognition 

to be the most studied skills, the opposite was found by Qian and Clark (2016) who, using a similar 

method, found that the most widely researched 21st century skills were critical thinking, with 

communication skills being the least studied. However, the discrepancy in these findings could be 

explained by the fact that Sourmelis et al. looked specifically at MMORPGS, Qian and Clark looked 

at multiple types of digital games. While Qian and Clark specify that their review covers a variety 

of games (serious games, console games, online games, edutainment), most papers they reviewed 

were concerned with educational games, and hence their findings may be skewed towards games 

with specific skill development in mind. As such, skills such as critical thinking, problem solving 

and even creativity could be more easily assessed in a game designed specifically to foster these 

skills, however, communication and social skills may be far harder to assess in a formal setting 

than in a more natural milieu such as a MMORPG.   

Similar to 21st Century Skills, Barr (2017) examined the propensity for digital 

entertainment games to develop graduate attributes which are defined as “generic skills such as 

problem-solving, communication, resourcefulness or adaptability which are considered desirable 
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in graduates” (Barr, 2017, p. 86). Using a series of scales to measure communication, adaptability 

and resourcefulness, 100 students were recruited to take part in randomised trials involving 

control and intervention groups which completed both pre and post-tests. While only 36 

participants went through to completion, it was found that commercial games had a positive 

effect on communication, adaptability and resourcefulness. A follow up qualitative study by Barr 

(2018) involving lab-based control/intervention groups and interviews with 20 students supported 

previous results, finding that students did see value in playing digital games and believed that 

they aided towards the development of graduate skills.  

However, in a more recent cross-sectional study of game playing habits and graduate 

skills involving an online survey completed by 2145 respondents, it was found that there was no 

strong correlation between game play habits and the development of graduate skills (Barr, 2020). 

Moreover, it was found those that do not play digital games scored higher on measures of 

graduate attributes. However, as Barr (2020) notes, while playing games under normal 

circumstances may not increase graduate skill development per se, the overall picture is more 

complex and factors such as mode of play (e.g. online, co-op, etc) and varieties of modes may be 

important determinants in skills development. Furthermore, while skills such as adaptability have 

been argued to be associated with creativity (e.g. Mumford et al., 1994), there were no measures 

of creativity included in the survey.  

While previous work outlined examines transferrable skills but does not focus exclusively 

on creativity, Ferguson (2011) examined creativity and meaningful learning in the Schome Park 

Programme set in the virtual world of Teen Second Life (Linden Labs, 2005). They argue that 

creativity and meaningful learning are inherently linked, with creativity being facilitated when 

learning is deemed “meaningful” by connecting information stored in long-term memory with 

new experiences (Clough & Ferguson, 2010; Grabe & Grabe, 1998). Meaningful learning is “active 

and constructive, taking place when people develop knowledge in response to their environment, 

reflecting on activity and articulating what they have learned” (Ferguson, 2011, p. 170). In 

addition to being situated in a meaningful context by working towards a goal, learning is 

authentic, intentional and cooperative where learners socially negotiate a shared construction of 

knowledge (Jonassen et al., 2003). In this way, learners can creatively experiment with and work 

through ideas and solutions together, reflecting, refining and learning throughout the process. 

Ferguson (2011) and Clough and Ferguson (2010) categorised learning outcomes within 

the project using the Knowledge Age Skills Framework developed by the Schome Park 

Programme. The framework focuses on transferrable skills which are domain unspecific and 

includes assessment criteria for skill which demonstrates the development of the skill from levels 

1 to 4. Skills include communication, confidence, creativity, leadership, motivation, problem-
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solving and teamwork. For example the progression of creativity from level 1 to 4, includes at 

level 1 the ability to question and challenge, at level 2 the ability to make connections and 

visualise relationships, at level 3 the ability to envisage what outcome there may be, and at level 4 

the ability to reflect critically on ideas and practices (Clough & Ferguson, 2010). The skills are not 

correlated with specific resources (i.e. creativity is not limited to proficiency in art or music) and 

instead a more generalised and fluid approach is taken to defining skills.  

Ferguson (2011) highlighted the link between a meaningful learning context and the 

development of creativity. She used a grounded approach to analyse a 120-post forum discussion 

in which 19 learners and educators from the Schome Park Project debated the development of 

their virtual environment. It was found that the learners were able to engage in interthinking by 

blending and reconfiguring ideas while communicating and working on problems collaboratively 

(Lucas, 2001). The learners effectively shared resources, created and assigned roles for 

themselves, debated, negotiated and developed a creative vision of their intended project. Other 

skills they developed included community skills such as membership, trust, trading and creative 

skills such as art and design (Ferguson, 2011).  

The virtual island which the learners inhabited was their own to design and populate how 

they chose, allowing them to form their own goals and decide how to tackle them. However, the 

programme was created with the intention to be a “a space in which new forms of distance 

education practices could be tried out in order to develop visions for the future” (Sheehy et al., 

2007, p. 95) and hence, learners who engaged in the project did so with knowledge that is was an 

educational programme. As such, it is unclear whether the same skills could be developed within 

digital entertainment games. 

In conclusion, there are frameworks which attempt to categorise the transferrable skills 

required in the new digital age. While frameworks may differ slightly, the core skills remain the 

same with creativity highlighted as an important skill which can be utilised in multiple situations. 

Research has demonstrated that commercial entertainment games may facilitate the 

development of some transferrable skills (e.g. Alonso-Díaz et al., 2019; Sourmelis et al., 2017), and 

the Schome Park Project (Clough & Ferguson, 2010; Ferguson, 2011) highlights the potential for 

virtual worlds to be utilised as a means to develop creativity through meaningful learning. 

However, as Romero et al. (2015) point out, these studies do not tell us how learners then go 

about utilising the creativity and creative based skills in other areas of life. For example, do 

players who develop creativity and related skills in digital games use them more in certain areas 

of their life than others? And, what forms of creativity and related skills are most likely to transfer 

between games themselves? In addition, it has been suggested that different types of games may 
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contribute to different transferrable skills (Sawyer & Smith, 2008), and that game characteristics 

such as affordances may have an impact on creativity (Charsky, 2010; Garris et al., 2002). 
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2.4 Affordances for Creativity 

There have been numerous definitions of affordances – from the traditional notion of actionable 

properties of an environment (Gibson, 1977), to the broader definition of opportunities for action 

(Cardona-Rivera & Young, 2013), opportunities for a certain behaviour (Kim & Shute, 2015) or 

“environmental properties that create consequences for individual behaviour” (Alahuhta et al., 

2014, p. 3). As such, in the context of this thesis, a wider definition of affordances will be used; 

namely the opportunities that games provide for creative actions, behaviours or thoughts. In this 

way, the final section in this literature review will synthesise work on design aspects which 

provide affordances for player creativity. 

The relationship between creativity and affordances has been granted increasing 

attention, with work examining affordances for creativity in the playground (Withagen & Caljouw, 

2017), affordances for creativity in team collaborations (Terrenghi et al., 2006), and affordances 

for team creativity in virtual worlds (Alahuhta et al., 2014). It has been argued that creativity is 

not simply an inherent quality that individuals are born with, but instead can be enhanced 

through interaction with the environment (Amabile, 1996).  

As such, affordances have been stressed to play a crucial part in creative behaviour, with 

Glǎveanu (2013) positing a framework of creativity which includes affordances. Glǎveanu’s (2013) 

framework, which is based on the P’s perspectives of creativity (see section 2.1.1.3), divides the 

“press” perspective into the components of “audience”, relating to the social forms of press, and 

“affordances” relating to material objects which constrain or allow creative action. Glǎveanu’s 

(2013) concept of affordances, based on Gibson’s (1977) conceptualisation, states that creative 

individuals are able to exploit affordances in their surroundings in innovative ways which allow 

them not only to discover new affordances, but also create affordances to achieve certain actions. 

In this way, affordances do not relate solely to one specific use, but can realise multiple uses from 

conventional to highly creative (Glǎveanu, 2012). On a similar note, Withagen and van der Kamp 

(2018) argue that creative individuals are not only able to discover and create new affordances, 

but also use existing affordances in unconventional ways. 

Before examining the various affordances which may facilitate player creativity in digital 

games, the concept will firstly be located within the wider field of HCI to provide a wider 

contextual basis. The following section (2.4.2) will move on to examining affordances in relation 

to digital games, providing a broad overview of the basic types of affordances in gameplay. The 

next section (2.4.3) will attempt to coalesce some of the current literature which focuses on how 

creativity can be facilitated by game design. The remaining sections will narrow in on the different 

components within games which provide opportunities for player creativity, focusing on player 
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motivation as a key aspect of creativity (2.4.4), game mechanics (2.4.5), narrative (2.4.6) and 

customisation (2.4.7). 

 

2.4.1 Affordances in HCI 

While affordances in relation to creativity in digital games has been granted limited focus, the 

concept is prevalent in the field of HCI, with many differing notions on how affordances are 

conceptualised. The term was first thought to be coined by the perceptual psychologist Gibson in 

his Theory of Direct Perception (Gibson, 1977) and referred to the actionable properties of an 

environment (e.g. what opportunities for action an object encourages). However, various 

criticisms have been made of Gibson’s original theory; most notably relating to the claim that 

affordances can be directly perceived. Critics argue that the affordances of human artefacts could 

not be identified by someone who was a complete stranger to them (Costall, 2012). In terms of 

technology, this is duly evident – unless one is already familiar with similar devices such as game 

controllers then the actionable properties of such an item will be unidentifiable, or only 

uncovered by mere chance. 

 Norman (1988) popularised Gibson’s concept of affordances, however, unlike Gibson, 

who focused on the perceived affordances of an environment, Norman argued that there exists 

both actual and perceived affordances of objects and that these can be mutually exclusive, i.e. a 

perceived affordance may not in fact be an actual affordance (Norman, 1988). Where Gibson 

claimed the existence of affordances is independent of an actor’s culture, history and experience, 

Norman argues that “affordances result from the mental interpretation of things, based on our 

past knowledge and experiences applied to our perception of the things around us” (Norman, 

1988, pp. 219). In this regard, Norman’s concept of affordances is more applicable to the HCI 

perspective in that we are able to identify technological affordances from past experiences with 

similar technologies which have provided us with the information to identify such possibilities for 

action. As such, Norman’s (1988) concept of affordances may help illuminate the transfer of game 

specific skills from one game to another – players are able to build up a wealth of experience from 

interacting with games which then enables them to identify the technological affordances 

required in other games (i.e. the controls and general mechanics).  

Using a mediated action perspective, Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012) argue technology serves 

as a medium for the individual to interact with the world both directly and indirectly, influenced 

by factors such as culture, motivation and context. They define two aspects of technology 

interaction as handling affordances (direct, person to technology), i.e. the possibilities for directly 

interacting with an object, and effecter affordances (indirect, technology to object), i.e. the effect 
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the interaction has on the object. An example of this could be a player using their game controller 

to navigate through the options in the avatar customisation screen at the start of a game 

(handling affordance) using it to make changes to the appearance of their avatar (effecter 

affordance). In this way, the player is interacting directly with the game via the controller and 

indirectly via the effect of the controller on the in-game options for avatar appearance.   

 

 

Figure 6: Two Facets of Instrumental Technology Affordances: Handling and Effecter (Kaptelinin & 
Nardi, 2012, p. 972) 

 

Using Kaptelinin and Nardi’s (2012) terminology in the context of this thesis, handling 

affordances would refer to the multitude of ways in which players are able to interact with digital 

games, such as the specific controls, the availability of branching narratives, or the array of 

weapons. By providing a greater number of handling affordances, the player is given greater 

creative scope to combine variables, character moves, and choose the trajectory of the story. 

Effecter affordances would constitute the effect such actions have on elements of the game world 

– for example, in the case of branching narratives, choosing one dialogue option would change 

the course of a particular quest or the main story, providing opportunities for creative 

engagement with the game narrative.  

In addition to handling, effecter and instrumental affordances, the model posits a further 

three types of affordance. Maintenance affordances relate to affordances for the maintenance of 

the technology at hand (e.g. a wireless gaming controller must allow the player to charge or 

replace the batteries). Aggregation affordances relate to affordances for the combination of the 

technology with other digital and non-digital artefacts and may help explain some forms of game-

related creative appropriation. For example, the German band Pornophonique combine a 

Commodore 64 and Game Boy with other instruments to create much of their music. Finally, 

learning affordances relate to how a technology guides the user to the appropriate actions (e.g. 

through use tips or help menus). 
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Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012) provide a broader concept of affordances in HCI which can be 

applied to a variety of technologies such as digital games. The core elements of the model such as 

handling and effecter affordances may provide a macro level view of how players can interact 

with games, however, as Glǎveanu (2013) argues, affordances can realise both simple and highly 

creative actions. While handling and effecter affordances illustrate what basic actions may be 

possible, they do not detail the spectrum of creative interaction within such affordances. 

Aggregation affordances may help shed light on the creative appropriation of games such as the 

use of games as musical instruments.  

 In conclusion, Gibon’s (1977) initial theory of affordances posited that affordances can be 

perceived directly in the environment and exist whether or not the user perceives them. In 

contrast, Norman (1988) argued that perceived and actual affordances can differ from each other 

and that the goal of HCI should be to design so that affordances are perceived accurately 

(Norman, 1988). This may help illuminate how different players perceive affordances in games 

depending on variety of factors such as past gaming experience or familiarity with a specific 

genre. Finally, Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012) posited an alternative to Gibson’s (1977) ecological 

psychology, adopting a mediated action perspective in which technology serves as a medium in 

which individuals interact with objects. Kaptelinin and Nardi’s (2012) perspective illustrates two 

basic types of interaction with games (through handling the technology directly via a controller, 

and indirectly through the effect the handling has on the game), however, it does not account for 

the spectrum of creative interaction with these affordances. 

 

2.4.2 Affordances in Digital Games 

While theories on affordances such as Kaptelinin and Nardi’s (2012) mediated action perspective 

may serve as a general top-down guide for studying affordances in games, there remains a limited 

amount of literature which specifically examines affordances within the context of digital games.  

Cardona-Rivera and Young (2013) argue there are two angles from which affordances in 

digital games have been examined. The first is from Norman’s (1988) perspective which argues 

that by allowing players agency through interactive game narrative, a feeling of empowerment 

will follow as the actions a player takes relates to their intentions (Mateas, 2003). According to 

Mateas (2003), games and interactive narratives constitute two different kinds of affordances. 

The first type of affordance according to Mateas (2003) are material affordances which refer to 

opportunities for action in a game which are presented to the player. These can be presented 

directly through in-game prompts or indirectly by simply not prohibiting the actions of the player. 
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The second type of affordances according to Mateas (2003) are formal affordances which suggest 

the correct action to be performed. 

In contrast, Linderoth (2010, 2011) adopted Gibson’s (1977) ecological approach and 

argued that games do not serve well as learning environments. This is because games can encode 

and facilitate exploratory actions (actions which provide knowledge about affordances) and 

performatory actions (actions which then realise the affordances) that allow game progression to 

be effectively “built-in”. In this way players solely respond to affordances, without understanding 

the specific information relating to objects outside the gaming domain – for example, the 

herbalism skill in some games requires players to collect different types of plants, however, the 

plants are identified solely by their colour in the game and use in the creation of potions, and not 

in regards to their application in the real-world. However, while Linderoth fails to recognise the 

role of cognition in his theory of affordances, it has been argued that some learning must occur in 

games to link the cognitive processes associated with understanding (e.g. the mechanics of the 

game), comprehension (e.g. engaging and following the game narrative) and retrieval of prior 

knowledge (e.g. using strategies from similar games) (Cardona-Rivera & Young, 2013; Shuell, 

1986).  

In order to take into account the cognitive processes involved in gameplay Cardona-Rivera 

and Young (2013) posited a cognitive theory of affordances for games which argues that game 

designers should primarily focus on perceived affordances (i.e. what players think they can do) 

over actual affordances. They identified three types of affordances in game design: real 

affordances which relate to actual affordances for action in game, perceived affordances which 

relate to what players perceive is possible. Perceived affordances may not correspond to real 

affordances, but instead the “the perceived course of action must conform to what a player 

believes is possible and must be consistent for the player within the game’s context” (Cardona-

Rivera & Young, 2013, p. 4). Cardona-Rivera and Young (2013) argue perceived affordances can be 

informed by previous gaming experience (memory and analogical thinking skills) in addition to 

direct experiences in the game (perception and attention). Finally, feedback affordances relate to 

perceptual information which is targeted at promoting real affordances in the hopes of accurately 

guiding the player’s perceived affordances. 

In essence, factors such as player experience, history and personal beliefs play a crucial 

role in the perception and realisation of affordances in digital games. In this way, how a player 

perceives an affordance may be a more accurate measure of the possibilities of play, however, 

there are problems in terms of guiding players to perceive such affordances accurately. For 

example, the notion of perceived affordances may have issues when applied to aspects of 

creativity such as appropriation which can include using game mechanics for means other than 
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intended. In this case, such unintended uses could be argued to be actual affordances of game 

mechanics, and their corresponding perceived affordances are hence not guided by the 

developers.  

In conclusion, Linderoth (2010, 2011) argues that game progression is effectively built into 

the game with players simply responding to exploratory and performatory actions. However, 

Mateas (2003) and Cardona-Rivera and Young (2013) argue that there are a variety of cognitive 

elements at play such as a player’s past gaming experience, and that these cognitive elements 

contribute to how affordances are perceived within the game. By providing a general view of the 

main types of affordances in games, the affordances which contribute to player creativity may be 

explained. However, while illuminating how design elements can accommodate different 

affordances, insight is not provided into what forms of creativity such affordances facilitate.  

 

2.4.3 Game Design for Creativity 

While theories on affordances such as Kaptelinin and Nardi’s (2012) mediated action perspective 

may serve as a general top-down guide for studying affordances in games, there remains a 

significant gap in the literature in relation to how games can be designed to facilitate creative 

behaviour.  

Unlike traditional media, digital games afford players a higher level of interactivity where 

they can manipulate both the form of the game such as design elements and the content such as 

the storyline and meaning (Grodal, 2000; Weber et al., 2014). Games can allow those who play 

them to unleash their imagination through providing a possibility space which starts at a well-

defined state and then allows the player to reach the end of that state in any way they choose. In 

this way, the possibility space is navigated through constant choices and actions (Wright, 2006). 

According to Järvinen (2008) if the possibility space is limited in terms of choices and actions then 

the progression in a player’s abilities and strategies will be hindered. The larger the possibility 

space, such as providing alternative mechanics or routes of play, then more unique strategies will 

be created and players will able to develop their creative abilities (Järvinen, 2008). 

On a similar note, Gee (2005) argues that good game design facilitates player creativity by 

firstly providing players with the agency to make their own choices and choose their own actions. 

In this way, the set of actions and choices a player makes is in itself an act of production which 

extends not just from the in-games choices and actions, but also includes acts of creation such as 

making maps using level editors. Secondly, a well-designed game encourages risk taking, 

exploration, learning from failure and trying new things. Risk taking has been associated with the 

creative characteristics of being open to change and generating new ideas (Madjar et al., 2011) 
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and willingness to take risks when there is a possibility of failure has been identified as an 

essential creative trait (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Sternberg & Lubart, 1996). Games present a range 

of difficulty levels which provide the player with a challenge, allow them to learn from their 

mistakes and provide a sense of accomplishment once completed (Gee, 2005).  

While it has been suggested that opportunities for risk taking, exploration, discovery and 

challenge facilitate player creativity, there is still little work which has been conducted in relation 

to how particular design affordances relate to different aspects of creativity. For example, Kim 

and Shute (2015) highlight that studies which have looked at the relationship between digital 

games and creativity have viewed creativity as a “unidimensional cognitive ability by using 

existing creativity tests that depend heavily on divergent thinking” and have not examined how 

different aspects of creativity can be designed for in games (Kim & Shute, 2015, p. 102). Using the 

four C model of creativity (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009) and Gee’s (Gee, 2003b, 2008) 

differentiation between the semiotic domains of Little G (a game as software) and Big G (social 

interactions outside of the game), Kim and Shute (2015) proposed a two dimensional approach to 

the study of affordances for creativity in games (see figure 7).  

 

Figure 7: Two-dimensional approach to creativity in digital games (Kim & Shute, 2015, p. 105) 

 

Kim and Shute argue that not all games afford opportunities for Big G creativity and 

instead most games fall near the Little G level, such as Candy Crush Saga (King, 2012) where 

opportunities for Mini C or Little C creativity can only be realised within a particular context (i.e. 

the problem-solving required to progress in a particular level). However, some games operate at 

both the levels of Little G and Big G, where several modes of play are presented to players. Kim 
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and Shute provide the example of Little Big Planet (Media Molecule, 2008) which affords the 

player different levels of creativity within the different modes (play, share or create). The game 

encourages the creation and use of user-created content through earning extra items in the play 

mode which can then be used in the create mode later and subsequently can be shared with 

other players. When a player initially begins the game they can progress by using fairly typical 

solutions but later come up with their own ideas and interpretations of the challenges (Mini C in 

the Little G category). As the player becomes more familiar with the game they can take 

screenshots of their creative solutions and share them with the online community (Little C in the 

Big G category). Finally, after a significant amount of time engaging in the online community, the 

player is able to develop advanced user-created content skills and become recognised within the 

community (Pro C in the Big G category) (Kim & Shute, 2015).  

Kim and Shute’s (2015) two-dimensional approach to creativity in games provides a 

method for assessing a game’s capability to cater for the different levels of creativity, from 

allowing players to create and devise their own strategies, to creating their own content and 

finally to sharing this content within the wider semiotic domain. However, the approach is limiting 

in terms of what affordances relate to certain levels (e.g. the affordances for content creation 

relate to pro-c and big-c levels). The Pro C/Big G level appears to only be attainable when a player 

actually creates game content and is then recognised by the gaming community. However, in the 

case of many MMORPGs in which developers introduce updates, players or teams of players may 

work co-creatively to discover an optimal strategy to beat the end boss. In this case the player has 

not created anything in terms of game content, but instead discovered a novel strategy. 

Additionally, what about the case of instances where gameplay is appropriated such as 

speedrunning where a player discovers the fastest route through a game? In both examples, 

players could become well known within the gaming community, however, in the first the player 

has not created any game content, and in the second, the player has devised a new way of playing 

the game entirely. As such, the question is posed as to what level of creativity these acts would 

fall under. 

 In conclusion, work which has examined affordances for creativity remains sparse. Games 

provide players with a possibility space which they navigate through a continuous array of choices 

and actions, with the larger the possibility space, the more creative potential the game has for 

players (Gee, 2005; Järvinen, 2008). Games which facilitate risk taking and promote learning from 

failure enable players to discover novel strategies and ways of play (Gee, 2005). Kim and Shute 

(2015) identified key elements of games which afford different levels of creativity from Mini C 

through to Big C within the semiotic domains of Little G and Big G. While work has identified some 

key affordances such as customisation and provisions for content creation, there is still little in the 
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way which links other elements of game design to different forms of creativity, such as 

appropriation.  

 

2.4.4 Player Motivation 

While not an affordance for creativity per se, intrinsic motivation has been argued to be a key 

component of creative behaviour (Amabile, 1990; Craft, 2005; Stohs, 1992). As such, designing 

games with intrinsic motivation in mind may provide an apt environment for player creativity. 

Motivational affordances (Zhang, 2008) have been explored with regards to self-determination 

theory (SDT) (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000) and need satisfaction theories which argue 

that humans seek out and engage with activities which satisfy motivational needs including 

competence (desire to feel effective), relatedness (desire to feel connected to others) and 

autonomy (desire to self-initiate and self-regulate own behaviour) (Economides & Perifanou, 

2018). In this way, digital games afford “motivation…when the relation between the features of 

an object and the abilities of a subject allow the subject to experience the satisfaction of such 

needs when interacting with it” (Deterding, 2011, p. 2). In this way, digital games can afford 

opportunities to fulfil motivational needs such as providing optimal challenges to fulfil 

competence and catering for autonomy by providing a large possibility space (Järvinen, 2008) for 

players to find their own route through the game.  

Design considerations for player motivation have been explored in research by Bowman 

(1982), Rieber (1996) and Malone (1981), which demonstrated that core elements of game design 

include clear tasks and goals, feedback and incrementally increasing challenges. These aspects are 

in line with Csikzsentmihalyi’s (1990) flow theory which outlines six precursors to the flow state 

including clear and precise feedback, skill/challenge balance and autotelic experience. While SDT 

(Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000) has been used in relation to motivational affordances (e.g. 

Deterding, 2011; Economides & Perifanou, 2018; Songer & Miyata, 2014), flow theory has been 

given attention in terms of the elements of game design which foster flow. For instance, the 

GameFlow model by Sweetser and Wyeth (2005) attempts to draw a direct link between game 

design elements and flow. Table 1 outlines some examples of flow related game design elements: 
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Table 1: GameFlow Model Elements 

 

It has been suggested that there is a link between flow and creativity, with flow acting as 

a facilitator for creative behaviour (Cseh et al., 2015; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; MacDonald et al., 

2006; Sorensen, 2007). This could be due to flow experiences being intrinsically motivating – 

something which also plays a key role in creativity (Amabile, 1990; Craft, 2005; Stohs, 1992). As 

Hamlen and Blumberg (2015) argue, digital games which facilitate intrinsic motivation through 

interest, challenges and/or entertainment provide an apt medium to engage creative thinking. As 

such, designing games which promote flow in players could be considered as an indirect way of 

facilitating creativity. However, while models such as the GameFlow model highlight the 

importance of designing for player motivation, they tell us more about the outcomes of good 

game design, rather than the design elements themselves. For example, they do not tell us about 
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how such elements are then realised in the game’s structure, i.e. how feedback is integrated into 

the game. 

 

2.4.5 Game Mechanics 

Another component which may offer opportunities for player creativity are game mechanics. 

Over the years there have been a number of definitions of game mechanics used in contexts such 

as game design (Hunicke et al., 2004) and analysis (Järvinen, 2008). Some approaches make the 

distinction between the rules of the game and the actions afforded to players by those rules. 

However, it has been argued there should not be a dichotomy between rules and game 

mechanics and that the term game mechanics should encompass rules which are applied through 

interaction with the game (Lundgren & Björk, 2003). In this way, mechanics can afford various 

types of interaction with elements of the game – such as items (e.g. a sword may afford slashing), 

abilities (e.g. a shaded area may afford stealth) and different forms of movement (e.g. a lake may 

afford swimming). In this way game mechanics refer to the “various actions, behaviours and 

control mechanisms afforded to the player” (Hunicke et al., 2004, p.3). While mechanics can 

present a variety of developer intended affordances, as Glǎveanu (2013) and Withagen and van 

der Kamp (2018) argue, creative individuals not only able to discover new affordances, but also 

identify unconventional uses for affordances. This could help illuminate forms of creativity such as 

appropriation where players use game mechanics in unintended ways – such as transgressive 

forms of play (Aarseth, 2007).  

One framework which provides a detailed description of how game mechanics and 

aesthetic elements provide a unique experience is the Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics 

(MDA) framework by Hunicke et al. (2004) (figure 8) who argue that games are akin to artifacts 

rather than media as “the content of a game is its behaviour [and] not the media that streams out 

of it towards the player” (Hunicke et al., 2004, pp.2). Games can be viewed as systems which build 

behaviour through interactions with three distinct components: rules, system and “fun”, each 

with their own design counterparts.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: MDA Framework (Hunicke et al., 2004, p. 2) 

Rules 

(Mechanics) 

System 

(Dynamics) 
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The design of game aesthetics contribute to what makes a game “fun”. When referring to 

fun, Hunicke et al. makes it clear that while many games are intrinsically fun, it is more 

“informative to consider the aesthetic components that creates their respective player 

experiences” (Hunicke et al., 2004, p. 2).The MDA lists a non-exhaustive taxonomy of the different 

aesthetic goals in games (see table 2), although it is worth noting that one game may incorporate 

many different types of aesthetics, for example, The Sims (Maxis & The Sims Studio, 2000) 

includes the aesthetics of discovery, fantasy, expression and narrative. 

 

Aesthetic Goal Description 

Sensation Game as sense-pleasure 

Fantasy Game as make-believe 

Narrative Game as drama 

Challenge Game as obstacle course 

Fellowship Game as social framework 

Discovery Game as uncharted 

territory 

Expression Game as self-discovery 

Submission Game as pastime 

   Table 2: Taxonomy of Aesthetic Goals (Hunicke et al., 2004) 

 

A taxonomy such as this not only provides a basis on which to describe, study and design games, 

but also illuminates how games can cater for many different types of players, or to the same 

players but at different points of their gaming experience.  

Aesthetics are realised by gameplay dynamics which describe how each aesthetic element 

is created – for example the aesthetic of fellowship can be created using gameplay dynamics such 

as encouraging sharing information with other players or adding winning conditions which are 

harder to achieve through solo play. Dynamics are optimised to support the aesthetic goal of the 

game, for example, a game such as Life is Strange (DONTNOD Entertainment, 2015) would have 

dynamics to support the narrative aesthetic such as encouraging players to pick different dialogue 

options, and to explore the different ways the narrative can play out, hence providing 

opportunities for creativity in terms of affective change.  

Game dynamics are supported by game mechanics which include the tools at the player’s 

disposal such as weapons and actions. Mechanics can give rise to different gameplay dynamics 
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depending on the type of game, for example an online shooter game which affords players 

different spawn points, weapons and types of ammunition may give rise to dynamics such as 

sniping or “camping” other players (waiting at their spawn location to kill them).   

While the MDA accounts for the interplay between different design elements and the 

aesthetic goals of a game, it does not take into account player agency or the context in which 

mechanics are used within the game. According to Järvinen (2008), game mechanics define the 

scope of player agency by guiding the player into certain behaviours through constraining the 

possibilities of play available. Similarly, Sicart (2008) maintains there is a distinction between rules 

and mechanics, with mechanics referring to the player’s interaction with the game and rules 

referring to the “possibility space where [the] interaction is possible, regulating, as well the 

transition between the two states” (Sicart, 2008, p. 6). Sicart further argues that the context of 

the player presence within the game plays a role in triggering game mechanics, something which 

he defines as “context mechanics” (Sicart, 2008, p. 6). For example, the climb mechanic in Nier: 

Automata (PlatinumGames, 2017) requires both specific input from the player as well as 

proximity to a ladder. In this way contextual mechanics give an insight into how the player 

perceives objects in the game world, and how objects in the game world are able to portray their 

intended uses.  

2.4.6 Narrative 

Another game component which may include opportunities for player creativity is game narrative. 

Narrative in games has been argued to play a major role in player experience. For example, Cole 

et al. (2015), found that regardless of the game genre, the story in a game was clearly important 

to players even if it was not highlighted as a primary feature of the game experience. Calleja 

(2011) makes the distinction between the scripted narrative of a game (i.e. the narrative scripted 

into the game) and a player’s alterbiography (the narrative which the player creates from their 

ongoing interaction with the game).   

Looking at game narrative from a scripted perspective, many games now allow players to 

choose from a wide array of dialogue choices which often lead to diverging storylines and multiple 

endings. This provides opportunities for narrative exploration (e.g. exploring different outcomes 

of the narrative) and may play a role in providing opportunities for creativity as affective change. 

In the case of MMORPGs, Dickey (2007, p. 259) argues there “is not a single storyline for players 

to uncover, but rather the gameplay experience is an environment. Embedded in the environment 

are thousands of short narrative storylines”. The narrative design of MMORPGs is a design model 

which fosters explorations, with players constantly exploring new regions to uncover new quests, 

objects and characters.  
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Although Dickey focuses on MMORPGs, it is now becoming increasingly common in newer 

single player games to offer players an “open-world” experience where they do not necessarily 

have to follow the main storyline but are able to diverge and pursue a multitude of side quests 

each with its own storyline and characters. Providing affordances in terms of narrative choice 

allows players to pursue different interactions – both with the game narrative and, in online 

games, with other players. In games such as these, the gameplay is not solely focused on 

following one single narrative, but instead the game environment can be seen as a network of 

different narrative spaces for players to engage and interact with (Jenkins, 2004). Each narrative 

space may require different actions from the player (Dickey, 2007), for example a collection quest 

may require the player to scout the environment to locate certain objects, while an escort quest 

may require the player to ensure the safety of a non-playable character on their journey to a 

destination. As motivation is a key aspect of creativity (Cseh et al., 2015; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; 

MacDonald et al., 2006; Sorensen, 2007), providing players with a diverse choice of different 

narratives allows different player motivations to be catered for, and subsequently may help 

facilitate creative behaviour. 

Young and Cardona-Rivera (2011) argue that the majority of work on interactive 

narratives has focused on game actions in relation to internally coherent narratives (i.e. well-

structured narratives). They created a model of game story comprehension through narrative 

affordances that takes into account both the internal structure of the narrative as well as external 

factors such as the player’s cognitive state. As such, narrative affordances are not used in the 

context of objects which require action like traditional theories of affordances, but instead in the 

case of story events which “prompt mental structures that allow players to envision intuitive 

outcomes to the current story” (Young & Cardona-Rivera, 2011, p. 126). Essentially, a narrative 

affordance constitutes a course of action only when a player can envisage the action in relation to 

the game’s narrative. In this way, narrative affordances may play an important part in creativity as 

affective change, where players can reflect on the outcomes of their actions in relation to the 

game narrative (e.g. choosing one dialogue choice over another or siding with one particular 

faction/group). 

Young and Cardona-Rivera (2011) examine narrative affordances in relation to courses of 

action in the game’s scripted narrative, however, they leave out other aspects of the game which 

may be central to a player’s alterbiography. Aspects such as customisation of characters through 

choosing outfits, looks and even playable character personalities may have a dramatic effect on 

the narrative experience.  

In conclusion, narrative plays an important part of the gaming experience and includes a 

variety of complex affordances which go beyond the traditional notion of actional objects. Young 
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and Cardona-Rivera (2011) define a narrative affordance as a course of action available only when 

a player can envisage the game story. In this way a narrative affordance takes into account a 

player’s cognitive state and engagement with the scripted narrative of the game. However, as 

Calleja (2011) notes, game narrative is highly complex and also includes a player’s alterbiography, 

or personal narrative which they construct during the course of gameplay. Dicky (2007) points to 

affordances in relation to diverging narratives, sidequests, and a game’s propensity to allow 

players to customise their avatar as contributing to the personal narrative experience. However, 

little is still known about how affordances in narrative directly relate to the creative expressions 

of players – for instance, how does the formulation of a personal narrative relate to the 

categories of creativity outlined in section 2.1.2? Moreover, not all games are the same in terms 

of their narrative structure, and as such, it is worth looking into how differing narrative structures 

influence player creativity. 

 

2.4.7 Customisation 

Just as options for diverging narratives and narrative exploration provide opportunities for player 

creativity, the propensity of digital games to allow many aspects of play to be customised also 

provide a medium in which creativity can be expressed.  

 Unlike traditional media, the interactive nature of digital games allows players to 

manipulate both the content of the game (e.g. the narrative, messages) in addition to the form of 

the game (e.g. design elements and style). Modern definitions of interactivity incorporate the 

customisation aspect inherent in games. As such video game interactivity (VGI) can be defined as 

“the possibility for users to manipulate the content and form of communication and/or the 

possibility of information exchange processes between users or between users and a medium” 

(Weber et al., 2014, p. 7). Weber et al. (2014) make the distinction between customisation and 

co-creation where the former relates to the use of game settings to alter existing objects and 

characters, and the latter relates to instances when new content is created by players through 

tools such as game engines and level editors. However, rather than a dichotomy between 

customisation and co-creation, Behr et al. (2016) argue that there is a customisation/co-creation 

continuum “ranging from simple in-game options to complex modification scenarios” (Behr et al., 

2016, p. 289). Behr et al. (2016) argue that even on the low end of the continuum there are 

opportunities for players to be creative in how they use game settings such as in the FPS game 

Counter-Strike where players change their graphic settings to low to compensate for slow internet 

connections – something which is not intended by developers but nevertheless is a creative 

solution to a common problem.  
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While there are many areas of customisation and co-creation, one area where players can 

easily express their creativity is in terms of avatar customisation. In general players prefer playing 

with a customisable avatar, with players rating games with a greater number of customisation 

options for appearance, abilities, performance, accessories and equipment as being more 

interactive (Weber et al., 2014). According to Behr et al. (2016) “players not only enjoy the 

opportunity to customize their avatars, but also players use customization features to creatively 

tune their character based on momentary game demands” (Behr et al., 2016, p. 291). Similarly, 

Ward (2015), using Kaufman and Beghetto’s (2009) notion of Mini C, argued that the initial 

creation and further alterations to an avatar’s appearance may play an important role in how 

creativity is expressed by players. He argues that first time players of MMORPGs “can exhibit a 

nascent or inchoate form of creativity that does not require a tangible product that qualified 

others would judge to be creative. It merely requires the operation of normal human tendency to 

create interpretation of experience” (Ward, 2015, p. 123). Hence, affordances for avatar 

customisation facilitate Mini C creativity by allowing players to construct avatars which reflect 

their personal understandings of their role and intent within the game. In addition, affordances 

for customisation promote experimentation by allowing other aspects of the self to be tried out 

which would otherwise never have been realised. 

Similarly, Dickey (2007) argues that affordances in terms of character customisation have 

significant impact on player motivation and gameplay experience. While focusing on MMORPGs, 

Dickey argues that the “individual combination of attributes, adornments, skills and traits are 

what make each character unique” (Dickey, 2007, p.257). At game onset, players are presented 

with a selection of base-character models which they can then customise with a limited selection 

of physical traits and attributes which throughout the game they can add to and alter through 

engaging in the narrative environment. Furthermore, opportunities to customise avatar 

appearance throughout the game (as opposed to solely at the start) allow the game to be 

momentarily adjusted to “suit individual needs [and] allow players to creatively alter the video 

game experience” (Behr et al., 2016, p. 292).  

Similarly, Alahuhta et al. (2014), who conducted a systemic literature review of 

affordances for team creativity in virtual worlds, identified avatar customisation as a key 

facilitator for player creativity. By being able to customise their avatars, players are not only able 

to express their individuality, but also construct creative ways to communicate using verbal and 

non-verbal information. Such information could be in relation to a variety of emotes, voices, as 

well as what items of clothing are available to wear.  

While granting affordances in terms of character customisation is a long established 

tradition in MMORPGs, it is also common in many single player RPG games such as The Elder 
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Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda Game Studios, 2011) and Dragon Age series (Bioware, 2009, 2011, 

2014). Previous work has suggested that players often strive for identification with their avatars in 

terms of gender (Behr et al., 2016) and prefer to play avatars similar to themselves (Hsu et al., 

2007, 2005; Ogletree & Drake, 2007; Trepte et al., 2011). On the other hand, while such 

customisation allows players to create avatars which they can identify with, it also allows players 

to experiment with alternative personas and gain insights into what is it like to play as different 

people (Lee & Hoadley, 2007; Oliver & Carr, 2009; Ward, 2015). Furthermore, affordances in 

character development play a crucial role in fostering intrinsic motivation and through the course 

of gameplay with players often feeling emotional proximity towards the characters which they 

have spent so long developing (Dickey, 2007).   

Ward (2015) also highlights the importance of environmental customisation as an 

additional affordance for Mini C creativity. This includes objects which can be purchased and 

displayed such as artwork, plants and furniture as well as allowing players to use a variety of 

textures. According to Ward, the way a player may personalise their environment is a reflection of 

their personal creativity which may be synonymous with how they personalise their real-life living 

spaces (Ward, 2015). Similarly, on the higher end of the customisation/co-creation continuum 

Behr et al. (2016) point to the ability to create entirely new environments using development 

tools (e.g. level editors) or creating modifications from scratch by altering the code of a game. In 

this way “customizing content uses affordances embedded within a game, whereas modifications 

are technical alterations to the affordances of a game” (Behr et al., 2016, p. 292). 

In essence, affordances for customisation in digital games can include a variety of 

complex scenarios including altering built-in settings, altering avatar appearance and abilities, 

creating new objects and environments, and creating and implementing modifications. The 

customisation/co-creation continuum proposed by Behr et al. (2016) accounts for creativity on 

the low end of the range such as creatively using game settings, to creativity on the high end such 

as creating entirely new game modifications. Ward (2015) argues that customisation in terms of 

avatar appearance and environment present opportunities for Mini C creativity in terms of unique 

interpretations of experiences and reflections on real-life living spaces. Finally, Dickey (2007) 

highlights the importance of avatar customisation on intrinsic motivation by allowing players to 

feel a close proximity to their avatars throughout the course of gameplay. 
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2.5 Research Questions 

 This chapter sought to give an overview of the constructs under investigation in this thesis. 

Section 2.2 covered creativity and provided an overview of the different conceptualisations while 

attempting to locate them within the field of digital games. Creativity has been argued to 

constitute the creation of something novel and useful (Amabile, 1996). However, the reality is 

that what is deemed a creative act is far more complex and involves the integration and 

intersection a variety of different factors such as personal traits and experiences, cognitive 

processes and environmental components.  

The overall aim of this thesis is to provide a holistic account of player creativity within 

digital entertainment games. Digital games have been argued to be highly creative mediums 

(Jackson, 2012; Jackson & Games, 2015; Jackson et al., 2012). While there is a significant lack of 

literature which solely examines creativity in digital games, three distinct areas were highlighted 

from existing work. Creativity as problem-solving relates to the experiential and discovery 

learning which takes place through ill-structured problems, creativity as appropriation includes 

the unique and unintended ways games can be played as well as the creation of game content, 

and finally, creativity as affective change relates heavily to the concept of Mini C (Kaufman & 

Beghetto, 2009), which included the unique and meaningful interpretations of a game and its 

narrative. However, there is much to be explored in terms of how creativity is expressed in games, 

and how this expression alters depending on the type of game. Moreover, while some literature 

has examined aspects such as problem-solving, appropriation and affective change, there has 

been no investigation of how players themselves view and define creative behaviour in the game. 

Thus, the first research question which this thesis will attempt to answer has two parts: 

RQ1 a: How is creativity expressed within digital entertainment games? 

RQ1 b: How do players themselves conceptualise creativity within digital entertainment games?  

By examining the different ways in which creativity is expressed by players of digital 

entertainment games this thesis aims to uncover a valuable aspect of the player experience. 

Through understanding how different game genres contribute to the different forms of creativity 

it may further enlighten us as to how games can be used to promote creative behaviour, not just 

from an entertainment perspective but also in other domains such as education. 

 The second section examined current literature on informal learning in digital games and 

the transferrable nature of creativity. Creativity has been argued to play an important part in 

learning (e.g. Ott & Pozzi, 2012; Rogaten & Moneta, 2017; Vygotsky, 2004), with games being 

argued to provide opportunities for creative behavior and the development of related skills (Boyle 

et al., 2011; Gee, 2005; Lu, 2013; Van Eck, 2006). The learning which occurs in such games is 
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largely driven the active construction of knowledge through experimentation, reflectivity and 

active learning. As entertainment games rarely have learning goals built in, learning is usually 

informal and can be a by-product of being creative. Models such as Voulgari et al.’s (2014) 

framework for exploration of learning outcomes and process in MMOGs and Iacovides et al.’s 

(2014) GIIL framework help to illuminate both how and what players may learn from digital 

games. However, there remains a significant gap in the literature which looks specifically at what 

players may learn from being creative. While creativity has not been extensively examined in 

entertainment games (Qian & Clark, 2016; Sourmelis et al., 2017), work on transferrable learning 

outcomes such as 21st century skills may help illuminate how games can aid the transfer of 

creative skills, however, again, there remains considerable questions in relation to where players 

may use the creative skills developed in games, and what forms of creativity are most 

transferrable. As such, the second research question which this thesis will attempt to answer is:  

RQ2 a: What do players learn from engaging in creative practices in digital entertainment games? 

RQ2 b: What aspects of game-based creativity are transferrable between games and real-life? 

 Creativity has been granted little focus, and this thesis hopes to provide the initial 

groundwork for future studies which aim to examine the development of creativity through digital 

games. Creativity has been argued to be comprised of a variety of different skills and by drawing a 

link between the different forms of creative expression in games and what players may learn from 

these instances could help inform us about how players learn from creativity. Moreover, by 

examining where and how players then use these creative skills, a greater understanding on how 

creativity can flow between the game and real life will be gained. 

 The third section focused on affordances for player creativity in digital games. 

Affordances have been stressed to play a crucial part in creative behaviour (Glǎveanu, 2013; 

Withagen & van der Kamp, 2018), with interaction with the environment being argued to enhance 

creativity (Amabile, 1996).  The concept of affordances was located in the wider field of HCI, 

covering Kaptelinin and Nardi's (2012) mediated action perspective which provides a macro level 

view of how players can interact with games. Affordances were then considered in relation to 

digital games, paying particular attention to Linderoth’s (2013) ecological approach and Cardona-

Rivera and Young’s (2013) cognitive approach. Section 2.4.3 attempted to illustrate how games 

could be designed with creativity in mind, considering work by Järvinen (2008) and Gee (2005) on 

possibility spaces as well as Kim and Shute (2015) who attempted to link design affordances to the 

Four C model of creativity (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). However, Kim and Shute’s (2015) model 

is problematic as it assumes a fairly rigid progression of the different levels of creativity and does 

not account for other forms of creative expression within different types of games. Other game 
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elements which presented opportunities for player creativity were examined including mechanics 

(Hunicke et al., 2004), narrative (Calleja, 2011; Young & Cardona-Rivera, 2011) and customisation 

(Behr et al., 2016; Dickey, 2007; Ward, 2015). While it may seem evident that affordances for a 

variety of game mechanics, customisation options and narrative exploration present 

opportunities for creative behaviour, there is still no literature to the author’s knowledge which 

explicitly links aspects of game design to different forms of creative expression. As such, the final 

research question this thesis will attempt to answer is: 

RQ3 a: What specific game design affordances contribute to player creativity? 

 The final research question will explicate the specific affordances which contribute to 

player creativity and help to establish a link between such affordances and forms of creative 

expression. By illuminating this understudied area, the final contribution of this thesis will be to 

the field of game design. If we can understand what mechanisms support or inhibit creativity in 

digital games, then both commercial and educational games can be actively designed with 

creativity in mind. 
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3. Methodology 

This chapter will cover the methods used in this project. Section 3.1 will provide an overview and 

justification of the pragmatic research paradigm adopted. Section 3.2 will outline the overall 

research design by highlighting how the research questions are addressed by each of the three 

phases. Section 3.3 will describe and justify the adult gamer population chosen for this project. 

Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 will cover each of the three phases and are split into sections addressing 

instruments of data collection and data analysis. Finally, section 3.7 will present the ethical 

considerations for this project. 

3.1 Research Paradigm 

A pragmatic paradigm will be adopted as this research will be utilising both qualitative and 

quantitative data. Pragmatism argues that while there is an external world independent of the 

mind, the world is interpreted subjectively by individuals. As such, pragmatism is not confined by 

the duality of positivism or constructivism and promotes the use of all appropriate approaches 

available to address and understand the research issue (Creswell, 2013). 

Pragmatism is not assigned to any specific theoretical viewpoint, methodology or 

procedure and hence fits appropriately to the research issues under investigation (Creswell, 

2013). The study of creativity has been investigated across numerous disciplines and using various 

different methodologies. For instance, creativity has been investigated from the standpoint of 

cognitive psychology, educational psychology and musical psychology. In contrast to creativity 

being viewed from the standpoint of different psychological domains, the current research is 

focused on these constructs within the context of digital games. As such, the newer movement of 

game studies, and related fields in game design and human-computer interaction are also taken 

into account.  

 Due to the diversity of theoretical perspectives and in line with the pragmatist approach, 

the research will incorporate various strategies of inquiry. In previous studies concerned with the 

main constructs under investigation (creativity and informal learning), a multitude of different 

qualitative and quantitative approaches have been used. With respect to the research proposed, 

the investigation of creativity calls for an exploratory qualitative approach due to significant lack 

of literature concerning its occurrence within digital games. Informal learning has been 

investigated within digital entertainment games and several frameworks have been developed.  
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3.2 Research Design 

The research questions outline two main areas of focus: creativity and learning. The methods 

chosen to investigate these areas have been derived from previous studies that have examined 

similar issues, as well as fit and appropriateness to the research questions. Due to the 

interdisciplinary nature of the research, a wide variety of strategies of inquiry have been used to 

address each construct. For example, creativity in games has been investigated with a variety of 

quantitative scales and self-report measures (e.g. Blanco-Herrera et al., 2019; Moffat et al., 2017), 

as well as more exploratory measures such as ethnographic methods (e.g. Jarrett, 2014, 2015, 

2016) and content analysis (e.g. Wright et al., 2002). Whereas, the study of informal learning 

within the context of digital games has been investigated with mixed-method studies (e.g. Barr, 

2017, 2018, 2020; Iacovides, 2012). As such, the present research adopted a mixed-method 

approach, involving the triangulation of qualitative semi-structured interviews (RQ 1a and RQ 1b), 

a wider quantitative survey (RQ 2a and RQ 2b) and reflexive photography with photo-elicitation 

interviews (RQ3). Please see table 3 for a complete overview of the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase 1: Semi-Structured Interviews + Narrative Survey 
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Timeline Participants Methods Research Questions 

January 
2018 to 
May 2018 

24 interview participants (16 
male, 8 female, age range: 19 - 
52). 
 
14 Narrative survey 
participants (7 male, 7 female, 
age range: 21 – 57). 
 
Different nationalities. 
Different game genres. 

Sampling: convenience sampling used 
for participant recruitment.  
 
Gaming habits and demographics 
questionnaire. Administered online. 
 
Semi-structured interviews questions 
guided by literature review. 
Interviews took place over Skype. 
 
Narrative survey frames based on 
interview questions. Administered 
online.  
 

RQ 1a: How is creativity 
expressed within digital 
entertainment games? 
 
RQ 1b: How do players 
themselves conceptualise 
creativity within digital 
entertainment games? 
 

Phase 2: Creativity in Digital Games Survey 

Timeline Participants Methods Research Questions 

June 2018 
to October 
2018 

251 respondents (160 male, 
82 female, 6 nonbinary, 3 
undisclosed) 
 
Most common age bracket: 25 
– 34 
 
Different nationalities. 
Different game genres. 

Sampling: convenience and targeted 
sampling focusing on female gaming 
groups. 
 
Gaming habits and demographics 
questionnaire + 71 Likert style 
statements based on Phase 1 
themes.  
 
Principal Component Analysis with 
Varimax used to reduce survey items 
and highlight underlying constructs. 
 
Bootstrap multiple regression used 
for analysing the relationship 
between transferability factor and 
remaining factors and between 
factors and learning outcomes. 

RQ 2a: What do players 
learn from engaging in 
game-based creative 
practices? 
 
RQ 2b: What aspects of 
game-based creativity are 
transferrable between 
games and real-life? 
 

Phase 3: Reflexive Photography + Photo Elicitation Interviews 

Timeline Participants Methods Research Questions 

November 
2018 to 
February 
2019 

9 reflexive photography 
participants (6 male, 2 female, 
1 nonbinary, age range 22 - 
38). 
 
Different nationalities.  
Different game genres. 

Sampling: participants recruited out 
of survey volunteers who indicated 
they wished to take part in further 
research. 
 
Gaming habits and demographics 
questionnaire. Administered online. 
 
Reflexive photography used to 
capture creativity in practice. 
Participants took screenshots over 
the course of a week of gaming 
instances which promoted or 
hindered creativity and selected up 
to three to discuss during the 
interview. 
 
Photo elicitation interviews used to 
discuss screenshots with participants. 
Interviews took place over Skype. 
Question prompts focused on the 
gaming instances captured in the 
screenshots. 

RQ 3: What specific game 
design affordances 
contribute to player 
creativity? 
 

Table 3: Project Overview 
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 Mixed method research (MMR) consists of a combination of qualitative and quantitative 

approaches best suited to address the research question. MMR can be traced back to at least 

1959 when Campbell and Fisk used a multimethod approach to investigate psychological traits 

(Campbell & Fiske, 1959). MMR involves triangulation of data sources, involving convergence of 

both qualitative and quantitative data. MMR can involve many different theoretical perspectives 

and methodologies, including concurrent (qualitative and quantitative data collected 

simultaneously), transformative and sequential strategies (Creswell, 2013). 

For this research a sequential exploratory strategy was adopted. A sequential exploratory 

strategy involves a first phase of qualitative data collection and analysis, followed by a 

quantitative phase that builds on the findings from the first. A sequential exploratory strategy is 

primarily used to initially explore a phenomenon. As the research is concerned with a relatively 

under-studied topic, this strategy was deemed most suitable for two reasons. Firstly, how players 

express and conceptualise creativity has not yet been fully explored and thus we do not know 

what possible links there are between different expressions of creativity and learning, nor do we 

know what game design affordances may promote or hinder creativity. Secondly, through use of a 

quantitative survey, the findings from the interviews may be investigated in relation to a wider 

context and can be used to develop an instrument which seeks to determine the distribution of a 

phenomenon within a population (Creswell, 2013).  The main purpose of this strategy is to utilise 

quantitative data to aid in interpretation of initial qualitative results and “enhance the 

interpretability of assessments of a single phenomenon via broader content coverage” (Greene et 

al., 1989, p. 257). Additionally, it can collect data in terms of the areas of learning where players 

develop skills from being creative and the other areas of life in which they use these skills.  

The research took place over three phases: 

Phase 1:  Semi- structured interviews were used to explore how players express creativity within 

digital games, and subsequently, how they conceptualised creativity within the context of digital 

games. The interview questions were guided by existing literature around creativity and learning. 

Both deductive and inductive thematic analysis were used to identify the different expressions 

and conceptualisations of creativity. Additionally, initial themes relating to learning, transferability 

and design affordances were identified. This initial exploratory phase was used to inform Phases 2 

and 3. 

Phase 2: The findings from Phase 1 were used to inform the design of an online questionnaire 

around player creativity in digital games. The questionnaire aimed to generalise the findings 

regarding the expressions and conceptualisations of creativity in digital games, and examine to a 

wider extent, the skills and development players gained from being creative and the other areas 

of life that this learning transferred to. 
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Phase 3: The final phase focused on creativity in practice in digital games, with particular focus on 

the specific design affordances that facilitate and/or hinder player creativity. Reflexive 

photography alongside photo-elicitation interviews were used to explore this area. Design 

affordance theme framework uncovered in Phase 1 was triangulated and updated with the 

findings from the final phase. 

Please see figure 9 for an illustration of the project phases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Research Design 

 

3.3 Sampling 

According to the Entertainment Software Association, the average age of those who play games is 

estimated to be around 35 (ESA, 2017). As this research is concerned with creativity, learning and 

transferability within the context of commercial digital games, the target population for study was 

those over the age of 18 and adults. No minors or vulnerable populations were included in the 

investigations due to ethical restrictions by the Open University’s Human Research and Ethics 

Council (HREC). The main type of sampling used for all studies was convenience, however, 

targeted sampling was also utilised to address gender imbalance in Phases 2 and 3 by advertising 

on female gaming groups (see sections 6.1.3 and 7.1.3 for further details). In the UK, 42% of those 

Phase 1 

Semi-Structured Interviews 
+ Narrative Survey 

RQ 1a & RQ 1b 

Phase 2 

Quantitative Survey 

RQ 2a & RQ 2b 

Phase 3 

Reflexive Photography + 
Photo-Elication Interviews 

RQ 3 
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who play digital games are female (Ukie, 2017) and hence an even split as possible was the aim in 

relation to gender, however, it proved difficult to recruit a suitable number of female participants.  

Participants were recruited via both online advertisements and word of mouth (i.e. 

participants hearing about the research through their friends, colleagues, etc). Advertisements 

were placed on social media such as Facebook and Twitter, popular gaming forums such as Steam 

and via games research mailing lists such as DiGRA’s Games Research Network. Additionally, the 

most popular digital games were identified via the Entertainment Software Association (ESA, 

2017) and UK Interactive Entertainment (Ukie, 2017) and advertisements were placed on both 

their official and unofficial forums. 

While previous research on aspects of creativity and digital games has mainly 

concentrated on one type of game genre (e.g. Jarrett, 2016; Wright et al., 2002), participants who 

played a variety of different game genres, both online and offline, were recruited for all phases of 

the project. This enabled the different forms of creativity to be compared and contrasted across 

different types of games and allowed identification of the specific design affordances which 

contributed to creativity within the different game genres. 

 

3.4 Phase 1 Methods: Semi-Structured Interviews and Narrative Survey 

Expressions and Conceptualisations of Creativity in Digital Games 

RQ 1a: How is creativity expressed within digital entertainment games? 

RQ 1b: How do players themselves conceptualise creativity within digital entertainment games? 

Creativity can be suggested to be highly subjective and dependent on factors such as player 

personality, past gaming experiences and playstyles and, as such, qualitative approaches could be 

aptly suited to explore it. For example, Jarrett (2014) who examined emergent exploits and 

playstyles in MOBA games used an ethnographic approach, similar to Wright et al. (2002) who 

examined creative player innovations in verbal dialogue and non-verbal expressions. In contrast, 

creativity has also been studied using quantitative measures. For example, Yeh et al. (2016) used 

a quasi-experimental study to examine the influence of emotions on game-based creativity. They 

used the Creativity Game-based Evaluation System (CGES) which was comprised of a series of 

game-based insight tasks and a questionnaire agent to measure emotions. The insight tasks were 

adapted from the Situation-based Creativity Tasks (SCT) and comprised of various ill-structured 

problems where participants received points for each task solved. While creativity may be able to 

be measured quantitatively via divergent thinking tests and insight tests, they can be susceptible 

to practice effects (Plucker & Renzuli, 1999) and additionally, if participants are told they will be 
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engaging in creativity tests then their results can improve, rendering them unreliable (Speller & 

Schumacher, 1975).  

A qualitative approach allows the researcher to explore the field, identifying patterns, 

phenomena and themes and to situate them within a meaningful context (Charmaz, 2006). 

Furthermore, as there is no unified conceptualisation of creativity in relation to the domain of 

games, the rich data from qualitative methods would be hoped to provide an insight not only into 

the different expressions of creativity in digital games, but also into how creativity is 

conceptualised from a player’s perspective.  

 

3.4.1 Instruments of Data Collection 

Semi-structured interviews were used to explore how creativity is expressed within digital games, 

and how players themselves conceptualised creativity in the game. The semi-structured approach 

was chosen to provide participants with a structure for the interviews and help guide the 

discussion, however, also leave room for probing questions and discussion of related topics. 

Interview prompts were loosely guided by the initial categories of creativity as problem-solving, 

creativity as appropriation and creativity as affective change as well as literature on learning and 

transferability. Please see table 4 for a list of the interview questions. 

Question No. Question Text 

1 What platforms do you play on? 

2 Can you describe a particularly engaging experience you have had recently whilst playing a game? 
a. What do you think contributed to making these experiences so engaging? 
 

3 To what extent do you feel you gained anything from these experiences? 
 

4 Has there ever been a time when you tried out or created a new way of doing something – either 
on your own or in a team? 
 

5 Have there been any times during your gaming experience when you began to view things in a 
different way? For instance, when your views were challenged or changed? 
 

6 Tell me about a time when you encountered something new in a game such as a new monster, boss 
or event?  

a. How did you go about tackling it?  
 

7 Can you think about a time when you got particularly stuck in a game?  
a. How did you overcome the issue?  

 

8 Have you ever “discovered” a new way to go about something or use something in the game? (e.g. 
something you didn’t know was there before) 
 

9 Have you ever used the game mechanics for uses other than what they were intended for? (e.g. 
glitches, cheats, alternative uses for game variables)  
 

10 Have you ever created anything for the game or based on the game such as modifications, 
walkthroughs or fanfiction?  

a. What motivated you to do this? 
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11 Do you think you are or can be creative when you play games? 
a. Do you feel you gain anything in particular from being creative in games? 
b. Would you use any of the skills/experience from being creative in other aspects of life? 

 
Table 4: Phase 1 Interview Protocol 

While interview data may provide a richer version of participant’s experiences than a 

survey, the process can be time consuming both in terms of the time taken for the interview and 

the subsequent transcription of audio data. A total of 24 interviews were conducted, with a 

saturation point being reached after 16 interviews whereby no additional themes or new patterns 

emerged. Due to this, and the fact that more participants had volunteered to take part in the 

survey than was originally anticipated, the narrative survey was deemed an ideal additional 

research instrument to enable triangulation of interview findings.  

Narrative inquiry has typically been used with small numbers of participants and is often 

used longitudinally with multiple instances of data collection (Lyons & LaBoskey, 2002; 

Polkinghorne, 1995). The aim of narrative inquiry is to enable participants to tell stories of their 

experiences. Data from narrative inquiry can be analysed on two levels: construction of the 

narrative form itself and that of the narrative content (Barkhuizen & Wette, 2008). In the case of 

this study, the narrative survey was used as a platform for participants to tell a story of their 

gaming experience, and hence, a content approach was taken using thematic analysis.  

The use of “narrative frames” in the survey was employed to help scaffold the structure of 

participants’ stories. Narrative frames were originally designed for research by Barkhuizen and 

Wette (2008) to capture the experiences of English language teachers in China. The method has 

since been used to explore the experiences and developments of teachers and students and as a 

needs analysis tool for EFL curriculum (e.g. Hiratsuka, 2014; Macalister, 2012; Shelley, Murphy, & 

White, 2013) . The use of such frames allows data collection within a relatively short period of 

time, as opposed to more traditional longitudinal methods of narrative inquiry. Frames consist of 

a template of “starters, connectives and sentence modifiers” (Wray & Lewis, 1997, pp. 122) to 

provide guidance and structure on the content of what is to be written. This is particularly useful 

if people find it difficult to get started in writing their experiences, or have difficulty writing 

“reflectively on a personal level, especially in a narrative form” (Barkhuizen & Wette, 2008, pp. 

375).  

The use of narrative frames in the case of this study provided a source of triangulation of 

data (Blandford, 2013). Interview questions were converted into frames with various prompts 

which participants could populate with their experiences. One drawback of narrative frames is the 

little opportunity they provide for participants to write about things outside of the structured 

content (Barkhuizen, 2014). In order to address this, an additional frame was provided where 

participants could add further information or comments. The creativity frame included a yes/no 
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question in relation to “do you think games are creative?”. This allowed the frame to be split into 

two different paths depending on the participant’s answer. However, it is noted that this 

introduces an element of binarism to the question, which in many ways could be seen as a grey 

area. See table 5 for the narrative survey frames. 

Frame Question 

No. 

Prompts 

Engagement Q1 An engaging experience I have had recently with a digital game was….. 
a. I found it particularly engaging because… 
b. Other than enjoyment, I feel this experience helped me gain… 

 
Creative Game 

Actions 

Q2a A time when I tried out or created a new way of doing something in a game was 
when…. 

a. I did this by… 
 

 Q2b A game which changed my views or made me view things differently was… 
a. This was because… 

 

 Q2c A time when I encountered something I had never done in a game before was… 
a. I managed to overcome it by… 

 
 Q2d A time when I discovered a new way to go about something or use something in 

the game was…. 
 

 Q2e An example of when I have used game mechanics for uses other than they were 
intended was when… 
 

 Q2f Material I have created for a game/based on a game would include…. 
a. I was motivated to do this because…. 

 
Views on 

Creativity 

Q3 I think games are creative – yes/no 
a. If yes, I think games are creative because… 

a. When I am creative in games I feel I gain… 
b. I feel I am able to use the skills/experience gained from being 

creative in other areas of my life such as… 
b. If no, I think games are not creative because… 

 

Final Comments Q4 Is there anything else you would like to add? 
 

Table 5: Narrative Survey Frames 

 

3.4.2 Analysis 

Thematic analysis was used to identify themes and patterns which contribute to an understanding 

of how creativity is expressed within digital games and how it can be conceptualised from a 

player’s perspective. Thematic analysis is a “method for identifying, analysing, and reporting 

patterns (themes) within data. It organises and describes a data set in (rich) detail” (Braun & 

Clarke, 2006, p. 6). A theme aims to identify something important within the data, in relation to 

the research question and represents a pattern of meaning within the data set. While other 

qualitative analysis techniques such as Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) and 

Grounded Theory are circumscribed within a pre-existing theoretical framework, thematic 
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analysis offers more flexibility in terms of its use within different theoretical frameworks. In 

essence, the judgement of the researcher plays a crucial part in determining what constitutes a 

theme – a theme needs to crystallise something important in relation to the research question 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006).  

In this study, a hybrid approach to theme development was deployed using both 

deductive and inductive approaches (Swain, 2018). RQ1a was answered using a deductive 

approach whereby the categories of creativity as problem-solving, creativity as appropriation and 

creativity as affective change defined in the literature review were used to categorise data into 

the different types of creative expression. These were then refined further using an inductive 

approach to divide these categories further into higher-level sub-themes. Conversely, RQ1b was 

answered using a purely inductive approach and considered players’ explicit conceptualisations of 

creativity in the gaming experience without reference to pre-existing literature. Other inductive 

themes identified related to learning, transferability and design affordances. 

As theme development involved both deductive and inductive aspects, themes were 

determined across the entire set of interview and narrative survey data in order to explicate the 

most predominant and important areas. In line with this, fundamentality and frequency 

approaches were adopted, meaning themes were identified via both researcher interpretation 

and frequency of occurrence throughout the data set. While analysing themes in this regard may 

lose some depth and complexity (as opposed to focusing on one specific theme or group of 

themes in greater depth), it is most suited to areas which are under-researched or where 

participant’s views on a topic are unknown (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Applying such a wide net to 

theme development further allowed for identification of areas of interest to be investigated in 

further phases, thus providing more depth and opportunities for triangulation of initially 

identified themes. 

 As this study was primarily concerned with an initial exploration of the area and involved 

two qualitative methods, a smaller sample size was used in line with other similar studies (e.g. 

(Jarrett, 2014; Voulgari et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2002) . While the results are not generalisable to 

the rest of the population, the subjective interpretations and experiences of the participant group 

is captured.  For more detailed information on phase 1 data analysis, please see chapter 4 (section 

4.1.6). 

 

3.5 Phase 2 Methods: Creativity in Gaming Survey  

Learning from Creativity in Digital Games 
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RQ 2a: What do players learn from engaging in game-based creative practices? 

RQ 2b: What aspects of game-based creativity are transferrable between games and real-life? 

In a systematic literature review of empirical evidence concerning the impacts and outcomes of 

games, Boyle et al. (2016) found that the most commonly used methods to assess learning in 

entertainment games was quasi-experimental designs which, although they provide less rigour 

than a randomised control trial, still could provide evidence regarding why games may work for 

learning and what features can support it. However, it was noted that the most frequently 

occurring studies were those concerned with measuring a specified learning outcome and how 

player characteristics affect learning outcomes. While Boyle et al.’s (2016) review does not specify 

the intentionality of these learning outcomes on the part of participants, it does state that out of 

71 studies which looked at entertainment games, only 15 addressed specifically unintentional 

affective outcomes such as behavioural change. As Boyle et al. (2016) notes, studies which 

examined social and behavioural outcomes tended to favour correlational, survey and qualitative 

designs.   

In terms of informal learning outcomes from commercial digital games, the majority of 

studies reviewed in this report used either a mixed method or qualitative approach. For example, 

Barr (2017, 2018, 2020) used randomised trials, interviews and a cross-sectional survey to 

investigate graduate attributes such as communication and adaptability. Iacovides et al. (2014) 

used a mixture of interviews, case studies and a wider survey to investigate how gaming practices 

contribute to a range of different learning experiences. In a similar vein, Voulgari et al. (2014) 

used a mixed method approach consisting of individual and group interviews and a wider survey 

to examine informal learning outcomes and processes in MMOGs. Through utilising a mixed-

method approach, studies such as these may provide a more thorough understanding of players’ 

subjective experiences of learning and what may influence those experiences, while also being 

able to situate the results within a wider context through the use of a survey instrument. In 

contrast, a small number of studies focused purely on socio-constructivist notions of learning and 

used solely qualitative methods. For example, Hudson (2016) utilised an ethnographic approach 

to examine learning outcomes in an online gaming community and Oliver and Carr (2009) used 

interviews, informed by grounded-theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), on five couples to examine 

how people learn from play through in-game communities. 
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3.5.1 Instruments of Data Collection 

A survey was deemed appropriate to use to firstly triangulate and locate findings from Phase 1 

within a wider demographic, and secondly, to identify the specific skills that players gained from 

being creative and what other areas of life they used them. 

The survey design consisted of three sections. The first section encompassed the consent 

information required to take part. The second section included questions relating to 

demographics, including age, gender, nationality, educational background and occupation, as well 

as questions relating to the participant’s current gaming habits. These included how many hours a 

week they spent playing both online and offline digital games, what genres of games they played, 

what gaming medium they used and also what type of gamer they identified as, if any. The third 

section included a set of 71 attitude statements on a 5-point Likert scale relating to the themes 

developed in Phase 1. It was decided to include a multiple selection question for participants to 

select all the skills/knowledge they had gained from being creative in games and what creative 

pursuits they already engaged in, as it would enable further regression analyses to be performed. 

Learning categories were selected from the Phase 1 theme of Learning and collated with those 

from previous frameworks on informal learning outcomes such as the Gaming Involvement and 

Informal Learning (GIIL) framework (Iacovides et al., 2014) and Voulgari et al.’s (2014) framework 

for learning outcomes and processes in MMOGs. See table 6 for an overview of the creativity in 

gaming survey. 

Section No. Questions Question Format Description 

Consent 5  Check boxes Basic consent information. 
 

Demographics and 
Gaming Habits 

5 Drop down selection Demographic information relating to age, 
gender, nationality, educational background 
and gamer type identified as.  
 

4 Multiple selection Questions relating to game genres played, 
gaming mediums used and creative pursuits 
engaged in. 
 

5 Open-ended Information relating to hours spent playing 
offline/online digital games (numerical 
input), occupation and current games being 
played. 
 

Creativity in Gaming 
Questionnaire 

71 5-point Likert scale Scale questions relating to the Phase 1 
themes of: conceptualisations of creativity, 
creativity as problem-solving, creativity as 
appropriation, creativity as affective change, 
learning and transferability.  
 

1 Multiple Selection Multiple selection question relating to skills 
developed/knowledge gained from being 
creative in games. Participants could select 
multiple skills/developments. 
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Feedback 3 Open-Ended Feedback questions relating to ease of 
understanding questions, recommendations 
or improvements and additional comments.  

3 Single Choice Single choice questions relating to if 
participants wished to receive resulting 
publications/thesis, notifications of other 
research opportunities related to the project 
and/or a summary of the findings. 

Table 6: Creativity in Gaming Survey Design 

The survey was administered via the platform Online Surveys (formerly known as Bristol Online 

Surveys) where data is stored securely in the UK in accordance with The Open University’s Data 

Management guidelines. For a full list of survey questions please see appendix 1. 

3.5.2 Analysis 

Data analysis was carried out using SPSS. Data was subjected to Principal Component Analysis to 

converge and reduce the number of scale items in the survey. To address RQ2a, multiple 

regression was used to determine whether scores on the factors relating to forms of creative 

expression (problem-solving, appropriation and affective change) were predicted by reported 

learning outcomes. To address RQ2b, multiple regression analyses were conducted to a) 

determine whether scores on the transferability factor were predicted by the other four factors 

(problem-solving, appropriation, affective change and design affordances), and b) determine if 

scores on the transferability factor were predicted by reported learning outcomes. For more 

detailed information on phase 2 data analysis, please see chapter 5 (section 5.1.6). 

 

3.6 Phase 3 Methods: Reflexive Photography and Photo-Elicitation Interviews 

Design Affordances for Creativity in Digital Games 

RQ 3: What specific game design affordances contribute to player creativity? 

Phase 1 sought to initially explore the under-researched area of creativity in digital games, and 

Phase 2 attempted to both generalise these findings and investigate the relationships between 

creativity, learning and transferability. Phase 3 aimed to further explore the relationship between 

game design and player creativity by building on the Design Affordances theme from the first 

phase. Design affordances was chosen as the focus of this study for three main reasons: a) this 

was an inductive theme from phase 1 which resulted in the creation of an initial framework 

detailing how design elements of games related to player creativity and hence provided an initial 

basis on which to further explore and b) very little literature currently exists detailing how the 

design of digital games affect player creativity. 
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3.6.1 Instruments of Data Collection 

In order to capture player creativity in practice and unpick the specific design affordances which 

contributed to these instances, reflexive photography in combination with photo-elicitation 

interviews was deemed the most suitable method.  

Through giving participants the flexibility and agency to capture important aspects of the 

games they enjoy, at the time they enjoy, and for the duration they prefer, provides optimum 

opportunity to capture any creative behaviour which would naturally occur. Although interviews 

would take place at the end of the study, the use of images as memory cues will aid in recall. As 

Collier (1967) notes, the identification and reading of photographs can act as a “can-opener” or 

“golden key” to human settings, while participants are able to take the role of experts who teach 

the researchers.  

While reflexive photography has not been used as an approach to investigate gaming 

experiences, the method has been used to examine a range of learning experiences. For example, 

Wallace (2015) used reflexive photography alongside focus groups and interviews to examine 

International Teaching Assistants (ITAs) experiences using Computer-Assisted Language Learning 

(CALL) for English. ITAs photographed what helped or hindered their efforts to improve their 

spoken English, and through triangulation of photographic data, focus group discussions and 

semi-structured interviews, a rich and detailed understanding of their subjective experiences was 

gained. Photographs can act as insights into participant’s experiences and attitudes, as well as 

providing a powerful means of reflection when they are used in combination with interviews 

(Rose, 2007).  

Originally derived from the work of Paulo Freire who used “coded situations” (e.g. 

sketches or images) to act as a stimulus for a group or individuals to critically analyse their own 

situation (Shulze, 2007), reflexive photography is grounded in individual-environmental 

interaction theories and symbolic interactionism – mainly that behaviour is a result of the 

interaction between individuals and their environment and the particular meanings that 

individuals ascribe to things. It has been claimed that using photographs promotes participants to 

think more thoroughly about the issues under study (Wallace, 2015). For example, studies by 

Douglas (1998) and Hill (2014) reported that participants spent more time thinking about the 

meaning of the images they captured, how best to capture their ideas and what images they 

wanted to share with the researcher. In addition, photographs are especially useful in the case of 

language or writing barriers where participants may not feel confident enough to fill out a full 

diary entry or appear in a video entry. They are also useful in saving time instead of having to fill 

out long diary entries and creating videos.  
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In previous studies which used reflexive photography (e.g. Schulze, 2007; Wallace, 2015), 

participants have been provided with cameras or have made use of their own smartphones. With 

games, however, participants can take screenshots of relevant situations and objects within the 

game – a feature which most gaming mediums now offer. As gameplay is often engaging and 

participants may be in a flow state, the act of physically taking a photo may disturb the 

experience. Taking a screenshot does not take the participant away from the game and usually 

involves minimal disruption. Additionally, this addresses one of the drawbacks of using reflexive 

photography which has been reported in previous studies; namely the appropriateness and ease 

at which participants are able to take pictures. For example, Schulze (2007), who investigated how 

male academics construct their world during a transformative time in their university, found that 

some situations made it difficult to take pictures (e.g. long queues, the problem of permission 

when photographing someone else). Through adapting this method for the use in games; namely 

by capturing screenshots of the in-game world, participants are free from the constraints of 

physically taking a picture.  

In the context of this study, participants took screenshots (usually involves pressing a 

single button on their keyboard or short combination on controller) of a gaming instance which 

invoked them to think creatively or led them to undertake creative action – and conversely, in 

instances where they felt their creativity was being restricted or inhibited. This aimed to explicate 

the role of in-game environmental and social factors which may contribute to creativity. 

Additionally, it also provided a view into the subjective interpretations that individuals ascribe to 

scenarios which they feel induce elements of creativity. Similar to Schulze’s (2007) and Wallace’s 

(2015) studies, photo-elicitation interviews were conducted with each participant.  

In photo-elicitation interviews, the photographs serve as the central point of focus, with 

the interviewee interpreting the images retrospectively (Harper, 1994). One way of achieving this 

is through autodriving, where the interview is “driven” by participants’ reflection of their own 

behaviour (Heisley & Levy, 1991). Using photographs in interviews can illuminate participants’ 

experiences, attitudes and perceptions and can “carry or evoke three things – information, affect 

and reflection”(Rose, 2007, p. 238). Through allowing participants to define the scope of analysis 

by identifying issues important to them, photo-elicitation interviews are less directive than 

traditional interviews and the influence of researcher bias is minimised (Bender et al., 2001). 

In the current study, data collection took place over a two-week period with the first 

week involving participants taking screenshots during their regular gaming sessions and the 

second week involving the photo-elicitation interviews with each participant individually. 

Interview questions centered on the gaming instances captured in the screenshots and were 

guided by existing themes from Phase 1 relating to creative design affordances. The same set of 
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questions were asked for each screenshot discussed in the interview. Two additional questions 

were included at the end to allow participants to add anything else they felt relevant and to give 

feedback on the reflexive photography method and how successful they felt it was in terms of 

capturing instances of creativity in gaming. As a thank you to participants for their time in 

participating in the study they were offered a £10 or international equivalent Amazon voucher. 

Please see table 7 for a list of interview questions. 

Photo Elicitation Questions (repeated for each of participant’s screenshots) 
Question No. Question Text 
Q1 Can you tell me what was going on in the game when you took this screenshot? 

 
Q2 What were you hoping the screenshot would capture? 

 
Q3 How would you describe the creativity involved in this screenshot? 

 
Q4 What aspects of the game enabled you to behave in this way/do X or Y? 

 
Q5 Had you ever had similar gaming experiences or was this a one off? 

a. Do you feel these/this type(s) of game(s) allow for greater creativity? 
 

Concluding Questions (only asked once at the end of the interview) 
Question No. Question Text 
Q6 Is there anything else you would like to add? 

 
Q7 Do you have any comments or feedback on the methodology used? 

a. Do you feel the reflexive photography method worked well in capturing instances 
of creativity during gaming? 

Table 7: Phase 3 Interview Protocol 

 

3.6.2 Analysis 

Reflexive photography combined with photo-elicitation interviews allows analysis on two levels. 

Firstly, the content of the images can provide useful data. An image can contain numerous 

references and rich descriptive data about the issue in question (Perka et al., 1992; Collier, 1967). 

While the images themselves were not analysed per se, they were used to provide pictorial 

references for the themes created. 

Secondly, interview transcription data was analysed, in a similar fashion to Phase 1, using 

a hybrid approach (Swain, 2018) to theme development. Deductively, the pre-existing themes 

relating to design affordances from Phase 1 were used as an initial means of categorisation, 

however, an open and interpretive stance was taken allowing for the refinement of existing 

themes and the emergence of inductive themes. For more detailed information relating to phase 

3 data analysis please see chapter 6 (section 6.1.6). 

 

3.7 Ethical Considerations 

The study followed and complied with the British Psychological Society’s Code of Human Research 
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Ethics (BPS, 2014). 

Game specific issues with the potential to pose a risk in the study were: 

 The risk of computer related repetitive strain injury (RSI) in phase 3 where participants 

captured screenshots of their gaming experience over the course of a week. Computer 

related RSI involves injuries such as eye, back and neck strain. In order to address this, 

participants were provided with information on computer-related RSI alongside a link to 

the NHS Choices website detailing tips to prevent computer-related RSI (found 

at:http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/workplacehealth/Pages/rsi.aspx). 

 

 The risk of virtual environment (VE) related psychological side effects. As Kade and Daniel 

(2015) note, when conducting research into games and virtual environments, VE related 

psychological side effects must be taken into account. As such participants in phase 2 

were provided with information pertaining to possible VE-related psychological side 

effects. This included effects such as cybersickness, altered sense of reality and limited 

self-awareness and provided tips on how to monitor play time as to reduce these. 

 

Online Surveys (formerly Bristol Online surveys) was used to carry out participant 

recruitment for phases 1 and 3 and the quantitative survey in phase 2. This was chosen both for 

its ease of use (for both participants and researcher design), and because the data is stored in the 

UK. This complies with EU and the Open University’s Research Data Management standards. 

Before any data collection was carried out, full approval from the Open University’s Human 

Research Ethics Committee (HREC) was acquired (reference: HREC/2613/Hall). 

The advertisement for participants included a brief description of the research and a link for 

them to follow to the online recruitment survey. The recruitment survey provided more 

information on the study and research aims, outlining clearly what was expected of participants in 

each study instance. Further information was provided in terms of: 

 Name and contact details of the researcher and supervisors. 

 Potential benefits of the research. 

 Compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation and Freedom of Information Act. 

 Confidentiality and the right to withdraw from the research up until the date of analysis 

completion. 

 The right to refuse particular information requested by the researcher (e.g. in the case of 

declining to answer interview questions). 

 The right to request data be destroyed (up to the data of analysis completion). 
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 How anonymity of data was achieved (through the use of unique participant identifiers). 

 The methods used to collect the data (interview, visual and survey) and how it was used 

(for academic purposes).  

 What types of data were to be collected (qualitative and quantitative) and where they 

were stored.  

 A consent form requiring an electronic signature from the participants. 

 A full copy of the information sheet for each study which participants could can retain for 

their records. 

 Participants were able to select if they wished for a findings summary and/or the final 

research to be sent to them once completed. 

 Participants were given the option to join the mailing list for the PhD project where they 

could be notified about further studies related to the project. 

The benefits of the research to participants include contribution to the wider research 

context of creativity in digital games and informal game-based learning. Additionally, in the 

context of phase 3, participants may be able to gain a better understanding of their individual 

gaming practices through reflection on the screenshots they took over the course the reflexive 

photography week.  

Additional ethical considerations taken into account during the course of this project were: 

 Participants were aged 18 and above and did not include any vulnerable groups such as 

those lacking capacity to give informed consent or those in dependent or unequal 

relationships. If competence to consent was questionable, follow up procedures were to 

be carried out to investigate the participant’s understanding of what they were 

consenting to. 

 The research involved no element of deception, with participants being fully aware of the 

nature of the research prior to the commencement of studies.  

 The research did not involve foreseeable psychological stress or anxiety. Participants were 

talking about their experiences of playing digital games, and in the case of phase 3 

(reflexive photography), were engaging in gameplay within their own milieu in which they 

were comfortable. Participants were not engaging in gameplay within lab or other 

artificial settings. 

 All data was stored in the same place (including consent forms) and backups were created 

on at least two different data mediums (e.g. encrypted pendrive and Open University 

Onedrive). This limited the risk of loss or corruption of data. 

 In the case of participant screenshots from phase 3, the screenshots are recognised as 

property of the game developer of which they pertain to.  
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 Any instances of named avatars, other than the participant’s, appearing in screeenshots 

were to have names changed as to not identify any particular avatar pertaining to an 

individual.  
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4. Phase 1: Expressivity of Creativity and Player Conceptualisations 

of Creativity in Digital Games  

 

This study constituted the first phase of the project which took an exploratory approach to 

examining creativity in digital games. The aim of the study was to a) examine how creativity was 

expressed in relation to pre-existing literature on creativity in gaming and b) explore how players 

conceptualised creativity (i.e. their own personal idea of what it means to be creative in games). 

As such the research questions for phase 1 were: 

RQ 1a: How do players express creativity within digital entertainment games? 

RQ 1b: How do players themselves conceptualise creativity within digital entertainment games? 

While the main focus was on the conceptualisation and expressivity of creativity, 

questions relating to other constructs around creativity such as learning (from being creative), 

creative transfer and design affordances for creativity were included in the interview questions 

and helped both inform subsequent research questions provide initial data for the later phases of 

the project. As such, the initial findings relating to learning from creativity, creative transfer and 

design affordances are presented and discussed. 

 Section 4.1 details the technicalities of the study such as recruitment procedures and 

demographics, in addition to providing an overview of participants involved. Section 4.2 presents 

the findings and discussions in relation to how creativity is expressed and conceptualised, as well 

as presenting findings relating to the circumferential themes of learning, transferability and 

design affordances. The findings relating to learning, transferability and design affordances will 

also be discussed. Section 4.3 provides a conclusion and section 4.4 outlines the limitations of the 

study along with future recommendations. A final section (4.5) will explicate the implications of 

the study. 
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4.1 Participants and Demographics 

4.1.1 Piloting 

Piloting was carried out with four participants aged between 32 to 40 years old (M = 2, F = 2). All 

four participants who took part in the pilot played digital games at least three times a week and 

all played a mixture of online and offline digital games except for one who solely played online. As 

no amendments were required for the interview question list, the pilot data were included in the 

main analysis. 

4.1.2 Interview Participants 

The aim for participant recruitment for the main study had initially been 16 participants as this 

would bring the total number of interviews (including the pilot) up to 20, however, due to a 

greater number than expected volunteering to take part, 20 interviews (bringing it to a total of 24 

with the pilot interviews). 117 participants in total completed the recruitment survey from the 

study advert. Six responses were excluded as they were under 18, did not regularly engage in 

digital gameplay or their email addresses came back as unrecognised. 64 participants were 

emailed the first letter, of which 29 then went on to complete the consent and gaming habits 

survey. Of these 29, interviews were arranged with 21 participants, the remaining 8 comprising of 

those who did not go on to schedule an interview.  One interview had to be excluded due to 

research bias, leaving a total of 20 interviews.  

Of the 20 interview participants, 14 were male and 6 female. Ages ranged between 19 – 

52 years old with the median being 33 (M = 30, SD = 7.4). In terms of nationality, 12 participants 

were of British, 2 German, 2 Spanish, 1 American, 1 Maltese, 1 Northern Irish and 1 did not 

disclose. In terms of educational background, 2 were from high school, 4 from college, 6 with an 

undergraduate degree, 5 with a postgraduate degree, 1 with a doctorate and 2 who specified 

other.  

16 participants regularly played online digital games, 18 regularly played offline digital 

games and 8 regularly played co-located digital games. Regular gaming sessions lasted from 1 

hour to 13 hours, with the median being 3 (M = 3.6, SD = 7.8). 

Participants played a range of different game genres. The most common online genres 

were Massively Multiplayer Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs), Massively Multiplayer First-Person 

Shooters (MMOFPS) and Massively Multiplayer Battle Arenas (MMOBA). The most common 

offline genres were Action/Adventure, Role Playing, Platform, Strategy/Tactics and First-Person 

Shooter.   
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4.1.3 Narrative Survey Participants 

Once the interview quota of 20 participants was met, all additional participants who signed up 

(n=97) and had not already been sent the first correspondence were sent an email explaining that 

there would be a further round of data collection via a narrative survey. The email also detailed 

the ethical points such as right to withdrawal and how the data would be managed. The link to 

the narrative survey was included in the email for ease of access.  

In total, 97 participants who completed the recruitment survey were emailed the 

narrative survey link. The survey was available for three weeks and in that time 14 participants 

completed it (7 male, 7 female). Age ranged from 20 – 63 years old with the median being 31 (M = 

36, SD = 13.6). The nationality of participants was: 6 British, 4 American, 1 Australian, 1 Canadian, 

1 Colombian and 1 Spanish. In terms of educational background, 5 had postgraduate 

qualifications, 3 had undergraduate, 3 doctorates, 2 college and 1 high school.  

11 out of 14 participants played online digital games and 11 out of 14 played offline 

digital games.  The median gaming session lasted 1.86 hours (M = 2.4, SD = 1.1). The most popular 

online game genres were First-Person Shooter (MMOFPS), Role Playing (MMORPG), Real Time 

Strategy (MMORTS) and Battle Arena (MMOBA). The most popular offline game genres were 

Action/Adventure, Role Playing, First-Person Shooter, Strategy/Tactics and Indie.  

 

4.1.4 Recruitment 

The study advert was posted on the principal researcher’s Facebook, as well as to a game-related 

Facebook group and the departmental PhD group. Additionally, the advert was posted to Twitter 

and tweeted to various gaming groups such as @zeldaspeedruns, @instituteofplay and 

@GamerRetweeters. Hashtags used were #MMORPG, #MMO, #Videogame and #gaming. In order 

to acquire a spread of players who played different types of games, a longer version of the advert 

was posted to various gaming community forums such as Steam, Origin and modding and 

speedrunning forums.  

The advert contained a link where participants could read a summary of the study and 

what would be involved and could provide their email address and confirm they were over the 

age of 18 if they wished to take part. From the recruitment list, participants were then emailed 

the first letter outlining the main requirements of the study, as well as ethical issues such as 

freedom to withdraw. Participants were asked to respond to this email if they still wished to take 

part, and those that did, were emailed the consent and gaming habits questionnaire along with 

the study information sheet.  
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Participants who completed the interview were rewarded with a £10 (or nearest 

international equivalent) Amazon voucher. Participants who signed up for the narrative survey 

were given the opportunity to enter into a prize draw for a £20 or equivalent Amazon voucher. 

 

4.1.5 Data Collection 

All surveys/questionnaires were conducted via Bristol Online Surveys (BOS) where all survey data 

are stored securely in the UK in accordance with the Open University’s data management policy.  

All interview participants were asked to complete the consent and gaming habits 

questionnaire (included in appendix 1). The gaming habits questionnaire acquired demographic 

information such as age, gender and educational background as well as what types of games 

participants played and how long gaming sessions lasted. List of popular game genres was 

adapted from GameDesigning.org’s complete guide to video game genres 

(https://www.gamedesigning.org/gaming/video-game-genres/).  

Interviews were conducted via Skype, using Amolto Call Recorder for Skype for recording. 

Additional verbal consent was sought from participants at the beginning of interviews regarding 

audio recording. Interviews lasted between 10 minutes and 1 hour, with the average interview 

session lasting 39 minutes. Audio recordings were transcribed using simple content transcription. 

Narrative frames were already in text format and were not altered in any way (e.g. typos and 

grammar not corrected) and were quoted from directly. 

 

4.1.6 Data Analysis 

Data analysis for both the interview and narrative survey data was undertaken using thematic 

analysis in NVivo 11 (https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/nvivo-products). While three 

predominant categories of game-based creativity had emerged during the literature review, a 

hybrid approach (Swain, 2018) to theme development was applied. This included combining both 

deductive and inductive approaches by keeping in mind the existing creativity categories from the 

literature review whilst also ensuring an open-minded view was taken when analysing sources.    

In line with the pragmatic approach to qualitative analysis, themes were identified 

according to their fundamentality and frequency of occurrence throughout the whole data set 

(both interview and narrative survey data) (Adams et al., 2008). This involved identifying themes 

which related most pertinently to the research question; namely how players expressed creativity 

in games and how players conceptualised the notion of creativity in digital games. While part of 

the analysis was deductively guided by the research question and literature, the other part 
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involved inductively identifying emerging patterns through the frequency of references. In this 

way, additional themes were uncovered along with their possible relationship to the research 

question. 

 Themes were developed using an iterative approach. This involved in the first stage 

generating a simple set of nodes encapsulating a low-level theme such as creativity as affective 

change. Through further iterations which involved reading and re-reading through the node 

references, themes were able to be further refined into high-level nodes encompassing sub-

themes such as the creativity as affective change sub-theme of moral. For more information on 

the data analysis see section 3.4.2. 
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4.2 Findings & Discussions 

In total the data from 24 interviews and 14 narrative surveys were analysed. Each theme will be 

presented and discussed in turn. 

4.2.1 Forms of Creative Expression 

In relation to RQ 1a: How do players express creativity within digital entertainment games? the 

themes of Creativity as Problem-Solving, Creativity as Appropriation and Creativity as Affective 

Change corresponded to how creativity was expressed in digital entertainment games.  

The three themes were identified deductively which related to the expression of creativity 

in digital games in relating to pre-existing creativity categories identified in the literature review 

(problem-solving, appropriation and affective change). These expressions of creativity were often 

implicit as participants did not always explicitly state that they were engaged in creative action. 

See table 8 for an overview. 

Table 8: Forms of Creative Expression Overview 

 

4.2.1.1 Creativity as Problem-Solving 

Creativity as problem-solving involved how creativity was expressed in digital games in terms of 

personally novel solutions to problems, discoveries and ways of approaching difficult challenges 

players generated. See table 9 for sub-theme descriptors. 
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Table 9: Creativity as Problem-Solving Sub-Theme Descriptors 

 

4.2.1.1.1 Findings 

Creating strategies was the most frequently occurring expression of creativity. The majority of 

games participants mentioned involved some form of problem-solving in the form of creating 

strategies or tactics. References from participants included instances where strategies were 

created with group members online as well as while playing solo offline. 

“We’ll come together and someone will be like the leader perhaps or the old pitch in thing, why 

don’t we try doing this, where. For instance, on Overwatch there’s a map called Temple of 

Anubis where they have characters which can build ice walls. And there’s a site line where you 

can get one of them up to this high point. Some of the characters can’t reach that area. So using 

the ice wall to climb up above this area so we can get a good viewing of where the enemy team 

might be coming in, and from there it’s all creating communication really to see how it works 

and what works and doesn’t.” – Male, 23 (Interview) 

 Strategies created in online games usually involved tactics against other player 

teams, except in the case of one participant who recounted his gaming experience in World 

of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) leading a raid team. A “raid” is a special dungeon 

within the game with very difficult bosses, often requiring complex strategies to defeat. 

Developers release new raids periodically throughout the year, so players have to constantly 

discover new strategies.  

“So a lot of the time I’ll do my best to explain strategies, that sort of thing. But I’m not perfect 

and I’ve got no issues admitting my mistakes, so if something’s not working we all band together 

and all field ideas and we’ll try them out. We’ll give a couple of attempts for each person’s idea, 

providing that there’s some logic behind it.” – Male, 27 (interview) 

In terms of offline, single player games participants also cited trying different strategies. 

This was either due to encountering a difficult task or enemy or else choosing a different way to 

play the game such as a different character class or mode.  

“The Venice faction in Civilization 5 gave me a totally new experience of the game. Venice 
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can't settle new cities - all they can do is 'buy' neutral cities (city states) around the world 

through influence. Playing this way removes the aggressive conquest aspect of the game, and 

requires you to play a lot more strategically using trade routes and diplomacy to spread your 

influence.” – Male, 29 (Narrative Survey) 

Often strategy formulation was experiential and involved instances where participants 

adopted a “trial and error” approach to challenges. This approach involved a lot of practising and 

undertaking the challenge in question multiple times. This was especially evident in games such as 

Monster Hunter: World (Capcom, 2018) and Dark Souls (FromSoftware, 2011) which involved a 

variety of bosses each requiring a particular strategy to defeat. The repeated post-defeat 

reflection allowed participants to then discover the optimal strategy for these particular 

challenges. 

“Usually what I would do is kind of throw myself at it and see how far I get on kind of pure blind 

luck and reflexes and then, you know, the assumption is not very and then you go and work out 

why and kind of sort of almost pick apart what you did right and what you did wrong and then 

have another go and refine it and refine it.” – Male, 41 (Interview) 

Other instances where players created strategies included with friends and relatives while 

playing together in the same location or else during co-op campaigns. One participant (male, 21, 

interview) cited playing Portal 2 (Valve, 2011) with his father who was unwell at the time and 

unable to engage fully with the game, so instead of using the more complex co-op mechanics that 

the developers had intended the participant created a strategy where he would simply bounce of 

the other character’s head (controlled by his father) to reach a button.  

“Although I have completed the Portal 2 co-op campaign on my own…[my] dad was trying to 

help with it and then was quite ill so couldn’t really get his head around the puzzles. So there 

were a few moments of sort of OK just stand there, I’m going to bounce off your head and get 

the button, but really we should be sort of flinging each other to.” – Male, 21 (Interview)  

 Approaching problems involved the planning and preparation involved before 

strategies were enacted. This included instances where players specifically spent time 

researching certain aspects of the game before play as well as how players approached 

instances in games which they had never experienced before.  

 “(On playing the online FPS Overwatch for the first time) Lots of practise and positive thinking. 

Taking it slowly to avoid anxiety playing online for the first time.” – Female, 21 (Narrative 

Survey) 

 Unlike in creating strategies where the successful strategy was unknown, in approaching 

problems, the general strategy was usually already anticipated through previous knowledge or 
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experience.  

“You get something and you think that’s definitely going to have to be used later, and you just 

figure out the dots before the dots are even there.” – Female, 29 (Interview) 

While this still did not guarantee a solution, it was able to provide a certain amount of scaffolding 

to difficult challenges. This included ways participants coped with times when they were “stuck” 

in the game – such as trying to work it out themselves before “going on GameFAQs” (male, 31, 

interview) or “taking a break and going back to it later” (male, 19, interview). Most participants 

cited they preferred to try and “have a go” at challenges themselves first, and only used guides as 

a last resort when they couldn’t see a way to move forward with the game. 

 Participants also referenced instances where they had discovered something new about 

the game which could be used to make a part of the game easier, such as one participant (male, 

23, interview) who discovered a different route in Persona 5 (Atlus, 2016) which could be used as 

a shortcut in the future. Other common examples included participants discovering game 

mechanics when there was no in-game tutorial or instructions. 

“When I was playing Ark, there were no instructions as how to survive or make equipment. I 

had to discover how to make tools and upgrade my items, something which was very new to 

me as I'm used to having instructions.” – Female, 29 (Narrative Survey) 

 In conclusion, participants cited instances of creativity in games which included creating 

strategies involving problem-solving, reflective thinking and trial-and-error approaches. 

Additionally, creativity was expressed in terms of the novel ways in which players approached 

problems. This included reading about the challenges beforehand, discovering game elements 

that while not useful immediately may be useful later in the game, and taking breaks when things 

became too frustrating.  

4.2.1.1.2 Discussion 

In creativity as problem-solving, the creative actions were primarily focused on overcoming ill-

structured problems. Problems are said to be ill-structured when there are multiple possible 

paths to overcome a challenge, often with unclear goals and incomplete information (Hong, 

1998); something which is especially evident in open-world games. Playful activities such as 

games have been argued to provide opportunities to approach situations in unique ways, free 

from external constraints and, thus, freeing individuals from “means-end” thinking, allowing the 

formulation and adoption of novel solutions (Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi, 1976; Mainemelis & 

Ronson, 2006; Russ et al., 1999; Sternberg, 1988). In this sense, creativity involves two elements: 

firstly, the solution must be successful in solving the problem and secondly, the solution must be 

novel in relation to the individual. In this way, the same response can be creative for one 
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individual and routine for another who is merely repeating the solution previously created 

(Mayer, 1983; Weisberg, 1986).  

For all the creativity as problem-solving categories the actions of players were a result of 

trying to overcome a problem. Participants cited that they almost always tried to “figure it out” 

themselves before consulting guides for a solution or strategy. This sense of discovery often 

added to the overall enjoyment of the game, tying in to the argument that modern digital games 

are effective learning tools as they emphasis active learning while creating a sense of satisfaction 

and intrinsic motivation in players (e.g. Boyle et al., 2011; Gee, 2003b). Participants spoke about 

refining their strategies through “a process of elimination” and “picking apart” the outcome to 

determine what they did correctly and what went wrong. The constant reflection and refinement 

involved in the creative problem-solving process can be illuminated by Kiili’s (2005) Experiential 

Gaming Model (EGM) which describes how games may act as means of for players to develop 

their creative problem-solving skills. The creation of solutions to these challenges takes place 

twofold: firstly, within an unstructured and chaotic phase where the player does not take notice 

of the wider restraints of the game world, and secondly, within a refinement phase, where ideas 

are contextualised in relation to the constraints, resources and limitations of the game world. 

Through such reflective observations, motivated by a flow state, players are able to hone their 

creativity by overcoming ill-structured challenges (Kiili, 2005). Furthermore, the sense of 

achievement which comes from “working it out” may act as a motivator for creativity, something 

which is in line with Gee’s (2003) Discovery Principle which states that games are especially good 

at providing players with the opportunities to experiment and make their own discoveries. 

Despite participants citing that they preferred to persevere and try and work through 

things themselves, there were times when challenges could become too much or too frustrating 

leading to a breakdown in gameplay. Breakdowns can include instances where existing strategies 

no longer work (Ryan et al., 2009) and where the flow of gameplay is interrupted (Barr et al., 

2007). This often led to players invoking different strategies such as consulting external resources 

such as guides or friends, as well as taking breaks. Similar findings are echoed by Iacovides et al. 

(2014) who examined the various strategies that players create to manage gameplay breakdowns. 

They found that players would employ multiple strategies such as trial and error, repetitions and 

experimenting. After repeated gameplay breakdowns, players would often use the “Stop and 

Think” strategy which involved taking a brief break from playing to reflect on how best to proceed 

(Iacovides, Cox, et al., 2014). Participants in the current study cited that when a challenge became 

too much or too frustrating they would “take a break”, which would often result in a couple of 

days break from the game in question. As well as being a strategy to allow for reflection on the 

particular challenge, it also doubled as a strategy for coping with the negative feelings 

surrounding the breakdown, allowing the player to calm down. Such breakdowns of gameplay and 
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subsequent strategies used by players to overcome it has been argued to contribute to learning 

(Pelletier & Oliver, 2006). Furthermore, “taking a break” may serve as a facilitator for creative 

incubation (Hélie & Sun, 2010; Sawyer, 2013), and subsequently insight moments (Schooler & 

Melcher, 1995) which contribute to the development of solutions. 

 In addition to participants mentioning creative problem-solving in relation to solo 

contexts, many also mentioned creating strategies and tactics as part of a team effort. This 

included playing with guild members or friends online as well as playing within the same physical 

location with friends and family members. In terms of massively multiplayer online games, players 

are given the freedom to play cooperatively or competitively with others online. Participants who 

engaged in online play cited a motivational factor being the social aspect involved, a finding in line 

with other research into MMOGs (e.g. Herodotou et al., 2014). It has been suggested that 

creativity is grounded in social and individual experience as well as emotions and fantasy 

(Vygotsky, 2004). In terms of creative actions within online teams, participants cited collaborative 

strategy creation as being a main source of enjoyment and motivation for play. This is in line with 

the argument that creativity not only exists in solo contexts, but also in collaborative processes 

involving team based problem-solving, communicating, blending and reconfiguring ideas 

(Ferguson, 2011) as well as “interthinking” (Leach, 2001; Mercer, 2000). It has been argued that 

when a group shares a challenge and initiates a collaborative brain-storming session, each 

member of the group is able to build on and expand one another’s ideas for future possibilities, 

promoting creativity and “out-of-the-box thinking” (Bell, 2010). This was something which was 

referenced by several participants when mentioning instances of collaborative strategy 

formulation. The collaborative creative problem-solving participants cited often involved taking 

risks in terms of trying out different tactics that had not been previously used. The affordances for 

risk taking which ill-structured challenges in games present can be suggested to promote 

creativity, both in and outside of the game.  

In conclusion, one manifestation of creativity in games related to finding novel and 

unique solutions to problems. It should be noted, however, that the novelty of solutions and 

approaches is individual specific, meaning what is novel for one player may already be old 

knowledge to another. In this way, the expression of creativity is more synonymous with the Little 

C approaches such as Richards et al.'s (1988) everyday creativity and Maslow's (1968) self-

actualizing creativity which argue that that everyone has creative ability to some extent, and this 

ability can be developed further usually through the application of everyday creativity to solve 

and overcome problems (Richards et al., 1988). Creativity as problem-solving was also the most 

common theme which participants explicitly linked to learning instances, predominantly in terms 

of cognitive skills. Additionally, many participants cited using the skills gained through these 

creative instances in other areas of their life such as work, or general life skills. This did not solely 
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include cognitive skills associated with creativity, but also the transfer of ideas from the game to 

other settings (or in a few cases vice versa).  

 

  

4.2.1.2 Creativity as Appropriation 

This theme referred to instances where participants had played games in ways which had not 

been intended, often going above and beyond what developers expected. See table 10 for theme 

descriptors. 

 

Main Theme Sub-Themes Description 

Creativity as 
Appropriation 

New Use for Existing Game 
Mechanic 

This theme related to the ways in which players were able to 
discover and use game mechanics for alternative uses.  

Glitches This referenced the use of glitches in order to make the 
game easier to play or for fun. 

Creating New Challenges This theme related to instances where players had created 
new games or goals within the game or deliberately created 
additional challenges, such as upping the difficulty level or 
finding alternative, more challenging ways to play a game. 

 

Table 10: Creativity as Appropriation Sub-Theme Descriptors 

 

4.2.1.2.1 Findings 

The sub-theme new use for existing game mechanics referenced instances where participants had 

found alternative uses for existing game mechanics, usually in order to find shortcuts through a 

game, overcome a challenge or create an additional challenge within the game. Often, 

participants cited discovering these uses on their own through experimenting with game 

variables, or else by accident. 

“There's an item in Divinity: Original Sin. I found that everything in the game has a weight as a 

value. So an apple will weigh 100g but a water barrel will weigh 100kgs…I found that you could 

put four barrels of water into this bag. The game also has a full-physics system, so you can move 

things around and they have weights and what have you. I found that you could put heavy 

things in this bag and then if you were to take that bag and put it in a box or something within 

the game world, that box would suddenly weigh thousands and thousands and thousands of 

kilograms. So I once beat an enemy I was stuck on by filling a box full of ridiculously heavy things 

and dropping it on his head. And instantly killed him.” – Male, 26 (Interview) 
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 Other references included rocket jumping in FPS games, using the dying and respawning 

mechanic “strategically to because there is no penalty for dying” (male, 35, narrative survey) and 

using Redstone (building material) in Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) to create “entire working 

computers” (male, 28, interview).  

 In terms of the glitches category, participants mentioned using glitches for fun and for use 

in other activities such as speedrunning. In terms of using glitches for fun, most participants had 

read about the glitches in external resources (e.g. internet, magazines or heard about them from 

friends) and wanted to try them out themselves. The most common game cited in the study for 

using glitches for fun was the Pokemon games, especially Pokemon Red and Blue (Game Freak, 

1996). Using glitches in this was not particularly linked with overcoming any specific challenges in 

the game, and instead mainly related to an exploration of what was capable within the game out 

of curiosity.  

“We found a fairly notorious bug with a swing set where if you park a car on the middle bar of 

the swing set in a playground, the physics will bug out and it will launch the car miles into the 

air and we used to do shot put. So we’d each choose a car, line it up and see who could get the 

furthest across the map.” – Male, 26 (Interview) 

 Some participants did note, however, that they did not like to use glitches for fear of 

breaking the game and losing their saved data or because they felt it detracted from gaming 

experience as it was meant to be played. 

“I haven’t used or found glitches in the games that I’ve been playing – even if they have been 

prominently there, just because of self-awareness of what if it just breaks my game and I’ve lost 

all this progress.” – Male, 23 (Interview) 

“I feel often with strategy games because ones I play are historical I’ll tend not to use the 

glitches because it doesn’t feel like it’s the proper history but, you know, that’s a personal 

preference thing.” – Female, 33 (Interview) 

 In terms of speedrunning, glitches were commonly used to bypass sections of the game. In 

this way glitches were used strategically in order to overcome player created challenges. 

Speedrunning is an example of altering the goal of a game to create an additional challenge which 

is not explicitly defined by developers and the use of glitches as strategy which is not foreseen by 

developers to be used to overcome this challenge. One participant cited using a glitch he found in 

the game Strider (Capcom & Double Helix Games, 2014) to bypass a large portion of the game and, 

hence, reduce his overall time for the speedrun. 

“When climbing in Strider across the ceiling he has two hooks and we found that if at any point 

for a single frame one of those hooks goes between two parts of the ceiling that are at a 45-
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degree angle to each other, you’ll just, he has like a vaulting animation to get on top of ledges 

and the game freaks out, thinks you’re on the other side and vaults you outside of the room. 

And so that is basically used to bypass two thirds of the game essentially and skip to the latter 

half.” – Male, 27 (Interview) 

 The creating new challenges category involved instances where participants a) either 

upped the difficulty of the game or used a playstyle they were not used to or b) deliberately played 

the game in a way not intended by the developers by adapting the rules. In the former, participants 

cited using the in-game difficulty scaling to create additional challenges for games they were 

already familiar with (i.e. had already played through at least once). Many games allow players the 

option to either lower or raise the difficulty either at the start of the game, or else at any point 

during it.  

“I'm stuck on Wolfenstein: The New Order which is one of my favourites, because it's also a 

really good example of storytelling even though it's about shooting Nazis. I decided because I'm 

an insane person, to try and beat it on the hardest difficulty, which I don't usually do. I usually 

stick games on normal and then I have no problem with changing them to easy if I'm enjoying 

the story but not enjoying the game. Because I definitely enjoy the story more than the 

gameplay. But for some reason, I decided to do it on the hardest difficulty just because I enjoy 

the game so much. And I was just stuck on one boss fight for about two days of near constant 

playing. And when I finally beat it, I'm really glad no one else was in the house. I'm glad it wasn't 

at 2 in the morning and everyone was asleep because I would have woken up the street, let 

alone everyone else here.” – Male, 26 (Interview) 

 While the majority of games allow players to set the difficulty of gameplay, participants 

also mentioned using mods to provide additional difficulty. Mods are game modifications which can 

be added to the game to provide additional functionality and challenges. Mods are usually created 

by the game community. Players who cited the use of mods had played the game first in the way 

the developers had intended (i.e. without mods) and were already very familiar with it. They sought 

the use of mods to bring additional life and replay value to the game. 

“I’m playing a lot of Minecraft at the moment, and I like to play Minecraft with mods to augment 

the experience. So most of the mods I’m playing at the moment make the game extremely 

difficult. So even just getting through the first tier of tools it becomes extremely difficult, and 

you have a good week of playing before you get to that first tier.” – Male, 28 (Interview) 

 In terms of creating new challenges by adapting the rules of the game, the most common 

example of this was speedrunning, where players intentionally altered the overall goal of the game 

to finish it as fast as possible. Playing the game in this way created additional challenges in the way 

the game needed to be played. Speedrunning is where the player attempts to complete a game in 
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as little time as possible, using skill, glitches, new uses for existing game mechanics or a combination 

of all three.  

“I was doing speedrunning for about two years as well which is a lot of this sort of single player 

mentality, it’s only me trying to get better and at the same time it’s the same thing over and 

over, resetting the game hundreds of times to try and get the perfect run.” – Male, 27 

(Interview) 

 In addition to completing the game as quickly as possible, one participant mentioned 

that some speedruns involved different goals. An example of this was the Chef% run in the 

game The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda Game Studios, 2011): 

“One recent example was I did a speedrun where instead of trying to beat the game, it’s got a 

weird name; it’s called Chef%. I don’t know who names this stuff, but basically, it’s a speedrun 

in which you try to collect a chef’s hat and a chef’s top and then try to make like some meatloaf 

thing and make like five meals as quickly as possible and then, even though you don’t beat the 

game, you just stop the time when you’ve completed what is considered the Chef% run.” – Male, 

36 (Interview) 

 It was also noted there were different types of speedrunning. This related to how the game 

rules had been adapted in terms of the overall goal of the speedrun. For instance, the goal of some 

speedruns was to do a completionist run where the speedrunner aimed to complete everything in 

the game, where in other speedruns the goal was just to finish the game in the shortest time 

possible. For each different rule adaption there were also rules in terms of what strategies could be 

used: for instance, in some speedrun types the use of glitches and exploits were permitted, where 

in others the player was expected to rely purely on skill.  

“It largely depends on the speedrunner and what they use but in a, what’s called an any%, that’s 

where you’re not necessarily using glitches, you basically try to either play the game as skilfully 

as possible using optimal strategies, you know, you’re going to use the most powerful weapons 

you can or use the best tactics you can against certain enemies and things like that, deciding 

areas to skip, you know, because in any% or also a low%, you’re not necessarily trying to get 

100% of the game, you’re just trying to get to the end credits as quickly as you can.” – Male, 36 

(Interview) 

 Other instances of where participants had adapted the rules of the game included playing 

games in a competitive manner or creating a competition based on games which had originally been 

developed for single player use. This included games which had originally been designed with 

children in mind such as Pokemon and where “playing the game competitively is completely 

different [from playing normally] because it’s all about mind games and getting into the head of 

your opponent” (male, 23, interview).  
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 In conclusion, participants cited playing games and using strategies or techniques which 

had not been explicitly intended by developers to create their own unique gaming experience. 

Using games in this way related to the ways in which players adapted and incorporated games to 

suit their personal tastes and motivations for play. This included finding new uses for existing 

game mechanics, discovering and using glitches to overcome challenges or to test the boundaries 

of what the game would allow, and creating new challenges by increasing the difficulty, using 

mods or adapting the game rules to create additional goals.  

4.2.1.2.2 Discussion 

Creativity as appropriation related to the ways in which players went above and beyond 

developer expectations. It has been suggested that appropriation and creativity go hand in hand, 

with appropriation being viewed as a creative process whereby what a technology affords in 

terms of possibilities of use encourages users to go beyond the intended boundaries, inventing 

and defining the user experience (Degele, 1997). According to Steinkuehler et al. (2012) the 

reworkings of games by players illuminate that aspects of culture are malleable and able to be 

interpreted in multiple different ways, and in some cases games are “made real” only through this 

engagement with the player base (Taylor, 2002).  

 Creativity as appropriation was cited in both open-world multiplayer games such as 

Monster Hunter: World (Capcom, 2018), World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) and 

Star Craft II (Blizzard Entertainment, 2010) as well as open-world single player games such as 

Grand Theft Auto IV (Rockstar, 2008),  Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (Nintendo, 2017) and 

Skyrim (Bethesda Game Studios, 2011). Appropriation in MMOGs was usually a social affair, with 

participants citing playing the game with real-life or online friends. This finding was in line with 

the Game Appropriation Model (GAM) (Herodotou, 2009; Herodotou et al., 2012) which states 

that open-ended, flexible game design, social praxis (e.g. reflection and action) and individual 

player characteristics are the main contributing factors to game appropriation. With single-player 

open-world games, participants also referenced adapting the rules of the game when playing with 

friends and family in co-located settings, although this was cited to a lesser extent than MMOGs.  

While MMOGs and open-world games afford the player a variety of different possibilities, 

more structured games were also cited as being mediums in which players were able to express 

creativity. This was largely seen in the speedrunning examples participants gave whereby they 

were able to create a new goal for the game which was not intended by the developers. The 

various glitches, and strategies used for playing the game in this way were not referred to as 

“cheats”, but instead tactics tailored towards the newly created goal. Consalvo (2009) argued that 

such “exploits” can be defined as “actions that are ‘found’ by players within the existing code of a 

game and appropriated towards succeeding at the game in new and often contentious ways” 
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(Jarrett, 2014, pp.4). Similarly, the use of such exploits or glitches in speedrunning could be seen 

as forms of transgressive play whereby players are able to “regain their sense of identity and 

uniqueness through the mechanisms of the game itself” (Aarseth, 2007, p. 132). Games cited for 

the speedrunning examples were less “open-world” and more structured in terms of how players 

were expected to progress through them. However, participants described ways around these 

restrictions in terms of using glitches to bypass areas, making use of existing game mechanics or, 

where the game allowed, playing the game in a different, more optimal order (in terms of game 

areas). While there exists no literature specifically on speedrunning, Jarrett (2014) examined the 

expression of creativity in MOBA games. MOBA games involve a highly structured form of play, 

leaving little in the way of possibilities for players. However, despite this, players were able to 

adapt existing game mechanics to create new, powerful attack sequences. These findings were 

similar to the references from two participants who regularly played StarCraft II (Blizzard 

Entertainment, 2010). They described the multiple ways a game could unfold, despite the map 

and factions being the same each time. Each experience was unique in terms of the particular 

combination of game variables such as placement of bases on the map. The creativity in both 

speedrunning and the case of adaptive play in highly structured games can be seen as emergent 

forms of play where rules can be combined and adapted to lead to variation of the play 

experience (Juul, 2002).  

The level of structure in a game related heavily to the type of creative expression 

referenced by players. For example, in many MMOs participants referenced instances of creativity 

aligned with the creativity as problem-solving theme, whereas in more structured, less open-

games, participants often mentioned instances of creativity from the appropriation perspective. 

This can be illustrated with Schäfer’s (2011) distinction between implicit and explicit participation: 

in open-world games and MMOG’s, implicit participation may be more likely. This type of creative 

expression is already within the constraints of the game, such as object creation in Minecraft or 

creating different outfits using armor in Monster Hunter: World. The affordances for these actions 

are already available to players, although the combination of these actions can be unintended. 

More restricted and structured games involve explicit participation, such as speedrunning 

whereby an entirely new goal is created through adaptation of the game’s rules and involves the 

use of glitches and exploits which were never “built into the game”. Explicit forms of participation 

are not only confined to altering things within the game but also encompass player created 

modifications and other external resources such as fanfiction. Several participants noted 

preferring to play games using mods, although, similar to those who replayed games on higher 

difficulties, those who played with mods had already played through the game as the developer 

had intended. In this way, players are able to go beyond the implied behaviour set out by 

developers by defining new ways to play.  
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Participants who cited creating additional challenges such as using mods which added 

more functionality or increasing the in-game difficulty had often already completed the game in 

question and were familiar with the original challenges. Those who deliberately increased the 

game difficulty to provide a new gaming challenge cited adopting different strategies and 

playstyles. Being creative in finding and creating new challenges when current ones no longer 

challenge the skill level of the player was a finding echoed in both Walker (2010) and Sorensen’s 

(2007) studies which examined creativity and flow.  

The sub-themes of new use for existing game mechanics and creating new challenges can 

be seen as emergent forms of play, however, the sub-theme of glitches involved curiosity as being 

the main motivational factor. Participants often cited wanting to “try out” glitches which they had 

often heard about from others. While participants also cited using glitches tactfully or to explore 

the boundaries of the game, those who cited using them for “fun” suggest that their actions were 

more an expression of curiosity than creativity due to there being no end goal or outcome in mind 

when using them. It has been argued that overcoming problems is inherent to creativity, where a 

“problem represents a gap between were we are or what we have, and a desired location or 

outcome” (Treffinger, Selby, & Isaksen, 2007, pp.1). In this regard, participants did not cite any 

problems they were trying to overcome by using glitches, and hence, were merely a source of 

“fun”. Conversely, participants who were engaged in speedrunning cited using glitches in a more 

purposeful manner to finish the game as quickly as possible. 

It is also worth noting that several participants felt strongly that using glitches detracted 

from the way a game was meant to be played, suggesting a dichotomy between using glitches in a 

non-serious way as opposed to using them as an exploit (Consalvo, 2009). This illustrates the 

shifting meaning of what is defined as acceptable forms of creativity within the game. For 

example, in the speedrunning community the use of glitches to bypass areas of the game is 

textbook behaviour in certain types of “runs”. However, many players frown upon the use of 

exploits, considering them a form of cheating as they are not intended by developers (Jarrett, 

2014). Several participants cited that older games were less “polished” and contained far more 

opportunities for exploit discovery, whereas newer games, especially MMOs are constantly being 

updated and patched to prevent players from such discoveries. It has been argued that modern 

games subscribe to an underlying ideology of “meritocracy” between players and developers, 

with developers constantly striving for a perfect balance of gaming variables (Paul, 2012). 

However, as participants had noted, the repeated attempts to maintain this meritocracy limits the 

opportunities for emergent play and other forms of player creativity. In this way, games where 

developers allow players to experiment and actively seek out exploits may foster creativity. 
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In conclusion, the expressivity of creativity in terms of appropriation sheds light on how 

players interpret and adapt their play experiences as well as how the expressivity of creativity 

bleeds into other areas of life. In this case, players are able to create external resources in the 

form of User Created Content (UCC) to either complement their gaming experience, such as the 

case of mods, or as an additional creative outlet to express their enjoyment of games.  

 

 

 

4.2.1.3 Creativity as Affective Change 

This theme corresponded to instances where a player’s beliefs or views were challenged or 

changed due to a game. This often involved reflection instigated by a game’s narrative, which 

resulted in changes in a player’s worldview or perception of themselves. In this way creativity was 

expressed by the unique interpretations of gameplay and/or game narrative or through the 

challenging and subsequent accommodation of beliefs. In this way, what counts as creative for 

one individual may not count for another and is dependent on the participant’s existing beliefs 

and identity. This theme was refined into six sub-themes as shown in table 11. 

Main Theme Sub-Themes Description 

Affective Change Personal This theme explored references to changing or challenging opinions about 
oneself and one’s abilities (e.g. realising that they could succeed at 
something they had otherwise believed they were not good at) and 
encompassed all emotional connections with a game’s narrative and 
characters (e.g. feeling empathy with an in-game character due to 
experiencing a similar circumstance or set of issues in the past).  
 

Moral This pertained to the changing or challenging of beliefs and views 
associated with moral issues such as right and wrong, good or evil, religion 
and gender equality. 
 

Games This theme encompassed changes in the way players viewed games in 
general. Examples of this could be games which utilised new mechanics or 
storytelling methods which players had never seen before. 

Cultural This theme relates to instances where a participant’s cultural views have 
been changed or they have come to regard other cultures in a new light. 

Existential This theme related to wider existential matters concerning humanity, 
existence and philosophical dilemmas 

 

Table 11: Affective Change Sub-Theme Descriptors 
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4.2.1.3.1 Findings 

The most frequently occurring sub-theme was personal. This theme included instances where 

participants spoke about the way games had influenced their perception of themselves including 

their hobbies, how they felt about their capabilities as gamers, and their identity. 

“I would say it changes your personality first to begin with in terms of it makes you more 

observant in terms of what you can develop, the characteristics of an individual. You become 

more aware to personal experiences and personal situations.” – Male, 28 (Interview) 

The above two excerpts depict the ability of games to give insight into the personalities of the 

player. Games which allow the freedom of choice in terms of dialogue options such as The Elder 

Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda Game Studios, 2011) or Mass Effect (Bioware, 2007) enable players to 

explore aspects of their personality that otherwise they may not have been given cause to 

analyse. Another example of this was the instance where a player deliberately chose actions 

which they usually wouldn’t and as a result it ended up clashing with their personality. 

“I tried to play a renegade character in Mass Effect. It didn’t work, I can’t bring myself to be 

that type of person even though it’s not real.” – Female, 21 (Narrative Survey) 

These types of games often present players with difficult moral choices where there is no clear 

distinction between right or wrong answers, or every option has negative consequences. In this 

way players are forced to pick “choices that you wouldn’t pick at all [and] it kind of lets you know 

a little bit about what kind of a person you are” (male, 32, interview). In addition to highlighting 

important moral issues (see moral sub-theme), players may also be made aware of the difficulty 

and discomfort of being presented with such choices. 

“I think it was Wolfenstein, where you’re forced to actually pick somebody to kill. I don’t know 

if that gives me a new perspective; it’s one of those things that made me uncomfortable though 

in terms of being forced to do something that I don’t want to do, that I don’t usually do in games. 

I always try and find a way out of making those sorts of decisions, and it forces you into a 

particular path.” - Female, 52 (Interview) 

 In addition to the choices which some games may present, participants also noted instances 

where games had changed their views regarding competition, winning and failure. The ability of 

games to allow limitless chances to take on difficult challenges and experiment with different 

strategies allows players to “come to terms with being bad at something at the start” (male, 23, 

interview) and get used to the fact that “you will always make mistake [and] it’s how you use that 

experience” (male, 34, interview).  

Other references in the personal sub-theme involved participants talking about how a 

game’s narrative, especially concerning the characters involved, elicited strong feelings and 
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empathy. Through relating to characters and narrative “it can actually raise your awareness of 

different types of people, different conditions and things like that” (female, 31, interview). Games 

cited in this sub-theme included Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater (Konami, 2004), The Witcher 3: 

Wild Hunt (CD Projekt Red, 2015), Life is Strange (DONTNOD Entertainment, 2015), Life is Strange: 

Before the Storm (Deck Nine, 2017), The Last of Us (Naughty Dog, 2013) and Portal (Valve, 2007). 

Similar to the moral category, participants cited experiencing both positive and negative feelings 

surrounding the games narrative and characters. 

“[In the Witcher 3: Wild Hunt] the Baron…had beat his wife and the kid went off, and then it 

was the miscarriage, and so they were talking about that, and I’d never seen anything like that. 

So it turned into this thing, but it was really sad in a lot of ways. And then just, it’s kind of real 

emotions that are going on. And then you can kind of contribute to it, but usually it’s like if it’s 

extended cut scenes, and it’s a lot of talking I tend not to be engaged. But this was fairly 

engaging story. And it puts you in at exactly the right time to be part of that.” – Female, 53 

(Interview) 

 The second most frequently occurring sub-theme in the Affective Change category was 

moral. This involved games which either presented players with difficult moral choices, or the 

narrative of the game depicted morally charged themes such as slavery, war, ethnic 

discrimination and religion. The choices presented to players often elicited negative feelings such 

as sadness, shock and betrayal. An example from one participant who spoke about his time 

playing the game This War of Mine (11 Bit Studios, 2014) which presents a different perspective of 

war. 

“It's fantastic but it's awful because it makes you feel things, like consider things that you didn’t 

really have to think about previously. And it helps you think about how people can - the things 

that you have to do to survive and then obviously, it makes you feel bad. It's like, dude, this is 

actually a really bad decision and this is actually a really hard time. And you understand what 

many people had to go through.” – Male, 30 (Interview) 

 In terms of games which present difficult choices, and example was given by one 

participant citing the game NieR: Automata (PlatinumGames, 2017) where he had to choose 

between keeping his saved game data or helping other players defeat enemies.  

“It says do you want to accept help. And it'll ask you that a few times. And eventually, you'll say 

yes because it's impossible to do it otherwise…it will bring in other people that have played the 

game as extra ships to help you shoot the credits. And then once you’ve beaten the credits, it 

says do you want to help other people in the same way that they helped you. And then if you 

say yes, it says to do this we will delete your saved data for the whole thing.” – Male, 26 

(Interview) 
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The same participant also cited that this was the first game he had played which presented 

this kind of decision, and how the story of the game could not be told in another medium due to 

the level of player interactivity required in making such choices. Other references included 

participants talking about how games had provoked them to think in non-linear terms about good 

and bad where games presented scenarios and choices relating to themes such as religion, fake 

news, surveillance and gender. Referencing RPGs in particular, one participant remarked that: 

“There is always a better solution and your character can always provide it and so I wonder if 

RPGs are able to give people that kind of belief system where they can always search for a better 

way” – Male, 23 (Interview) 

 The sub-theme of games depicted participants’ perceptions of games in general changing 

as a result of a new gaming experience. This included games which “broke the mould” (female, 28, 

Interview) in terms of the level of interactivity afforded to players such as Legend of Zelda: Breath 

of the Wild (Nintendo, 2017), games which provided a significant challenge, forcing the player to 

step back and realise not all games were easy such as Monster Hunter: World (Capcom, 2018) and 

games which utilised new ways of problem-solving in quests which blended the game with the real 

world such as The Secret World: Legends (Funcom, 2017). One participant cited the example of VR 

games which opened up his mind to what the future of gaming would be like. 

“When I experienced how VR feels, I almost cried. It was like being inside the Matrix. It was so 

important to me. My girlfriend was like OK, calm down. I was like no, you don’t understand this. 

This is the future. And it moved me because I saw the future and I saw how gaming's going to 

be. And people won't want to come back. It's just incredible.” – Male, 30 (Interview) 

 The cultural sub-theme included references to games which broadened or changed cultural 

beliefs. Examples included an instance where a participant played online with players warring 

countries or where the game’s narrative (albeit in a fantasy setting) reminded the player of the 

immigrant crisis in Europe. Also included were games which specifically incorporated real world 

cultural history such as Civilisation VI (Fraxis & Aspyr, 2016) and Never Alone (Upper One Games, 

2014). 

“Our main healer was a Russian woman and one of our main DPS was a Ukrainian guy. And it 

happened at the exact time that Russia had invaded the Ukraine and that all this war was 

kicking off and I thought oh this is going to be so awkward. And we went online and these guys 

were just chatting away and everything was fine, you know, still just like best friends. And I 

remember sitting there and almost seeing a more human side to the whole thing that made me 

view the conflict differently than when I was seeing it on the news where it almost felt like entire 

nations were at war with each other. I wouldn’t have looked at the situation more broadly if it 

hadn’t have been for my experience with those people online.” - Male, 32 (Interview)  
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 The final sub-theme existential referenced instances where participants’ views on existence 

and humanity were challenged or changed. Examples included the game SOMA (Frictional Games, 

2015) which tackled the idea of self and consciousness “presenting some very interesting 

arguments on both sides” (male, 26, interview), Final Fantasy VII (Squaresoft, 1997) which tackles 

the real world issue of global warming, and Fallout 4 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2015) which tackles 

the idea of whether synthetics and zombies should be considered human.  

“Fallout 4…This really called into question the concept of humanity. The whole game theorises 

the idea of whether synthetics and 'zombies' can be seen as human and this really questioned 

my ideologies on what makes someone human.” – Female, 30 (Narrative Survey) 

 In essence, the Creativity as Affective Change theme aimed to encapsulate the way 

in which games are able to act as a catalyst for personal, moral or cultural change in 

perceptions. Additionally, games are able to provide a medium in which players can relate to 

different types of characters; providing an insight into different lives as well as promoting 

new ways to think about the world around them and everyday problems. While the novel 

interpretations by participants were deemed as expressions of creativity, it should also be 

noted that this was often coupled with learning new facts and knowledge. This was 

particularly seen in the case of where participants were introduced to new cultures and game 

genres. 

4.2.1.3.2 Discussion 

In creativity as affective change participants noted the ways in which games allowed them to view 

themselves and the world from different perspectives. The expression of creativity in this way is 

synonymous with the notion of Mini C creativity which refers to the “novel and personally 

meaningful interpretation of experiences, actions and events” (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009, p. 3). 

The Vygotskian notion of cognitive and creative development claims that all individuals have 

creative potential through the “internalization or appropriation of cultural tools and social 

interaction” (Moran & John-Steiner, 2003, p. 63). This internalization and appropriation does not 

simply involve mimicking; instead the individual is able to reorganise and transform information 

and mental structures based on their own characteristics and pre-existing knowledge. As such it 

can be suggested that Mini C creativity occurs through the fluid and interpretive process of 

creating personal knowledge within a particular milieu. In this way, creativity in games can be 

argued to be expressed in terms of a player’s reflection on the game’s narrative and, as a result, 

the alteration of thought patterns, beliefs and perspectives. This can be likened to the process of 

accommodation which involves the altering of an individual’s personal interpretive frame when it 

is challenged by contradictory information (von Glasersfeld, 1995). Mention of this reflection and 
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accommodation in this study was also not confined solely to larger world issues, but also included 

participant’s beliefs about themselves and their own identity.  

These unique changes in perceptions and identity could be seen as an outcome of the 

emotional challenges some games provide (Bartsch & Hartmann, 2017; Cole et al., 2015; Denisova 

et al., 2017). Emotional challenges “confront the player with emotionally salient material or the 

use of strong characters, and a captivating story” (Denisova et al., 2017, p. 2513). Cole et al. 

(2015) argued the main types of challenges in games are functional and emotional. Functional 

challenges are overcome with cognitive or physical skills such as problem-solving or dexterity and 

usually relate to a sense of achievement, power, enjoyment and skill development. Emotional 

challenges, however, cannot be overcome by conventional means and involve “resolving tensions 

built up by the narrative, identification with characters and the emotional exploration of 

ambiguity and solitude” (Bopp et al., 2018, p. 2). These emotional challenges invoke a reflective 

state in players and a wider range of emotions. Players who cited games which posed emotional 

challenges and subsequently, resulted in their own affective change, often recounted the 

experiences as being highly valued and enjoyable due to the feelings they elicited and how it 

made them “question” things. It is worth noting that not all these feeling were positive, and many 

participants cited feelings of sadness, shock and betrayal. This finding was similar to Bopp et al.’s. 

(2018) study which looked at emotional challenge in games, finding that feelings of anger, fear, 

sadness and tension were associated with the emotional challenge of games which present the 

player with difficult decisions such as Life is Strange (DONTNOD Entertainment, 2015), Mass Effect 

2 (Bioware, 2010) and Papers Please (3909 LLC, 2013).  

Similarly, Bopp et al. (2018) found that games which presented players with difficult and 

existential themes were particularly challenging to players who had been in similar situations 

themselves (Bopp et al., 2018). This finding related to the sub-theme of personal where 

participants recounted instances where they felt a particular connection to a game character due 

to being in a similar situation themselves, and as a result were able to gain meaningful insights 

into both themselves and others. Bopp et al. found that by confronting difficult themes players 

were able to derive personally meaningful insights; a finding which again is in line with the Mini C 

notion of creativity (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). 

The role that the game’s narrative plays in affective change is especially evident in open 

world games and MMOGS which afford players numerous possibilities (see Design Affordances 

theme) in terms of the game’s narrative, play style and avatar creation. Due to the countless 

choices and options, players are able to form their own subjective stories based on their game 

experiences. Calleja (2011) argued in his Player Involvement Model that narrative involvement in 

a game comprises not only of the “designed narrative”; the game world’s history, background and 
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stories, but also the “personal narrative” of the player. The personal narrative is made up of an 

accumulation of game-play experiences as well as how the player uniquely interprets the game 

world (Calleja, 2011). In line with this, Banks (2013) found that players of the online open-world 

game World of Warcraft actively construct headcanons or idosyncratic stories relating to their 

personal narrative, including “speculations about how their character may be affected at the 

cognitive, behavioral, and emotional level by the relationship between player and avatar” 

(Bowman et al., 2015, p. 51). This is something which was highlighted by one participant in the 

current study who, referring to the open-world game The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, spoke about an 

area with a trophy which was blocked off by a wall of fire. One of the characteristics of the 

persona he had created for his character was that he was afraid of fire, and so, for years he put 

off getting the trophy as it would affect his character’s own narrative within the game. 

The personal narratives and experiences of players can lead to learning on a personal 

level such as emotional development, cultural development and changing as a person (Iacovides 

et al., 2014). The construction of a personal narrative which invoked affective change in the player 

can be illustrated by Lee and Hoadley’s (2007) study which found that through experimenting 

with different identities players were able to solve problems from the viewpoint of the roles they 

took, as well as gaining new perspectives and challenging them to think in different ways. 

Similarly, in the current study, participants who cited instances of affective change in terms of 

cultural and games were able to gain new knowledge about different cultures and the different 

uses for games through reflection and accommodation. Additionally, the sub-theme of games 

where participants referenced instances where games had prompted them to change their 

perceptions of gameplay or what was possible in games is reflective of endo-transformative 

reflection (Whitby et al., 2019). Endo-transformative reflection is where players experience 

affective change which is limited to the game or gameplay, such as was illustrated by one 

participant who recounted her experience of The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (Nintendo, 

2017) as prompting changes in what she believed was possible in gameplay. 

In essence, it can be suggested that through the game’s narrative, along with the 

affordance for different possibilities, players are able to form personally meaningful and novel 

interpretations of the world. These findings may begin to answer the question posed by Bowman 

et al. (2015) in their review on creativity and digital games which called for research to examine 

the association between content-specific differences in games (e.g. games which are light and 

enjoyable vs. somber and meaningful) and the different emotional and cognitive responses of 

players and the creative outcomes they related to. Games which relied heavily on narrative and 

the role of the game’s characters in this narrative such as Life is Strange (DONTNOD 

Entertainment, 2015) allowed participants to reflect on instances in their own lives similar to that 

of the games characters. Additionally, many participants cited the gameplay itself as a means of 
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allowing them to discover “what type of person” they are and become more aware of their 

capabilities as gamers.  

 

 

4.2.2 Player Conceptualisations of Creativity 

All participants explicitly indicated that they thought games involved creativity in some form. In 

relation to RQ 1b: How do players themselves conceptualise creativity within digital entertainment 

games? there emerged three distinct conceptualisations: ways of thinking, constructing in games 

and games as an artform.  

Player Conceptualisations of creativity related to the explicit ways in which players viewed 

what it means to be creative in digital games. See table 12 for an overview. 

Main Theme Sub-Themes Description 

Player Conceptualisations Ways of Thinking Creativity in games is conceptualised as the creative 
ways of thinking games promote. 
 

Constructing in Games In this conceptualisation, creativity in games was 
viewed as the creation of actual game content such as 
building castles in Minecraft or creating levels using a 
included level editors. 
 

 Games as an Artform Creativity in relation to games is viewed mainly from 
the standpoint of the developers. In this way games 
are viewed in a similar light to other creative mediums 
such as film and writing and require a similar level of 
creative input from developers.  
 

 

Table 12: Player Conceptualisations of Creativity Theme Descriptors 

 

4.2.2.1 Ways of Thinking 

4.2.2.1.1 Findings 

The most common perspective of creativity in games was ways of thinking which referred to the 

more general thinking which games promoted such as thinking of alternative solutions to 

challenges and “exercising that part of your brain that makes you think outside of the confines of 

what’s in front of you” (male, 26, interview). The viewpoint that creativity in games is expressed 

in terms of “out of box thinking” was linked with the creativity as problem-solving theme which 

referenced the ways in which players were able to invent strategies as well as their approaches to 

overcome difficult challenges.  
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 Participants who cited creativity as being aligned to this theme also noted how games 

encouraged players to test the boundaries of what the game mechanics would allow, a 

perspective which aligned with the theme of creativity as appropriation. This included some 

participants mentioning the creativity involved in finding glitches and exploits, however, this was 

noted to be more difficult now as games had become more polished upon release. 

“If anything, playing games is my creative outlet and my only creative outlet! And that’s both, 

like video games and board games or paper type games or whatever. For me my creative outlet 

is gaming because it’s the language I’m familiar with. There are rules, constraints, but what you 

can do within those rules and constraints kind of define how far you can go and where you can 

push yourself.” – Male, 23 (Interview) 

“Generally more like early in development games are good because they have a lot of bugs and 

such that are not intended. So you can use them to your advantage in creative ways.” – Female, 

21 (Interview) 

Ways of thinking was referenced across a range of different game genres suggesting a more 

generalized conceptualization of player creativity that is not necessarily confined to any particular 

type of game. 

4.2.2.1.2 Discussion 

In ways of thinking, creativity was viewed as the creation of novel solutions to problems and 

challenges. Participants cited that games allow players to make choices, experiment and discover 

aspects of the game and these actions facilitate the ability to “think outside the box”. This 

conceptualisation of creativity was connected to the expressivity of creativity as problem-solving 

and in-game appropriation, whereby players were able to experiment with game variables, 

discover new strategies, find the optimal way of approaching problems and create new ways of 

playing the game. Being able to think outside the confines of everyday life also suggests a 

correlation with creativity as affective change, in terms of the altercation of the player’s cognitive 

processes and outlook. This could be argued to provide greater cognitive flexibility and decrease 

“functional fixedness” (Bransford & Stein, 1993) where players are confined to their own routine 

problem solving strategies and are unable to identify unusual problem features (Simon, 1969). 

Having greater cognitive flexibility allow individuals to be more observant in terms of problems 

and able to consider alternative solutions (Bransford & Stein, 1993).   

This conceptualisation of creativity in terms of being able to think outside of normal 

confines is compatible with both Little C and Mini C approaches. In the former, creativity is 

conceptualised as the application of everyday creativity to overcome and solve problems 

(Richards et al., 1988). Little C approaches such as Richards et al.'s (1988) everday creativity and 

Maslow's (1968) self-actualizing creativity, argue that everyone has creative ability to some 
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extent, and this ability can be developed further. The capability of games to alter players’ 

worldview and ways of thinking about everyday problems could be seen as a type of affective 

change, synonymous with the Mini C approach (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). In this way, creativity 

in games is conceptualised in terms of the novel and personally meaningful interpretation of the 

gaming experience, and how this interpretation transfers to other aspects of life such as solving 

everyday problems.  

 

4.2.2.2 Constructing in Games 

4.2.2.2.1 Findings 

Another perspective which participants held was constructing in games where creativity in games 

was conceptualised in terms of creating game content. This was usually in reference to sandbox 

style games such as Minecraft (Mojang, 2011).  

“You can make anything you want in Cities Skylines and Kerbal Space Agency.” – Male, 32 

(Narrative Survey) 

“It depends on the game - sandbox games like Minecraft can be very creative because they are 

open-ended and leave plenty of scope for the player.” – Female, 58 (Narrative Survey) 

Several participants also talked about creating levels and maps using integrated level 

editors as a way to try out game design and “improve on what’s available” (male, 54, narrative 

survey), although they hadn’t spent a great deal of time on these activities and it was more for 

“fun” (male, 34, interview). Additionally, while a number of participants mentioned using mods 

(modifications which add custom items, levels, characters, objects and interfaces) created by 

third-parties to add further functionality or items to their games, some participants mentioned 

creating such mods themselves using in-game mod editors and toolboxes. One participant stated 

how he enjoyed adding mods to Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) which turned building things into an 

automated process: 

“I enjoy modding it, so adding things that weren't in there originally. And I am fascinated by 

automation systems, so I’ll have mods that allow me to instead of building my own stuff, I'll 

start a factory that will build the stuff for me…I like the idea of building a system and then 

making it more efficient and all that sort of thing. And I found a way in one modification that 

added solar power. I managed to break it slightly and instead of using solar panels, I managed 

to create my own sun.” – Male, 26 (Interview) 

 In this way, in addition to creating in game-objects and using level editors, the use of 

third-party modifications can add additional functionality. It also provided a means for creativity 

as appropriation whereby players can pick and choose what aspects of the base game they wish 
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to customise. In the example above, not only did the participant implement a modification 

allowing him to use solar power (something which was not already in the game), he also found a 

new use for the modification in terms of managing to create his “own sun”.  

 Many participants referenced creating objects and implementing mods, however, only 

one participant, who was a game developer by trade, mentioned creating his own games from 

scratch.  

“So for a while I have been working on a game engine to make point and click adventure games 

for example. So I have an idea of how point and click adventure games works because I’ve 

played a bunch of them. It’s like OK I need [this], this is how I structure it, and here is how I’m 

going to make it. And it was very Broken Sword inspired, very Monkey Island inspired sort of 

thing.” – Male, 28 (Interview) 

While level editors and the inclusion of developer implemented building systems allow those who 

do not have a significant amount of game development knowledge to be creative, the participant 

who was a game developer was able to take this further by creating his own games based on 

previous games he enjoyed.  

4.2.2.2.2 Discussion 

Constructing in games involved the creation of in-game content. This conceptualisation was 

usually cited with references to sandbox style games such as Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) and games 

which included content creation editors. Going back to Burri’s (2011) levels of User Created 

Content (UCC), this conceptualisation is synonymous with games which fall under the category 

with the greatest scope for UCC. In games such as these, players are able to shape, define and 

personalise most aspects of the game as well as share created content with other players. 

Through providing flexibility in terms of the design of the game, the creation of game content by 

players could be seen as a way in which players are able to innovate and personalise their gaming 

experience. This aspect is illustrated in the Game Appropriation Model (GAM) (Herodotou, 2009; 

Herodotou et al., 2012), under the characteristic of flexibility which states that games with paidaic 

structures which are open to player created content allow for greater creativity and 

personalisation.  

In relation to existing conceptualisations of creativity, constructing in games can be 

likened to the conceptualisation of creativity as a product, where creativity is defined as the 

ability to produce something which is novel and appropriate (or useful e.g. Ochse, 1990; 

Sternberg, 1988). Several participants talked about creating levels and maps as a way to “make 

interesting levels” and do things they hadn’t seen in games before, although they hadn’t spent a 

great deal of time on these activities and it was more for “fun”. This type of experimentation is 

synonymous with Little C approaches, which include everyday creative activities which the 
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average person is able to participate in (Richards, 1990). Games which provide level editors and 

map creation software could be argued to support this type of creativity by providing players with 

the opportunity to pursue their curiosity and dabble in elements of game design. 

Other examples of this type of creativity could be illustrated by instances where 

participants mentioned creating in-game items and buildings in sandbox games such as Minecraft 

(Mojang, 2011) and Planet Coaster (Frontier Developments, 2016). Unlike instances where 

participants had mentioned using level and map editors, the creation of in-game content in 

sandbox games was portrayed as a more serious activity as opposed to a form of exploration. 

Participants mentioned spending more time creating in-game content, as well as planning in 

advance what they were going to create.  

The focus on the creation of in-game content may highlight important aspects of the 

creative process, as well as the possible distinction between play versus creativity. It has been 

argued that the difference between play and creativity is that play encompasses a set of 

behaviours, whereas creativity involves a distinctive process (Stebbins, 2015). The examples 

where participants spoke about using level editors in a non-serious, “fun” way could be related 

more to an initial, explorative play state. It has been suggested that play promotes combinatorial 

flexibility, the opportunity to recombine existing behaviours and combine ideas in novel ways 

which initially may not seem entirely useful (Amabile, 1996; Weick, 1979). In this way, the “non-

serious, fun” play could act as the building blocks for further creative action.  

While all other examples fell under the Little C category when it came to the creation of 

game content, one participant who was a game developer himself mentioned creating his own 

games from scratch. He indicated he was very active in the game development community and 

was working on creating his own game engine for point and click adventure games. As opposed to 

creating content with what is provided by game developers, the creation of games from scratch 

could be viewed as a shift from Little C creative output to Pro C (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009) 

creative output whereby the creativity is beyond everyday innovation but not yet reached 

eminent Big C creative status. Similar to those who were not game developers by trade, the 

participant who was a game developer also spoke about planning, structuring and refining his 

ideas, hinting that the overall creative processes were similar. 

 

4.2.2.3 Games as an Artform 

4.2.2.3.1 Findings 

Conceptualising creativity in terms of ways of thinking and constructing in games was 

predominantly viewed from a player’s perspective (i.e. creativity was on the side of those who 
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play games), in games as an artform participants expressed that creativity was viewed largely 

from a development standpoint (i.e. creativity was on the side of those who create games). 

Similar to the level of creativity which goes into other forms of media, participants viewed games 

as a creative medium in and of itself. In this respect, creativity was largely down to those who 

designed and developed the games. 

“Video games are definitely an outlet for creativity as far as I’m concerned both like making and 

playing. I’m very much in the camp that video games are an art form.” – Male, 23 (Interview) 

“They take skill to write and create. Games have stories just like movies or books. They require 

a similar level of directing.” – Female, 21 (Narrative Survey) 

 While all perspectives capture unique aspects of what it means to be creative in games, the 

majority of participants cited multiple views of creativity, suggesting that these three 

conceptualisations may be inherently linked. Participants also cited that creativity from games was 

able to transfer to other areas of life and vice versa (also see Transferability: Ideas), with 

participants suggesting that creativity is like a skill in itself which can be increased through creative 

play.  

“I do think that creativity sort of breeds creativity, you know. It’s difficult to say because I’m 

quite creative. I do a lot of writing as well as my study writing that I do. I also do some fictional 

writing. I also just learned songwriting, guitar. It’s hard to say if I would be as creative there if I 

wasn’t also being creative in games because I’ve always been doing that in games since I was 

12 or 13, so I’ve never taken one away.” – Male, 32 (Interview) 

“I kind of think creativity’s kind of like a muscle: the more you use it the better you’ll get at it. 

So, a chance to use it in games means you’re more likely to be creative outside of them, I guess.” 

– Male, 21 (Interview) 

 “I feel it's rather the other way around. Being creative and thinking critically in life allows me 

to do the same in games.” – Male, 27 (Narrative Survey) 

 In total, three distinct conceptualisations of creativity emerged from the interview and 

narrative survey data. Firstly, creativity could be viewed as ways of thinking involving unique play 

experiences brought about by finding novel ways to do things, test the boundaries of the game 

and adapt gameplay. Secondly, creativity was conceptualised from a more traditional product 

standpoint in terms of the creation of in-game content such as building cities in Minecraft 

(Mojang, 2011), using level editors to create game content or implementing modifications to add 

further functionality. Finally, creativity was viewed from the developer’s side in terms of games as 

an artform similar to other creative mediums such as art and fiction. Additionally, it appeared that 

creativity was not said to be confined to the medium of games, but instead, appeared to be 
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transferrable to other areas of life, or from other areas of life to the game. 

 

4.2.2.3.2 Discussion 

Games as an artform related to the creativity involved in the development and design of digital 

games. The view that games are art is becoming more widely accepted with many games now 

being enshrined as art forms in their own right (Bogost, 2011; Clarke & Mitchell, 2007; 

Smithsonian Institute, 2012). This conceptualisation is more in line with Big C approaches which 

view creativity as the creative outcomes of someone who is highly competent in their given 

domain such as Noble prize winners, great authors or famous artists who have all mastered skills 

in their particular domain (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). In this way, games were viewed in line with 

other creative works such as artwork and films.  

Counter positioning the creative works of players within the game against the creative 

works of the game developers also hints at a distinction between “amateur” and “professional” 

creative labour. In this way, players who cited conceptualisations in the constructing in games 

category referenced works of amateur creative labour in that they were doing it intrinsically and 

for their own enjoyment and exploration of their creative abilities. Inversely, the 

conceptualisation of games as artforms hints at Big C creativity and subsequently professional 

creative labour. According to Lastowka (2012), professional creative labour has commercial value 

and is packaged and sold within the industry – in this case, the games industry.   

While this conceptualisation suggests that the creativity is on the developers’ side, a few 

participants did mention that games require creativity from both developers and players. It has 

been suggested that digital games are examples of co-authorship between developers and 

players, requiring input from both in order to be fully finished products (Bowman et al., 2015). 

Examples of this could be illustrated by instances where developers have incorporated player 

modifications into their games or created new products inspired by things players have created – 

such as the MOBA game Defense of the Ancients (DoTA) (Eul et al., 2003) which was originally 

created as a modification by players for the game Warcraft III (Blizzard Entertainment, 2002). 

DoTA defined the MOBA genre in gaming and eventually, the developer Riot Games, along with 

several prominent community members involved with the creation of DoTA went on to release 

the commercialised League of Legends in 2009 (Jarrett, 2016). In this way, the creation of these 

games would not have been possible were it not for the ingenuity of the player base which 

created the original modification for Warcraft III. 
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4.2.3 Learning from Creativity 

Learning was related to instances where learning had occurred as a result of being creative in 

games. Most participants did not use games as explicit learning tools, however, were still able to 

reflect on the particular learning benefits which gameplay provided. Table 13 gives an overview of 

the main learning categories which were identified. 

Main Theme Sub-Themes Description 

Learning Cognitive This related to cognitive skills such as problem-solving and mental 
dexterity. 
 

Game Specific This related to game specific skills such as learning and memorising 
controls, memorising enemy attack patterns and learning to read the 
in-game map. 
 

History and Culture This theme related to learning facts about historical events or 
different cultures. 

Social This related to developing socially orientated skills such as 
negotiation, teamworking, mentoring and communication. 
 

Music This related to gaining compositional knowledge from in-game 
music. 
 

Literacy This involved learning the meaning of different words as well as 
different languages. 
 

Motor This related to the development of motor skills such as manual 
dexterity and hand-eye coordination. 
 

 

Table 13: Learning Sub-Theme Descriptors 

 

4.2.3.1 Findings 

In the cognitive category, participants predominantly noted problem-solving and mental dexterity 

to be the main cognitive skills developed from engaging in gameplay. Usually, this was mentioned 

in relation to the ability of games to promote divergent thinking patterns such as considering 

alternative solutions or strategies.  

 “The other thing with gaming is that, I suppose in terms of speedrunning, what I’ve gained 

other than, you know, something monetary, is the ability to make quick decisions in an 

environment that is ever changing.”  - Male, 36 (Interview) 

“The games I play help me to keep my brain nimble and active.” – Female, 63 (Narrative 

Survey) 

 In addition to problem-solving and mental dexterity, other cognitive skills mentioned 

included reasoning, working out patterns and the connection of abstract concepts. Additionally, 

one participant mentioned using games as a form of mental exercise before a difficult real-life 

situation. 
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“If I have an important interview for example, I would like get up early, like as in preparation 

and like get ready and stuff, but I would also play a short game of Star Craft II just for some kind 

of mental exercise. Or if it’s like an important day at work or something or will be stressful, I 

would also kind of do that same sort of warmup. I don't know it just helps because at some point 

it’s even like if I prepare for work or if I play one of the games, it kind of has the same effect.” – 

Male, 28 (Interview) 

The reference above was the only instance where a participant mentioned using a game as an 

explicit learning tool for a particular goal. In this instance, the goal was mental preparation for a 

difficult day. The majority of references were mentioned in relation to the cognitive skills gained 

from digital games in general, and did not pertain to any specific instances of gameplay, or any 

particular learning goal. 

 Game specific skills related to those which allowed the player to progress and develop in 

the game. Game specific skills included learning controls, learning different ways of doing things 

and learning attack patterns.  

“I feel I gain…Knowledge and skill to play the game well. I'm learning controls and learning 

about the characters and the world. It was also a lot of fun.” – Male, 35 (Narrative Survey) 

“I watch on YouTube, there’s a guy who shows me, or I watch a guy and it’s just passive. It’s like 

I’m just watching him play the game it’s like OK the monster’s doing that, I suppose I could; it’s 

like subconsciously learning it. And then there’s also going in and doing it yourself and learning 

it that way. Because the way I do it, I may find better than the way he’s doing it. So it’s just, it’s 

a mix of both, you know, learning from someone else and learning from doing it yourself. Almost 

like you do learn in everyday life I suppose.” – Male, 19 (Interview) 

 The learning of game specific skills usually came about through a) the use of external 

resources such as YouTube videos, guides and tips from friends and b) reflective practice inside 

the game. In the latter the player would learn through practice and occasionally trial and error 

approaches. This way of learning was especially evident in speedrunning examples, where 

participants talked about timing and recording their gameplay sessions in order to identify areas 

for improvement on playback.   

“When I was learning games like Bastion where there was a large community around it, you’ve 

got hundreds and hundreds of videos to study, so it would be a case of watching say, the world 

record, seeing what they’re doing, watching 30 seconds of it, hitting pause, trying to emulate 

it, do that a couple of times, then do the next one and the next bit and then scale it up, so OK, 

right, I’ll do the entire level now, do that and then eventually you do every level and then you 

go, right, I’m going to sit down and do a full run regardless how long it takes me. I’m just going 

to sit here and do the full run, record all of my times, and then you basically can either watch it 
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back or you can just go again and you’ll see, you get rewarded essentially immediately.” – Male, 

27 (Interview) 

 History and culture related to instances where players had learnt facts about history or 

other cultures. Two participants were already interested in history and specifically picked games 

which were historically accurate, however, the majority who referenced learning facts about 

history and culture did not a have a pre-existing interest. Often participants cited games as 

inspiring them to then go and learn more about certain time periods.  

“Europa Universalis 4…The game is set in Europe (mostly) between 1444 and 1850 - a period 

of history I previously knew very little about. Through playing the game I have been inspired to 

learn more about early modern European history.” – Male, 30 (Narrative Survey) 

One participant who had a pre-existing interest in history, mentioned that it was through playing 

video games as a child which had inspired him to then go on to study history.  

“It [Dynasty Warriors] was a silly fighting game really, but it focused on a period of Chinese 

history that was just fascinating. And I ended up going off to university and studying that period 

because the game had inspired me to do that. And then again, my interest in mythology in the 

last five years in Greece and Rome was really inspired by the Elder Scrolls games and the, just 

the really rich mythology that existed in those worlds with their Gods.” – Male, 32 (Interview) 

 Social related to socially orientated skills including teamworking, communication and 

negotiation. Participants mentioned gaining communication skills through communicating 

with other players from online gaming communities such as Monster Hunter: World (Capcom, 

2018) and World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004).  

“Part of the joy in one sense is that you do it with friends and so what you learn from, or not 

necessarily friends, but people you meet online. But what arises from that is this self-supportive 

community that teaches each other things about how to play the game. So, a lot of what you 

actually end up learning whilst playing Monster Hunter is just firstly, knowing how to work 

together efficiently with people.” – Male, 27 (Interview) 

 Through communicating with other players during gameplay, participants were not only 

able to gain important communication and teamworking skills, but also how to successfully mentor 

and guide newer players. While this happened to a degree outside the game in terms of discussions 

with friends and on gaming forums, this type of mentoring was especially evident in online games 

such as World of Warcraft and Monster Hunter: World. 

“I’d be playing this game [Monster Hunter] on the Wii U, before this one came out, and a guy 

just then on the PS4 sent me a message was like hey, can you help me, I’m struggling. And mind 

you I was busy I couldn’t help him. It was me and my friend going through it. I was able to tell 
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him, there’s this Facebook group, go join it, guys are really friendly, they’ll tell you what to do, 

they’ll help you. And it’s like a domino effect. You’re nice to someone else and they’re nice to 

another person in turn. It’s just a very tight knit community that everyone enjoys being in.” – 

Male, 19 (Interview) 

 Additionally, participants mentioned having leadership roles which involved both guiding 

and managing larger teams of players. These roles came with a high level of responsibility as the 

player had to read up on strategies the group could use beforehand.  

“It’s the first big team leadership role that I’ve ever really had. In my professional life I’ve always 

worked in teams but I’ve never been a team leader or anything, like never been in a 

management position or something along those lines, so when I was asked to do this after the 

previous leader left, it was honestly the challenge of it to try and keep people engaged and keep 

everybody on track and I like to think personally that since I took over that we’ve got better, at 

least from my understanding of before I was in charge, so to speak.” – Male, 27 (Interview) 

 Music related to instances where participants mentioned gaining knowledge and ideas for 

composing music from the game. It is worth noting, however, in the instance of this study that the 

majority of participants were already engaged in other creative pursuits (e.g. playing musical 

instruments) and were possibly more aware of learning in this area as a result. All cited instances 

of learning regarding music were referenced by interview participants. Participants mentioned 

deconstructing the game music and identifying the different instruments involved. Analysing the 

music in this way allowed participants to identify pieces which they felt could be replicated outside 

the game, integrated into their own compositions, or provide them with ideas for new pieces. 

“I’ve kind of learned little bits and pieces of composition from gaming. Like through listening 

to the soundtracks and kind of picking out “ok that instrument is doing that, that instrument is 

doing that, and these instruments are making, like, a chord”.” – Male, 31 (Interview) 

“So as someone who likes playing music, I'll think about music in the same way now. Whereas 

before because I do some home recording. Whereas before it would be sort of very come up 

with an idea, mess around with it, maybe record it, done with it. Now I look at that piece and I 

think, rather than just being done with it, I think maybe I could add or remove something, mess 

around with it and then I might end up with something that starts with certain layers and then 

some are removed, some are added, things like that.” – Male, 26 (Interview) 

 While the majority of compositional knowledge cited was gained from listening to in-

game music, deconstructing it and then re-creating it outside the game, one participant cited 

that she had been inspired to create midi files to bring tunes she liked into games she was 

creating using RPG Maker. 
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“RPG Maker is probably my best example there. I was even inspired to start writing my own 

midi files and stuff like that although they were really rubbish. Because it was like oh how can I 

make this music in here and I was speaking with people online about oh could you maybe make 

this tune into a midi file and figure this out? So that I can have this tune in the background of 

my game.” – Female, 31 (Interview) 

Literacy involved instances where participants had learned new words in their second or 

first language. This usually occurred when non-English speakers were able to learn the meaning of 

English words 

“English is not my native language, and when I was a kid most games were not translated into 

Spanish. I loved them anyway, so I played them even though I couldn't understand a word. 

Sometimes I got stuck on parts of a game because of this. Little by little, by connecting words I 

didn't know with the actions they caused in the game, I learned English.” – Male, 27 (Narrative 

Survey) 

One participant also cited the uncommon words which many JRPG’s (Japanese Role-Playing 

Games) used as enabling him to gain a greater vocabulary.  

“One of the reasons why I think I’ve got a very good vocabulary is from gaming because a lot 

of the time when I was a kid there would be a lot of words that would come up that I didn’t 

know the meaning of. Like, for example, I don’t know why I remember this, but it was in, I 

think it was in one of the earlier Final Fantasy games, might have been FFVIII or FFIX a word 

came up: it was “nefarious”. Now I was 11 or 12 at the time and I was like “what the **** 

does that mean?”, but I like words, like learning about new words. So, when a word like that 

came up I would always go and look it up.” – Male, 31 (Interview) 

 Motor related to skills such as manual dexterity, coordination and reaction speeds. 

Participants mentioned instances  

“Getting your dexterity better and coordination better and feel[ing] yourself being more skilful 

when you play and being able to react more quickly and things like that.” – Female, 33 

(Interview) 

“I didn't think I could gain the manual dexterity to use and learn the controls successfully and I 

did.” – Female, 58 (Narrative Survey) 

 In essence, the learning theme encompassed a range of different skills and knowledge 

which participants cited learning from games. The learning taking place within the games was 

informal and occurring as a by-product of the gameplay. Occasionally the learning which occurred 

(especially within the history and culture category) inspired players to go and find out more about 

the topic in question. This was usually achieved via looking things up on the internet and using 
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external resources such as books. In terms of the social category, participants mentioning gaining 

important social skills through teamworking and mentoring other players in online games. Often 

this would link to learning game specific skills, or, if more experienced, then imparting their 

knowledge to enable new players to learn the game. Cognitive covered the broadest range of skills 

with the most common being problem-solving. Others cited included reasoning, critical thinking, 

recognising patterns and using games as a form of mental exercise.  

4.2.3.2 Discussion 

In the current study learning was defined as largely informal, unstructured and where the learning 

occurring was a by-product of the gameplay itself (OECD, 2017). Participants were asked what 

they felt they gained from engaging in creative practices in digital games, and also, what they felt 

they gained from particularly engaging in gaming experiences.  

Participants noted that games facilitated learning about a variety of topics or developing 

various skills and competencies. In addition to the active learning in relation to creative problem-

solving and strategy formulation inherent in games, participants also cited learning about history 

as well as gaining literacy, cognitive, social and technical skills. The most frequently referenced 

skills came under the cognitive category where participants cited skills such as problem-solving, 

mental dexterity, reasoning, working out patterns and increased organisational skills. This finding 

is echoed by other studies such as Voulgari et al.’s (2014) study looking at learning in the 

MMORPG World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) which found that players learn 

various cognitive related to conceptual knowledge, organisational and strategic knowledge and 

problem-solving processes (Voulgari et al., 2014). Similarly, Iacovides et al. (2014) found that 

through gameplay players could develop cognitive skills such as problem-solving as well as games 

being used as a form of mental exercise. This was similar to one participant in the current study 

who cited using StarCraft II (Blizzard Entertainment, 2010) as a form of mental preparation before 

challenging real life situations. 

Other categories such as literacy and social mirrored previous research. For example, 

both Chik (2014) and Bytheway (2015) found that players employed a variety of L2 language 

strategies within MMORPGs, while the link between the development of social skills and game 

playing has been well documented (e.g. Boyle et al., 2016; Sourmelis et al., 2017).   

 References to learning about history and culture also echoed previous findings regarding 

the propensity of digital games to contribute to historical learning. For example, Beavers (2019) 

found that games can promote a closer relationship between players and historical contexts by 

allowing players to become actively engaged in historically-based narratives. Through this active 

engagement, players can subsequently obtain a greater understanding of the historical period. On 

a similar note, several participants spoke of games prompting them to seek further information 
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on historical periods depicted in games – something which is echoed in other work such as 

Iacovides et al. (2014) who found that tangential resources such as Wikipedia were used by 

players to find out further information about real world events depicted in games. Unlike the 

other learning categories which were largely referenced as incidental by-products of gameplay, 

the learning involved in history and culture was made more explicit due to the presence of a 

specific learning goal (e.g. finding more information about Ancient Greek mythology). 

The motor category was the least mentioned and referred to the development of motor 

skills such as dexterity, reaction speed and coordination. Again, previous studies have suggested 

games can facilitate the development of such skills – for example, in Voulgari et al.’s (2014) 

theoretical framework for learning outcomes and processes in MMOGs, the learning outcome 

category of “skill-based” includes psychomotor and kinetic skills. Furthermore, the development 

of motor skills could be linked to functional challenges (Cole et al., 2015) in games which require 

dexterity, reaction speed, skill and strategy to overcome. It is worth noting, however, that the 

majority of references relating to motor skills were in relation to games in general as opposed to 

specific creative instances.  

An additional creative skill discovered related to music where participants cited gaining 

musical inspiration and composition knowledge from in-game music and soundtracks which they 

were later able to incorporate into their own musical compositions. This related to the theme of 

transferability (discussed in section 5.3.5) as this particular skill was utilised in participants’ 

hobbies outside of the game. 

 It is worth noting that in the context of this study participants were asked two questions 

regarding learning in games. Firstly, they were asked what they felt they gained from engaging in 

gaming experiences other than enjoyment, and secondly, they were asked what specifically they 

felt they gained from being creative in games. Many participants mentioned cognitive skills for 

both questions, suggesting that they may have been considering learning in general from games 

and hence there was little distinction between the two to be made, especially within the cognitive 

category. This may, however, have been due to the fact that creativity encompasses a variety of 

different skills – many of them cognitive. This includes skills such being able to think of alternative 

solutions to problems, being able adapt to existing problems, being able to critically evaluate 

situations and tools and the ability to reflect on oneself and other elements of life (Craft, 2000; 

Loveless, 2002).   

 In essence, the majority of findings relating to learning mirrored those of previous studies 

which examined learning in general from digital games. The current study focused on creativity 

and what specific instances of learning may occur from creative action within games. While the 

boundaries of what skills are learnt from games in general and learnt specifically from being 
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creative remain blurred, participants explicitly mentioned gaining creative cognition skills such as 

divergent and analogical thinking. An additional skill found related to the acquisition of musical 

knowledge whereby participants stated they were able to pick out instrumentation, chord 

sequences, musical notes and melodies from the game. Finally, while affective change was 

covered in the creativity as affective change theme, it could also be considered as a form of 

learning in terms of the accommodation process that takes place. In this way, the process of 

accommodation allows an individual’s personal interpretative frame to be altered when it is 

challenged by contradictory knowledge (von Glasersfeld, 1995), such as games which provide 

perspectives into other cultures or identities. 

 

4.2.4 Creative Transfer 

Transferability was an inductive theme and covered instances where participants referenced 

using creativity which had been developed or inspired by games in other areas of life, or vice 

versa. See table 14 for theme descriptors. 

Main Theme Sub-Themes Description 
Transferability Ideas Ideas gained from games transferred to other creative 

pursuits outside of games, or ideas developed outside 
of the game transferred to creativity within the game. 
Includes: musical composition, inspiration to learn 
music, arts/crafts, writing fiction and using ideas in 
other games including non-digital games. 
 

Life Skills This involved instances where participants had cited 
general skills gained or developed during gaming 
sessions. These included reasoning, problem-solving 
and organisational skills as well as changing attitudes 
and behaviours in other areas of life. 
 

Job Related This category involved instances where games had 
enabled or helped participants in their real-life 
work/education. 
 

 

Table 14: Transferability Sub-Theme Descriptors 

 

4.2.4.1 Findings 

The most frequently occurring category in Transferability was ideas which involved 

instances where participants had developed ideas within games and then had gone on to 

use them in other creative pursuits outside of the game, or vice versa. Usually, this tended 

to be in the form of creative inspiration where games had “given me ideas and inspiration 

[for] things that I can create myself” (female, 31, interview). This included instances where 

games had inspired participants to write about characters/narrative in their own works of 
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fiction, create art or crafts based on the game, incorporate ideas from games into their 

Dungeons and Dragons sessions, or incorporate elements or ideas from the game’s music 

into their own compositions. 

 “So I like writing, I like music, so playing music, things like that. And with the writing, it's easy 

to kind of say you see interesting storytelling, you might pick up elements of it to incorporate 

into your own stuff.” – Male, 26 (interview) 

 While the majority of references in the ideas category were concerned with the actual 

application of ideas to real-life creative pursuits, participants who had not done this were able to 

identify areas which they felt could benefit from the creativity in games such as cataloguing their 

ideas in a “portfolio-type environment to move into a media/creative direction” (male, 23, 

interview) and using skills developed in online games such as “conflict resolution, recruiting” 

(female, 53, interview) in other areas of life. 

 Most references involved creativity and ideas from games being transferred outside the 

games, however, some participants cited instances where ideas inspired by real-life had been 

transferred to creativity within the game. This was most commonly cited in relation to sandbox 

games where participants could re-create real-life objects or places. 

“I used Cities Skylines's map warehouse to download a topographical map on mars into the 

game. I then created a city in a crater that is actually real geography on mars.” – Male, 33 

(Narrative Survey) 

“I feel it's rather the other way around. Being creative and thinking critically in life allows me 

to do the same in games.” – Male, 28 (Narrative Survey) 

 The second most frequently occurring category in the transferability theme was life skills. 

This involved instances where participants cited using what they had learnt or developed in digital 

games in their everyday life. This included aspects such as “being open to using something in a 

different way [and] looking at problems in a new way” (female, 29, narrative survey), and finding 

“new options to solve what I have to confront in my daily life” (male, 27, narrative survey), and 

applying game-related strategies to make things more efficient in real-life. 

 “Speedrunning has helped me to, like, it’s funny, when I finish doing a speedrun, when I go 

about my daily life, you know, I don’t do it fast but I feel like OK, I can spot how to do something 

more efficiently, so to speak.” – Male, 36 (Interview) 

Unlike, the ideas category, the life skills category did not involve the transfer of ideas, however, 

the transfer of learning. The learning involved was closely connected to the cognitive category in 

the learning theme (see section 5.2.5), which included skills such as problem-solving, reasoning 

and critical thinking. Additionally, participants mentioned how games had influenced the way they 
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managed and organised things in real-life.  

 “For example, every time I’m, I don’t know, packing something or organising something, I think 

for myself or when people say oh you did it so neat. And I always joke I do a lot of Tetris….I 

always associate how well I organise everything with Tetris. And I don’t know if I just jokingly 

say that, or if that’s a point. But I really think of Tetris every time I’m reorganising something.” 

– Female, 28 (Interview) 

In terms of the category of job related most references cited instances where games had a) 

inspired participants to study a certain topic as a formal qualification or b) the learning and 

development gained during gameplay had helped them in their job. In the former, participants 

mentioned games had inspired them to learn about literature and history, providing them with 

rich ideas in which to incorporate into their own creative works. 

“Well the degree I’m doing at the minute is literature with writing. And the writing side of that 

I feel is heavily influenced by the games I’ve played over the years that have given me a passion 

for fantasy and sci-fi and all that.” – Male, 21 (Interview) 

 In terms of the latter, the learning gained from engaging in gameplay was utilised in 

participant’s real-life jobs. This was most notable in terms of people management and teamworking 

skills where participants had taken leadership roles in Massively Multiplayer Online Games such as 

World of Warcraft  (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004). This often involved co-ordinating large amounts 

of players, each providing a specialist role to the group. Participants who cited this as an example 

said that it had not only provided them with valuable leadership and people management skills 

such as “dealing with people who are disappointed or angry” (male, 41, interview), but also given 

them more confidence when faced with similar roles in their jobs. 

“I was going for a promotion at work to lead a team which I’d never done before. I…remember 

sitting at the computer one day and thinking hang on a minute if I’m going to lead a team in 

real life surely I can do that in the game. So I…went off with a tank and led, for a couple of years, 

led a raid team, which really was, although the idea came from the idea of doing it in real life, I 

did the game first. So it’s almost like that helped me practise for when I got the job and did it in 

real life. It certainly gave me the confidence. Once I’ve led a load of people in a raid at home it’s 

then easier to go off and lead a load of people at work.”  - Male, 32 (Interview) 

Additionally, participants cited the way games had enabled them to think and work more 

efficiently or consider alternative solutions to be useful in their jobs.  

“I used to be a manager for a retail store and having that ability to think of multiple avenues for 

the same issue and things like that helped a lot. It's not a one-to-one conversion of I've played 

some shooters so now I know how to shoot guns because that's ridiculous and not how it works 

at all. It's more you're exercising the logical, problem-solving part of your brain and that 
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definitely transfers over because there's a lot of creativity in logic and a lot of creativity in 

problem solving.” – Male, 26 (Interview) 

“Currently I drive a lot with Uber and things are rapidly changing doing that and I think, you 

know, doing things like speedrunning, helps me to prioritise pathways differently when I’m 

driving.” – Male, 36 (Interview) 

 While the majority of participants cited using learning or ideas gained from games in other 

areas of life, three participants also cited games had influenced, or been used in their jobs as 

educators. This was especially evident in one participant’s quote who cited using an open-world 

game which allowed him the freedom to create new challenges for his students which mirrored 

real-life concepts such as obedience. 

“I'm a professor and I use games in my classes to teach sociology concepts. So, for example, I 

created a list of "deviance achievements" in Grand Theft Auto for students to try and get during 

a play session in class. They had to do things like creep behind pedestrians without them noticing 

and try to follow traffic laws.” – Male, 35 (Narrative Survey) 

 Similar to the ideas category, learning was not only transferred from the game to real-life 

occupations but also from real-life occupations to the game. One participant noted that his creative 

side in games mirrored that of his real-life occupation in IT support. 

“I’d say that’s probably where my creative side at least comes in, in that I’m a problem fixer and 

I get creative with fixing problems. I work in IT support, it’s my job, people come to me with 

problems and I fix them, so it’s, yeah, I guess second nature in a way.” – Male, 27 (Interview) 

 In conclusion, the most frequently occurring category in transferability was ideas which 

included the transfer of ideas and creative inspiration from digital games to real-life creative 

pursuits, or vice versa. Examples included ideas for written work, musical composition or arts and 

crafts. Less often mentioned was the transfer of creativity from real-life to the game. Life skills 

involved the transfer of various cognitive skills such as problem-solving, reasoning and organisation. 

Participants cited that the ways of thinking which games promoted were useful in their everyday 

lives such as prioritising things or managing money. In job related, participants also noted that 

games provided them with various transferable skills which aided them in their real-life jobs. 

Frequently mentioned were people management and leadership skills, the ability to consider 

alternative solutions and working efficiently. Similar to the idea category the transfer of skills and 

knowledge was multi-directional and also occurred from real-life jobs to the game. Additionally, 

participants mentioned using games as teaching aids or applying game logic to their teaching. 
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4.2.4.2 Discussion 

Transferability was divided into three sub-categories involving the movement of creative skills or 

inspiration from digital games to real-life or vice versa. Ideas related heavily to creative inspiration 

afforded by games, life skills related to the creative cognitive processes and ways of thinking and 

job related referred to creative skills which were then used in domain specific instances.  

In terms of life skills, participants noted that the creative thinking involved in strategy 

formulation and approaching problems was carried over to their everyday life. This category was 

not linked to any specific real-life context, and thus tended to be domain unspecific. It has been 

argued that creative performance requires a set of creativity relevant skills. Such skills can be 

defined as being able to generate alternatives, engage in divergent thinking, think creatively or 

suspend judgement (Amabile, 1988). Many of the processes and cognitive skills participants cited 

using could be illuminated by the Creative Cognition approach (Finke et al., 1999) which stresses 

the importance of various cognitive processes in the application of creativity. These cognitive 

processes are transferable and include skills such as divergent thinking (generating many 

alternative solutions or ideas) or metaphorical and analogical thinking which involves the 

combination and transformation of ideas, the ability to apply already existing ideas and solutions 

to a new context and being able to combine existing unrelated ideas to form a new solution 

(Arieti, 1976; Runco, 1991; Sanchez-Ruiz et al., 2013).  

It has been suggested that creativity involves skills which are transferrable, and thus 

should be domain unspecific (Rogaten & Moneta, 2016), however, previous studies which 

examined creative thinking processes such as divergent thinking found that there was very little 

overlap between domains (i.e. divergent thinking in one task could not then be applied to 

another) (Baer, 1998, 2016). It is worth noting that these studies were carried out in educational 

settings and involved children as participants. Participants in the current study played games in 

leisure or competitive settings and were adults. It could be that there was less demarcation 

between playing games as a hobby and other aspects of life and the enjoyment and satisfaction 

gained from using creative thinking practices in games encouraged the further use of these 

practices in daily life.  

For all sub-categories, participants also expressed the view that creativity itself is 

something which can be developed, and the more creative they were in games, the more likely 

they were to be creative in other aspects of life. This included using the aforementioned cognitive 

processes associated with creativity such as divergent thinking, as well as the movement of ideas 

from the game to real-life (e.g. such as the game inspiring an idea which the participant then went 

on to write a fanfiction about).  
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For the category of job-related participants mentioned instances in which they had been 

inspired by games to go and study for formal qualifications in certain topics or where they had 

used the skills developed through gameplay in their jobs. In terms of the former, games had 

inspired participants to learn more about certain subjects. In the latter, participants cited using a 

variety of skills such as planning, organisation and interpersonal skills in their workplace. It is 

worth noting that these skills were not directly related to any specific creative gaming instances 

and aligned more with general skills developed from playing games. Contrastingly, the application 

of these skills in the workplace was associated with creativity: participants frequently mentioned 

that these skills enabled them to think of alternative solutions of workplace issues and, in terms 

of interpersonal skills, able to see arguments from various sides. While the initial gameplay may 

not have been deemed as “creative”, the transfer of the skills was described as leading to creative 

action. 

For the Ideas sub-category, participants mentioned instances where they had used ideas 

inspired by the games they played in creative pursuits outside of the game or vice versa. As 

specified previously, the majority of participants already engaged in creative pursuits outside of 

digital games and this may have had an impact on their likelihood to generate ideas from games. 

Conversely, it could be argued that as all participants in the study were regular gamers, their 

gaming may have had an impact on their likelihood to be creative in general. Studies have found 

that those who regularly engage in digital game play are more likely to be creative (Jackson, 2012; 

Jackson et al., 2012), and that playing digital games increases curiosity, motivation and joy 

associated with being creative (Ott & Pozzi, 2012). This gives further weight to the question of 

whether creative individuals are more drawn to video games in the first place; something which 

may be given further momentum by a “Matthew effect” (Walberg & Tsai, 1983) (i.e. those who 

are already competent continue to improve) where “individuals already higher in creativity 

continue to enhance those skills even as those lower in initial creativity begin to play games” 

(Bowman et al., 2015, p.56).  

 The notion that games may be able to inspire ideas and further creative action, could be 

illuminated by the creation of external resources such as fanfiction, fan art and gaming forums. 

Many participants cited that they wrote about the games they played, creating stories based on 

the characters or settings. It has been suggested that the transferability of creativity from the 

game to real-life can be seen in the emergence of such external resources where players can 

share their gaming knowledge or game-based creative works. These mediums in themselves may 

constitute an alternative form of play where players are able to collaborate, share and build on 

each other’s ideas (Newman, 2004).  
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Participants talked about how elements of their lives such as their hobbies and 

friendships moved between games and the real-world. This included meeting real-life friends in 

games, or in the case of the Ideas category taking ideas from the game and incorporating them 

into other creative pursuits. Just as the movement of social relations bled from real-life to the 

game and vice versa, it could be argued that the diffusion of creativity was just as evident. Just as 

Castronova (2008) argued that we will see a “virtual migration” with people’s attention shifting 

between the real and virtual, the shifting of both creative outputs and creative inspiration may 

also be included. While most participants mentioned the migration of creative ideas from the 

game to real-life, a couple also mentioned that their creativity in everyday life made them more 

creative within games, suggesting that the transfer of creativity is not seen as a one-way process. 

Instead, as Lehdonvirta (2010) argues, aspects games such as social relations and identity flow 

multi-directionally from the real world and the virtual. While the transferability of creativity and 

creative skills in games has yet to be given due credit in research, this initial study highlights that 

participants view creative inspiration and output to diffuse between the real-world and the 

virtual. 

In essence, this study found that various aspects of creativity were transferrable between 

games and real-life, including various life skills, creative ideas and job-related competencies. In 

addition, participants cited that the more creative they were in games, the more creative they 

were in everyday life and vice versa, suggesting digital games may foster creativity as other 

studies have suggested (Jackson, 2012; Jackson et al., 2012; Ott & Pozzi, 2012), or alternatively 

that creative individuals may be more drawn to digital games, and hence, become more creative 

as a result (Bowman et al., 2015; Sherry et al., 2006; Ventura et al., 2012). 

 

4.2.5 Design Affordances 

Design affordances was an inductive theme which centered on the specific design elements which 

facilitated player creativity. See table 15 for theme descriptors. 

Main Theme Sub-Themes Description 

Design 
Affordances 

Freedom of Play Encompasses what a game affords in terms of how players can choose to 
play (e.g. are there multiple ways of doing something? Is it suited to 
multiple playstyles?), how accessible it is to test the boundaries imposed by 
developers and how accessible it to mod and adapt? 
 

 Environment Includes opportunities to interact with the environment such as being able 
to utilise terrain and environmental objects, as well as opportunities to 
explore as typical in games with an open-world design. 
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 Replayability Encompasses what affordances for replay there are (e.g. are there different 
endings? Can the game be played differently on each playthrough? Can each 
playthrough be a different experience?). 
 

 Tools Opportunities for players to use different types of tools. This includes 
weapons, abilities, controls and items. 

 Avatar Possibilities for avatar customisation, such as appearance, dialogue options 
and classes. 

 Creation Affordances for creating in-game content such as building or crafting things 
and usually found in sandbox style games. 

 

Table 15: Design Affordances Sub-Theme Descriptors 

 

4.2.5.1 Findings 

The most frequently occurring sub-theme in the Design Affordances theme was freedom of play. 

This included instances where players described games which allowed them to do things multiple 

different ways and gave them the freedom to experiment with different solutions, supporting 

creativity as problem-solving. 

“I definitely feel like that is a good example (citing Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild) of a 

game where you can basically just use your imagination and do what you like and the game 

rewards you for it and then you get this good feeling from it too.” – Female, 31 (Interview) 

Participants also mentioned games which allowed the player to complete the game in a non-

linear fashion, choosing which path/route to take as well as the opportunity to engage in side 

activities. This added variety to the play experience and included references to crafting, 

cooking, side quests as well as games where the developer had accounted for every possible 

interaction by the player. 

“There’s also the cooking mechanism, I don’t know if you’ve seen that, there’s loads of different 

things that you can cook with. And it’s very much trial and error to figure out what’s going to 

give you your best potions because certain food gives you different stat boosts. So that’s, like 

cooking I suppose is a game within itself, and I do enjoy games with mini games in them. I think 

it adds like a new layer.” – Female, 29 (Interview) 

“Often in videogames things are supposed to be achieved in a particular way. That’s why people 

follow guides and tutorials, that’s why playthroughs used to be so similar between players. 

When you realize you’re playing a game where you’re not asked to just go from A to Z, and 

where problems and puzzles can be solved in thousands of ways, sometimes in the most 

apparently uncanny way you could imagine, using every item or enemy or character in your 
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surroundings... it makes the game feel like a true challenge, and the victories feel much more 

real.” – Male, 36 (Narrative Survey) 

 Additionally, players talked about how games which allowed the use of mods provided 

further challenges and created new possibilities in terms of what could be done, supporting 

creativity as appropriation. 

“(I) sort of got into modding quite gradually - because I sort of played through the games so 

many times I was basically skipping to the mid game, and then finishing the mid game, getting 

bored and starting again. So, downloaded a couple of mods and it just opened up so many 

possibilities I couldn’t go back now.” – Male, 21 (Interview) 

“Minecraft: I started playing that in I believe 2009, and it’s one of the few games that I keep 

coming back to, mainly because of the whole idea of, like there’s always new stuff to do because 

of all the mods.” – Male, 28 (Interview) 

 The players who preferred using mods tended to be those who had already 

completed a game multiple times or spent a significant amount of time playing it, suggesting 

another level of creativity in the creation of new possibilities which are not already built into 

the game by developers. Using mods in this regard could also be viewed as providing another 

layer to replayability, giving games a new lease of life.  

 The second most frequently occurring sub-theme of Design Affordances was 

environment. Participants who referenced this theme usually referred to open world type 

games such as Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (Nintendo, 2017) and Monster Hunter: 

World (Capcom, 2018) which afforded multiple opportunities to use and explore the 

environment, often facilitating creativity as problem-solving by allowing interactable aspects 

of the environment to be used in potential solutions. 

“So you can get like little balls of water mossy stuff and there are monsters that cover 

themselves in mud to protect themselves…but if you shoot the little ball of moss from your 

crossbow thing then it actually cleans the mud off the monster and it’s like the game doesn’t 

tell you this is a thing that you can do, but you can just go around and pick up little clumps of 

moss and pew-pew them.” – Male, 23 (Interview) 

“I’m playing Breath of the Wild, and I’m very impressed about how many things you can do and 

how they affect all your surroundings. How interactive it feels.” – Female, 28 (Interview) 

“I’m playing Just Cause 3 at the moment and that, the whole kind of exploring, finding 

something, ooh I wonder what that is.” – Male, 40 (Interview) 

 Use of the environment or environmental objects usually was not explicitly stated to 

players in tutorials, allowing them to discover what aspects of the environment they could use. 
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This in turn added to the sense of discovery and achievement players felt from finding these 

things out on their own, without the hand-holding of some more linear games. Participants also 

cited the possibilities which non-linear games provided in terms of exploration of the 

environment and game world. Many participants stated this to be one of the main sources of 

enjoyment in the game in that they were given freedom to explore beautiful virtual 

environments.  

 The third most referenced sub-theme was replayability which included opportunities for 

each playthrough to be a different experience. Affordances for replayability usually centered 

around games which had multiple endings and/or were choice-based or games which were open 

world or online where there was the unpredictability of other players. Examples of games which 

were open world or online usually involved players having the freedom to defeat the same 

enemies or complete the same challenges but using different solutions and strategies. 

Referencing StarCraft II (Blizzard Entertainment, 2010), one participant depicted how each match 

was a different experience and even while using the same strategies they could be used in an 

alternative way. 

“You can do the same strategy over and over again, but you can play it differently. Like you 

could place the buildings at another place or you could show that you’re playing a standard 

game, but in fact you’re doing something else.” – Male, 34 (Interview) 

In terms of games which offered players the freedom of choice in how they chose to complete 

quests, players could revisit scenarios and choose to progress the narrative differently, providing 

scope for creativity as affective change. One participant, referencing The Witcher 2: Assassins of 

Kings (CD Projekt Red, 2011), spoke about how each playthrough could be completely different 

depending on the choices and consequences of the player’s actions. 

“(There is) like two completely different areas depending on your choice at that stage in the 

game. Obviously, that’s quite a big branching part of the story. But like I said even with small 

sub-quests there’s consequences depending on what you choose. It can be anything as little as 

what item you get as a reward, right up to, effecting quests staged through the game later 

on.” – Male, 31 (Interview) 

 The feeling that gameplay is a non-linear experience was an overarching theme in the 

Design Affordances node, with players often citing games which afforded this as being the most 

enjoyable. 

“I played the game a certain way, and then maybe I’m talking to someone or I’m watching a 

video or maybe I'm playing the same game but a long time after. And I do something differently 

and I’m like oh. It’s something I like about video games when that happens because it makes 

you feel... Like it’s less of a straight line, you know, there’s multiple options to achieve even the 
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same thing or to get different events or endings or whatever. That’s something I like.” – Female, 

28 (Interview) 

 The sub-theme tools encapsulated the possibilities for autonomy in terms of game items, 

weapons, abilities and actions and supported creativity as problem-solving and creativity as 

appropriation. Participants talked about being able to use different combinations of weapons and 

abilities which they had discovered themselves as opposed to being explicitly taught about them 

in a tutorial. Usually these tools or combination of tools was found by accident or through 

experimentation, adding to the feeling of achievement when players were able to find them on 

their own. 

“I remember I used to play Streets of Rage when I was a kid and you just tapped on 1 or 2 

buttons and you had jump, punch and kick and that was your lot. Whereas now, you have a 

whole arsenal of different weapons. You can run, you can duck, you can slide, you can jump 

over things, you can hide in the scenery, you can use the scenery, you can destroy the scenery. 

There is just a whole more possibilities that just weren’t there, like 20 years ago.” – Male, 31 

(Interview) 

“League of Legends…when you know that amongst the, I don’t know how many champions 

there are, 120 champions or so at the moment, when you come up with ways to connect 

abilities, to create outcomes that are highly positive for your group.” – Male, 34 (Interview) 

 The sub-theme avatar encapsulated player autonomy in terms of the main character or 

avatar’s appearance and personality. This theme related to creativity as appropriation, whereby 

some participants talked about using game armour to change their character’s appearance – even 

if that armour was worse off in stats than other, less aesthetically appealing attire. In this way, the 

player is able to adapt the rules of the game in terms of what to prioritise (appearance over the 

more obvious stat upgrades) and create a more unique gaming experience.  

“I've been calling it Fashion Hunter (as opposed to Monster Hunter) because I'm ignoring what's 

good gear and, you know, good armour and good weapons and I'm going for what I think looks 

good. I'm mixing and matching things and making things.” – Male, 26 (Interview) 

 Furthermore, affordances for avatar could support creativity as affective change in 

relation to having control over a character’s personality through dialogue choice. In this way 

players could explore the game from the perspective of different standpoints, sometimes 

highlighting uncomfortable aspects of their personalities as one participant noted when she tried 

to play a renegade character (characterised by aggressive, ruthless dialogue options) in Mass 

Effect (Bioware, 2007) and “I can’t bring [myself] to be that type of person even though it’s not 

real” (female, 21, narrative survey). 
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 In terms of the creation sub-theme which referenced the possibilities for creating in-game 

objects, the most frequently referenced game was Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) which participants 

cited as affording near complete freedom in what they could do in terms of building things. Other 

games cited were LittleBigPlanet (Sony Entertainment, 2008), Cities: Skylines (Colossal Order Ltd., 

2015) and Kerbal Space Agency (Squad, 2015). Games which allowed players to create game 

objects, levels and maps provided opportunities for creativity as appropriation.  

“I do prefer creative games. I spent a good two years on Minecraft. Where the idea is to build 

fantastical things and it’s basically just a big Lego box isn’t it? Just a Lego box and that was 

brilliant fun. And I do find that games where I can create things myself as opposed to just living 

out a story are the best ones for me.” – Male, 32 (Interview) 

“You can make anything you want in Cities Skylines and Kerbal Space Agency.” – Male, 33 

(Narrative survey)  

In conclusion, participants cited various game affordances as promoting creative behaviour 

in games. These included what freedom of play the game developers had allowed for, such as 

playstyle, how accessible the game was to adapt or mod and how accessible was to test the game 

boundaries, supporting both creativity as problem-solving and creativity as appropriation. 

Additionally, participants cited interactivity with the environment which supported creativity as 

problem-solving, availability of game tools (e.g. character control options, weapons, abilities) 

which supported creativity as problem-solving and creativity as appropriation, replayability 

factors which supported creativity as affective change, avatar customisation options which 

supported creativity as appropriation and creativity as affective change and affordances in terms 

of creation of in-game content which supported creativity as appropriation.   

4.2.5.2 Discussion 

Design affordances related to the different types of possibilities a game afforded for the 

expression of creativity. These affordances related to what tools players could use, what 

alternative ways something could be achieved, what possibilities there were for interaction with 

the environment and if each game playthrough could be a unique experience.  

In terms of the current study, the majority of participants cited enjoying games where 

they could experiment and try different things to see what the outcomes would be.  While linear, 

single player games offer some of these possibilities of play, the predominant type of game which 

was referenced in relation to design affordances was MMOGs or open world games. For these 

types of games, players are allowed almost complete freedom, with choices for play constantly 

evolving. Participants cited games which afforded the most possibilities to be the most engaging, 

something which could be illustrated by Salisbury and Tomlinson’s (2016) tenth condition for flow 

which states that “an activity must present an opportunity for meaningful growth of the self 
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which is valued by the individual” (Salisbury & Tomlinson, 2016, p.72). Referencing Alan Cooper’s 

(1999) concept of the idealised persona, they argue that games which are designed to cater for 

different personas (e.g. playstyles) such as open-world games are able to meet this requirement 

most easily. This is due to open-world games offering meaningful opportunities for play to 

different types of players. In the current study, participants mentioned enjoying different aspects 

of open-world games such as exploring the environment, engaging in social play activities or being 

able to utilise a variety of tools and actions to personalise their gameplay. 

Additionally, developers often release patches and additional downloadable content for 

these types of games, meaning the gaming experience is constantly being refreshed and injected 

with more choices and ways of play (Herodotou et al., 2012). It has been argued that games are 

moving away from more restricted, rule-bound play to looser boundaries and greater freedom for 

players. According to Caillois (1958) the move from ludus (highly structured play) to paidia 

(loosely structured play) affords greater improvisation and creativity to players. This “openness” 

allows for greater player interactivity and personalisation in terms of gameplay (Herodotou, 

2009).  

 While the majority of participants cited open-world games to be liberating in terms of the 

possibilities afforded to players, some participants also mentioned more structured games. In 

these cases, while the game may not have afforded the multitude of possibilities which an open-

world game might, there were still allowances in terms of strategies used and experimenting with 

game variables. Creativity in these, more structured games, bordered more strongly on 

appropriation as often the game could be played in an alternative way, such as in the case of 

speedrunning.  

The possibilities of play were not solely confined to mechanics and resources inherent 

within games. Participants also mentioned the use of mods in terms of creating these possibilities 

such as adding a new variety of tools, new characters or new challenges. The players who cited 

using mods preferred playing the game with them, however, they had all played the games 

without mods beforehand. In this way, the possibilities were created by the players themselves as 

opposed to being “built in” by the developers; a distinction which is synonomous with Schäfer’s 

(2011) implicit and explicit participation. It should be noted that not all games afforded the 

possibilities of including mods. According to Burri (2011) games can fall under three categories 

based on their restrictions to players for introducing UCC. Firstly, some games do not allow any 

scope for UCC such as mods and the player fills the role of consumer. Secondly, there are games 

which involve possibility for UCC but its use is heavily restricted by the developers. Thirdly, there 

are games which are shaped and defined by their UCC where players are free to introduce and 

share game content and additions. All the participants who cited using mods to create new 
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possibilities for play referenced games which largely fell into the latter category, such as 

Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) and Skyrim (Bethesda Game Studios, 2011).   
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4.3 Conclusion 

Phase 1 aimed to address the research questions of RQ 1a: How is creativity expressed within 

digital entertainment games? and RQ 1b: How do players themselves conceptualise creativity 

within digital entertainment games? In total data from 38 participants was collected in the form 

of 24 semi-structured interviews and 14 narrative surveys.  

RQ1a was answered using a deductive approach whereby pre-existing literature themes 

were used to categorise data into the three forms of creative expression (creativity as problem-

solving, creativity as appropriation and creativity as affective change). These were then refined 

further inductively into higher-level sub-themes. RQ1b was answered using a purely inductive 

approach which focused on players’ explicit conceptualisations of creativity (i.e. as opposed to 

deductively categorising based on previous literature). In addition, the inductive themes of 

learning, transferability and design affordances were uncovered which helped inform research 

questions for subsequent phases and provided initial data.  

In terms of how players expressed creativity in digital games three categories developed. 

Firstly, in line with previous work, creativity was expressed in terms of creativity as problem-

solving which related to the ways in which players are able to identify novel solutions to problems 

through reflecting on their actions, using trial and error approaches or researching and adapting 

existing strategies. An additional way in which players express creativity was found to be the ways 

in which they approach challenges and the coping mechanisms which they use. Secondly, 

creativity was expressed in terms of creativity as appropriation relating to the ways in which 

players adapt and incorporate games into their lives, including both creativity within the game 

such as adapting the rules, and creativity around the game such as the creation of external 

resources. Finally, creativity was expressed in terms of creativity as affective change which related 

to the novel and meaningful interpretations of the game, and subsequently how these 

interpretations are accommodated into the wider beliefs and identity of players.  

 In terms of how creativity was conceptualised three distinct viewpoints emerged. In ways 

of thinking it was cited that creativity in digital games encompassed the unique ways of thinking 

which games promoted such as “thinking outside the box” and considering alternative solutions. 

This conceptualisation tied in closely with the expressivity of creativity as problem-solving as it 

encompassed many creative cognition skills. Secondly, in constructing in games, creativity was 

conceptualised in terms of the creation of game content such as building houses in sandbox style 

games or creating content using the game’s pre-packaged content creation editor. This 

conceptualisation of creativity was synonymous with Little C approaches, whereby games act as a 

foundation for players to pursue their curiosity and explore game design and development. 

Thirdly, in games as an artform creativity was conceptualised from a development and design 
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standpoint where games were viewed in the same way as art, films and writing. The creativity 

involved in games was cited from the developer’s side in terms of the effort and creative ability 

involved in designing a game. This type of creativity was most synonymous with the 

“professional” creative works of Big C approaches.  

While all player perspectives were distinct in their own right, the majority of participants 

did not adhere to any single one but instead held multiple conceptualisations of creativity (i.e. 

some participants conceptualised creativity as ways of thinking but also in terms of constructing in 

games). This gives weight to the argument that creativity is a multi-faceted construct, consisting 

of more than one element. In ways of thinking creativity can be seen as a process, whereas in 

constructing in games it can be seen as the creative outputs of “amateurs” – creators who 

produce primarily because they love the act of producing something in and of itself (Lastowka, 

2012). In games as an artform, creativity can be seen on the societal level whereby game design is 

dictated largely by trends in the gaming industry and consumer patterns, or in the case of indie 

games; as a platform to “break the mould” of mainstream gaming. 

In terms of what players may learn from being creative in games remains a somewhat 

grey area. Participants cited many learning outcomes from gameplay including the themes of 

cognitive, social, literacy and history and culture, however, it was ambiguous as to whether these 

skills had been acquired specifically from being creative in games as opposed to gameplay in 

general. 

While it was difficult to directly link the development of cognitive skills to creative 

instances in the game, participants stated that the development of cognitive skills in games 

allowed them to think creatively in everyday life. Linking with the ways of thinking 

conceptualisation of creativity, participants cited that being creative in games provided them with 

various life skills. This included creative cognition skills such as combining and adapting ideas, 

applying existing ideas to new contexts and considering alternative solutions. Participants cited 

using these skills in their everyday lives, suggesting that these skills were domain unspecific – 

something which goes against previous findings on creative cognition skills (Baer, 1998, 2016). 

This could be explained by the fact that previous studies used educational settings, whilst 

participants in this study played games mainly for intrinsic purposes and of their own accord. The 

enjoyment and satisfaction gained from developing these skills in games may have encouraged 

further use of them in daily life. 

A common area of creative transfer was in terms of ideas, where participants cited using 

ideas and inspiration gained from playing games in other creative pursuits outside of games. This 

included creating art based on games, writing stories based in the game world and fusing digital 

game elements with traditional tabletop games such as Dungeons and Dragons. Linking the 
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learning category of music, participants cited using the musical compositional knowledge gained 

from playing games in their own compositions. Some participants also cited that the music in 

games had been a driving force behind. Finally, participants cited that being creative in games 

made them more likely to be creative in everyday life, with some participants also citing that 

creativity also flowed conversely from real-life to the game. This highlights that like other aspects 

of games such as social relations and identity, creativity may flow multi-directionally from the real 

to the virtual.  
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4.4 Limitations and Future Recommendations 

This study was conducted with participants who played a variety of different types of games, both 

online and offline. Using semi-structured interviews as the primary research instrument was 

successful in providing an initial exploration of the research topic. Using an exploratory approach 

also enabled other interrelated themes to emerge such as learning, transferability and design 

affordances. Additionally, the opportunity to collect another round of data in the form of 

narrative surveys aided in triangulation of data (Blandford, 2013). However, several limitations 

are noted in relation to this study. 

Firstly, some participants asked for clarification on what was meant by being “creative” on the 

question which asked them “do you think you are or can be creative when you play games?”. It 

was explained to them that the definition of “creative” was up to them and to how they viewed 

what it meant to be creative. It should be noted, however, that the majority of those who 

participated in this study already engaged in a variety of other creative activities such as music, 

writing and art. The few who did not deem themselves to be creative in this sense still believed 

games were a creative medium in terms of problem-solving, appropriation and affective change. 

This may have possibly led to respondent bias in favour of those whose identity and beliefs 

aligned with being already creative. For future studies, it may be wise to examine a sample of 

participants with varying degrees of creative self-efficacy to account for wider differences in 

perspectives of creativity. It would also be illuminating to investigate the differences in 

perspectives on creativity of those with high versus low creative self-efficacy. 

Secondly, there is the argument that creative individuals are more drawn to games in general 

and that as a result they may become more creative (Bowman et al., 2015; Jackson, 2012; Sherry 

et al., 2006; Shute et al., 2015). As such, it would be useful to conduct a comparative study of 

gamers and non-gamers to determine perceptions of creativity, as well as what aspects of 

creativity transfer between domains. 

Thirdly, 16 out of the 24 interview participants were male which may have resulted in a 

possible gender bias. Currently there is a fairly even gender split in terms of gaming activity, with 

the Entertainment Software Association (ESA) in the US stating 46% of gamers are female and 

54% male (ESA, 2019). In Europe the numbers are the same (ISFE, 2019) and in the UK the 

numbers are similar with 42% of gamers being female and 58% being male (Ukie, 2018). While 

several females had responded to the recruitment emails, predominantly male volunteers went 

on to schedule interviews. Due to time restrictions on this study it was not possible to recruit 

additional female participants for interviews. For future studies it would be worth attempting to 

gain an equal number of both genders by targeting female specific gaming groups and societies. 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that creativity may differ between males and females (e.g. 
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Hamlen, 2009; Yeh, Lai, & Lin, 2016) and as such, the findings presented in this study may align 

more towards male orientated expressions and views of creativity.  As such, in future studies, it 

would be enlightening to examine a wider sample of male and female respondents to compare 

differences in conceptualisations and expressivity of creativity in digital games.  

Fourthly, due to the unexpected interest in this study a further data collection phase was 

implemented involving narrative surveys. This was chosen due to the time restraints of the overall 

PhD project which meant additional interviews could not be accommodated. The low response 

rate (14 out of an initial 97) for the narrative surveys could have been attributed to the fact that 

those who volunteered had done so primarily for interviews. While the narrative surveys proved 

useful in gaining additional data, it would have been better to have a higher response rate to help 

generalise findings from the interviews. This could be achieved by wider advertising for narrative 

survey respondents. In the case of this study, no new advertisements were put out for specifically 

narrative survey volunteers. 

Fifthly, interview participants were offered an incentive to take part in the study in the form 

of an £10 Amazon voucher and narrative survey participants were offered the opportunity to take 

part in a prize draw for an £20 Amazon voucher. While participants appeared enthusiastic to take 

part and talk about the role of creativity in gaming, there is the possibility that the incentive may 

have had an effect on recruitment numbers and/or responses.  

Finally, all questions on the narrative surveys were optional (except for consent and gaming 

habits). While initially this had been done to provide greater flexibility to respondents in the case 

of not all questions applying to them, in reality it led to some gaps in the data. This happened 

when respondents missed questions, such as in the case of one respondent who cited creative 

actions in games but then missed the question asking if they thought games were creative and 

why. This led to ambiguity as to whether this respondent believed games to be creative or not. It 

would be wise for future studies using the narrative survey instrument to ensure that core 

questions require an answer.  

4.5 Summary and Implications 

Using a hybrid thematic approach phase 1 identified three main expressions of creativity: 

creativity as problem-solving, creativity as appropriation and creativity as affective change. These 

expressions were identified as over-arching themes in the literature review, and inductively 

refined into higher-level themes during data analysis. These themes are also encapsulated in the 

definition of creativity provided in section 2.2.3 of the literature review. As such, one main 

contribution of this phase is to provide an account of the different forms of creativity unique to 

digital games aligned with the definition of creativity used. These expressions of creativity include 
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a wide range of creative acts - from problem-solving activities to content creation and 

personalisation to the formulation of personally meaningful insights and viewpoints. Not only 

does this provide a wider account of different creative aspects, but it unifies and synthesises 

previous literature with empirical findings. These categories provide implications for 

educationalists as to what aspects of creativity may be developed through playing digital 

entertainment games, and for future researchers who wish to use these themes as a means of 

categorising creativity both within digital games and other domains.  

 A second contribution of this phase is to provide insight into creativity as a core element 

of player experience. Explicit player conceptualisations of creativity were identified inductively 

from the data which found there were three overarching conceptualisations of what it means to 

be creative in games from a player’s perspective: ways of thinking, constructing in games and 

games as an artform. Previous work has examined motivation and engagement as key elements 

of player creativity (e.g. Kiili, 2005; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005), however, the importance of 

creativity is often overlooked from the perspective of the player. The participants in this study 

spoke enthusiastically about their creative endeavours, and for the propensity of games to 

develop their creativity. The majority of participants held multiple conceptualisations of what it 

means to be creative in games, providing support for the argument that creativity is a 

multifaceted construct (Shute & Wang, 2016). By using a bottom-up, inductive approach to 

understanding what creativity looks like from a player’s perspective, developers may have greater 

insight into designing games with creativity in mind.  

 Finally, this phase provided implications for the next two phases. A greater amount and 

variety of data was collected than previously anticipated in the form of 24 semi-structured 

interviews and 14 narrative surveys. As such, this strengthened the development of further 

inductive themes relating to learning, transferability and design affordances. As such, phase 2 will 

attempt to generalise the findings from this phase to a wider sample of players and create a 

metric based-on phase 1 findings which accounts for the specific expressions of creativity unique 

to digital games. Furthermore, phase 2 will attempt to draw a link between learning outcomes 

and creative forms and investigate what aspects of creativity may be most transferable between 

games and other areas of life. 
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5. Phase 2: Learning and Transferability in Digital Games 

 

This study constituted the second phase of the project and aimed to generalise findings from 

Phase 1 to a wider demographic and investigate what particular learning outcomes players gained 

from engaging in game-based creativity, and whether such creativity and learning outcomes may 

transfer to other areas of life. As such the specific research questions this phase aimed to address 

were: 

RQ2 a: What do players learn from engaging in game-based creative practices? 

RQ2 b: What aspects of game-based creativity are transferrable between games and real-life? 

Section 5.1 will detail the technicalities of the study such as the research instrument, recruitment 

and data analysis. It will also give an overview of the respondents involved in the study. Section 

5.2 will present and discuss the results of the factor and regression analyses. Section 5.2.1 will 

detail the initial twenty-factor solution. Section 5.2.2 will detail the final five-factor model relating 

to three types of creative expression (appropriation, problem-solving and affective change), 

transferability and design affordances. Section 5.2.3 will cover RQ2a which was addressed using 

multiple regression to identify the relationship between the factors related to expressivity of 

creativity (problem-solving, appropriation, affective change) and learning outcomes. Section 5.2.4 

will cover RQ2b which was addressed using multiple regression analyses to identify the 

relationship between transferability and other factors, and secondly, by identifying the 

relationship between the transferability and learning outcomes. Section 5.3 will coalesce and 

summarise the main points from the findings with explicit reference to answering the research 

questions. Section 5.4 will present the limitations of the study along with future 

recommendations. A final section (5.5) will explicate the implications of the study. 
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5.1 Participants and Demographics 

5.1.1 Research Instrument 

In order to generalise findings from the previous phase and, in particular, identify what skills 

players gain from being creative in games, and where they use them, a survey was deployed as 

the research instrument for this phase. The survey consisted of two parts: the first, the 

demographic and gaming habits questionnaire used in phase 1 which asked respondents 

questions such as what types of games they play, what gaming mediums they use, how many 

hours they spend playing and what type of gamer they identify as, if any.  

The second part consisted of three subscales relating to how creativity was expressed 

(relating to creativity as problem-solving, creativity as appropriation and creativity as affective 

change), one subscale relating to player conceptualisations of creativity, one subscale relating to 

design affordances for creativity, one scale relating to learning outcomes, and one scale relating 

to creative transfer. Items were developed by encapsulating the themes derived in Phase 1 within 

a set of key statements. For example, the sub-theme of games as an artform was encapsulated by 

the items 20.3 (Games should be viewed as art forms like novels and films) and 20.6 (Games are 

like performances, similar to plays and films), while the creativity as problem-solving subtheme of 

creating strategies was encapsulated by items 23.1 (I enjoy coming up with new strategies when I 

play games), 23.4 (I mainly overcome challenges using a trial and error approach) and 23.6 (I 

enjoy experimenting with what I can do using different game variables). The number of items per 

scale varied depending on how many sub-themes there were and how many statements were 

needed to fully capture all aspects of the sub-theme. See table 16 for subscale descriptors. For a 

full list of survey items please see appendix 1.  

 In addition to the Likert-type statements, one multiple answer question was introduced 

within the learning from creativity subscale. The multiple answer question comprised of a set of 

learning outcomes derived from the phase 1 learning theme, in addition to learning outcomes 

from previous literature (e.g. Iacovides et al., 2014; Sourmelis et al., 2017; Voulgari et al., 2014). 

This allowed respondents to select which learning outcomes they felt they gained from being 

creative, providing categorical data for use in the multiple regression analysis in section 6.2.5 

which directly addressed RQ2a.  

 

Subscale No. Items Notes 
1: Player Conceptualisations 8 Items related to how players view creativity in digital games 

e.g. games as an artform.  
 

2: Design Affordances 13 Relates to the various game design affordances which 
support/promote creativity. 
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3: Creativity as Problem-Solving 7 Relates to the expressivity of creativity as problem-solving.  
 

4: Creativity as Appropriation 10 Relates to the expressivity of creativity as appropriation. 
 

5: Creativity as Affective Change 12 Relates to the expressivity of creativity as affective change. 
  
 

6: Learning from Creativity 9 Relates to the specific skills and knowledge developed from 
being creative in games. Includes multiple selection question 
where participants can tick all skills developed from being 
creative. 
 

7: Transferability of Creativity 12 Relates to other areas of life where respondents have used 
the skills or ideas developed from being creative in games.  
 

Table 16: Subscale descriptors 

All scale items were graded on a standard Likert scale (Likert, 1932) with 1 being Strongly 

Disagree and 5 being Strongly Agree. An option of 3 signified Neither Agree/Disagree and was 

used as both a neutral response and in the cases of no opinion/don’t know (DK). A DK answer was 

omitted due to previous literature which suggests that the inclusion of DK options do not improve 

data quality. This is due to a variety of reason such as respondents being discouraged from 

expressing meaningful answers. It has been suggested that respondents who may have an answer 

but just need some time to think about it, will choose a DK answer as it saves on cognitive effort 

(Glucksberg & McCloskey, 1981; Norman, 1973). Satisficing theory suggests that respondents may 

have latent attitudes that they are not immediately aware of and may involve significant cognitive 

effort (optimising). In the case of respondents with low motivation or cognitive ability, a DK 

option may discourage them from choosing an answer which accurately reflects their opinion, and 

instead choose the “shortcut” (Krosnick & Presser, 2010). Additionally, when there is the 

ambiguity of neutral and DK responses – it could be the case that a respondent with a neutral 

opinion would choose DK instead or vice versa. 

Reverse coding was introduced for nine items which included negatively wording 

statements such as 22.12 (I dislike games which have many different types of actions, items and 

controls) and 25.10 (I do not enjoy games which make me question things). Each section included 

at least one negatively worded statement. While randomisation of items would have been 

beneficial to identify respondent fatigue and order effects, it was not possible to implement using 

the survey platform (OnlineSurveys.ac.uk). This is discussed further in limitations (section 6.3).  

 

5.1.2 Piloting 

The survey was piloted with six individuals prior to participant recruitment. Changes to the 

wording of some questions were made to allow clearer understanding. Additionally, a short note 

on the definition of glitches was given to aid understanding for those who may not have been 

aware of what constituted as a glitch.  
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5.1.3 Recruitment 

Participants were recruited via both convenience and targeted sampling. The study advert 

contained a link to the online survey where participants could read detailed information on what 

the survey was about, how their information would be used, their rights for withdrawal and the 

contact details of the research team. Participants could also download the study information 

sheet for their records. 

  The study was posted on various gaming forums such as the Steam, Guild Wars 2, 

Bioware, Kerbal Space Program and CD Projekt RED. As wide a range of gaming forums as possible 

was chosen to capture multiple different game genres. When available, adverts where placed in 

sub-forums on off topic and community creation areas. Adverts were also placed in various 

speedrunning and game modding forums such as ModDB, Nexus Mods and sub-forums for 

various games.  

Reddit was used to target specific gaming genres and groups such as r/speedrun, 

r/gamingpc, r/videogamefanfictions, r/AARwriters, r/gamedev. Posts were also created in various 

game sub-reddits such as r/wow, r/witcher3, r/dragonage and r/ggoverwatch and the survey 

specific sub-reddit r/SampleSize. Twitter was used to promote the study advert and hashtags used 

included: #gaming, #indiegames, #gamedevs, #videogamers and #modding. The study advert was 

also sent to the GamesNetwork mailing list and advertised on various Facebook pages, including 

OU Research Students.  

 Due to a high proportion of males in the sample, twitter was also used to target female 

gaming and tech groups using hashtags such as #girlgamers. Due to heavy restrictions on female 

gaming forums no adverts were posted on those forums. 

 

5.1.4 Sample 

The sample consisted of 251 respondents comprising of 160 males, 82 females, 6 nonbinary and 3 

who preferred not to say. The most common age bracket was 25-34 (n = 108). Please see figure 10 

for age distributions. 
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Figure 10: Phase 2 Age Distributions 

The sample comprised predominantly American and European nationalities including 80 

American, 36 British, 14 Canadian, 11 Dutch, 9 German, 8 Russian, 7 Danish, 7 Finnish and 8 

French. The remaining respondents comprised various nationalities with 3 who preferred not to 

say.  

The sample was fairly even across education levels with 81 who had an undergraduate 

degree, 60 college qualifications, 39 high school qualifications, 40 post graduate degrees, 18 

doctorates and 10 in the other category.  

The majority of respondents engaged in creative activities outside of games, with the 

largest creative activities being multimedia creation (n = 117), creative writing (n = 114) and 

cooking (n = 109). See figure 11 for other creative activities.  

 

Figure 11: Phase 2 Creative Pursuits 

Additionally, 103 respondents said that their creative pursuits were related to games. This 

included multimedia creation (level creations, modifications, code creation and video editing), 
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creative writing (fanfiction, After Action Reports), art/crafts (character/environment art), roleplay 

(based on games) and tabletop games (incorporating elements of digital games).   

Respondents played a wide variety of games with the most common online game genres 

being MMORPG (n = 127) and MMOFPS (n = 106) and the most common offline game genres 

being Role Playing (n = 214), Action/Adventure (n = 187), Strategy/Tactics (n = 146) and First-

Person Shooter (n = 124). 43 respondents reported they did not play any online games and 7 did 

not play any offline games. See figures 12 and 13 for genre distributions. 

 

Figure 12: Phase 2 Online Game Genre Distributions 
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Figure 13: Phase 2 Offline Game Genre Distributions 

The mean hours spent per week playing online games was 12.2 (SD = 14.4) and the mean 

hours spent per week playing offline games was 14.0 (SD = 12.3). The mean gaming session lasted 

3.4 (SD = 2.3) hours. The most common gaming medium was PC/Mac/Linux (n = 222) followed by 

Console (n = 133).   

Respondents were asked what type of gamer they felt most accurately represented them 

in terms of frequency of gaming or other. The largest category was Moderate Gamer (n = 135). 

Five respondents chose “other” which included participants who felt they were “hardcore” in 

certain types of games but casual or moderate in others. See figure 14 for gamer type 

distributions.  

 

Figure 14: Phase 2 Gamer Type Distributions 
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5.1.5 Data Collection 

The survey platform used was Online Surveys (formerly known as Bristol Online Surveys) which 

complies with both the EU and The Open University’s Research Data Management standards as 

data are stored securely in the UK. The survey was available for a total of six weeks and 

advertisement was continuous during this time. After this time the data were exported for 

analysis into SPSS.  

 

5.1.6 Data Analysis 

Data analysis was carried out in SPSS 24. Analyses performed were factor analysis for scale 

reduction, reliability analysis and multiple regression to address RQ2a and 2b.  

The first stage of analysis involved dimension reduction of scale items using Principal 

Component Analysis with Varimax rotation. Factor analysis is used to “summarize data so that 

relationships and patterns can be easily understood [and] to regroup variables into a limited set of 

clusters based on shared variance” (Gie Yong & Pearce, 2013, pp.79). These clusters, or “factors” 

are not measured directly but are hypothetical constructs used to represent a set of variables 

(Cattell, 1973). The two main types of factor analysis techniques are exploratory (EFA) and 

confirmatory (CFA), where the former seeks to explore the dataset, testing predictions and 

discovering underlying patterns within in, whereas the later attempts to confirm hypothesises by 

using by representing variables via path diagram analysis (Child, 2006). As the scale used in this 

study was newly created and hence not yet been validated, exploratory factor analysis was used 

to reduce and regroup the number of scale items.  

It has been argued that EFA works best on larger sample sizes, with the recommended 

size being at least 300 respondents and there being at least 5 to 10 observations per variable 

(Comrey & Lee, 1992). However, others have reported EFA to work reliably on smaller sample 

sizes as small as 50 and 100 (e.g. de Winter, Dodou, & Wieringa, 2009; Kline, 1994), although this 

may be due to initially clear factor structures. Sapsford (2007) suggests that there should be at 

least twice as many respondents as scale items and for scale construction a sample of n > 200 is 

preferable. It has been argued that any cases with missing values should deleted to prevent 

overestimation (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). In line with this, listwise exclusion was used to deal 

with missing values for the scale data. In total 23 cases were excluded, leaving 228 valid cases. 

The common cut-off point of 0.3 for loadings was rejected in favour of a higher cut-off point of 

0.45 which is described as fair to good (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The majority of cross-loading 

items were also removed.  
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Total factor scores for each participant were then subject to multiple regression analysis 

to examine the relationship between transferability and forms of creative expression/learning 

outcomes (RQ2b), and forms of creative expression and learning outcomes (RQ2a). Forced (or 

simultaneous) entry was chosen for predictor variables where all predictors were entered in one 

block. In a forced entry model, all predictor variables are treated equally and is most appropriate 

when there is little theoretical basis for which predictors should be included (Cohen et al., 1983). 

This was chosen over hierarchical and stepwise entry methods. Hierarchical entry methods often 

rely on predictors being selected based on past research, and as this study was largely exploratory 

(i.e. not based on past studies), there was little basis to guide which predictors should be entered 

into the regression analysis, other than in the case of some learning outcomes which were 

referenced in phase 1 findings. Stepwise entry methods run the risk of suppressor effects where 

predictors may have significant effects but only when other predictors are held constant (Field, 

2009). Additionally, it has been argued that stepwise methods remove many methodological 

decisions from the researcher and can contribute to over or under fitting (Cohen et al., 1983; 

Field, 2009).  

The multiple regression analyses were bootstrapped with 10000 replications using bias 

corrected and accelerated (BCA) confidence intervals (CI) at 95%. Bootstrapping (Efron & 

Tibshirani, 1994) is a robust non-parametric resampling procedure which is used to estimate 

distribution properties based on sample data by computing a multitude of smaller samples from 

which means are calculated and used to acquire a sample distribution. From this bootstrapped 

sample distribution the standard error, standard deviation and confidence intervals are computed 

(Field, 2009). The benefit of bootstrapping is that no distributional assumptions are required in 

order to use it unlike standard parametric tests (Johnson, 2001), and results are based on a 

significant number of observations (Rochowicz, 2010).   
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5.2 Results & Discussions 

Data was initially subject to principal component analysis, before refining the model according to 

the scree plot. The final factor model enabled the scale items to be condensed and allowed 

further analyses to be conducted.  

RQ2a was addressed using three multiple regression analyses to identify the relationship between 

the factors related to expressivity of creativity (problem-solving, appropriation, affective change) 

and learning outcomes.   

RQ2b was addressed using two multiple regression analyses. Firstly, by identifying the 

relationship between transferability and the other four factors to establish what types of creative 

expression were mostly likely to predict transferability scores, and secondly, by identifying the 

relationship between transferability and learning outcomes. 

5.2.1 Initial Factor Analysis 

Analysis of the 71 scale items produced a twenty-factor model accounting for 68% variance with a 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value of .814. Barlett’s test of Sphericity was significant (X2 = 7555.407, DF = 

2485, p < 0.001) indicating that a reasonable factor solution could be computed. The first rotated 

factor accounted for 9.3% of the overall variance (unrotated value = 18.3%) and included six items 

from the Creativity as Affective Change subscale, two items from the Transferability of Creativity 

subscale and one item from the Learning from Creativity subscale. The second rotated factor 

accounted for 6.2% of the overall variance (unrotated value = 7.5%) and included six items from 

the Creativity as Appropriation subscale, suggesting the subscale was already measuring one 

construct. The third rotated factor accounted for 5% of the overall variance (unrotated value = 

5.5%) and included four items from the Creativity as Problem-Solving subscale, two items from 

the Design Affordances subscale and one item from the Creativity as Appropriation subscale. The 

remaining rotated factors included four items or less, apart from factor six which included four 

items relating to narrative and character personality and appearance.  

 The twenty-factor solution was subjected to six iterations of PCA with Varimax rotation, 

with all items which did not meet the required 0.45 loading being deleted on each round. Once all 

items loaded above .45, iterations were ceased. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling 

adequacy was still good at .803 and Barlett’s Test of Sphericity was significant (X2 = 5019.131, DF = 

1378, p = .000). The solution produced accounted for 67.9% of the variance with 53 items on 16 

factors.   

Analysis of the Scree plot indicated that five and six factor solutions would be possible 

(see figure 15).  
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Figure 15: Scree Plot 

 

Both five and six factor solutions were attempted, however, the difference in variance 

between the initial models was minimal at 55% for the five-factor solution and 56% for the six-

factor solution. The five-factor model proved to be most useful in determining underlying 

constructs within the data and reducing the number of items in the scale. Due to the minimal 

variance difference (1%), the reduction in scale items and the comprehensibility of the factors, the 

five-factor solution was selected as the model of choice. As such, only the five-factor solution is 

presented. 

5.2.2 Five-Factor Model 

The same iterative process as the original twenty-factor solution was applied, resulting in a 26 

item, five factor solution which accounted for 57.3% of the variance. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

measure of sampling adequacy was good at .835 and Barlett’s Test of Sphericity was significant (X2 

= 2303.942, DF = 325, p = .000). Determinant was above the acceptable 0.0001. The instrument 

was named the Creativity in Gaming Scale. 

 

Item Transferability Appropriation 
Problem-
Solving Affective change 

Design 
Affordances 

27.7 I have used what I have learnt from 
games in my job/workplace 

.757     

27.6 Games have influenced my attitudes 
or behaviours in other areas of life 

.745     
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25.1 Playing games has made me come to 
view things in everyday life differently 

.729     

27.4 Being creative in games gives me a 
new perspective on problems and 
challenges in my everyday life 

.722     

26.6 Being creative in games has 
developed my problem-solving and 
thinking skills 

.708     

25.3 Playing games has made me realise 
things about myself 

.680     

27.10 I have used the skills and knowledge 
developed in games elsewhere in my life 

.657     

26.2 I have developed IT/technical skills 
through being creative in games 

.581     

24.2 I actively seek out glitches  .781    

24.5 I enjoy using the game mechanics in 
new, unintended ways 

 .779    

24.3 I try and find shortcuts in games  .747    

24.4 I use glitches to enable me to 
progress in the game 

 .743    

24.1 I like to test the boundaries of what 
the game allows 

 .703    

24.10 I try and find ways to adapt and 
bend the rules of the game 

 .693    

23.1 I enjoy coming up with new strategies 
when I play games 

  .802   

24.8 I enjoy creating additional challenges 
for myself in games such as upping the 
difficulty 

  .722   

23.5 I highly value the sense of 
achievement I get when overcoming 
difficult challenges in games 

  .646   

23.6 I enjoy experimenting with what I can 
do using different game variables 

  .641   

22.1 I enjoy games which allow me to try 
out different play styles 

  .640   

25.5 The narrative of a game is important 
to me 

   .692  

25.10 I enjoy games which make me 
question things 

   .631  

25.6 I enjoy games which give me a new 
perspective of other cultures and societies 

   .627  

22.7 I prefer games that let me choose the 
personality of my character through 
dialogue choices 

   .565   

22.6 Games which allow more freedom for 
the player are more likely to involve 
creativity 

    .789 

20.8 Games which allow the freedom to 
build and make things are the most 
creative 

    .779 

22.10 Games which allow opportunities to 
interact with the environment help me be 
more creative in how I play 

    .461 
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Table 17: Rotated Component Matrix for Five Factor Solution 

 

           

Factor Variance 

1: Transferability 16.3% 

2: Appropriation 13.7% 

3: Problem-solving 11.3% 

4: Affective change 8.9% 

5: Design affordances 7.2% 

 Table 18: Factor Variances 

 

The first rotated factor accounted for 16.3% of the overall variance (unrotated value = 

21.6%) and included two items from Creativity as Affective Change, four items from 

Transferability of Creativity and two items from Learning from Creativity. Learning items included 

problem-solving/thinking skills and IT/technical skills and may correlate with transferability items 

relating to the use of skills in domain specific instances such as job/workplace. Affective change 

items related to general changes in attitudes and perceptions (25.1: Playing games has made me 

come to view things in everyday life differently, 25.3: Playing games has made me realise things 

about myself). As the factor items all related to applying skills to other contexts or developing 

understandings beyond the scope of a specific game, the factor was named Transferability. 

The second rotated factor accounted for 13.7% of the overall variance (unrotated value = 

14.4%) and included five items from Creativity as Appropriation. The subscale was named 

Appropriation as items related to how games could be adapted and personalised for alternative 

gaming experiences. 

The third rotated factor accounted for 11.3% of the overall variance (unrotated value = 

8.8%) and included three items from Creativity as Problem-Solving (23.1: I enjoy coming up with 

new strategies when I play, 23.5: I highly value the sense of achievement I get when overcoming 

difficult challenges in games, 23.6: I enjoy experimenting with what I can do using different game 

variables), one from Design Affordances (22.1: I enjoy games which allow me to try out different 

play styles) and one from Creativity as Appropriation (24.8: I enjoy creating additional challenges 

for myself in games such as upping the difficulty). These items would suggest an overall alignment 

with Creativity as Problem-Solving, with games which allow players to try different play styles as 

being seen as supportive of this type of creativity. The subscale was named Problem-Solving. 
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The fourth rotated factor accounted for 8.9% of the overall variance (unrotated value = 

6.9%) and contained three items from Creativity as Affective Change (25.5: The narrative of a 

game is important to me, 25.10: I enjoy games which make me question things, 25.6: I enjoy 

games which give me a new perspective of other cultures and societies) and one from Design 

Affordances (22.7: I prefer games that let me choose the personality of my character through 

dialogue choices). The items suggest a relationship between strong narrative and games which 

involve emotionally challenging themes which cause the player to question or reflect on aspects 

of life. Thus, the subscale was named Affective change.  

The fifth rotated factor accounted for 7.2% of the total variance (unrotated variance = 

5.6%) and included two items from the Design Affordances subscale (22.6: Games which allow 

more freedom for the player are more likely to be creative, 22.10: Games which allow 

opportunities to interact with the environment help me be more creative in how I play) and one 

from the Player Conceptualisations subscale (20.8: Games which allow the freedom to build and 

make things are the most creative). The items taken together suggested an underlying inclination 

towards games which allow the player freedom to interact with the environment, including the 

ability to create things themselves. The subscale was named Design Affordances as it is related to 

a preference for games that enable such opportunities. 

5.2.2.1 Mean Analysis 

Means were computed for the five subscales (see table 19).  

  

 

 

Subscale M SD 

Transferability 3.8 .83 

Appropriation 3.3 .75 

Problem-Solving 4.2 .69 

Affective change 4.3 .60 

Design Affordances 4.0 .77 

                               Table 19: Subscale Means for Five Factor Model 

 

The subscales of problem-solving, affective change and design affordances had moderately high 

mean vales (M ≥ 4.0), suggesting that participants had a positive attitude towards playing games 
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that support problem solving, have emotionally challenging narratives and flexible game designs 

that can support creative actions. 

 Transferability had a slightly high value of 3.8, which could be attributed to the fact that 

the items which made up the transferability factor came from the original subscales of 

Transferability of Creativity, Learning from Creativity and Creativity as Affective change which 

were all later in the survey and hence may have suffered from respondent fatigue.  

The subscale with the lowest value was appropriation (M = 3.3), which suggests a neutral 

disposition towards activities associated with creativity as appropriation. The lower rating could 

have been down to the inclusion of two statements regarding glitches (24.2: I actively seek out 

glitches, 24.4: I use glitches to enable me to progress in the game) which had lower mean values 

(M < 2.5).  

 

5.2.2.2 Reliability Analysis 

Cronbach’s Alpha was computed for each subscale individually and the scale as a whole to 

determine internal consistency (see table 20). Alpha values for the transferability, appropriation 

and problem-solving subscales were good at .86, .86 and .76 respectively. Both the design 

affordances and emotional challenge subscales had Alpha values of .60 and .62 respectively which 

are slightly lower than the acceptable value of .7 (Kline, 1999; Lopez & Snyder, 2003; Tavakol & 

Dennick, 2011), however, this could be attributed to the lower number of items in each of the 

subscales. Alpha for the scale as a whole was good at .82 suggesting a high level of inter-

relatedness of scale items. 

 

Subscale No. Items Alpha 

Transferability 8 .86 

Appropriation 6 .86 

Problem-Solving 5 .76 

Affective change 4 .62 

Design Affordances 3 .60 

Whole Scale 26 .82 

                    Table 20: Alpha Values for Five Factor Model 

In essence, the five-factor solution provided constructs relating to transferability, 

appropriation, problem-solving, emotional challenge, and design affordances. Variance explained 

was satisfactory at 57.3%.  
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5.2.3 Multiple Regression: Learning 

As phase 1 had indicated that participants felt they gained a variety of learning outcomes from 

being creative in games (see section 4.2.4), multiple regression was performed to determine the 

relationship between factors related to the expression of creativity and learning outcomes. It was 

hypothesised that learning outcomes would predict factor scores relating to the expressivity of 

creativity. Total factor scores for each participant were used as the dependent variable, and 

learning outcomes were used as binary predictor variables. Data was screened for 

multicollinearity issues (e.g. two variables relating highly to each other) prior to regression 

analysis, with no issues being detected.  

5.2.3.1 Results 

Dependent Predictor B SE Sig.p 

Problem-Solving Music .63 .46 .183 

 Art/Crafts -.44 .50 .369 

 Problem-Solving -.15 .75 .836 

 Critical Thinking .59 .64 .366 

 Reasoning -.12 .58 .867 

 Language Skills .34 .42 .406 

 Communication .85 .62 .164 

 Confidence -.35 .52 .520 

 Teamworking .11 .65 .872 

 Leadership 1.04 .63 .096 

 Technical Skills .01 .47 .981 

 Motor Skills .23 .50 .624 

 Reaction Speed 1.67 .52 .005** 

 History/Culture .42 .47 .389 

 Empathy -.56 .43 .209 

     

 F = 3.58 R2 = .19 Adj.R2 = .13 P = .000 

     
Affective change Music .08 .43 .873 

 Art/Crafts .78 .31 .012* 

 Problem-Solving .20 .53 .697 

 Critical Thinking .44 .47 .342 

 Reasoning -.24 .42 .550 

 Language Skills .40 .34 .233 

 Communication -.40 .42 .333 

 Confidence .20 .44 .656 

 Teamworking -.28 .40 .468 

 Leadership .08 .37 .813 
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 Technical Skills -.11 .32 .733 

 Motor Skills .13 .35 .708 

 Reaction Speed -.74 .36 .037* 

 History/Culture .54 .34 .118 

 Empathy .96 .34 .003** 

     

 F = 2.32 R2 = .13 Adj.R2 = .07 P = .004 

     
Significant values are highlighted in bold. ∗p < .05; ∗∗p < .01; ∗∗∗p < .001. 

Table 21: Multiple Regression Models for Creative Expression x Learning Outcomes 

  

The regression model for problem-solving accounted for 23% of variance in scores (F = 

3.58, R2 = .19, p = .000 (S)). The learning outcome of reaction speed (p = .005) positively predicted 

scores on this factor. 

 The regression model for affective change predicated 13% of the variance in scores (F = 

2.32, R2 = .13, p = .004 (S)). Scores on this factor were positively predicted by arts/crafts (p = .012) 

and empathy (p = .003) and negatively predicted by reaction speed (p = .037).  

 The regression model for appropriation was non-significant (F = 1.43, R2 = .09, p = .136 

(NS)) and hence is not displayed. Similarly, the regression model for design affordances was non-

significant (F = 1.24, R2 = .07, p = .254 (NS)) and hence is not displayed.   

5.2.3.2 Discussion 

In the regression model for problem-solving, reaction speed (p = .005) positively predicted scores 

on this subscale. Digital games have been argued to consist of two types of challenges: physical 

and cognitive (Adams, 2014; Cox et al., 2012; Denisova et al., 2017; Schell, 2014). While cognitive 

challenges are associated with the mental abilities of the player such as memory and observation 

skills, physical challenges are those that require high accuracy, dexterity, endurance and fast 

reaction times (Cox et al., 2012; Schell, 2014). Similarly, the term functional challenge (Cole et al., 

2015; Lazzaro, 2004) has also been used to describe the type of challenges which are inherent in 

the majority of games; requiring dexterity and fast reaction speed to overcome. As the majority of 

games combine both cognitive and physical elements within problem-solving tasks, one 

interpretation could be that the most likely skill to be developed in association with the physical 

element of such challenges is reaction speed.  

However, it is worth noting that the learning outcome of problem-solving itself was not 

considered a predictor of scores on the problem-solving factor. This could be due to problem-

solving itself consisting of a variety of other higher-level cognitive skills such as metaphorical 

association (Ortony, 1979), analogical transfer of information (Gentner, 1989), and identifying 
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practical and conceptual limitations (Finke et al., 1992); all of which were not accounted for 

individually within the questionnaire. Additionally, according to Treffinger (1995) and Treffinger et 

al. (2007), the creative problem-solving process consists of a series of different functions such as 

exploring information, framing problems, appraising tasks and generating ideas – all of which 

contribute to the umbrella skill of problem-solving, however, again were not accounted for 

individually within the questionnaire.  

 In the regression model for affective change scores were predicted positively by 

arts/crafts (p = .012) and empathy (p = .003) and negatively predicted by reaction speed (p = 

.037). Affective change often comes about through emotionally challenging game narratives. The 

link between arts/crafts and affective change could be illustrated through the concept of 

narrative ambiguity which is created through leaving aspects of game narrative vague and open to 

player interpretation (Bopp et al., 2018; Cole et al., 2015). Through creating artworks and other 

creative resources, players are able to explore aspects of the game narrative, reflect and create 

their own version of the story. According to Curwood et al.’s (2013) ethnographic study, fan 

culture around games “can support the literacy practices in writing stories, creating art, producing 

songs and participating in role-playing games” (Curwood et al., 2013, p. 3). However, while the 

regression model tells us that players can develop art/craft skills through playing emotionally 

challenging games, it remains unclear whether the arts/crafts which players referred to are 

related solely to those games (e.g. in relation to fan art) or were created with no relation to those 

games.  

Empathy could be explained by the role of emotional challenge itself in the gaming 

experience, whereby story and “characters provide a focus for potential empathy or counter-

empathy” (Järvinen, 2008, p. 65). Games which are high in emotional challenge usually involve 

strong narrative structures, often leaving parts of the story ambiguous and requiring players to 

make difficult choices. As Cole et al. (2015) found, emotional and functional challenges tended to 

be antagonistic to each other, with games high in emotional challenge being low in functional 

challenge – something which could explain why reaction speed negatively predicted scores on this 

subscale as those who were more likely to enjoy emotionally challenging games may have been 

less likely to develop the dexterity and reaction speed associated with functional challenges. 

The model for appropriation was the only form of creative expression which was not 

predicted by self-reported learning outcomes. One explanation for this could be due to the 

specificity of learning which may occur from engaging in game-based appropriation. For example, 

the survey included the category of technical skills, however, this was not broken down into more 

refined categories such as programming skills, digital media skills, etc. As such, there may not 

have been an appropriate learning outcome which fully captured the skills, if any, which may be 
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developed through creativity in the form of appropriation. Another interpretation could be that 

players may be able to relate creativity in the form of problem-solving and affective change more 

readily to the learning outcomes in the survey (e.g. affective change as a result of empathy 

towards game characters, etc), whereas the relationship between appropriation and the learning 

outcomes was not so clear cut. Furthermore, there may be other factors such as gender, and 

whether an individual engages in pre-existing creative pursuits, which may impact the likelihood 

that they may learn from this type of creativity. As the research questions did not relate to these 

aspects, such predictors were not included in the regression models, however, this could be an 

avenue to address in future research. 

 

5.2.4 Multiple Regression: Transferability 

5.2.4.1 Transferability of Creative Expression 

Inter-factor regression was carried out to determine the relationship between the transferability 

factor and the other four factors. Findings from phase 1 had indicated that various aspects of 

game-based creativity were transferrable (see section 4.2.5 for detailed descriptors). It was thus 

hypothesised that the transferability factor could be predicted by the remaining four factors. This 

enabled identification of what aspects of creativity were most likely to transfer between games 

and other areas of life. The dependent variable was total scores on the transferability factor, and 

predictor variables were total scores on each of the other four factors. 

5.2.4.1.1 Results 

 
 Dependent  Predictor B SE Sig. p 

 Transferability Appropriation .87 .08 .320 

 Problem-Solving .59 .15 .001** 

 Affective Change .92 .18 .001** 

 Design Affordances -.21 .22 .326 

  
F = 15.15 R2 = .21 Adj.R2 = .20 P = .000 

Significant values are highlighted in bold. ∗p < .05; ∗∗p < .01; ∗∗∗p < .001. 

Table 22: Multiple Regression Transferability x Other Factors 

The multiple regression analysis indicated that there was a positive relationship between scores 

on transferability and the problem-solving (p = .001) and affective change (p = .001) factors. There 

was no significant relationship between scores on the appropriation (p = .320) and design 

affordances (p = .326) factors and the transferability factor. The model accounted for 21% of the 

variance in scores (F = 15.15; R2 = .21; P = .000 (S)).  
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5.2.4.1.2 Discussion 

The propensity of digital games to contribute to the development of a variety of transferrable 

skills has been documented (e.g. Barr, 2017, 2018; Clough & Ferguson, 2010; Qian & Clark, 2016; 

Sourmelis et al., 2017). However, the majority of work has labelled creativity as transferrable 

learning outcome in itself, and not examined creativity as in terms of being a catalyst for the 

development of transferrable skills. By breaking down creativity into the different expressions, 

the regression model illustrates that the two most likely types of creative expression to predict 

scores on transferability are problem-solving and affective change.    

In relation to phase 1 findings, the transferability theme included three sub-themes. Life 

skills related to the skills and developments games promoted (e.g. problem-solving, reasoning, 

organisation skills, and affective elements) transferring to other areas of life in a generic sense 

(i.e. not domain specific). Ideas related specifically to the transfer of creative ideas and inspiration 

between games and other creative pursuits. Job related included instances where games had 

helped participants in their work or provided inspiration to study certain topics in education. The 

retained items in the transferability scale included items relating to the phase 1 sub-themes of job 

related (e.g. 27.7 I have used what I have learnt from games in my job/workplace) and life skills 

(e.g. 27.4 Being creative in games gives me a new perspective on problems and challenges in my 

everyday life), as well as items relating to the transfer of specific skills developed from being 

creative in games such as problem-solving (e.g. 26.6 Being creative in games has developed my 

problem-solving and thinking skills). The transferability subscale also included one item related to 

affective change (25.1 Playing games has made me come to view things in everyday life 

differently). As such, it may not be surprising that the factors of problem-solving and affective 

change were the strongest predictors of variance. The problem-solving factor includes statements 

related to the expression of creativity as problem-solving, while affective change involves 

statements related to enjoyment of games which encourage new perspectives and instigate 

questioning of world views.  

While the model provides an indication of which forms of creative expression may be 

most likely to transfer, it only accounts for 21% in the variation of scores. As the five-factor model 

had significantly condensed the scale items, the remaining variance could be explained by items 

which were lost in the factor analysis. For example, not all the sub-themes of each type of 

creative expression were accounted for within their individual scales such as affective change 

which only included four items relating to the phase 1 sub-themes of cultural, narrative and 

personal. As such the remaining sub-themes such as existential and games were not accounted 

for by the remaining items. It could be that the expressions of creativity as affective change and 

problem-solving involve a far greater number of intricacies which are not covered by the items in 

the factor model. In relation to appropriation which was not significant in regression model, one 
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explanation could be that the creativity involved in appropriation is highly specific to games 

themselves such as finding glitches and new uses for game mechanics. There is also the possibility 

that creativity in the form of appropriation may be more domain specific, and as such most likely 

to transfer between games as opposed to other areas of life. The transferability subscale did not 

include any items relating to the transfer of creativity between games, and as such this could 

account for some lost variance.  

5.2.4.2 Transferability of Learning Outcomes 

The phase 1 theme of transferability had highlighted that various aspects of creativity were 

transferrable to other areas of life. The phase 1 theme of transferability had established some of 

the areas of life where creativity may transfer to (general life skills, workplace, hobbies), however, 

it did not explicitly link the learning outcomes developed from being creative to transferability. 

While many of the sub-themes such as life skills incorporated skills developed through being 

creative such as cognitive skills, it was not established which specific learning outcomes were 

most likely to transfer. As such, it was hypothesised that there would be a relationship between 

some learning outcomes and scores on the transferability factor. Multiple regression analysis was 

performed using the total factor scores on the transferability factor as the dependent variable 

and learning outcomes as binary predictor variables.  

5.2.4.2.1 Results 

 

Dependent Predictor B SE Sig. p 

Transferability  Music 1.12 .96 .256 

 Art/Crafts .49 .72 .506 

 Problem-Solving 2.47 1.30 .060 

 Critical Thinking 2.34 1.05 .029* 

 Reasoning -.15 1.00 .877 

 Language Skills 1.89 .71 .009** 

 Communication .82 .88 .339 

 Confidence 1.82 .87 .033* 

 Teamworking .68 .82 .408 

 Leadership 1.18 .88 .176 

 Technical Skills 1.69 .75 .020* 

 Motor Skills .30 .76 .685 

 Reaction Speed .16 .83 .846 

 History/Culture 1.18 .77 .140 

 Empathy 1.51 .78 .051 

     

 F = 10.87 R2 = .42 Adj.R2 = .38 P = .000 
Significant values are highlighted in bold. ∗p < .05; ∗∗p < .01; ∗∗∗p < .001. 

Table 23: Multiple Regression Transferability x Learning Outcomes 
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The regression model for transferability accounted for 42% of variance in scores (F = 10.87, R2 = 

.42 p = .000 (S)). The learning outcomes of language skills (p = .009), technical skills (p = .020), 

critical thinking (p = .029) and confidence (p = .033) positively predicted transferability scores.  

5.2.4.2.2 Discussion 

Of the ten learning outcomes which were accounted for in the model, language skills (p = .009), 

technical skills (p = .020), critical thinking (p = .029) and confidence (p = .033) were the most 

significant in positively predicting scores on this subscale. It could be that these skills were the 

most likely to be developed within games and then used in other areas of life. For example, a 

body of work exists which examines how players are able to use commercial entertainment 

games for second language learning purposes (e.g. Bytheway, 2015; Chik, 2014; Peterson, 2016). 

It has been argued that commercial entertainment games provide players with a sense of 

autonomy is a key component of effective second language learning through gaming (Chik, 2014), 

as well as providing affordances for intercultural learning in online games through mixing with 

players from a range of different backgrounds (Thorne et al., 2009). While there is evidence to 

suggest that players do learn second language skills, in the current study there was no 

differentiation between the learning of first and second languages and hence it is unclear as to 

which participants were referencing when they selected “language skills” from the survey list.  

 Technical skills (p = .020) may suggest that players are able to use technical skills 

developed from being creative in games in other areas of life. However, technical skills are a 

broad category and can include multiple competencies such as programming skills, mechanical 

skills and digital media skills. The category was used as pre-existing literature identified technical-

based skills as an area of learning from digital games (Alonso-Díaz et al., 2019; Iacovides, 2012; 

Perrotta et al., 2013; Voulgari et al., 2014) and as an important skill needed for the new economy 

(e.g. Kluzer et al., 2018; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2019), however, in future studies it 

would be beneficial to break down this category further to identify what technical learning 

aspects players are able to gain from engaging in creative gameplay.  

 The remaining skills which were significant in the model (confidence p = .033 and critical 

thinking p = .029) are synonymous with 21st Century (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2019) or 

Knowledge Age Skills (Clough & Ferguson, 2010) which included competencies such as critical 

thinking, empathy, leadership and problem-solving. While studies such as Barr (2020) indicate 

that gameplay does not result in the development of transferrable skills such as communication 

and resourcefulness, the findings from the present study lend support to previous work which has 

suggested games are indeed effective in developing transferrable skills such as confidence and 

critical thinking (Clough & Ferguson, 2010; Qian & Clark, 2016; Sourmelis et al., 2017). However, 

previous research has focused on a link between these skills and gaming in general, whereas the 
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present study solely focuses on what player’s learn from being creative. Gaming has been argued 

to be a creative activity in itself (Jackson & Games, 2015), and this could account for the similarity 

in findings between the current study and previous studies which focused on learning from games 

in general.   
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5.3 Conclusions 

This chapter sough to address RQ2a and RQ2b and detail the development of the Creativity in 

Gaming Scale (CGS). An initial PCA analysis of the 71 scale items present in the survey produced a 

twenty-factor model which was condensed into a five-factor model (X2 = 2303.942, DF = 325, p < 

0.001). An iterative process of elimination was applied whereby all items which did not meet .45 

loading were removed from the model. The final five-factor model accounted for 57.3% of the 

total variance, with factors relating to transferability, appropriation, problem-solving, affective 

change and design affordances.  

 Mean and reliability analysis was performed on the factor scores. Mean analysis 

demonstrated a positive valence towards creativity in terms of problem-solving, affective change 

and design affordances. The transferability and appropriation subscales demonstrated a more 

neutral disposition towards these constructs. Reliability analysis was satisfactory giving an alpha 

value of .82 for the whole scale. Being a multifaceted construct, the remaining variance could be 

explained by more complex aspects of creativity which were not captured in the factor analysis.  

In relation to RQ2 a: what do players learn from engaging in game-based creative 

practices? multiple regression analysis was performed using factor scores as dependent variables 

and learning outcomes as binary predictor variables. The regression models for problem-solving (F 

= 3.58, p = .000, R2 = .19) and affective change (F = 2.32, p = .004, R2 = .13) subscales pointed 

towards what players may learn from engaging in different forms of creativity. Creativity in the 

form of problem-solving may help develop reaction speed whereas creativity as affective change 

pointed towards the development of art/craft skills and empathy, while being negatively 

associated with the development of reaction speed. This finding supports previous work 

suggesting emotional challenges may promote emotional exploration and empathy (Bartsch & 

Hartmann, 2017; Cole et al., 2015; Järvinen, 2008) and that emotional and functional challenges 

may be antagonistic to each other (Cole et al., 2015).  

In relating to RQ2 b: what aspects of game-based creativity and learning are transferrable 

between games and other areas of life? it can be concluded that aspects relating to general world 

views and perceptions may be the most likely to transfer to other domains. Items 27.6, 25.1, 27.4, 

25.3 and 27.10 all related largely to affective change, lending weight to previous research which 

has suggested that games can lead to reflection on experiences (Mekler et al., 2018), new 

perspectives (Oliver & Carr, 2009) and empathy (Bartsch & Hartmann, 2017; Bopp et al., 2018; 

Cole et al., 2015). The two items relating to specific skill development (26.6 and 26.2) referenced 

problem-solving and IT/technical skills, backing up previous work which has claimed games can 

help develop transferrable skills such as problem-solving and IT literacy (e.g. Qian & Clark, 2016; 

Sourmelis et al., 2017; Voulgari et al., 2014). Finally, in relation to the specific domains which 
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game-based creativity may transfer to item 27.7 indicated that such skills were used in vocational 

settings. However, as this was the only item which related to a specific domain, it could be that 

participants were simply using domain unspecific skills such as problem-solving within a 

vocational setting. 

In terms of the transferability of creative expression, the regression model (F = 15.15; R2 = 

.21; p = .000) indicated that the factors related to creativity as problem-solving and creativity as 

affective change were positive predictors of scores on the transferability factor. These two factors 

were most synonymous with aspects of the phase 1 transferability sub-theme of life skills which 

included the various cognitive competencies games promoted in addition to the way in which 

games prompted changes in perceptions and views in everyday life. Appropriation did not predict 

transferability scores, with one interpretation being that the creativity involved in appropriation 

may be highly domain specific and transferrable predominantly to other games (an aspect not 

captured within the transferability subscale). In relation to the transferability of learning 

outcomes the regression model (F = 10.87, p = .000, R2 = .42) indicated that transferrable skills 

such as critical thinking, confidence and technical skills were positive predictors of scores. This is 

in line with previous research which supports the view that digital games may contribute to the 

development of a variety of transferrable skills (e.g. Binkley et al., 2014; Qian & Clark, 2016; 

Sourmelis et al., 2017).  
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5.4 Limitations and Future Recommendations 

This chapter sought to answer the research questions: RQ2a: what do players learn from 

engaging in creative game-based practices? and RQ2b: what aspects of game-based creativity are 

transferrable between games and other areas of life? An online survey consisting of questions 

relating to demographics and gaming habits, in addition to Likert-type questions relating to the 

expression and conceptualisation of creativity, learning and transferability was utilised. While the 

response data enabled the construction of a five-factor model and regression models, several 

limitations were noted.    

The sample consisted of a disproportionate number of males (160 males compared to 82 

females) and as such the findings may reflect attitudes towards creativity in games by a male 

population. Previous findings have suggested that creativity may differ between males and 

females (e.g. Hamlen, 2009; Lin et al., 2012; Yeh et al., 2016). As such, it would be beneficial for a 

comparative study to be carried out to examine the differences in responses between the two 

genders in terms of the five scales produced from the factor analysis.  

The sample was not stratified, and hence respondents were able to self-select if they 

wished to take part and as such it is difficult to generalise findings more broadly. While the survey 

was advertised as widely as possible, due to the self-selected nature of participation there is the 

possibility that those who self-identified as creative were more likely to take part. Indeed, the 

majority of respondents took part in creative pursuits outside of games. As has been argued 

elsewhere, creativity may be increased by playing digital games, and as a result, those who 

frequently play games may be more creative as a result (Jackson, 2012; Jackson & Games, 2015; 

Jackson et al., 2012). Similar to Phase 1, it would be beneficial to conduct a comparative study to 

examine differences in scores between those who self-identify as creative and those who do not.  

The items were not randomised in this study due to the restrictions of the survey 

platform (onlinesurveys.ac.uk). As such, there may have been an order effect within the survey 

design which was not detected. In future studies this should be taken into account and measures 

taken to randomise item orders.    

Finally, there is the possibility that participants answered the questions relating to 

learning from creativity in relation to learning from games in general. As feedback from one 

respondent noted it may be difficult to determine if the learning that takes place is from being 

creative or from something else entirely. As such, it would be beneficial for subsequent studies to 

establish a more robust measure of learning from being creative and learning from games in 

general.  
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5.5 Summary and Implications 

Phase 2 sought to generalise the findings from phase 1 and examine the relationship between 

learning, creativity and transferability in more detail. The first main contribution of phase 2 was 

the development of a scale, named the Creativity in Gaming Scale (CGS) which captures the three 

forms of creativity identified in phase 1 (creativity as problem-solving, creativity as appropriation 

and creativity as affective change), alongside transferability and design affordances. Previous 

metrics which have sought to measure creativity in digital games have focused on existing 

psychometric properties (e.g. Chuang et al., 2015) and as such, do not take into account the 

different expressions of creativity unique to digital games. This novel CGS provides implications 

for educationalists and researchers into the effectiveness of digital games for supporting different 

forms of creative expression and development of circumorbital skills. Additionally, it may be used 

by game designers to assess whether their games promote certain forms of creativity in players. 

 The second contribution of phase 2 was to explicate what players may learn from being 

creative in games. Phase 1 identified learning as an inductive theme, and phase 2 attempted to 

identify the relationship between factors and learning outcomes. While some learning outcomes 

were significant in the models such as the development of empathy from creativity as affective 

change, the majority of reported learning outcomes were between the p < .01 and p <.05 

significance levels. Similarly, the relationship between learning outcomes and transferability was 

vague, with some learning outcomes being significant in predicting transferability scores but none 

at the p < .001 significance level.  

As such, based on a limited sample, this phase cannot concretely conclude that a) players 

may develop a range of competencies from being creative and b) give a definite conclusion as to 

what specific learning outcomes developed from being creative may transfer to other domains of 

life. However, participants in phase 1 spoke enthusiastically about creativity and learning (and the 

transfer of learning outcomes from being creative), highlighting that there may be a much more 

complex relationship between creativity and learning which requires further unpacking. While it is 

beyond the remit of this thesis to investigate this relationship further, these findings provide 

implications for educators in providing an effective learning environment which not only allows 

for learning but also for creativity.  

 Transferability was investigated in its relationship to the different forms of creativity 

expression. It was found that creativity as problem-solving and creativity affective change were 

the two main forms of creativity likely to transfer to other domains of life, with scores on the CGS 

factors of problem-solving and affective change significantly predicting a positive change in scores 

on the transferability factor. This may provide implications for educators and academics with 

regards to the development of transferable skills frameworks, specifically in terms of the role of 
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digital games in developing creativity as a transferable competency. In this way educators could 

select games which cater for a specific form of creativity (e.g. creativity as problem-solving) as 

part of a transferable skills curriculum.  

 Finally, phase 2 provides implications for the final phase of this study. Design affordances 

was an inductive theme from phase 1 which also came out as a latent factor from PCA in phase 2. 

Phase 3 will examine this construct in greater detail using reflexive photography alongside photo-

elicitation interviews and using the pre-existing design affordance themes from phase 1 as initial 

categories to inductively refine further. Phase 3 will also attempt to coalesce the findings from 

phase 1 to link the various design affordances to different creative expressions.  
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6. Phase 3: Design Affordances for Creativity in Digital Games 

 

This study aimed to extend and enhance the findings from phase 1 relating to the link between 

game design and player creativity. As such, phase 3 explored the particular design affordances 

which facilitated or inhibited player creativity in digital games. Hence, the research question for 

this phase was: 

RQ3: What specific game design affordances contribute to player creativity?  

The research instrument comprised of a reflexive photographic method whereby participants 

took screenshots of their regular gaming activity over the course of a week. This was followed by 

a photo-elicitation interview where participants selected three screenshots to discuss with the 

principal investigator.  

Section 6.1 details the technicalities of the study such as recruitment procedures and 

demographics, in addition to providing an overview of participants involved. Section 6.2 presents 

the findings and discussions of the eight design affordances (identified deductively and 

inductively) which contribute to player creativity. Section 6.3 provides a concluding section and 

section 6.4 outlines the limitations of the study along with future recommendations. A final 

section (6.5) will explicate the implications of the study. 

 

6.1 Participants and Demographics 

6.1.1 Research Instrument 

Similar to phase 1, phase 3 took an exploratory approach to answering the research question 

using a reflexive photographic method alongside photo-elicitation interviews. While reflexive 

photography has not been used in the existing context before, it has been used to examine 

personal experiences of learning (e.g. Schulze, 2007; Wallace, 2015). The method, described in 

detail in Chapter 3, provides participants with the autonomy to capture instances which are 

important to them and which they wish to discuss during the following photo-elicitation 

interview. This way, the participant is in the driving seat, choosing what to focus on during the 

interview, and providing the researcher with valuable pictorial data to provide context for 

discussions.  

 Unlike previous studies which used reflexive photography where participants took images 

on cameras, the participants in the current study took screenshots of gaming instances which 

they felt either facilitated or inhibited their creativity. Participants were provided with a 
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screenshot template as well as an information sheet containing guides on taking screenshots on 

various gaming platforms. The screenshot template (see appendix 2) provided sections for 

participants to paste their screenshot as well as add a caption and any additional information.  

Similar to other reflexive photography studies, participants took the screenshots over the 

course of a week and at the end sent the researcher the images before taking part in the 

interview the following week. While previous reflexive photography protocol was followed (i.e. 

having a set amount of time for participants to take their images), one participant who took part 

already had an extensive collection of screenshots which captured instances of creativity. In this 

instance, it was deemed appropriate that the participant selected images from her existing library 

instead of replaying the instances in the games.  

Interviews were semi-structured (see section 3.6.1 for protocol), providing a framework 

focusing on the research question but also providing flexibility in asking probing questions (Swain, 

2018). However, while all participants were asked the same questions for each image, the 

questions were not always asked in the same order and participants were encouraged to 

elaborate on areas if they wished to do so. Prompts centered on the screenshots and asked 

participants to describe what was happening in the image, what they hoped to capture, how they 

would describe the creativity involved, what aspects of the game enabled them to behave in such 

a way and if they had had any similar gaming experiences before. An additional question asking 

participants to give feedback on the methodology used was asked at the end of the interview.  

6.1.2 Piloting 

Interview prompts were initially run through with three supervisors for refinement and the 

reflexive photography methodology was piloted by one colleague. Formal piloting was carried out 

with two participants selected from the recruitment pool. As no amendments were made to the 

interview prompts or method, their data was included in the main analysis. 

6.1.3 Recruitment 

Participants were initially recruited out of those who had taken part in the phase 1 narrative 

survey and phase 2 survey and had indicated they wished to be contacted regarding further 

research opportunities related to the PhD project. Participants were sent an invitation email 

explaining the purpose of the study and what would be required of them if they were to take part. 

Once participants responded to the email, they were sent the information sheet for the study and 

asked what dates they would be available to take part. Once a suitable date had been arranged 

participants were provided the link to the online consent and gaming habits questionnaire (used 

in phase 1 and 2) which they had to fill out prior to commencement of their reflexive photography 
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week. Out of a total of 93 participants from the phase 1 narrative survey and phase 2 survey, five 

went on to arrange an interview and sign up. 

 Due to the low response rate, a second round of recruitment was carried out using 

Facebook and Twitter. On Facebook the advert was posted to the OU Research Students, OU 

Students Gaming Club and Historical Game Studies Network. On Twitter hashtags included 

#games, #videogames and #pcgaming. Due to the low number of female participants, recruitment 

was also targeted at female gaming and tech groups such as #womenintech, #girlswhocode and 

#girlgamers. The advert was tailored to include those who may have felt they are not creative, 

instead focusing on trialling the reflexive photography method in the context of player 

experience. An online recruitment survey was set up where potential participants could read 

about the study, download the information sheet and provide their details if they wished to take 

part. 11 participants in total filled in the recruitment survey and four went on to take part, taking 

the total number of participants to nine. 

6.1.4 Participant Sample 

The study recruited 6 males, 2 females and 1 nonbinary person. Ages ranged from 22-38, with the 

median age being 32 (M = 31.9, SD = 4.9). Participants came from a range of nationalities which 

were 4 American, 2 British, 1 Canadian, 1 Maltese and 1 Slovakian.  

Participants played digital games between 4 and 7 days a week with the median being 5 

(M = 5, SD = 1.3) and spent between 1 and 5 hours a day playing with the median being 3 (M = 

2.8, SD = 1.2). Participants played a range of digital games, both offline and online across various 

gaming mediums including PC, console, handheld and mobile phone. Offline games included 

RPG’s such as Xenoblade Chronicles 2 (Monolith Soft, 2017), action/adventure games such as Red 

Dead Redemption 2 (Rockstar Games, 2018), puzzle games such as Tetris Effect (Monstars Inc. & 

Resonair, 2018) and sports games such as Party Golf (Giant Margarita, 2016). Online games 

included Minecraft (Mojang, 2011), Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010), Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 

(Treyarch, 2018) and Ring of Elysium (Tencent Games, 2018). In terms of how participants 

identified as gamers; 2 identified as hardcore, 6 moderate and 1 casual. 

6.1.5 Data Collection 

Data was collected via two mediums: images (in the form of the screenshots) and audio data (in 

the form of the interviews). Participants sent the image data to the principal researcher via email 

prior to their interview. In addition to the three screenshots participants were to select to discuss 

in the interview, one participant captured additional images which they sent in to be included in 

the analysis. Interview data was collected over Skype using Amolto Call Recorder for Skype. Audio 

data was then sent for transcription via the Open University’s transcription service.  
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6.1.6 Data Analysis 

Data analysis was carried out using NVivo 11. A hybrid thematic approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006, 

p.6) to analysis was taken, using both deductive and inductive phases (Swain, 2018). This 

approach was selected as the research question had arisen out of Phase 1 findings on design 

affordances for creativity, and hence, a pre-existing thematic framework was available in which to 

initially deductively code data. However, the purpose of this study was to both confirm and 

elaborate on this framework by inductively identifying additional sub-themes which related to 

design elements which promoted or hindered player creativity. 

Thus, for the deductive phase of analysis, the framework from Phase 1 was used to 

initially code data. The pre-existing lower-level theme of Design Affordances was used to 

categorise aspects of game design and mechanics which facilitated or inhibited player creativity. 

This included the subthemes of freedom of play, environment, tools, replayability, avatar and 

creation (see section 4.2.5 for theme descriptors).    

For the inductive phase of analysis in total three iterations were carried out to refine the 

existing framework and identify further relevant themes. Inductive themes were identified 

according to their fundamentality and frequency of occurrence within the dataset (Adams et al., 

2008). In this way, additional themes were identified which related closely to the research 

question (e.g. the particular elements of game design and mechanics which affected player 

creativity).  

 

6.2 Findings & Discussion 

In relation to RQ3: what specific game design affordances contribute to player creativity?, eight 

main affordances were identified which contributed to player creativity: degree of flexibility, 

narrative, tools, content creation, environment & AI, avatar, progression and replayability & 

updates. In this section the findings will be presented and discussed in light of the literature. 

Finally, a conclusion section will coalesce the main points from the discussions. 

6.2.1 Overview of Design Affordances Themes 

The refined design affordance themes included eight main themes encompassing further sub-

themes. Sub-themes were developed inductively with RQ3 in mind. Participants often referred to 

aspects of games which helped them, or hindered them in being creative, and as such, findings 

will be outlined in relation to both facilitators and inhibitors of creativity. In addition, it was found 

that many aspects of game design could act as both facilitators and inhibitors depending on the 

participant’s viewpoints and motivations for play. 
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Originally, Design Affordances was a lower-level theme identified in Phase 1 which 

consisted of six sub-themes: freedom of play, environment, tools, replayability, avatar and 

creation. As the goal of phase 1 had not been to extensively focus on the design aspect of games, 

but instead provide an exploration of creativity in digital games, the themes provided an initial 

glimpse into the particular design elements which contributed to creative player behaviour. For 

Phase 3, which specifically focused on exploring how the design of games contribute to creativity, 

the initial sub-themes from design affordances were taken as deductive lower-level themes (i.e. a 

way of initially categorising the data), and inductively refined further into additional sub-themes. 

As part of the analysis, freedom of play was renamed degree of flexibility to encompass the overall 

structure of a game (e.g. open world or linear orientated gameplay, multiple ways to complete 

challenges). Furthermore, the original theme of creation was renamed to content creation as it 

was concerned solely with the creation of in-game content as opposed to the creation of strategic 

forms of play. Through induction, two further themes were added: narrative and progression.  See 

table 24 for an overview. Individual theme descriptors are provided in the following sections. 

Design Affordance Themes   
Main theme Sub-themes Descriptor 
Degree of Flexibility 
(previously Freedom of 
Play) 

Player Trajectories Creativity related to the overall game 
structure (e.g. open versus linear games) and 
scope for alternative routes of play. 
 

Linear 
Task Flexibility 

Narrative (new theme) Story Creative engagement with the game’s 
narrative – either directly within the game 
such as exploring dialogue choices, and 
around the game in terms of affective 
elements and the use of narrative aspects in 
the creation of personal narratives. 
 

Choices 
Personal Narrative 

Tools Items & Abilities Game variables usually directly related to 
gameplay progression such as items, abilities 
and movements.  
 

 Movement 

Content Creation 
(previously Creation) 

Objects, Levels & Maps Creation of game content such as objects, 
levels and images (usually aesthetic and not 
directly related to game progression). 
Additionally, options for playing with mods 
and importing own media. 
 

Interface 
 Mods 

Environment Exploration & Interaction Environmental aspects such as graphical 
realism, opportunities for environmental 
interaction, opportunities for exploration, 
synchronisation of sound, environment and 
player actions and realism of AI behaviour. 
 

Aesthetics & Sound 
 AI 

Avatar Appearance Avatar appearance and customisation of 
emotes and voice. 
 

Emotes & Voice 

Progression (new theme) Challenges Progression in the game such as challenge 
versus skill balance, pay-to-win features 
versus pay-to-look good features, hints at 
appropriate times and variety of 
achievements to contribute to sense of 
progression. 
 

Paid Features & Unlockables 
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Replayability Updates 
Developer Events 

Creativity in relation to refreshing the 
gameplay experience such as downloadable 
content which adds to the existing narrative, 
patches and updates which remedy 
imbalance issues, and creative events 
instigated by the developers. 

 

Table 24: Design Affordances Theme Overview 

 

6.2.2 Degree of Flexibility 

Degree of flexibility was the most frequently referenced theme – something which was also 

echoed in the findings from Phase 1. Degree of flexibility encompassed affordances in terms of 

how the player can choose to play, and how much freedom there was to test the boundaries 

imposed by developers. See table 25 for sub-theme descriptors. 

Degree of flexibility  
Sub-themes Theme Descriptors 
Player Trajectories Includes opportunities for choosing different routes/modes of play and 

opportunities for engaging in sidequests and minigames. 
 

Linear Includes instances where a player has been restricted to one 
route/mode of play – however, not always with negative implications. 
 

Task Flexibility Includes opportunities for variation in how tasks/challenges can be 
completed. 

 

Table 25: Degree of Flexibility Sub-Theme Descriptors 

 

6.2.2.1 Findings 

Player Trajectories included instances where participants mentioned games which allowed them 

to forge their own path and define the route of play, hence facilitating creativity. This often 

related to RPG style games where players can choose what type of character they wish to play. 

Four participants referenced games which allowed them to alter their playable character’s 

abilities and statistics enabling them to choose their own play trajectories. One participant 

captured the stats screen from Fallout: New Vegas (Obsidian, 2010) and commented: 
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Figure 16: Degree of Flexibility Screenshot 1 

 

“So Fallout in a sense is a RPG where you can put points into various different skills…you can points into 

certain skills that you can take, depending on your playstyle. So in this case, the way you assign your points, 

gives you, lends well to different playstyles, so for example if you want to be really sneaky, or if you prefer 

using guns or explosives and that sort of thing. So obviously I find that to be a particularly good creative 

outlet in the sense that you’re not limited to one way of playing. You’re free to play in any way you like, 

including really weird combinations.” – Male, 28  

 

 In addition to customisable character stats, which affected what playstyle was used, 

two participants also mentioned games that allowed them to engage in different game 

modes as facilitators of creativity. Both participants referenced screenshots they had taken 

of the arcade games Party Golf (Giant Margarita, 2016) and Tetris Effect (Monstars Inc. & 

Resonair, 2018) which provided additional modes of play where they could take a break from 

playing the main campaign. As one participant put it, referencing Tetris Effect (Monstars Inc. 

& Resonair, 2018):  

 

“There’s these different aspects and stuff of it and it’s not just play the main campaign, it’s, do you want 

to go into a chill out thing, do you want to go into the hardcore challenges…or do you want to do one of 

these ones that’s a bit more puzzle-y and…because there’s slightly different ways of playing it that give 

you slightly, you can exercise slightly different things or, like I said, I can test out ideas in a different way 

or I don’t have to feel like I’m failing, because it’s like, oh if I can’t get game over then it doesn’t really 

matter…and so having that kind of training thing I think.” – Non-binary, 35 
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They also mentioned that different game modes can be used to help improve performance in the 

main campaign, essentially acting as a training method to test out new ideas. Another participant 

(male, 38) captured a screenshot from Party Golf (Giant Margarita, 2016) and stated that unlike 

normal golf which has a strict set of rules, the game allowed far more freedom in terms of how to 

play with its variety of customisable levels, balls and modes – so much so that it eventually became 

something very different to the traditional game of golf: 

 

“Even though the game is called Party Golf, you get so far away from golf it stops being closely resembled 

as golf. The fact that your ball can be a banana or you can have power-ups and you can have multiple 

holes to shoot at or you have to go through certain checkpoints. The expanse is massive really. You can do 

so many different things and as I say it stops being close to golf at certain points. So [I was] trying to sort 

of show the diversity of the options mean that you can be very creative; still within the realms of it’s a ball 

that has to be hit, but that’s about it. That is the only thing that defines every level that you can create. 

You’ve got a ball of some shape or form and it has to make it to somewhere else on the map.” – Male, 38 

 

 Another facilitator for creativity mentioned in player trajectories regarded sandbox style 

games such as Little Big Planet (Media Molecule, 2008) and Stardew Valley (ConcernedApe, 2016), 

which allow players to do almost anything they wanted. As one player illustrated with his 

screenshot and commentary: 
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Figure 17: Degree of Flexibility Screenshot 2 

 

“In terms of creative input with a game I thought LittleBigPlanet is probably the pinnacle for me because 

you can do pretty much anything you want in terms of a platform game. It’s like a sandbox environment 

really. So you can create the levels how you want them, the characters can interact in different ways, you 

can change the appearance of things…And I think that allows people to be quite free; very few boundaries 

effectively. And the premise of the game then is, it opens up lots of possibilities.” – Male, 38 

Not only was the game designed as a sandbox environment with few ludic restrictions, it was also 

possible to import images to be used in the creation of unique objects (discussed further in Content 

Creation). In this way the game had been designed to not only include objects, items and levels 

created by developers, but also afforded players the opportunity to become developers 

themselves. 

 Within the linearity category participants mentioned games that were more restrictive in 

terms of the route of progression within the game or what alternative strategies they could use to 

overcome challenges. The majority of the examples in this theme discussed linearity as an 

inhibitor to creativity. One participant captured Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 (Treyarch, 2018) and 

stated that he felt there was limited flexibility in terms of what tactics he could use. He relied on 

tactics he had used whilst serving in the U.S. army, however, he felt the game lacked the 
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complexity of a real-life military battle. 

 

“So it lacks real life tactical elements. So the first thing is it’s kind of absurd a person would drop a hail fire 

missile on three individuals. I have never seen that happen before, so I think that kind of dumb. I would say 

it’s not a creative part; it’s a common knowledge that becomes a basic instinct. So you keep shooting at 

that, I keep shooting at that one place. That’s my basic instinct if it happened in real life. Well I should first 

run for cover but shoot back for is the best thing” – Male, 22 

 Similarly, creativity could be inhibited due to the standardisation of the gameplay, leading 

to a more linear experience. One participant noted that there is a balance that developers have to 

maintain between the amount of choices a game offers and the audience they cater for. It may be 

impossible in some situations to offer boundless choices and complete player freedom, especially 

in the case of online games where there is such a diverse range of players. However, as stated in 

relation to Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010), a more “polished” experience lacks the flexibility 

to accommodate other forms of play such as role-playing:  

 

 

Figure 18: Degree of Flexibility Screenshot 3 

 

“We’re [the developers] going to make, standardise what kind of experience you have, the shots and the 

environments are framed in a way to lead you. You have a limited number of choices you can make, there’s 

a little bit of a correct way to do it. But that experience is polished very finely. So it will work well, it will be 

smooth, it will play out the way that the developers want it to…So I can understand why they do this, but 

I definitely am the sort of person who wants more freedom to really role play the character and be all like, 

you know, this is just not, I just wouldn’t do this, I would do something totally different.” – Male, 30 
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Other ways in which linearity in games inhibited player creativity were mentioned in relation to the 

composition of team members in RPGs. One participant (male, 28) made the distinction between 

Final Fantasy X (Squaresoft, 2001) where he could switch his characters and choose his team early 

on in the game, and Breath of Fire (Capcom, 2001) where he was restricted for a larger part of the 

game with just a small number of characters with no options for team composition.  

 Another participant also described how one game, Alien: Isolation (Creative Assembly, 

2014), gave the semblance of freedom initially where there were “always places to hide, and [it] is 

about finding the best place to hide and using the environment and scanner to figure out all [the] 

different paths through a level” (male, 35). However, he soon found this rather constraining as it 

only “looked” like there were many places to hide, but in reality it seemed futile as the alien always 

checked these areas rendering them essentially useless for hiding.  

 Finally, the distinction was made between games which allowed achievements to be 

completed in numerous ways (further discussed in task flexibility), and games where such 

achievements could only be completed in a more linear fashion. For example, in the games 

Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End (Naughty Dog, 2016) and Uncharted 4: The Lost Legacy (Naughty Dog, 

2017), there is an achievement for climbing to the highest point in the environment. However, “the 

game doesn’t really have innovative ways that you can go up to the top of it. You have to follow the 

set path.” (female, 36).  

While in more linear games the “player is restricted in terms of their creativity if they 

wanted to make something…[there is] creativity that goes into the design plot of the game” 

(female, 31) - something which is echoed in more traditional forms of media such as film, where 

the onus is on creating a story which takes the viewer from the start of the film to the end. 

However, even with a strong linear narrative, there was scope for creativity on the player side in 

terms of how the experience was interpreted (further discussed in Narrative: story). 

In task flexibility, participants noted games that allowed them to complete tasks or 

challenges in multiple different ways. This flexibility was referenced across multiple types of 

games, including puzzle, RPG and first person. For example, one participant referenced The 

Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt Red, 2015) as allowing her to accomplish game achievements in 

a variety of ways.  
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Figure 19: Degree of Flexibility Screenshot 4 

 

“In The Witcher 3, because it’s such an open world and such vast terrain there’s actually multiple places 

so it doesn’t hamper you and constrict you to one place. It actually allows you to pick where you’re going 

to do it and how you’re going to do it and why you’re going to do it. So I think the game enables that first 

of all because it’s a built in mechanic and then second of all because the landscape is built so that you can 

be creative in how you achieve the sort of static goal.” – Female, 36 

 
By providing multiple ways in which the achievement could be completed, the game allowed her 

to create additional challenges involving finding different locations that would work for the 

achievement. 

 Other facilitators of creativity in terms of task flexibility included being able to tackle 

situations and enemies in multiple different ways. As one participant in his screenshot of The 

Darkness II (Digital Extremes, 2012) stated, there were “a million different ways to beat any of the 

particular encounters because there’s just so many different things you can do to enemies” (male, 

35). Another participant mentioned Pokemon Red (Game Freak, 1996), which allowed him to be 

creative in terms of the combinations of Pokemon he used in each battle: “with 150 Pokemon the 

odds are that you can customise your party much more, you have more combinations of things 

you can do” (male, 28). 

 While task flexibility was frequently mentioned in relation to open-world and RPG games, 

it was also referenced in relation to puzzles games such as Thomas Was Alone (Bithell Games, 
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2012). Here, the player is required to use different combinations of blocks, each with their own 

unique abilities, to reach the end point of the level.  

 

 
Figure 20: Degree of Flexibility Screenshot 5 

 

“You have a lot of space to play with the combinations of the different blocks. Like you know that you need 

to get from A to B and you can always know where you're supposed to go, but you don't know how to get 

there necessarily…But the space that these three [blocks] are in, it's just this little space that's surrounded 

by the three or four walls that are nearby. That space, I was thinking of as physical space allows you to 

play with the combinations of the blocks and like you know you're going to get them up there. How do you 

do it? Well, here is a little, you know, a little field, a little space, a little room, or a little bunch where you 

can just put possibilities, combine possibilities and play around and try and figure how to get things there.”  

- Male, 35 

 

The participant notes that the game provides a certain amount of physical space in which such 

combinations can be realised, allowing him to experiment and combine different blocks. While this 

may be more unique to games where space is an explicit focus of a game goal (e.g. Thomas Was 

Alone is a 2D platform game where the level goal is about moving from one side of the map to the 

other), it does suggest insight into how space, both virtually in the form of the game world, and 

abstractly in relation to the combination of game variables can act as a scaffold and, hence, facilitate 

player creativity. 

6.2.2.2 Discussion   

The theme of degree of flexibility related predominantly to how games were structured (i.e. open 

versus linear). In player trajectories a key point mentioned by several participants was being able 
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to define their own route through the game. One way in which games could support this was by 

allowing players to alter various character variables (e.g. stamina, strength, weapon levels), which 

dictated how they would play. Using Cardona-Rivera and Young’s (2013) Cognitive Theory of 

Affordances for Games, the ability to alter character statistics would act as a real affordance 

which is implemented through the integrated actionable mechanics of adding or decreasing 

points on the statistics screen. The outcome of such alteration, however, is synonymous with the 

perceived affordance of the player (e.g. the player perceives that such alterations allow them to 

then play in a specific way). Similarly, from  Kaptelinin and Nardi’s (2012) mediated action 

perspective, the interaction between the character statistics screen and the player would 

constitute a handling affordance in that it presents an opportunity to interact with the game 

directly, and the result of such action would constitute an effecter affordance where the effect of 

such player actions alter elements of the game world (e.g. enemies may be dispatched of by using 

stealth as opposed to bombs).  

 Both player trajectories and task flexibility were usually mentioned in relation to open-

world games in which there was a looser ludic structure and players were able to explore and 

define their route of play at will. According to Aarseth (2012) games contain two types of space – 

the ludic space and the extra-ludic space. The ludic space relates to the area which is playable, 

while the latter refers to the surrounding space where the player cannot explore. Depending on 

the type of game, the two types of space vary, e.g. in a linearly structured game the majority of 

space is extra-ludic, whereas in an open-world game the opposite would be true. As the majority 

of participants mentioned instances in player trajectories and task flexibility in relation to open-

world games, one interpretation could be that extending the ludic space available to players 

provides greater opportunities for creative action. This is not solely in relation to being free to 

define the route of play, but also in relation to how the gameplay is realised in terms of multiple 

ways to complete challenges. For instance, the participant who documented finding different 

locations to complete the sliding achievement in The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt Red, 2015) 

required an extended area of ludic space (i.e. the open-world structure) containing multiple 

locations (i.e. mountains, hills) that afforded the slide action.  

Another way of looking at affordances for player trajectories and task flexibility is in 

relation to the concept of the “possibility space” (Järvinen, 2008; Wright, 2006), which begins in a 

well-defined state (i.e. the player initially has to complete certain tasks to become accustomed to 

the game) before progressing to an ill-defined state, where there are multiple routes of play and 

ways to achieve goals. The larger the possibility space, providing for greater task flexibility or a 

range of  player trajectories, the greater opportunity for strategy creation where players can 

develop their creative abilities (Järvinen, 2008). 
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 Finally, the sub-theme of linearity pointed to games where the route of progression was 

restrictive and task flexibility was limited. The majority of participants referenced the sub-theme 

of linear in relation to instances where their creativity had been limited, something which is 

synonymous with Järvinen’s (2008) argument that when the “possibility space” (i.e. the space for 

imaginiation) is restricted through lack of choices and actions then the player’s creativity will be 

reduced. For example, this can be illustrated by the participant who mentioned being able to 

complete achievements in multiple ways (larger possibility space) in The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD 

Projekt Red, 2015) and being restricted to where the achievement could be completed (smaller 

possibility space) in Uncharted 4 (Naughty Dog, 2016, 2017). Furthermore, games needed to have 

a genuine possibility space, and not give the semblance of having a larger possibility space – or in 

other words, the perceived affordances of the player needed to match up to the real affordances 

the game offered (Cardona-Rivera & Young, 2013) as was illustrated by one participant in Alien: 

Isolation (Creative Assembly, 2014) where there was the appearance of multiple hiding spots, 

however, very few were actually viable.  

While linearity was referenced often in relation to instances where creativity had been 

constrained, linear games were still seen as creative, either in terms of developer input or in 

relation to how the player interprets the experience. This sub-theme relates back the idea that 

many games are becoming more accepted as art forms in their own right (Bogost, 2011; Clarke & 

Mitchell, 2007; Smithsonian Institute, 2012). This view is discussed in greater detail in section 

4.3.2.3. 

 

6.2.3 Narrative 

References in narrative referred to opportunities for creative engagement with the game’s 

narrative and were usually more general descriptions of creative behaviour (i.e. did not always 

have positive/negative connotations). Table 26 contains sub-theme descriptors. 

 

Narrative  
Sub-theme Descriptor 
Story The overall story of the game and how it affects the gaming 

experience. 
 

Choices Relates to choice-based narratives where player has freedom to 
choose over several dialogue options. 
 

Personal Narrative Relates to game narratives which provide scope for players to 
create their own stories. 

 

Table 26: Narrative Sub-Theme Descriptors 
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6.2.3.1 Findings 

Within story, participants referenced how the game narrative unfolded in different ways, 

sometimes affecting them on an emotional level (relating to the conceptualisation of creativity as 

affective change). One participant captured two images of instances where the story of the game 

had created a lasting impact on her, prompting reflection of the emotional themes depicted in the 

game. In her screenshot of Final Fantasy XV (Square Enix, 2018) she explains how a particular 

scene made her consider the effects games can have on people, and how she then further 

explores such themes: “I have been exploring these themes through game imagery, narrative and 

music” (female, 31). 

 
Figure 21: Narrative Screenshot 1 

 

Another participant captured the MMORPG Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018) 

which, like most MMORPGs, did not have a narrator (as is common in offline games). Instead the 

narrative was realised through interaction with objects and the environment. 

 

“So the story itself is very interesting. So it has a lot of background to it…there’s no non-player character 

to narrate the story. Everybody is a character that go through the story. No one’s going to tell you to do 

this, this and this, and then see the story. You’re going to pick up the story from the dead people…Pick up 

the story from their record, pick up the people from the environment they was in.” – Male, 22 
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He also notes that while he loves the game as it allows him to unravel the narrative on his own, he 

felt that creativity in this context is more in the hands of the developer than the player as there 

was no dialogue options to customise the story. However, as the story was realised through 

“putting the pieces together”, it left certain areas of the narrative to question, allowing him to fill 

in the blanks himself (discussed further in personal narrative). In this way, while the lack of 

dialogue options meant the linear narrative could act as an inhibitor for creativity, the blank 

canvas it left acted as a facilitator for creativity in terms of constructing the story through direct 

interaction with the game environment. 

 The impact in-game characters had on the overall narrative of the game was also 

mentioned. One participant who took two screenshots of The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt 

Red, 2015) said “I would say basically Witcher 3’s strength as a game is in writing characters that 

you care about and then giving you the details and they have a certain behaviour pattern” 

(female, 36). In games, such as the Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, which have a paidiac game structure 

(the player is able to explore an open game world and engage in a multitude of side-quests and 

stories), the strength of well written character personalities provides a constant structure to the 

looser overall game narrative. By providing a strong narrative, the game may provide content for 

subsequent creative behaviour around the game, such as in the case of one participant who 

referenced “making buttons or posters or character art” (female, 31). 

 In choices participants referenced instances where choice-based game narratives had 

impacted their creativity. One participant referenced Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) as one 

game which he felt lacked “meaningful choices”. He states that there is no branching story, 

however, “you do get these little opportunities to have a little bit of flavour of like what kind of 

hero is your hero” (male, 30).  
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Figure 22: Narrative Screenshot 2 

While there are no choices that can alter the story of the game, the player still has some creativity 

with regard to the personality of their avatar and has an opportunity to engage critically with the 

narrative. The participant above noted that MMORPGs such as Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 

2010) may prove difficult to implement large scale branching choices which alter the overall game 

as there are so many players, each with different motivations and playstyles. He also recalled that 

the game community had previously voiced opinion over the linear main quest in the first base 

game, and to address this the developers had added in these choices, usually “at points that they 

knew were more controversial, or where there was room for you to have differing feelings” (male, 

30). In this way, while still standardising the game experience, the developers were attempting to 

account for the different feelings and motivations of the players, thus providing creative scope, 

although limited, for exploring the game narrative. 

 Games which lacked choices that could change the overall course of the game were 

contrasted with games that were heavily associated with meaningful choices such as the Dragon 

Age series (Bioware, 2009, 2011, 2014). These games still have a linear main story, but the player 

is afforded opportunities to make decisions that affect the key components of the narrative. 

Another participant, referencing The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt Red, 2015) spoke of the 

creativity involved in discovering new choices within the game:  
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“The game asks you to pick from their choices and then sometimes depending on the order you do 

interactions or the steps you take to get there it’ll unlock new ones and it rewards you for that sort of 

creativity…the game already has a certain amount of encouragement in making you make your own 

decisions and how you want the story to play out.” – Female, 36 

 While creativity was facilitated in terms of being given the option to shape the overall 

story, in personal narrative participants spoke of instances where they created their own story, or 

version of events, out of the main narrative of the game. The same participant who referenced 

the creativity involved in making new decisions within The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt Red, 

2015), also captured a screenshot of an instance when she didn’t like any of the choices offered, 

and instead preferred to construct her own imagined response: 
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Figure 23: Narrative Screenshot 3 

 

“I was taking the opportunity sort of to talk back to the game and tell her that her perfume sucked. She 

might look good but her perfume sucked. So I kind of, that’s not something necessarily, I mean it’s 

something that spawns out of the game. But it was sort of my, I was making my own dialogue choices 

even though the game only allowed you a couple of ones.” – Female, 36 

 

The same participant also referenced RPGs where there is a silent protagonist, such as in Dragon 

Age: Origins (Bioware, 2009) as being conducive to creating personal narratives as “you have to 

make up what they said” (female, 36), and in these instances she may also write down her own 

responses. A similar view was also stated by another participant who stated that games such as The 

Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda, 2011) provided more “creative room” (male, 30),  as there was 

no voiced protagonist so the player needed to “bring” more to the story.  

 Another participant created a collage of images from Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 

2018) which allowed him to construct a story of his gaming experience: 
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Figure 24: Narrative Screenshot 4 

“Fallout and the previous Fallout, they all have a story, and this one I get to make a story myself…We have 

a lot of space to make stories as we go. And a lot of people really hate the game for it. The reviews have 

been very bad. But yeah, there’s an empty space, there’s no narration. There’s a going on story, but there’s 

also space for your own story to be implemented to it. I think that’s the most creative aspect of it, beside 

the photo mode and the building system.” – Male, 22  
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In this sense, the game is a blank canvas upon which the player is free to construct their own 

narrative and role-play their character. Unlike games which are created predominantly for their 

strong stories such as the Dragon Age series (Bioware, 2009, 2011, 2014) and The Witcher series 

(CD Projekt Red, 2007, 2011, 2015), Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018) is “an empty space” 

without narration where the story is essentially the interaction between the player and how they 

choose to interpret the game, and not the interaction between the player and the narrative created 

by developers. 

 Finally, in a similar vein, another participant, in his screenshot of Stardew Valley 

(ConcernedApe, 2016) recalled himself and his friends creating a narrative within the game. The 

game is a sandbox design, allowing the player to engage with various non-playable characters 

(NPCs) as well as to build their own farm. In a cutscene, the game hints that there is a romance 

between two NPCs, and while not impacting on the narrative of this scene, the participant chose to 

walk behind the two NPCs, as if eavesdropping on their conversation. He later told this to his friends 

who found it a hilarious addition to the game narrative: 

 

“So I have a screenshot of all three of us just standing behind them like this. So that again is the creation 

of narrative within the game. So OK the game doesn’t really care what you’re doing, but when you retell 

it to others, it’s like OK cool, I didn’t know you could do that sort of thing.” – Male, 28 

 

In this way, he not only created an additional narrative (of himself eavesdropping on the two lovers’ 

conversation), but also a shared narrative which his friends could also take part in.   

6.2.3.2 Discussion 

The theme of narrative focused on the narrative structure of a game, and how such structure 

influences creativity. The majority of examples in story constituted participants enjoyment of well 

scripted game narratives. Both choice-based and linear narratives were referred to as prompting 

creativity. While in the interviews discussed here no reference was made to any affective change 

instigated through the story, the use of ambiguous storytelling has been argued to be a core 

component of emotional challenge in games (Cole et al., 2015); something which has been 

identified as contributing to creativity from a Mini C sense (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). 

One participant referenced Final Fantasy XV (Square Enix, 2018) when detailing the 

lasting emotional effect the story had on her and how, subsequently, the effect of the experience 

facilitated creative behaviour outside of the game. Such creativity was captured in the Phase 1 

theme of Transferability: ideas (see section 4.2.4) where ideas and inspiration from games are 

used in other areas of life and vice versa. While not an affordance in the more traditional sense, 

the scripted narrative of the game provided an emotional challenge (Bopp et al., 2018; Cole et al., 

2015) that compelled her to explore further. Her account of reflecting on the gaming experience 
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suggests that in this way, the game acted as a mediator for further creative behaviour – 

something which can be illuminated by Kaptelinin and Nardi’s (2012) concept of an aggregation 

affordance that relates to the combination of technology with other artefacts. Using the game 

narrative, music and imagery as a means to further explore emotional themes suggested a 

correlation with reflection which involves “looking for relationships between instances of 

experiences, consideration of alternative explanations and perspectives, as well as cycles of 

questioning, hypothesising and interpreting” (Mekler et al., 2018, p. 322).  

While aspects of the designed story encouraged reflection and further exploration of 

various issues, in personal narrative, participants created their own stories from the game. It was 

mentioned by one participant that the lack of narration created a void which provided scope for 

him to fill in the blanks and create an alterbiography (Calleja, 2011). Similar to other instances, the 

game narrative acted as mediator for further creative action where he took screenshots of his 

character’s experiences in the game and created a written script to go alongside them – although 

in this case the creative action was centered on his own personal narrative of the game, as 

opposed to reflecting on the experience of the designed story. In such games, the narrative 

unfolds as a direct interaction between the player and gameplay as opposed to the player and the 

scripted narrative.  

While games such as Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018) that lack direct narration 

or voiced protagonists provide creative opportunities for players to create their own personal 

narrative and interpretation, games such as The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt Red, 2015), 

which focus on strong choice-based narratives also provided a means for players to be creative. 

Interpreting choices, using Hunicke et al.’s (2004) MDA framework (as detailed in 2.4.5), games 

which focus on a strong and structured story would have an overall aesthetic goal orientated 

towards “narrative” (i.e. the game as a narrative experience). The dynamics that contribute to 

how the aesthetic goal is created may encourage narrative exploration through interacting with 

non-playable characters. The mechanics of being able to select different dialogue choices would 

hence allow such dynamics to be realised. In this way the combination of aesthetic focus, 

dynamics and complementing mechanics would allow for the narrative exploration of the game. 

Such narrative exploration can be realised through branching storylines that allow for 

different possible outcomes. Using Young and Cardona-Rivera’s (2011) Model of Game Story 

Comprehension, narrative affordances comprise of narrative events which encourage players to 

envisage possible outcomes to the story. In relation to such choice-based narratives, player 

creativity is encouraged by providing a selection of possible outcomes - each of which may 

correspond differently to the players’ current cognitive state. As was detailed by one participant 

refencing The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt Red, 2015), the creativity comes from not so much 
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envisaging the outcome of a particular choice, but by unlocking new and unexpected choices that 

further develop the narrative.   

 

6.2.4 Tools 

The main theme of Tools encompasses instances of creativity that were facilitated or restricted by 

the items, abilities and the range of movement made available to players. Tools was divided into 

the subthemes of items & abilities and movements (see table 27).  

Tools  
Sub-themes Descriptor 
Items & Abilities Variety of usable items at the player’s disposal such as 

weapons. Variety of different abilities the player can use 
such as spells and combat actions. 
 

Movement Range of movements (e.g. running, jumping) available, 
including the use of other modes of transport such as 
vehicles. 

  

Table 27: Tools Sub-Theme Descriptors 

 

6.2.4.1 Findings 

Items & abilities were often a pre-cursor for Degree of Flexibility: task flexibility as they allowed 

situations and challenges to be completed in different ways. One participant made reference to the 

amount of different game items that could be utilised. Referencing The Darkness II (Digital 

Extremes, 2012), one participant stated that the game gave the player hints at what items could be 

used by highlighting them in purple: 

 

“There are other objects will be highlighted in purple, like car doors and lampposts and things the demon 

arms can pick up. But they'll use the car doors as shields. You can throw the lampposts and impale 

enemies.”  - Male, 35 

 

 The multitude of items, each with different uses, was further complemented by the range 

of abilities afforded to the player. The game provided the player with “two demon arms” which 

both had unique abilities in addition to being able to pick up useable objects from the 

environment.  
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 Figure 25: Tools Screenshot 1 

 

 However, the same participant also mentioned that while the player is afforded multiple 

ways to interact with, and utilise different objects and abilities, “the game starts to become 

repetitive: what initially seemed like a range of creative options to deal with firefights becomes very 

formulaic” (male, 35). This suggests that while, initially, the items & abilities afforded to the player 

facilitate creativity, once an optimal strategy has been established, there remained little in the way 

of introduction of new tools or alternative trajectories for dealing with firefights, thus inhibiting 

further creativity.  

  This was contrasted with the puzzle game Thomas Was Alone (Bithell Games, 2012) 

which provided the player with a set of items & abilities in addition to a range of movements (i.e. 

running, climbing, different modes of transport) which were constantly expanded upon as the 

game progressed. The same participant mentioned that he enjoyed “role-playing games a lot as 

you’re constantly unlocking new abilities. Enemies are always getting harder” (male, 35). It 

appeared that it may not just be the number of different tools afforded to the player which 

facilitated creativity, but the rate at which they are introduced. 

 However, players were sometimes discouraged when items & abilities appeared to lack 

effectiveness.  In Alien: Isolation (Creative Assembly, 2014) one participant mentioned that the 

different tools at the player’s disposal seemed to have very little effect: “you have all these tools, 

but very few of them actually work on the most dangerous thing in the game” (male, 35). Thus, it 

may be a combination of the variety of tools and their effectiveness that is key to facilitating 
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creative behaviour (e.g. you can have a large amount of “gimmick” tools but none of them 

actually matter in terms of progressing in the game). 

 Several other participants also mentioned range of movement as being conducive to their 

creativity. One participant referenced Ring of Elysium (Tencent Games, 2018) as providing him 

with a simulation of swimming; something he could not do in real life: “they give me the ability to 

actually dive, because I cannot swim. I just jump in the sea and just start my adventure under the 

water” (male, 32). The ability of games to provide players with experience they would not 

normally have in real life was also echoed in what modes of transport were available as one 

participant recorded in his screenshot of Ring of Elysium (Tencent Games, 2018).  

 

 
Figure 26: Tools Screenshot 2 

 

“There was the glider which, I never glide before so for me there was, again, using something what I never 

used in my life. That was the creativity. So I think overall for me this game gives me the travel ability or 

the extremes which I couldn’t try in real life and I can do it in the game.”  - Male, 32 

 

By providing alternative modes of transport such as gliders, as well as extended ranges of 

movement including swimming, players are able to explore the game world in ways which they do 

not have access to in their real lives. The same participant also noted that the game was also 

creative from the developer’s side as they had been creative enough to implement such forms of 

transport in the game to allow players to experience the game in different forms (by air, by foot, 

underwater).  
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6.2.4.2 Discussion 

The variety of tools offered to players has been suggested to be a core design element of good 

games. For instance, according to the GameFlow model (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005), players should 

feel a high level of control over their avatar’s movements and interactions. In items & abilities, 

games that allowed for the use of multiple objects appeared to enable greater task flexibility. 

Going back to Cardona-Rivera and Young’s (2013) cognitive theory of affordances for games, the 

design of usable items within the game world is advertised through feedback – the perceptual 

information implemented by developers to elicit accurate perceived affordances. The perceived 

affordance in this regard relates solely to the item as being interactable, the real affordance may 

differ in terms of what the item does. As illustrated by the earlier Darkness II example, some 

objects afford blocking by acting as shields (e.g. car doors) while others afford throwing (e.g. 

lampposts). Abilities complement items in that the latter realises the function of the former.  

Another interpretation, using Linderoth’s (2013) ecological approach to game affordances 

points to how players may be guided within the game through the use of exploratory affordances, 

(e.g. in this case, by drawing the player’s attention to useable objects in the environment by 

highlighting them in purple). The player is then provided with choice as to whether they will 

interact with such objects further and through such interaction performatory actions are then 

realised (e.g. the item yields an affordance for a specific ability such as blocking or throwing). By 

providing a range of different interactable tools, players are able “to extend their capabilities and 

realize new affordances” (Linderoth, 2013, p. 6). 

 However, while games with a large variety of items & abilities allow for multiple 

combinations of such variables, it was also highlighted by participants that if they were all 

introduced early in the game it could lead to repetitive gameplay. This was contrasted with games 

such as Thomas Was Alone (Bithell Games, 2012) where new items & abilities and movements 

were introduced at regular intervals throughout the game, helping maintain motivation and 

scaffold the creation of new strategies. Similar conclusions were drawn by Herodotou et al. (2014) 

who found that while the introduction of new options, updates and expansions helps maintain 

player motivation, the game may turn repetitive once players are familiar with the game structure 

and choices. While Herodotou et al.’s (2014) study focused on online games, the rate at which 

new game variables are introduced in single player games may have a significant effect on 

whether the gameplay experience remains fresh or becomes a repetitive affair.  

 Finally, providing players with a diverse set of movements such as swimming, running and 

climbing was cited to facilitate player creativity both by allowing the game world to be explored 

by various different means and by providing a simulation of such as actions that were not possible 

in real-life. This was especially evident in openly structured games such as Ring of Elysium 
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(Tencent Games, 2018) where there was a large open world to explore, suggesting that the size of 

the ludic space may dictate what movement variables can be used to explore it (e.g. an open-

world design may afford flying as a means of travel, whilst this may be harder to implement 

within a linearly structured game). 

  

 

6.2.5 Environment 

Environment covered instances where participants described creativity associated with 

interacting, exploring or viewing the game environment, as well as the realism of the creatures, 

NPCs and enemies which populated it. It was divided into the subthemes of exploration & 

interaction, aesthetics & music and AI. See table 28 for descriptors. 

 

Environment  
Sub-themes Descriptor 
Exploration & Interaction Instances involving exploration, discovery and interaction 

with the environment. Environmental effects which impact 
gameplay  
 

Aesthetics & Sound Includes graphical elements such as artistic style and 
realism, and the synchronisation of game music with the 
environment and player actions. 
 

AI Realism of artificial intelligence such as enemy responses 
to player actions. 

 

Table 28:  Environment Sub-Theme Descriptors 

 

6.2.5.1 Findings 

In exploration & interaction, the most frequently mentioned aspect of the environment conducive 

to creativity was having the opportunity to explore and discover new areas. One participant in his 

screenshots of Ring of Elysium (Tencent Games, 2018) stated one of his main motivations was to 

explore the open-world and discover new places. He particularly enjoyed the fact that developers 

had taken the time to populate and detail underwater life, opening up a new avenue to explore: 

“for me it was the creativity…to find more aspects of the game, more things hidden in the game” 

(male, 31). Another participant captured Xenoblade Chronicles 2 (Monolith Soft, 2017), which has 

an open-world design with “so many secrets, and there’s so many places to go and discover” 

(female, 31).  

Just as freedom to explore the environment and discover new things were referenced as 

facilitators of player creativity, some described how interaction with the environment could 

afford opportunities for creative problem-solving. One participant in his screenshot of The 
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Darkness II (Digital Extremes, 2012) highlighted the fact that gameplay was affected by 

environmental effects such as light which dictated which abilities the player could use, and what 

abilities were used by enemies. To combat this, the game allows the player some control over 

light and dark by being able to shoot light sources and the generators which power them. While 

having a light/dark game mechanics makes the game more challenging, it also forces the player to 

be more strategic in their actions: 

“It's that tension between the freedom and the constraint, right. If it didn't have the light mechanic, if 

these games didn't have a light mechanic, then you've got no reason to hide…But then at the same time, 

when the constraints are imposed upon you then you have these new rules that you have to follow, you 

have these new rules you have to navigate. And within the rules you can push the boundaries. It maybe 

forces you to think a bit more. If the lights weren't there you could go anywhere, but the lights are there, 

so now all of a sudden I have to consider these things I didn't have to consider before. Where is the light 

coming from? Can I shoot that light out?...And that pushes you to think more. So with the constraint comes 

the requirement to think within the constraints, which feels good.” – Male, 35 

The light/dark mechanics in The Darkness II (Digital Extremes, 2012) is contrasted with games 

such as Dishonoured (Arkane Studios, 2012) in which the only mechanics associated with 

light/darkness is stealth (going into the light breaks the stealth mode and enemies can see you). 

By providing a more complex light/dark mechanics (e.g. by allowing the player to use certain 

moves, control the light, and dictate how enemies will behave), The Darkness II may afford more 

environmental opportunities for creative behaviour. 

 In aesthetics & sound, one participant in her screenshot of Xenoblade Chronicles 2 

(Monolith Soft, 2017) mentioned that the aesthetic beauty of the game left her “awestruck”. Her 

screenshot depicts the grandness of the game environment: 
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Figure 27: Environment Screenshot 1 

 

“So I loved that place that I set the screenshot, and I set that up myself. So I zoomed my camera back, 

and I wanted, it was just taking a picture of the whole thing, because it’s just aesthetically, it was 

absolutely beautiful.” – Female, 31 

She talks about how the beauty of the game environment inspired her to “set up” her screenshot 

to capture the vista before her. Another participant who captured Red Dead Redemption 2 

(Rockstar Games, 2018) also mentioned that the aesthetic beauty of the game prompted her to 

deliberately set up her screenshot to capture what she later wished to use as inspiration in a story 

she was writing. In this way, creativity is facilitated both within the game in terms of setting the 

scene for the screenshot, and outside the game, in terms of providing inspiration for further 

creative behaviour. 

In addition to beautiful aesthetics, the realism of the game environment also proved to be 

a facilitator in participant’s creativity, with one participant in his screenshots of Ring of Elysium 

(Tencent Games, 2018) mentioning that the realism of the game, including aspects such as the 

physics system and realistic environmental sounds allowed him to “actually have that experience 

within the game” (male, 31) as opposed to games with “cartoon-ish” graphics which did not 

resemble reality. 

The music within the game environment was also cited as a facilitator for player 

creativity, with one participant capturing Tetris Effect (Monstars Inc. & Resonair, 2018) in which 
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the player moves blocks to make various sounds in sync with the background music. However, 

they later noted that the harmony could be disrupted if a wrong move was made throwing the 

environment, the players moves and the music out of sync: 

 

Figure 28: Environment Screenshot 2 

 

“So it only becomes distracting when that whole thing was like broken and you’re making stuff that don’t 

match with anything else and then the background then just feels a bit too frantic, because I’m dropping 

blocks really quickly to try and fill holes and stuff and then you’re playing out of time with the music and 

things like that…” – Non-binary, 35 

 

While the challenge of keeping the blocks in time with the music and environment was not a bad 

thing as “you’re really into creating something and you’re really in the that flow or the zone” 

(non-binary, 35), the participant noted that once things had been disrupted it was very difficult to 

get back on track and they usually had to start over. However, they state that it isn’t necessarily 

the game which has stopped them from being creative, but instead their own ability “has snapped 

me out of that state and…there’s nothing I can do to get that back” (non-binary, 35). In this case 

player motivation may play a mediating effect in terms of creativity – with the difficulty involved 
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in getting back into the game proving a demotivating factor which in turns inhibits player 

creativity. In essence, the synchronisation of music with the environment and player’s moves 

facilitates creativity, but once these three things are no longer connected both motivation and 

creativity are inhibited.  

 Finally, realistic AI behaviour and responses to player’s actions were also considered to be 

facilitators of creativity that can also add to the realism of the gaming experience. One participant 

in reference to his screenshot of Alien: Isolation (Creative Assembly, 2014) mentioned how the 

most dangerous enemy in the game (the alien) “hunts you and makes you feel hunted. It’s really 

well done. It seems smart…it feels like its alive. It feels like it thinks” (male, 35). The more 

sophisticated AI behaviour meant that he approached the game differently – instead of charging 

in he had to think more about his actions and come up with ways to “play more cautiously, or 

sometimes take risks” (male, 35).    

6.2.5.2 Discussion 

Many open-world titles provide a large ludic space for players to explore; something which can be 

linked back to the MDA framework (Hunicke et al., 2004), which states that games have different 

aesthetic goals, one of which being the goal of “discovery”. In such games, there are many new 

locations to discover, and as one participant mentioned in relation to Ring of Elysium (Tencent 

Games, 2018), developers can go the extra mile to add details to the environment such as 

underwater life. In this way, the aesthetic of discovery is created through providing a large ludic 

space and encouraging players to discover and explore all areas of the game environment.  

Interaction with the environment appeared to act as a gateway for further creative action 

and was cited as to afford opportunities for creative problem-solving. According to the GameFlow 

model (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005), one way the game design element of control is facilitated is 

through providing environments where the impact of play can be directly observed such as the 

light/dark mechanics of The Darkness II (Digital Extremes, 2012) where certain abilities are only 

usable depending on light or darkness. By adding a new level of “constraint” to the game, the 

player is forced to be more strategic in their gameplay. Linderoth’s (2013) ecological approach to 

games may illuminate how environments can be designed with creativity in mind through adding 

environmental effects and interactions. In line with Gibson’s (1977) original concept of 

affordances, the ecological approach to games states that affordances are relative to the player – 

so some players may have a higher level or different stats, which would enable them to use a 

certain item. By adding environmental effects such as light/dark, this adds a new level to what the 

environment can afford players as certain tools may only be used in certain conditions. If those 

conditions are not present, then new strategies need to be created such as locating places to 

hide, or, engaging in actions that alter these environmental effects, such as shooting out the 
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lights. As Linderoth (2013) points out: “many of the actions a player engages in during game-play 

have a transformative aspect, in that they can create new opportunities for other actions” 

(Linderoth, 2013, p. 7). Through engaging in performatory actions such as shooting out the lights, 

the environmental effects alter to present new affordances for the player. In this way, “the player 

takes actions to create new affordances, not just to discover them through exploratory actions.” 

(Linderoth, 2013, p. 7).  

While exploration & interaction was the predominant sub-theme referenced in relation to 

affordances for creativity, aesthetics & sound were cited as complementing the overall game 

experience and acting as facilitators for creativity on the macro level (e.g. around the game). In 

the example provided by one participant relating to Red Dead Redemption 2 (Rockstar Games, 

2018), the aesthetic beauty of the game provided a valuable source of inspiration for her creative 

writing. In the expression of creativity around the game, players can explore and personalize their 

gaming experience through the construction of creative artefacts such as art, stories and 

modifications. In this way, players are consciously engaged in the construction of creative 

artefacts which support their personal exploration and expression of the game. While the 

aesthetics of the game did not afford creative actions per se, they contributed to the creative 

inspiration used in other areas of life. 

 In terms of sound, one participant referred to the synergy of musical scores, the game 

environment and player actions as facilitating flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) and providing a sense 

of creation. When various different elements of the game were in sync and under the control of 

the player participants noted it contributed to the feeling of being creative within the game. The 

link between flow and creativity has been previously documented, with it being suggested that 

flow acts as a precursor to creative behaviour (e.g. Cseh et al., 2015; Csikszentmilhalyi, 1996). In 

relation to the GameFlow Model (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005) which details the core design 

elements which promote flow, this highlights the role of “concentration” in the gaming 

experience. Concentration is maintained when the game provides stimulus from many different 

sources such as environment, sound and actions.  

 Finally, in AI reality-like game figure behaviour was mentioned as a facilitator for creative 

behaviour. This usually involved approaching gameplay more strategically due to enemy 

behaviour being unpredictable. This is in line with previous literature which has suggested good 

game design encourages risk taking and learning from failure (Gee, 2005), which are both cited to 

be key components of creative behaviour (Sawyer, 2006; Seddon, 2005; Seddon & Biasutti, 2009). 
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6.2.6 Content Creation 

The main theme of Content Creation encompassed affordances related to the creation and 

implementation of in-game objects and media and was referenced mainly in relation to sandbox 

and MMORPG games where there were content creation activities. See table 29 for descriptors. 

 

Creation  
Sub-themes Descriptor 
Objects, Levels & Maps Freedom to build in game-structures, levels, maps and variety 

of decorative objects to use. Options to import own images 
and textures and specific “creative” modes.  
 

Interface Functionality for players to capture and/or edit their own 
image and video footage. 
 

Mods Flexibility to add modifications which offer additional 
challenges and functionality. 

 

Table 29:  Creation Sub-Theme Descriptors 

6.2.6.1 Findings 

Within objects, levels & maps, three participants mentioned the ease of building in-game 

structures such as houses as facilitators for creativity. In his screenshot of Fallout 76 (Bethesda 

Game Studios, 2018), one participant talks about the building he has created:  

“So a…creative aspect I would bring up is that my top right picture is that the building itself, I made a 

platform myself. Because I spend a good 10 minutes to build a foundation that would align perfectly with 

the building. When I make a ladder and go up to that, on top of the roof of the building. And I built sentry 

around it, and I try and go to sleep in the middle of the day. I have a small shack going, everything here is 

built from the ground up. A lot of my friends say it’s blended in so well, and I very love it when they 

compliment me like that.” – Male, 22 

 Other examples of games that allowed players freedom to create and design were 

Minecraft (Mojang, 2011), Little Big Planet (Media Molecule, 2008) and Animal Crossing 

(Nintendo, 2001). Other games such as Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018) and Final 

Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) allowed the creation of buildings, usually acting as the playable 

character’s main base or home, however, the gameplay experience was not defined by player 

created content.  

 While “having that sandbox environment to create the levels is probably where your 

creativity is endless” (male, 38), one participant mentioned that “when you know you can do 

anything you don’t really do anything at all” (non-binary, 35), suggesting a paradox between being 

offered limitless freedom to create and having too much freedom, which can result in the player 

not having any direction for their creative efforts. The same participant suggested that “you need 

a constraint of some kind to do something” (non-binary, 35), which may act as a scaffold for 
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players’ creativity.  

 Additionally, creativity in this theme required that objects within the game needed to be 

useful in some way. As described by one participant in relation to Stardew Valley (ConcernedApe, 

2016): 

 

 
 

Figure 29: Content Creation Screenshot 1 

“[In] Stardew Valley you can’t really do any of that [interact with objects], which is why it makes no sense. 

It’s like, I’ve got a sofa but I can’t sit on it…and so it’s like I tried and then just thought, well, if it doesn’t 

really add anything and I don’t really, it’s not something I really enjoy then why keep doing it.” – Non-

binary, 35 

 
The fact that objects in Stardew Valley were not interactable was further compounded by the fact 

that it was a single player game, and the participant could not show their creations to other 

players or friends as “no-one’s going to see it” (non-binary, 35). The player contrasted this with 

Animal Crossing (Nintendo, 2001), in which there was “stuff you can interact with, or you can sit 

on a chair or lie down on a bed” (non-binary, 35). By providing a more realistic experience (i.e. 

objects had use value as they would in real life), the player is able to design houses with the use 

value of objects in mind.  

 Being able to customise items and maps was another aspect that was cited as a facilitator, 

with games which allowed players to customise standard items and import their own images and 

textures to customise items being viewed as enabling creativity. Referring to Little Big Planet 
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(Media Molecule, 2008), one participant cited that: 

 

“So in LittleBigPlanet you can actually scan your own creations in, or you’ve done them on the computer with 

Photoshop or whatever and those can be part of your level then…The interactivity of the play with the objects is 

highly configurable. And other than being limited by the game you are actually more limited by your imagination 

rather than anything that the constraints of the development.” – Male, 38  

 

By allowing players to make items and levels more personal by importing their own creations 

their creativity can flow between the game and other computer applications such as Photoshop. 

In this way, players can experiment with elements of game design (from conception, to creation, 

to implementation).  

 One participant in his screenshot of Final Fantasy XIV discussed restrictions on 

customising items: “you get a lot of freedom in Final Fantasy XIV, but it’s more restricted…its 

more controlled. They want you to build on the brand basically, and use standard items” (male, 

30). He talks about the housing system where players can create their own “home” on a plot of 

land within the game world. While there is a selection of standard items to use, items cannot be 

customised, and placement of items can be restrictive (e.g. in instances where the player was 

prevented from resizing objects). To get around this, glitches are sometimes used, although 

patches can be released to prevent this, forcing players to “build the standard way” (male, 30).  

 However, as the same participant also notes, the developers do try to encourage the 

creativity of players by hosting contests for house building and design contests for items. In this 

way, while Final Fantasy XIV does not have the same freedom for creation that sandbox games 

such as Little Big Planet afford players, the developers attempt to combat this by explicitly 

encouraging players creativity through community events. 

 Within interface, two participants discussed game modes that allowed them to take 

and/or edit screenshots as facilitators of creativity. One example was  Fallout 76’s (Bethesda 

Game Studios, 2018) “Photomode” (male, 22) and the other Final Fantasy XV’s (Square Enix, 

2018) “Camera Mode” (female, 31). Even in games which did not possess an explicit photography 

interface, consoles such as the Playstation 4 and the digital game distribution platform, Steam, 

have built in functions for players to take screenshots. As one participant noted: 

 

“I do scenes where I actually set the camera access to make a more creative composition. You’re a little 

bit more creative in the way it looks…You can [also] record video footage, and you can download that 

video footage, and then you can edit it and do some pretty cool things to it.” – Female, 31 

 

By providing players with the facility to capture instances of their gaming experience (both via 

images and video), they can experiment with aspects of creative expression such as graphical 

composition. This can also lead to creation of a personal narrative where the player is able to use 
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the images they captured to portray their own gaming story (as previously discussed in narrative: 

personal narrative). 

 Finally, in mods, games that allowed players to implement mods also helped to facilitate 

creativity. In reference to Stardew Valley (ConcernedApe, 2016) and Minecraft (Mojang, 2011), one 

participant stated that he “preferred playing it with mods than I do without, just because there are 

more options” (male, 28). While mods and add-ons may provide a more customisable gaming 

experience, it was also noted that most games to some degree, if they are on the PC, can be 

modded: “If they’re on the PC then they can be modded for better or worse to be honest” (male, 

28), however, the same is not always true for console games where it is harder to access and modify 

game files. 

6.2.6.2 Discussion 

The most commonly referenced sub-theme of creation was objects, levels & maps, which related 

to opportunities to build in-game structures, decorative objects, and create levels and maps. 

While sandbox style games that participants mentioned such as Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) and 

Little Big Planet (Media Molecule, 2008) offered distinct “modes” of play purely orientated to 

creation activities (e.g. creation mode), games such as Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018) 

and Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) still allowed players to play, create and share all within 

the larger game-world. Kim and Shute’s (2015) two-dimensional model for creativity in games 

(discussed in section 2.4.3) can be reflected in the example provided by one participant relating to 

the building he created in Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018). Through creating a small 

base for himself, the participant was engaged in three levels of play: firstly, he was engaged at the 

“play” level as the base was created for its strategic advantage over intruders, secondly, he was 

engaged at the “create” level as he was actively engaged in the construction of in-game 

structures, and finally, he was engaged at the “share” level as his friends were able to view and 

use his base. Through building the base, and using it strategically against intruders, the participant 

was engaged in Little C creativity within the Little C domain.  

 The creation of objects, levels & maps could also be linked to the concept of interactivity 

in digital games. According to Weber et al. (2014) game interactivity consists of two dimensions: 

customisation and co-creation. Customisation relates to the creation of in-game objects, as well 

as altering the existing properties of objects (e.g. through sliders and customisation options). Co-

creation refers to the use of level and map editors, or other tools which allow players to develop 

new material. However, as Behr et al. (2016) point out, customisation and co-creation may be 

more of a continuum, with altering in-game options on the low end to creating entirely new 

modifications on the high end. Such a continuum may be used to explain the opportunities for the 

creation of objects, levels & maps within games of differing structures. In the example of Fallout 

76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018), the game structure was not entirely sandbox. In Burri’s (2011) 
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categories of UCC (outlined in section 2.1.2.2), games such as Fallout 76  lie in the second 

category and have the possibility for UCC; with players able to create either on top of or parallel 

to developer’s content. Games in this category allow players to customise content or add 

packaged content and as such may lie on the low to mid end of the customisation/co-creation 

continuum.  

However, in the example provided by one participant relating to Little Big Planet (Media 

Molecule, 2008), he could not only customise objects, levels and maps, but also import his own 

content into the game, allowing complete freedom to create almost anything. Similarly, in mods 

one participant mentioned he “preferred” playing with modifications and cited both Minecraft 

(Mojang, 2011) and Stardew Valley (ConcernedApe, 2016) as allowing the implementation of 

player developed mods. Games such as this afford creativity at the high end of the 

customisation/co-creation continuum and lie in Burri’s (2011) third category of UCC where the 

game is defined by the creations of players. 

 While different game structures afford different levels of customisation/co-creation, it 

was noted by one participant that there is a possibility of actually being demotivated by having 

limitless freedom: a plethora of choice can lead to inactivity or standing still. This tension may 

point to differences in player motivations: some players may prefer games which lie in the second 

category of UCC offering more structured creation options (e.g. customising packaged content), 

which may help scaffold their creativity. However, this may be seen as too constraining for others 

who wish to create their own, entirely new content and may prefer games which fall in the third 

category of UCC. 

 One aspect mentioned, predominantly in relation to games within the second category of 

UCC, was the relationship between the object being created or customised and its primary 

function within the game world. As noted by two participants, objects which did not allow their 

primary function to be realised (e.g. a sofa you cannot sit on), were inhibitors for creativity as it 

was seen there was no point in them being there. As such, in reference to Cardona-Rivera and 

Young’s (2013) cognitive theory of affordances, the design of placeable objects in creation mode 

needs to accommodate the real affordances associated with those objects, otherwise there is a 

mismatch between the perceived affordance of the player (e.g. to sit on the sofa) and the real 

affordance of the object (e.g. a sofa which does not allow the player to interact).   

 Finally, interface options were also mentioned as contributing to player creativity, 

predominantly in relation to games that came packaged with an image/video capture and editor 

feature, as well as in-built features within consoles such as the Playstation 4 and game 

distribution platforms such as Steam. As one participant explained, such options allowed her to 

set up shots for a more “creative composition” (female, 31), or similarly to capture scenes to be 
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used as inspiration for creative writing, as another participant noted in personal narrative. 

Interface options such as this allow players to not only engage with the game on a gameplay level, 

but also provide opportunities to realise their own creative ideas. In this way, the game provides 

players with the creative medium (e.g. in terms of graphics, characters, objects), and interface 

options allow players to manipulate the medium as they see fit. Such interactions with interface 

options pose the question as to what extent game interactivity covers creativity outside of the 

default customisation/co-creation options. While Behr et al. (2016) point to creativity in terms of 

customisation and co-creation activities which are directly related to gameplay (e.g. customising 

stats, armour, creating levels, etc), the use of interface options to realise creative ideas by using 

the game as a creative medium in a more traditional sense (e.g. focusing on composition and 

placement) does not directly affect gameplay elements. In this way, interface affordances may 

contribute more towards the transferability of creative ideas than being creative within games.  

 

6.2.7 Avatar 

The main theme of Avatar included aspects related to character/avatar appearance such as 

character creation choices and outfit selections. It was divided into the subthemes of appearance 

and emotes & voice. See table 30 for descriptors. 

Avatar  
Sub-themes Descriptor 
Appearance Includes options for customisation of playable 

character/avatar such as gender/hair/body options, as 
well as selection of outfits. Options for players to import 
their own textures to use in outfits. 
 

Emotes & Voice Includes options for the customisation of emotes and 
choice of different character voices. 

 

Table 30: Avatar sub-theme descriptors 

6.2.7.1 Findings 

In appearance, four participants said that customisable options for character appearance 

facilitated their creativity. In reference to Fallout: New Vegas (Obsidian, 2010), one participant 

referenced the character creation screen at the start of the game where “you can portray your 

character in really different ways, and sometimes really weird ways” (male, 28). Furthermore, as 

another participant noted in his screenshot of Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018), the 

option was available to change how his character looked at “any moment of the game”, allowing 

him to “add more scars and damage to my character to signify the time I went through” (male, 

22). This feature enabled him to evolve his character in accordance with his own personal 

narrative. 
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Another participant referenced Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) where, due to its 

online element, players often wanted to stand out by creating interesting avatars. Customisation 

was enhanced by a multitude of options – with each leading to further options and “sliders” (e.g. 

small to large gradient adjustments) for more detail. Furthermore, the game also provides the 

ability to view the player’s avatar in various environments, each with differing levels of light. This 

is illustrated in his screenshot of the character creation screen: 

 

Figure 30: Avatar Screenshot 1 

 

“So you’re going to choose what this character’s going to be, and who you are, and that’s how you’re 

going to be represented in this crowd of many people, because it’s an instant MMO. So it’s sort of like 

here’s an opportunity where you’re expressly encouraged to be creative. But there’s certain rules in place.” 

– Male, 35 
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While the level of detail which can be customised acts as a facilitator for creativity, the participant 

points out “there are certain rules in place”, which mean some aspects are limited such as body 

shape and age. For example, there are only a limited number of face shapes which can be used. 

 Onrush (Codemasters, 2018) was also mentioned in relation to its customisation ability by 

one participant. However, while games such as Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) provide the 

player with all customisation options in the initial character creation screen, Onrush unlocks new 

options as the game progresses.  

 

 

Figure 31: Avatar Screenshot 2 

The participant notes that while there are a lot of ways to personalise his avatar, when playing the 

game online, it is very difficult to stand out as eventually everyone has the same outfits, 

suggesting that online games may need a greater number of customisable options for players to 

feel their avatars are unique. Thus, the lack of options for players to import their own designs may 

inhibit creativity. This was contrasted to Little Big Planet (Media Molecule, 2008) where there is 
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the option to import designs, images and textures for use in level, object and costume design, 

allowing for further opportunities to be creative. 

 Finally, in emotes & voice, one participant in his screenshot of Onrush (Codemasters, 

2018), noted that the game allows players to preconfigure various emotes of how their characters 

will react in certain situations such as winning and losing. This facilitated creativity as “you can 

personalise it to quite a degree” (male, 38) and, thus, not only customise the appearance but also 

actions of the playable character. In contrast, in his screenshot of Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 

2010) another participant spoke about the lack of customisable “grunts” (each race has only a 

select number of voices): “the biggest criticism everyone has of character creation is you can’t 

create your combat grunts” (male, 30). As the player may be spending numerous hours playing 

with one character, being stuck with a “really annoying sound in combat” (male, 30) adds a level 

of frustration to the gaming experience. While developers may wish to standardise such 

elements, especially in large AAA (i.e. high budget) titles, the lack of ability for players to create a 

representation of their ideal avatar may prove to be an inhibitor for creativity.  

6.2.7.2 Discussion 

In appearance, participants mentioned that games which allowed them to fully customise their 

avatar’s appearance contributed to their creativity. This is in line with previous work that has 

argued affordances for character design such as “individual combinations of attributes, 

adornments, skills and traits” (Dickey, 2007, p. 257) are an element that contributes to 

intrinsically motivating gameplay experiences, as well as increased feelings of presence (Bailey et 

al., 2009). Similarly, Weber et al. (2014) found that players rated interactivity higher on games 

that offered more customisation options for avatar appearance, abilities, accessories, equipment 

and performance.  Behr et al. (2016) argue “players not only enjoy the opportunity to customize 

their character, but also that players use customization features to creatively tune their character 

based on momentary game demands” (Behr et al., 2016, p. 291).  

 The opportunity to customize avatar appearance at any given time was highlighted by one 

participant in relation to Fallout 76 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2018), which allowed him to alter his 

character’s appearance at “any moment of the game” (male, 22). This functionality provided 

support for the creation of his own personal narrative – as he progressed through the game, he 

could add features such as scars to his character to mark his journey through the game world. 

Opportunities to customise avatar appearance throughout the game (as opposed to solely at the 

start) allow the game to be momentarily adjusted to “suit individual needs [and] allow players to 

creatively alter the video game experience” (Behr et al., 2016, p. 292).   

 Some games allow players to view their avatar in the character creation screen in 

different situations and lighting. One participant referenced Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) 
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which afforded options for different backgrounds, in addition to cascading sliders. It was also 

noted, however, while there were a multitude of different appearance options, they tended to err 

on the side of stereotypes, not providing options for alternative appearances or non-binary 

genders. It has been suggested that games which allow players to create their own avatars 

support identity experimentation and provide a means for players to view things from a different 

perspective (Lee & Hoadley, 2007; Oliver & Carr, 2009; Ward, 2015). However, several studies 

have also suggested that players prefer to play avatars that are similar to themselves (Hsu et al., 

2007, 2005; Ogletree & Drake, 2007; Trepte et al., 2011), and often strive for identification with 

their avatars in terms of gender (Behr et al., 2016). As Dickey (2007) further points out, 

affordances for character development play a crucial role in fostering intrinsic motivation, and 

often players feel emotional proximity to their avatar, which they have spent so long creating. As 

such, by only offering customisation options that align with certain “stereotypes” (e.g. youthful, 

muscular males), not all players may be catered for in terms of their ideal avatar appearance. 

Such option could hinder the emotional proximity players feel towards their avatar and the 

creativity involved in constructing their own personal narrative.  

 In voice & emotes participants also spoke about avatar customisation options. As one 

participant noted in  Onrush (Codemasters, 2018), the game allows players to preconfigure 

various emotes, affording a greater degree of personalisation. Voulgari et al.’s (2014) framework 

for the exploration of learning outcomes and processes in MMOGs highlights the role of 

interaction affordances such as emotes. Emotes constitute both a way in which players can be 

creative and further personalise their avatar and provide a means of non-verbal communication in 

online games. In contrast, as was noted by another participant in relation to the customisation of 

“grunts” (e.g. voices for different avatar races) in Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010), the game 

did not cater for a variety of different voices meaning that even if a player preferred playing a 

certain race (e.g. due to appearance options, skills or lore) they may be stuck with a voice they 

dislike. As above, in appearance, by not providing a larger variety of voices, players may not be 

able to create their ideal avatar. Going back to Burri’s (2011) three levels of UCC, games which lie 

in the third category and allow players to import their own content such as sounds, images and 

textures could aid in the potential for player creativity by providing opportunities for players to 

customise not just the appearance, but also voices of their avatars. 
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6.2.8 Progression 

The theme of Progression encapsulated instances relating to participant’s progression, or sense of 

progression within a game, including achievements and unlockable items. See table 31 for 

descriptors. 

Progression  

Sub-theme Descriptor 

Challenges  Progression of challenges (or sense of) such as levels getting 
harder incrementally along with player skill and optional 
challenges or achievements. 
 

Paid Features & Unlockables Instances related to the use of paid features which contribute to 
or restrict progression (or sense of). Additionally, instances 
related to aspects of the game which are unlocked as the player 
progresses. 

 

Table 31: Progression Sub-Theme Descriptors 

6.2.8.1 Findings 

The most commonly referenced aspect of progression was games where challenges increased 

synonymously with players’ skills. Participants mentioned that they felt games that utilised this 

design feature as being conducive to their creativity. For example, in Oxygen Not Included (Klei 

Entertainment, 2017) one participant described how the game allowed him to get to grips with 

the mechanics by building simple things before moving on to more complicated constructions: 
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Figure 32: Progression Screenshot 1 

 

“So this is one of my colonies at least 86 days in, and I start in the centre.…I start with that. So it’s outside 

the purple, it’s in the middle of the pink, and a little bit left of the green on the right. That little part is what 

I started with, and I only have that. And then I start building more and more complicated stuff.” – Male, 

22 
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Additionally, one participant in his screenshot of Thomas Was Alone (Bithell Games, 2012) 

pointed out the timing of hints: “one of them [shapes] floats in water and it tells you because I 

don’t think you would put it in water because the other blocks drown…But they don’t tell you any 

of the combinations [of shapes]” (male, 35). By providing hints relating to things that the player 

would most likely not attempt, the game helps scaffold creativity by providing just enough 

information to the player and allowing them to experiment with the different combinations of 

shapes and their abilities. Thus, by providing hints at appropriate times (e.g. with the introduction 

of new shapes), the progression of the player through the game is guided in such a way which 

encourages exploration and discovery. 

 Finally, in relation to the increase of challenge, one participant cited that she enjoyed 

games that have achievements in them (optional challenges) as they provided her additional 

challenges which she could engage in as her skills in the game progressed. Furthermore, she also 

cited that being able to complete these achievements in multiple ways helped facilitate her 

creativity and allowed her to complete each challenge differently in each playthrough (discussed 

previously in Degree of Flexibility: task flexibility).  

 In paid features & unlockables, participants referenced instances where games had 

deployed paid features such as loot boxes (boxes containing in-game items) or “pay to win”. 

Referencing Onrush (Codemasters, 2018) one participant stated you could purchase loot boxes 

using real world money, however, such purchases did not affect the overall ability of players. 

Instead loot boxes would unlock aesthetic objects such as “new characters, outfits and whatever” 

(male, 38) and helped provide a reward for those who had played a significant amount of time. 

While loot boxes were not related to progression per se, they were an outcome of progression in 

the game and helped distinguish between veterans and newcomers in online play.  

On the other hand, while loot boxes may not contribute to player ability, “pay to win” 

features were cited as being an obstacle to player ability. One participant referenced Pokemon 

Shuffle (Genius Sonority, 2015) where the format is similar to a mobile game where you purchase 

in-game currency using real world money. They had spent a significant amount of time playing the 

game and then “hit a brick wall” (non-binary, 35) where the only way to progress was to purchase 

items using real money. 

“I really wanted to solve this problem, I really want to work through this puzzle, but actually I’ve been 

stopped by business requirements and it really takes you out of the game and you just start thinking about 

the meta of the whole, oh, this is just because Nintendo want me to spend money on this rather than me 

just being able to play it and I think that’s quite frustrating, because I’ve been playing it for quite a while, 

so I’m quite far into it as well.” – Non-binary, 35 
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Other games cited that required a “pay to win” approach included the online card game 

Hearthstone (Blizzard Entertainment, 2014). Additionally, World of Warcraft (Blizzard 

Entertainment, 2004) was cited as being particularly difficult to get into as a new player as “the 

entire game is balanced around people who’ve been playing it for 10 years” (non-binary, 35). 

While World of Warcraft did not require players to purchase ability enhancing items using real-

world money, a player is required to have several other high levelled characters capable of 

making enough in-game money to acquire them for their lower levelled characters. 

6.2.8.2 Discussion 

In challenges, participants noted instances of game difficulty and in relation to the notion of flow 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), whereby challenges increase incrementally in line with skill level. Going 

back to Sweetser and Wyeth’s (2005) GameFlow model, challenge plays an important role in the 

gaming experience where it is important to  introduce challenge at an appropriate pace and scale  

with skill as the players develop their abilities. Similarly, in addition to progression within the main 

game, optional achievements provide another way for player skills to be tested. Furthermore, as 

pointed out by another participant in relation to Thomas Was Alone (Bithell Games, 2012), games 

can provide hints as to how to use new abilities or shapes. Providing hints at appropriate times is 

reflected in the player skill element of the GameFlow model, which states that game should be 

intuitive, with initial tutorials or hints when new things are introduced. Such scaffolding not only 

helps maintain a flow state, but also scaffolds player creativity by providing just enough 

information to the player to allow them to experiment with different combinations of items and 

abilities.  

 In paid features & unlockables participants referred to how the progress of the game was 

related to what items, outfits or characters were available. In general, paid features were seen as 

acceptable if they did not directly relate to gameplay – as one participant illustrated in Onrush 

(Codemasters, 2018), the purchase of loot boxes containing vanity items did not affect the overall 

ability of players. In contrast, a reference to Pokemon Shuffle (Genius Sonority, 2015) highlighted 

how paid features could detract from the gaming experience if they acted as an obstacle to a 

player’s ability and creativity. In this way, player skill no longer dictates game progression, which 

instead becomes only feasible with the purchase of items. Going back to the element of control in 

the GameFlow model (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005), by providing a barrier to player skills, “pay to 

win” games prevent players from feeling control over their actions and having freedom to 

creatively experiment with different solutions. 
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6.2.9 Replayability 

Replayability related to instances where participants spoke about the replay value of a game, such 

as what updates and patches developers released to renew the gaming experience. Replayability 

was the least referenced category and no participants captured screenshots of instances relating 

to the theme. See table 32 for descriptors. 

Replayability  
Sub-themes Descriptor 
Updates Renewal of the gaming experience through updates, 

downloadable content and patches. 
 

Developer Events Developer run community events such as competitions. 
 

Table 32: Replayability sub-theme descriptors 

6.2.9.1 Findings 

The main topic in updates related to how modern games are often updated or altered with new 

content by developers. One participant who captured Final Fantasy XV (Square Enix, 2018) in her 

screenshot, commented on how the original game was expanded upon when the developers 

released DLCs (downloadable contents), which implemented new adventures focusing on the 

main characters in the game. In Final Fantasy XV the player controls the main character, Noctis, 

who has three companions throughout the game: Prompto, Ignis and Gladiolus. The developers 

released DLCs with background stories for each of Noctis’ companions:  

“And with the DLC, I think that’s also something that’s turning into more creative stuff, is that the DLC 

components of these newer games where you have the main game, and then of course the publishers to 

make more money they’re bringing in all this extra content. So Prompto has his own story, which was like 

a first-person shooter. Ignis has his own thing, and Gladiolus had his own thing. And then that gives you 

more content and video footage to do whatever you want with it.” (female, 31).  

 Through providing additional story content, player creativity may be facilitated in terms of 

the incorporation of these narrative elements into their own creative pursuits inspired by the 

game. 

In the case of the offline game Final Fantasy XV (Square Enix, 2018) developers released 

new content in addition to the main game (i.e. each adventure could be played as a stand-alone 

game in itself). As another participant mentioned in relation to the MMORPG Final Fantasy XIV 

(Square Enix, 2010), developers are listening more to what players want and are trying to release 

updates and expansions to address player concerns. An example was given in relation to the 

“imbalance problem” when an online game has several crowded servers, and others are sparsely 

populated.  On crowded servers, players are no longer able to create new characters, or to join 

their friends. To address this, developers are “actually going to solve this problem in the next 

expansion pack by letting you travel between worlds on the same sort of server cluster” (male, 
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30). By allowing players to travel between servers, they have more scope for interacting with 

others and building houses on different servers.  

 Finally, in relation to online games, developer events such as competitions for players 

helped refresh the gaming experience by providing additional challenges and activities in relation 

to the main game, hence promoting player creativity. For example, one participant who captured 

Ring of Elysium (Tencent Games, 2018) provided an example: 

“I think the Ring of Elysium have their own Twitter…and they’re running challenges like let’s find something 

on this map. Like always they are putting something, some hidden gems there…and they are asking the 

community just find something in the map [that] we hid in there. We are not going to give you clues what 

is it; just go there and have adventure and make a picture from the game and show it on the Twitter. I 

know they are looking to get more people to spend more time on the game but it’s still fun to find some 

hidden stuff there.” – Male, 32 

 

Players are encouraged to take pictures of their finds and post these to the official Twitter page 

for other members of the community to see. This provides an additional challenge for those who 

wish to take part in it, and provides images detailing the strange and bizarre hidden objects in the 

game for those who do not. Similar views were also cited by the participant who captured Final 

Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) who explained that developers ran various contests for players to 

take part in such as for designing objects and showcasing their artwork and images of their in-

game houses (as mentioned in Content Creation). These events not only provide additional 

motivation for playing the game, but also facilitate creativity by allowing the gaming community 

to play a part in the development of the game. 

6.2.9.2 Discussion 

The theme of replayability related to ways in which the gaming experience was renewed through 

updates and developer events. While such aspects may not be considered affordances in the 

traditional sense, they provided opportunities for players to be creative and engage in the game 

development community. 

 Updates was the most referenced sub-theme and related to how many games are now 

updated and expanded upon with patches and DLCs. This was the case for both online games and 

offline, single player games. According to Rifkin (2005), instead of creating games as fixed items, 

game companies are now producing platforms open to upgrades and the implementation of new 

services. For instance, one participant mentioned Final Fantasy XV (Square Enix, 2018), offers 

DLCs that expand upon the story of the main game thus providing further gaming content to 

incorporate into other creative pursuits. While this may not be the case for all players, it suggests 

that expanding on the game not only provides additional gameplay, but also provides inspiration 
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for creativity around the game. By replaying the game, the player may become more involved in 

the narrative and hence, replayability provides more capacity for players to be creative. 

 While DLCs in offline single player games can offer stand-alone content, it is customary in 

online games such as Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) for new content to be directly added 

into the game. According to Herodotou et al. (2014), the flexible design of online games allows 

the implementation of updates and expansions which “renew the game experience, attract 

gamers’ interest, and raise game participation” (Herodotou et al., 2014, p. 259). In addition, the 

example provided by one participant regarding Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) illustrated 

how developers are now listening more to players and attempting to address various balance 

issues reported to them. This suggests that developers may be viewing the role of players more in 

the light of the game creation process. 

 Finally, in developer events, the co-creation process between developers and players was 

highlighted by the various competitions and events hosted by developers. Some examples 

included house building contents in Final Fantasy XIV (Square Enix, 2010) and Easter Egg hunts in 

Ring of Elysium (Tencent Games, 2018). As Sotamaa (2010) points out, designing games as 

updatable and flexible platforms allows developers to host professionally created branded 

content and content created by players. In this way, the player is involved in a dual role as a skilful 

creator, and member of the game audience.  

 

6.3 Conclusion 

Phase 3 comprised of a reflexive photography task combined with photo-elicitation interviews 

with 9 participants. The aim of the study was to answer research question RQ3: What specific 

game design affordances contribute to player creativity? In total eight main design affordances 

were identified which contributed to player creativity. They can be aligned with different types of 

creative expression as developed in Chapter 4 (see figure 33).  

Affordances for degree of flexibility related predominantly to the overall game structure 

(i.e. open versus linear). Degree of flexibility afforded opportunities to direct the route of play and 

accommodate divergent solutions to gaming challenges. As such, this theme was most aligned 

with the expression of creativity as problem-solving and creativity as appropriation. In the former, 

players can create personally unique strategies to accomplish tasks, and in the latter, the 

flexibility of the route of play allows for the creation of new challenges and emergent play.  

Affordances for narrative related to the narrative structure of the game, and how such 

structure influences creativity. This was achieved through engaging storytelling, the creation of 
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personal narratives and narrative exploration. Narrative was most aligned with creativity as 

affective change as it often involved participant’s reflections on the game narrative, as well as 

affective outcomes associated with emotional challenges.  

Affordances for tools related to the different game variables offered to players such as 

items and abilities and range of movement. Tools most aligned with creativity as problem-solving 

in terms of strategic use of items, abilities and movements, and with creativity as appropriation in 

terms of emergent combinations of game variables, and the use of movements to find glitches.  

Affordances for environment related to how the various facets of the game environment 

provided opportunities for creative behaviour. Environment presents opportunities for creativity 

as problem-solving by providing environmental interaction opportunities, discoverable objects 

and locations and realistic AI behaviour which facilitates a more tactical approach to gameplay.  

Affordances for content creation related to the creation and implementation of in-game 

objects and media such as maps, modifications and interfaces. Content creation was most aligned 

with creativity as appropriation in terms of allowing players to augment their gaming experience 

through the addition of modifications and player created artefacts. Additionally, interface options 

such as photomode allow players to capture their gaming experience by setting up shots and 

using these images on a macro level.  

Affordances for avatar related to avatar personalisation including altering appearance 

and customising voice and emotes. Avatar supported creativity as affective change by allowing 

players to create their ideal avatar as well as experiment with different personas and facilitate the 

construction of their own personal narrative. 

Affordances for replayability related to renewal of the gaming experience through 

patches, updates and developer events. Replayability presented opportunities for creativity as 

appropriation in terms of presenting new material to players which they could personalise, as well 

as providing a platform for players to create and share their own content in community 

competitions.  

Lastly, progression was not linked to any particular creative expression, instead serving as 

a motivator for play through providing optimal challenges and sustaining a flow state. While 

affordances for progression do not directly contribute to the creative expressions, they may 

contribute indirectly by helping maintain player motivation. 
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 Figure 33: Design Affordances and Creative Expressions 

 

6.4 Limitations and Recommendations  

The reflexive photographic method has not been used previously to the author’s knowledge 

within this subject area, and hence, this study has been a learning process in the use of reflexive 

photography to study player experience. As such several limitations were identified alongside 

recommendations for future studies hoping to utilise reflexive photography to study player 

experience. 

 The first limitation related to the timeframe in which participants took their screenshots. 

Traditional reflexive photography studies have delineated a certain amount of time for 

participants to capture their experiences (usually a week or two). In the context of this study, 

which involved creativity, it became apparent that participants felt they were somewhat 

restricted by the timescale. For example, several participants noted that there had been previous 

creative moments before their “screenshot week” but they had not taken screenshots during 

these instances as it was outside their designated week. Additionally, one participant commented 

that having a designated week to take screenshots had made her more aware of her creative 

actions within games. While this may not necessarily have been a negative, it does give rise to the 

question of whether the reflexive photographic method may have impacted on what participants 

view as creative in games. One participant who was already practised in taking screenshots of 

creative moments as part of her gaming experiences asked if she could use some of the images 

from her portfolio. Using participants who already engage in taking screenshots may alleviate the 
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issue of having a designated “screenshot week”, however, it then runs the risk of only attracting 

participants who already engage in creative gaming pursuits. As such, future studies may wish to 

focus on those who already engage in screenshot activity and gather pre-existing screenshots, or 

to designate a longer period of time for participants to take screenshots such as a one-month 

period. As creativity is largely subjective and unpredictable (e.g. you don’t plan ahead for it), a 

longer period of time to take screenshots would allow participants more opportunity so they are 

not waiting for one “screenshot week”.  

 Another issue related to the time spent taking screenshots each day. Initially, when the 

information sheet on the study was sent out to participants, two participants displayed 

hesitations as they interpreted it as having to play games every single day for a week. As such the 

information leaflet was adapted accordingly to specify that taking screenshots was to coincide 

with participants’ normal gaming habits and did not require them to play more or less than they 

already did. This did not necessarily involve taking screenshots every single day for the course of a 

week, only during the normal times in which participants would play. In previous studies on 

reflexive photography it is not made clear if participants are taking photographs every day of the 

week or just during their regular activities, and as such is something that would be valuable to 

consider in future studies using this method.  

 When asked to give feedback regarding the reflexive photography methodology, several 

participants mentioned the potential use of video footage, saying that it may be beneficial to use 

alongside the screenshot method. By capturing video throughout a session, participants would 

not have to consciously think about taking screenshots, which was highlighted by one participant 

who spoke about a creative moment in which she was so involved in she ended up taking the 

screenshot after the moment had passed. While images still provided a memory aid in which to 

discuss the creative moment, video footage would enable the whole creative act to be captured. 

However, a significant amount of time would be needed to analyse such footage as this would run 

into the tens of hours (or hundreds depending on the number of participants). Such future work 

using video capture alongside screenshots may be more suited to a scenario where there are 

multiple researchers analysing the data. 

 Finally, while this study provided an in-depth view of the different design affordances, it 

only captured the experiences of 9 participants and as such findings are not generalisable. A range 

of different game genres were used in the study to attempt to provide a holistic overview of the 

design affordances for creativity in digital entertainment games in general. Future reflexive 

photography studies could endeavour to obtain a greater sample size in addition to narrowing 

down the design affordances in relation to particular game genres. 
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6.5 Summary and Implications 

Phase 3 used a hybrid thematic approach to refine the design affordance themes from phase 1 

into higher-level sub-themes, and inductively identify any new design affordances. In total six 

design affordances were identified which supported player creativity: degree of flexibility, 

narrative, tools, content creation, environment and replayability. The design affordance of 

progression supported player motivation which may act as a mediator for creativity. 

 The contribution of phase 3 was to provide a link between aspects of game design and 

creative expressions. While previous work has considered how game design can be tailored 

towards promoting motivation and flow (e.g. Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005), there is significantly less 

literature which seeks to identify how design elements may facilitate creativity. As such, the 

findings of phase 3 provide implications for developers, both of entertainment and educational 

games, in relation to designing games to specifically foster creativity. Furthermore, there are 

implications for researchers in the fields of game studies and human-computer interaction by 

providing an initial framework which could be used to analyse games for their creative potential. 

By understanding which design affordances, in which game genres, contribute to specific creative 

expressions, educators could select games accordingly to develop creativity in students.  
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7. Conclusions 

 

The final chapter of this thesis will outline the main conclusions and implications of the research 

in terms of theoretical and methodological contributions. These contributions provide 

implications for a variety of stakeholders including researchers and academics, educators and 

game designers. Section 7.1 will present an overview of the main conclusions to each of the 

research questions. Section 7.2 will expound the theoretical contributions associated with each of 

the research questions. Section 7.3 will outline the methodological contributions. Section 7.4 will 

posit the limitations relating to the thesis in totality and, finally, section 7.5 will present some 

avenues for future work in light of the project findings.  

 

7.1 Overview of Main Findings 

This thesis presented the work of a mixed-method project comprising of three phases which 

aimed to examine player creativity within digital entertainment games.  

Phase 1 comprised of exploratory semi-structured interviews with 24 participants, in 

addition a narrative survey was completed by 14 participants. Phase 2 comprised of an online 

survey completed by 251 respondents. Phase 3 comprised of a reflexive photography task and 

photo-elicitation interviews with 9 participants. Conclusions to each of the research questions are 

presented below:  

RQ 1a: How is creativity expressed within digital entertainment games?  

Using pre-existing literature relating to creativity in digital games, three different expressions of 

player creativity were developed deductively in phase 1 and further uncovered as latent factors 

through principal component analysis in phase 2. In conclusion to RQ1a, creativity in digital games 

can be expressed through problem-solving, appropriation and affective change. A summary of the 

different forms of creative expression is as follows: 

 Creativity as problem-solving comprised of developing personally novel solutions to 

problems, discoveries and ways of approaching difficult challenges. 

 Creativity as appropriation comprised of the different ways players could go above and 

beyond what developers expected. 

 Creativity as affective change comprised of the creation of personally meaningful 

insights, instances of reflection and altering of views and perceptions. 
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RQ 1b: How do players themselves conceptualise creativity within digital entertainment games? 

Player conceptualisations of creativity were addressed in phase 1 of the project through the 

creation of inductive themes. In conclusion to RQ1b, players conceptualise creativity from three 

distinct viewpoints and usually hold more than one conceptualisation of what it means to be 

creative in games. A summary of the different conceptualisations is as follows: 

 Players conceptualise creativity in relation to the unique ways of thinking which games 

encourage, such as “out of the box thinking” and a propensity to explore and test 

boundaries of acceptable behaviour. 

 Players conceptualise creativity in relation to the construction of in-game content such as 

objects, maps, levels and modifications. 

 Players conceptualise creativity from a development standpoint, with digital games being 

an artform in their own right, similar to other forms of creative media. 

 

RQ 2a: What do players learn from engaging in game-based creative practices? 

Learning was addressed in phase 1 through the formulation of inductive learning themes, and in 

phase 2 through the online survey which attempted to link specific learning outcomes to the 

three forms of creative expression (RQ1a). In conclusion to RQ2a, players may learn a variety of 

different skills, abilities and knowledge from being creative in games, however, any inferences 

between specific learning outcomes and creativity cannot be drawn. A summary of the learning 

findings is as follows: 

 Phase 1 findings suggested players may learn a variety of different skills and knowledge 

with learning outcomes relating to cognitive competencies, game specific skills, historical 

and cultural knowledge, social skills, literacy skills, motor skills and musical compositional 

knowledge. 

 On the CGS, scores on the problem-solving subscale predicted the learning outcome of 

reaction speed at the p < .01 significance level. 

 On the CGS, scores on the affective change subscale predicted the development of 

art/craft ability and empathy at p < .05 and p < .01 significance levels respectively. 

 

RQ 2b: What aspects of game-based creativity are transferrable between games and other areas 

of life? 

Transferability was addressed through the formulation of inductive themes in phase 1 and further 

uncovered as a latent factor, through principal component analysis in phase 2. Phase 2 also 
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attempted to link the forms of creative expression and learning outcomes to transferability. In 

conclusion to RQ2b, the creative expression, inspiration and learning which occurs from being 

creative in games may transfer, multidirectionally, between games and other areas of life. A 

summary of the transferability findings is as follows: 

 Phase 1 suggested the transfer of creativity was multidirectional between games and 

other areas of life. 

 Phase 1 suggested ideas and inspiration transferred from games to real-life creative 

hobbies and vice versa. 

 Phase 1 suggested various life skills such as cognitive competencies as well as affective 

aspects were transferrable to multiple areas of life and not tied to any specific domain. 

 Phase 1 suggested skills such as organisation and planning are transferrable from games 

to the workplace. 

 On the CGS, scores on the subscales of problem-solving and affective change predicted 

scores on the transferability subscale at the p < .001 significance level. 

 On the CGS, the learning outcomes of language skills, technical skills, critical thinking and 

confidence predicted scores on the transferability subscale between p < .05 and p < .01 

significance levels. 

 

RQ 3: What specific game design affordances contribute to player creativity? 

Design affordances was a theme inductively identified in phase 1 which was further refined in 

phase 3 through reflexive photography. In conclusion to RQ3, seven design affordances were 

uncovered which supported the three expressions of creativity and one which supported player 

motivation. 

 Design affordances related to the degree of flexibility of game structures, narrative, tools, 

content creation, environment, avatar customisation and replayability. 

 The design affordance related to progression supported player motivation which may act 

as an indirect facilitator for creative behaviour.  

 Creativity as problem-solving is supported by design affordances for degree of flexibility, 

tools and environment. 

 Creativity as appropriation is supported by design affordances for task flexibility, tools, 

content creation and replayability. 

 Creativity as affective change is supported by design affordances for narrative and avatar 

customisation. 
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 On the CGS, scores on the design affordance subscale did not influence reported learning 

outcomes or scores on the transferability subscale. This could be due to design 

affordances acting as mediators for the different expressions of creativity. 

 

7.2 Theoretical Contributions 

This thesis presents a total of five unique contributions to knowledge that relate to providing a 

varied definition of creativity for digital games, understanding creativity as a key aspect of player 

experience, understanding creativity as a catalyst for learning, exploring the transferable nature 

of creativity, and considering game design for player creativity. 

7.2.1 A Wider Definition of Creativity 

As, to the author’s knowledge, there exists no current definition of creativity which encompasses 

all different creative forms, a major contribution of this thesis is that it provides a wider definition 

of creativity which encompasses creative acts both large and small, and as such, examines 

multiple expressions of creativity in digital games. The definition presented in section 2.1.3 and 

used in the context of this thesis is:  

Creativity involves the formulation of new ideas as well as novel application of old 

ones, the creation of artefacts and knowledge, and the stretching and altering of 

mental boundaries in thinking, reasoning and emotions. Hence, creativity does not 

encompass merely inventing, it also involves altering and integrating. It is both an 

outcome in itself as well as a process leading to the development of abilities and 

learning. It is fluid and depends as much on the individual as the context in which it 

takes place. Problem-solving is often at the heart of both big and small creative acts 

and can serve as a foundation for the discovery of new ideas, methods or viewpoints. 

This definition has emerged from both the review of current literature (e.g. 

Csikszentmilhalyi, 1996; Finke et al., 1992; Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009; Richards et al., 1988) and 

was validated through three empirical studies. As such, this definition of creativity does not limit 

creative acts to only one form but provides a means by which future work can identify all facets of 

what it means to be creative. While the creative expressions of problem-solving, appropriation 

and affective change were analysed and discussed from a digital-games perspective and as such, 

would provide a means of categorising creativity for future researchers in the field, they also 

provide a demarcation for the analysis of creativity in other domains such as education.  

While this thesis presents an account of the different expressions of creativity in digital 

entertainment games, these expressions of creativity could be refined further in relation to 
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serious games and those with educational goals in mind. Creativity in the context of games 

designed for entertainment and those designed with educational goals may be significantly 

different – for instance in the case of educational games players would already be aware that the 

game aims at developing a specific learning goal. Such knowledge could impact the way in which 

creativity is expressed, and the propensity for players to reflect on their creative behaviour.  

In addition, this thesis contributes a metric for player creativity in digital games: the 

Creativity in Gaming Scale (CGS), developed in phase 2. The scale captures the three forms of 

creative expression, along with other circumorbital aspects of creativity including transferability 

and design affordances. As such, the CGS would not only serve to measure the effectiveness of 

digital games in facilitating creative behaviour as reported by players, but also provide guidance 

on what aspects of creativity are most important in the player experience. This is a useful tool for 

educationalists and researchers to gather insight on how different games can support player 

creativity, and to decide whether such games have the potential to aid in the development of 

circumorbital transferable skills such as problem-solving. Furthermore, it can be used by game 

developers to assess whether their games promote certain forms of creative expression.  

 

7.2.2 Creativity as a Key Aspect of Player Experience 

Secondly, this thesis provides a valuable insight into how those who play digital games define 

what it means to be creative. Creativity has been argued to be a highly subjective construct 

(Moran & John-Steiner, 2003), and what passes as creative for one individual may not necessarily 

be creative for another (Maslow, 1968; Richards et al., 1988). Similarly, the appearance of 

creativity differs extensively between domains. To the author’s knowledge no literature exists 

that specifically examined how players define creativity within games.  

As such this thesis provides a unique contribution to the field of player experience by 

providing an account of an important, yet often underlooked, aspect of gameplay. Previous work 

on player motivation and engagement such as the GameFlow Model (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005) 

and the EGM (Kiili, 2005) do not explicitly account for the importance of creativity in the gaming 

experience. Creativity is important to players – participants volunteered to take part in the three 

studies to demonstrate that they felt games were creative. Those involved in the interviews and 

reflective photography task spoke enthusiastically about how games provided opportunities for 

them to be creative and to use their creative skills developed in games elsewhere. 

Furthermore, by understanding what creativity looks like from a player’s perspective, 

developers may be more attuned to designing games with player creativity in mind. Based on a 

player’s conceptualisation of creativity, games can be designed following the unique viewpoints 
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outlined in this thesis, e.g. games which promote “out of the box thinking” (ways of thinking) or 

games marketed as a co-creative activity between developers and players (games as an artform).  

In addition, those who participated in these studies were able to reflect on their own 

creativity in games, and what it means to them to be creative. Such reflection has enabled several 

participants who did not label themselves as “creative people” to re-evaluate what creativity 

encompasses.  

This thesis provides a solid foundation for future work by illuminating the subjectivity of 

creativity, examining if and how conceptualisations of creativity differ between gamers and those 

involved in other more traditional creative pursuits, and if self-identifying as creative impacts 

conceptualizations (discussed further in section 8.4).   

 

7.2.3 Creativity in the Learning Process  

Thirdly, this thesis highlights the importance of creativity in facilitating learning. While it is beyond 

the remit of this thesis to conclude whether players were learning specifically from being creative 

or just from playing games in general, it is clear that participants considered learning and 

creativity as intertwined experiences. Participants spoke of learning in the same instances in 

which they recounted their creative activities, pointing to a close relationship between learning 

and creativity.  

The findings suggest implications for educators with regards to providing an effective 

learning environment that not only allows for learning opportunities, but also for learners to be 

creative. If learners are given opportunities to be creative, they may not only learn more 

effectively, but learn more enjoyably, thus fostering intrinsic motivation.  

This thesis confirmed previous findings on informal learning in digital games (e.g. 

Iacovides et al., 2014; Sourmelis et al., 2017; Voulgari et al., 2014) as well as suggesting additional 

learning outcomes in relation to creative game-based practices. A link was uncovered between 

the different forms of creative expression and some of the learning outcomes. These findings are 

envisaged to provide valuable insights for educators who wish to use digital games in their 

teaching and for learning technologists who hope to design creative digital mediums which 

promote skill development through creativity.  

Although it was not the focus of this thesis to provide a definitive account of what 

learning outcomes can be developed as a result of playing particular games, it provides a unique 

contribution in terms of considering the learning outcomes that result from the different 

expressions of creativity, and in what particular types of games such expressions arise. As such, if 
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educators wished to choose a game to develop a certain learning outcome such as empathy, then 

they could utilise the findings from this thesis to select an existing game high in emotional 

challenge which caters for creativity as affective change such This War of Mine (11 Bit Studios, 

2014) or the Mass Effect series (Bioware, 2007, 2010, 2012, 2017).  

 

7.2.4 Transferability of Creativity   

Fourthly, creativity has been argued to be highly transferrable (e.g. Carvalho et al., 2015; Mayer, 

1989), comprising of skills such as problem-solving, cognitive flexibility and openness to 

experience. Educational frameworks such as 21st Century Skills (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 

2019) argue that creativity is needed for the ever changing needs of a new digital society. This 

thesis examined the extent of transferability of creativity between games and real-life and 

provided an account of what areas creativity may transfer to, what expressions of creativity were 

most likely to transfer (e.g. problem-solving, affective change), and which learning outcomes 

gained from being creative may transfer. By illuminating the flow of creativity between games and 

other domains of life, a unique contribution of this thesis relates to identifying aspects of 

creativity which are most likely to transfer between games and other areas of life.  

This thesis provides implications for both educators and academics in the development of 

transferrable skills frameworks such as the 21st Century Learning Framework (P21) (Partnership 

for 21st Century Skills, 2019) and the European Commission’s Digital Competence Framework 

(DigiComp) (Kluzer et al., 2018) with regards to the role of creativity in developing transferable 

learning outcomes. For example, the different forms of creativity outlined in this thesis 

correspond to pre-existing conceptualisations (e.g. creativity as problem-solving relates to Little C 

and creative cognition approaches), and such could be used to further refine the category of 

creativity in many transferrable skills frameworks. 

Moreover, educators can select particular types of games that develop different forms of 

creativity as part of a transferrable skills curriculum. This could be achieved in various ways such 

as selecting games which cater for the different creative expressions, or by actively encouraging 

learners to reflect on their gameplay and identify and apply creative skills developed in games in 

other areas of their lives.  

This thesis illuminates what aspects of creativity may transfer between games and real 

life, however, it does not provide an in-depth account of the propensity of different types of 

games to facilitate creative transfer. This is one area which could be expanded on in future 

research (see section 8.4).  
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7.2.5 Game Design for Player Creativity 

Fifthly, this thesis aims to establish a link between game design elements and creative expression 

of players. A significant body of work exists which examines game design elements in relation to 

player motivation (e.g. Kiili, 2005; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005), however, there is a dearth of 

literature which highlights how games can be designed to promote creativity in those who play 

them.  

The final unique contribution of this thesis is to provide a link between aspects of game 

design and player creativity, in and around the game. By providing an account of how design 

elements may facilitate creativity in players, game designers may be able to use this information 

as guidance on developing games with creativity in mind. This could benefit both entertainment 

games and games designed specifically to foster creativity by allowing developers to specifically 

implement affordances which facilitate the different expressions of creativity – for example if a 

game was designed to cater for creativity as appropriation, developers could include affordances 

for tools such as a diverse and extensive range of items and abilities.  

Furthermore, the different design affordances identified in this thesis may provide an 

initial framework of analysis for games in relation to their creative potential for players, and as 

such may benefit researchers in the fields of game studies and human-computer interaction. By 

providing an account of how game design elements can foster creative expression in players, 

existing games can be analysed in terms of their creative design characteristics and chosen by 

educators accordingly.  

Overall, this thesis has demonstrated that creativity is a complex phenomenon and cannot be 

described from one perspective alone. Creativity in terms of digital games highlights an important 

aspect of player experience, consisting of a varied account of different creative expressions and 

reflections on gameplay, as well as aspects of game design that contribute to creative behaviour. 

The findings open up new avenues for future research such as investigating the relationship 

between creativity and learning more fully and investigating how the creative design affordances 

link to specific learning outcomes (discussed further in section 8.4). 

7.3 Methodological Contributions 

7.3.1 Narrative Survey  

The first methodological contribution of this thesis is using a narrative survey within a new 

context; namely in the context of investigating player attitudes to creativity in digital games. 

Previous uses of the narrative frame method developed by Barkhuizen and Wein (2008) include 
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investigating the experiences of language teachers (Macalister, 2012), and the experiences of high 

school students learning English (Hiratsuka, 2014). Already a successful data collection method for 

educational experiences, the thesis provides an account of the use of this instrument in gathering 

self-reported data on experiences of creativity in digital games. The empirical evidence presented 

in this thesis ensconces the narrative survey as a successful and useful data collection tool within 

the context of player experience, and as a means of triangulation of data sources. Future work 

could use the narrative survey instrument to investigate other aspects of player experience by 

creating frames based on the main research constructs. 

A further contribution of the narrative survey relates to its propensity as a means of 

reflection for participants. In this way, the use of a narrative survey as a reflective tool provides 

implications for educators both in relation to creativity and learning.  Learners are provided with 

an opportunity to recount their experiences, scaffolded by the narrative frames. This could aid 

educators in pinpointing negative and positive aspects of the learning experience, as well as 

facilitating learner awareness of their own autonomy in the learning process. 

 

7.3.2 Reflexive Photography 

The second methodological contribution is the use of reflexive photography and photo-elicitation 

interviews within a new context; namely to investigate creativity in practice within the context of 

digital games. Reflexive photography has been predominantly used in the fields of education and 

sociology to investigate personal experiences, including the perspectives of children with cancer 

(Epstein et al., 2006), the experiences of international teaching assistants using computer-assisted 

language learning (Wallace, 2015) and attitudes on class habitus, identities and schooling in 

Buenos Aires (Inés Meo et al., 2010). In previous studies, participants have taken pictures of their 

physical environment, however, in the case of this thesis, participants used the integrated screen 

capture functions on their computers and consoles to take images of their gameplay. Such an 

approach addressed what can be a significant obstacle to the reflexive photography method: 

namely the ease of taking photographs (e.g. Schulze, 2007). By using a screenshot capture facility, 

participants did not face the same issues which other studies experienced in relation to physically 

taking photographs, and as such were minimally disrupted from their gaming activity. In this way, 

an ecological approach was adopted whereby players remained immersed in the activity they 

were documenting (e.g. by seamlessly taking screenshots as they played as opposed to having to 

step back and take a physical photograph). 

The feedback received from participants regarding the reflexive photography method was 

positive, and the instrument proved effective in terms of focusing in detail on particular gaming 
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instances. As such, one methodological contribution is to provide empirical evidence of the use of 

reflexive photography within the context of player experience. The method was effective and 

provides implications for researchers who wish to expand upon the introduction of this method 

within the context of digital games and use it to investigate other aspects of the player 

experience.  

Another contribution of the reflexive photography method relates to its use as a means of 

reflection for participants. The use of the reflexive photographic method provided a medium in 

which participants could reflect on their own creative experiences. Several participants 

mentioned that by taking part in the reflexive photography task they were more attuned to the 

ways in which games influenced their creativity. The ability of modern computers and consoles to 

easily take screenshots lent itself favourably to the reflexive photography method, especially in 

terms of providing an easily accessible manner in which participants could capture important 

elements of their gaming experience. Through being able to capture screenshots at any given 

time, participants have the opportunity to select important screenshots which they wish to reflect 

upon during the photo-elicitation interview. This provides implications for researchers in the use 

of reflexive photography for studying reflection in its own right, as well as providing implications 

for educators in terms of analysing learners’ perceptions of their learning experiences. 

 

7.3.3 A Pragmatist Approach to the Study of Creativity in Digital Games 

The final methodological contribution is that of investigating creativity through a multi-method 

pragmatist research design. Previous studies which have examined creativity in digital games have 

used only one or two means to investigate the experiences of players. This thesis provides a wider 

account of creativity, and as such has examined the context using a multi-method approach 

consisting of four different methods – semi-structured interviews, a narrative survey, a 

quantitative survey and reflexive photography. The findings as a whole provide a rich account of 

creativity from the perspective of the player in terms of how creativity is conceptualised, the 

different forms of creative expression, and what aspects of game design contribute to player 

creativity. Moreover, the circumambient themes of learning and transferability have been given 

focus and their relationship to creativity has been expounded.  

In essence, this thesis would not have been able to provide the insights it has into 

creativity and its surrounding themes if it was not for the use of a pragmatist research design 

combining both qualitative and quantitative methods. As such, future work which concerns 

creativity (not just in relation to digital games but also in general) could adopt a similar research 

design to investigate this complex, multi-faceted phenomenon. 
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7.4 Limitations 

This project comprised of a mixed method analysis of creativity in digital games, with multiple 

steps being taken to ensure rigor and transparency of the research process. While limitations of 

each individual phase were covered in the relevant chapters, there were some drawbacks to the 

overall approach that should be considered.  

The first limitation relates to the fact that all data collection methods were self-reported 

and relied on the accuracy of participants’ recollections. While this resulted in a highly detailed 

account of creativity, it is subjective to those involved in the study and future studies may wish to 

employ more objective measures of creativity. While objective measures cannot tell us everything 

about creativity (which has indeed been argued to be highly subjective in itself), they may enable 

the results of this research to be further generalizable. One method of achieving this could be to 

determine the relationship between objective measures of creativity (e.g. Torrance Tests or 

Insight Tests) and the Creativity in Gaming Scale (CGS) developed in phase 2.  

The second limitation was the gender discrepancy in participant samples for all phases. A 

body of work exists which suggests that creativity may differ between males and females (e.g. 

Hamlen, 2009; Lin et al., 2012; Yeh et al., 2016). Future studies that focus on creativity in digital 

games may wish to explore this area further and identify if, and how, self-reported, game-based 

creativity differs according to gender. This could be achieved through the use of interviews with 

equal numbers of both genders to determine gender specific themes and further generalised 

through a questionnaire. Through illuminating the role gender may play in player creativity, other 

aspects such as design affordances may be then considered in their relation to their propensity to 

facilitate creativity in different genders.   

Thirdly, this project did not take into account the differences in perceptions on creativity 

between those who self-identified as creative and those who did not. The majority of participants 

in all phases engaged in creative activities outside the games, and as such the findings in this 

thesis may predominantly reflect the attitudes of already creative individuals. Phase 2 attempted 

to identify if creativity from pre-existing creative activities transferred to creativity within the 

game, however, as the respondent sample was already comprised of a majority of creative 

individuals the findings of this may be biased in favour of those who self-identify as creative. As 

such, a direction for future work could be to examine if, and how, attitudes to creativity in games 

differs depending on self-identification as creative. Furthermore, the transfer of creativity from 

pre-existing creative pursuits to within the game may benefit from further examination. Phase 2 

provided an initial link between creative pursuits and game-based creativity, however, it did not 

tell us why or how particular creative hobbies contributed to different expressions of creativity. A 
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more qualitative follow-up might be required to provide this data, such as semi-structured 

interviews or focus groups, or even more of a case-study approach. 

The relationship between creativity and learning still remains unclear, with both phases 1 

and 2 being unable to solidly differentiate between learning from creativity and learning from 

games in general. In phase 1 participants spoke about creativity and learning, however, many of 

the learning outcomes mentioned were also learning outcomes in relation to previous work on 

informal game-based learning. Phase 2 attempted to be explicit in wording questions regarding 

learning in relation to creativity, however, as was pointed out by one respondent; it may be 

difficult to determine if the learning that takes place is a direct result of being creative, or just 

from gameplay in general. Creativity has been argued to consist of a variety of higher-level 

cognitive skills (e.g. Finke et al., 1992; Treffinger & Isaksen, 2005), and as such the learning taking 

place when one is creative may indeed mirror to some degree the skill development from general 

gameplay (e.g. problem-solving, reasoning). Moreover, creativity and play have been argued to be 

intertwined (Stebbins, 2015), which may also blur the boundary between learning outcomes 

associated with solely being creative and general gameplay. As such, future work may want to 

consider in greater detail what exactly players may learn from being creative, and if, and how this 

differs from learning from games in general. 

A final limitation related to the wording of research questions for RQ2a, RQ2b and RQ3. 

RQ2a and b concerned the learning which occurs from being creative, and which aspects of 

creativity were transferable between domains. However, due to the nature of studies described in 

this thesis, any objective account of the development of learning and transferable competencies 

is impossible as all data collected was self-reported by participants. In this regard, all empirical 

evidence recounted in this thesis is the subjective interpretations of those who took part in the 

project. As such, future studies should take mind to consider the explicit wording of research 

questions to account for the self-reported nature of the research – for example, RQ2a could be 

re-worded from “what do players learn from engaging in game-based creative practices?” to 

“what, if any, learning outcomes do players report from engaging in game-based creative 

practices?” or “what, if anything, do players report they learn from engaging in game-based 

creative practices?”. Similarly, RQ3 “what specific game design affordances contribute to player 

creativity?” could be revised to take into account the focus on player understandings of the 

concept of design affordances, such as “what specific game design affordances do players believe 

contribute to player creativity?”. 
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7.5 Future Work 

This thesis presents a number of contributions which highlight various avenues for future work 

regarding creativity in digital games. Firstly, one direction of future work could be to examine if 

the creative forms identified in this thesis differ depending on whether a game is designed 

specifically with an educational goal in mind. This could be achieved by conducting a comparative 

study whereby one group of players are informed that a game is designed towards developing 

creativity, and the other group is given the game as an entertainment artefact. This would 

illuminate any possible framing effects such as changes or increases/decreases to player 

creativity, in the case of games designed with educational goals in mind. In this way, it could be 

illuminated if the creativity which occurs in games is more informal and implicit or goal directed 

and explicit – for example, when players are aware that a game is designed to support creativity 

are any of the creative expressions more or less common? And how does the frequency of these 

expressions differ in relation to more informal contexts such as entertainment games? 

Secondly, future work could look to develop the Creativity in Gaming Scale (CGS) further 

through validation with larger and more diverse samples. Doing so would help address the sample 

issue in phase 2 which included a disproportionate number of males, in addition to assessing the 

reliability and validity of the instrument in relation to those with more diverse creative and gamer 

identities. A more diverse sample population could be achieved through stratified sampling – for 

example gaining an equal amount of both genders, those who self-identify as creative and non-

creative and those who identify as different types of gamers (e.g. hardcore, moderate, casual, 

etc). 

Thirdly, another avenue for future work could be to examine the relationship between 

creativity and learning in more detail and to establish whether the learning which occurs is 

unidirectional or bidirectional (i.e. learning occurs as a result of creativity or vice versa, or it 

occurs simultaneously). Furthermore, another area could be to examine reflections on creativity 

in terms of the learning process. This could be achieved by encouraging learners within more 

formal educational settings to reflect on whether they felt there was creativity involved in their 

learning. 

Fourthly, by finding out what types of games are most likely to accommodate creative 

transfer, it would help to provide a list of games for educators to use specifically to teach 

transferrable skills. As such, one method of examining this could be through the use of a survey 

which specifically focuses on areas of creative transfer in relation to different game genres. In this 

way, the relationship between different types of games and creative transfer could be 

illuminated. 
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Finally, future work may wish to expand on the area of design affordances for creativity 

by using the findings of this thesis to create a more detailed framework which a) refines/updates 

the design affordances for different forms of creativity and b) links the affordances to specific 

learning outcomes. The former could be achieved through a further reflexive photographic study 

in addition to analysing video footage of players. The later could be achieved through the use of 

an experimental study using games with different types of affordances and conducting pre and 

post tests to measure learning outcomes. 
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Appendix 2: Reflexive Photography Screenshot Template 

 

 

 

 

Phase 3: Reflexive Photography Task 
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